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I

PREFACE

As a group of disciplines that focus on humane and social dimensions of life and 
world around us, importance of Social Sciences become more and more crucial 
day by day. Parallel to the enormously developing pace of technology, crucial 
position and critical role of social sciences is felt more. Therefore, principle 
disciplines of Social Sciences such as sociology, history, law, economics etc. 
require deeper insights especially as far as educational and social life are 
concerned. In this context especially interdisciplinary studies come to the 
foreground. Besides, studies focusing on different aspects of social sciences 
with more detailed approach need to be given more and more attention. 

This volume has been prepared with such a vision. Each of twenty-
four chapters focus on different detail of Social Sciences. In a wide spectrum 
of topics stretching from economics to literature and poetry, reader will 
find detailed analyses including but not limited to digital marketing, human 
rights management, urban development etc. 

As might be guessed, such a compilation of studies required special effort, 
which was facilitated thanks to our editors, members of board of editors, board 
of consultants and board of publishing, as well as our reviewers. Thus, along 
with the authors of each chapter, we would like to extend our gratitude to all 
these people, each of whom contributed to this volume. We also wish that the 
book be useful to students, researchers and to those who are interested in the 
topics covered by the volume, and hope to meet in new volumes.

Editors
Prof. Dr. Nesrin DEMIR

Asst. Prof. Dr. M. Fatih SANSAR
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1. Introduction

The pricing problem of public goods and services arises with critical 
structural issues, especially in a process where the relationship between 
the free-market economy and the public economy creates mutual 

influence. While these problems are based on the fact that public goods and 
services are handled differently from market prices, they also result from the fact 
that public goods and services have some priority purposes other than market 
prices. In terms of social services, meeting the prices and possible costs of 
public goods and services through public financing resources is also meaningful 
if the dynamics that may arise as a cost element and affect prices are handled at 
different levels. In this respect, the problem of pricing public goods emerges and 
is shaped within a framework based on a qualified political infrastructure due to 
the targets’ social-economic expectations directly in the public decision-making 
process (Onifade and Taşar, 2020: 73). 

However, differences in the production level of the same goods in the 
market, which may arise in terms of market prices, also lead to public fiscal 
records as an essential pricing problem produced by the public. Besides, the 
market mismatch, which may arise structurally, also means, is no mutual 
price consensus between the public and the market economy regarding the 
free economy model. In this respect, all kinds of possible negative marginal 
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externalities and structural deviations that may arise in the production and 
delivery of goods and services, together with other marginal costs that may arise, 
reveal a process in which a cost-based market pricing in pricing affects (Ray and 
Gramlich, 2016: 29). In this respect, the fact that possible costs are realized with 
the provision of goods and services at more acceptable limits within the scope 
of the public economy means that the exclusion effect created by the public 
financing resources that determine the public purchasing power takes place in 
the process (Porter et al, 2010: 12). Therefore, this fact reflects on the private 
sector economy as an essential price problem, but for public economics, this 
phenomenon means that easier internalization of externalities due to the public 
reaches easier the production resources. In any way, it should be emphasized 
that the public decision process is the political qualify structural process, and 
dominant public prices affect the private market pricing process because of the 
different internalization of externalities’ costs processes for the public and open 
market economies considering the structural. 

However, it should be emphasized that the public economy’s pricing 
phenomenon occurs when external economies and the production of public 
goods and services are generally aimed primarily at returns to scale (OECD, 
2009: 15). The fact that the pricing of some public goods and services is 
produced through “Natural Monopolies” in this framework and that it also 
directs the price policies on the sectors for resource distribution related to a 
certain wealth and income distribution to overcome other disruptions in the 
market through. This public practice formation, as the public price process also 
requires to evaluate within the framework of the pricing problems of public 
goods.  In addition, it is a fact that the failure of the market economy and the 
deviations from the market economy are directly affected by the increase in 
public practices, especially where “Return to Scale or Economy of Scale” takes 
place. In other words, it is seen that the “Economy Return to Scale” takes place 
in public practices as Natural Monopolies, and the resource constraint that the 
private sector is exposed to based on this phenomenon is accepted as the cause 
of the pricing of public goods and services (Joskow, 2005: 33).  

2. The Sectoral Location of Public Goods and Structural Relationships 
in The Pricing Decision Process 

The fact that the pricing process takes place in a typical market relationship 
in the relationship of public goods with private sector goods also reveals a 
meaningful specific price balance process in the pricing of public goods. This 
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phenomenon also causes a critical price relationship in which a public structural 
price mechanism occurs in the process, and consumption preferences between 
the public and private sectors are formed. This price relationship and the fact 
that the expected benefit criteria from public goods are often high, the public 
goods are consumed more or they take part in a process of a lower public 
nature, bring the price limits of public goods to a clearer position (Helbing, 
2020). 

In cases where certain public goods are final consumer goods, it is also 
seen that consumption efficiency is discussed in terms of consumption of 
these goods, and public goods are subject to a public price policy based on 
qualification. At this point, it can be said that the role of public goods in the 
pricing potential is to guide public price policies by revealing high-quality 
public goods. In other words, the assumption of a potential public role by the 
pricing policy of a positive but insufficient public good can also be interpreted 
as a process in which consumption efficiency towards markets increases. In 
this respect, the pricing process of public goods brings up a structure in which 
the relevant public goods can be excluded and may create market demand 
by producing goods of the same quality by the private sector. Against this, 
consumption efficiency expectations in the pricing of public goods can affect 
the qualified consumption margins in favor of market goods in the provision of 
public goods at zero cost and cause significant structural preference problems 
in the pricing of public goods with deviations in social benefit limits (Fujiwara 
and Campbell, 2011: 33). 

The sometimes-contradictory nature of the pricing process of public goods 
and the social benefit expected from the consumption of public goods may 
result in deviations from an optimal public pricing policy due to this possible 
exclusion of public goods. In this concerned process, the private goods’ prices 
can be chosen as consumption productivity due to the marginal cost of public 
goods related to the production process. The optimal balance of the number of 
public goods produced represents the social consensus-based combination of 
total utility values and marginal utility values (Groom and Maddison, 2019: 
1157). This point, which also expresses the corresponding optimal price point, is 
the expression of a sum that takes the utility expectations with different common 
values. In Figure 1 below, it is possible to see the price formation schedule with 
the position of potential benefit and cost expectations in the public goods pricing 
process: 
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Source: Boundless Economics (2018), Market Failure: Public Goods and      
Common Resources, https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-economics/

chapter/public-goods/ (Accessed April, 11.2022).
Figure 1. Possible Position of Benefits and Costs in the Pricing Process of 

Public Goods

As seen in Figure 1 above, it is seen that the marginal costs of public goods do 
not change, or if they change, a controllable marginal cost value takes place in 
the market based on a process that directs the formation of public benefits. From 
a different perspective, in a situation where there is no marginal cost variability, 
it is the principle that the costs of each incremental public good are priced in 
exchange for the majority of the benefits obtained. This fact makes it necessary 
to question to what extent the benefit obtained from the produced amount of the 
produced public goodwill covers these costs. 

In this respect, reflecting the provision price value of the amount benefited 
as a cost value to the price procedure also means the sum of the said benefits. 
In other words, the distribution of the fixed presentation amount of public good 
to the utility scales and the total benefit scale obtained mean that as a result of 
the increase in the benefit scale of the public good offered, the price scale of the 
relevant public good (Bolt and Humphrey, 2005: 6). Undoubtedly, taking the 
marginal cost basis in the production of public goods and services as a basis 
and the increase in the scale of the produced goods in quantity can encourage 
the benefit scales to increase even more with some production limits fixed in 
amount. 
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This fact means the social expectations will have grown more in the period 
which has come in the spite of the increasing marginal cost based on the expected 
benefit criteria. Approaches to cost-benefit analysis in pricing public goods and 
formations related to the possible exclusion of public goods come into question 
by directly reconciling cost expectations against the intended benefit. However, 
it should emphasize that the amount of production of an optimal public good in 
terms of the marginal cost basis is a social aspect of the scale of mutual benefit 
that can change at any time. This emphasis also means that the total amount of 
public goods produced constitutes a price procedure with significantly increased 
utility expectations in return for a corresponding marginal cost balance and 
these utility expectations (Milligan et al, 2017: 20).

At this point, it is seen that, especially in the distribution of the benefit 
scale of a produced public good, the provision of a fixed amount of public goods 
reveals the limits for the public financing requirement determined by the total 
cost element that can obtain. The fact put forth regarding the total benefits as a 
price presentation occurs the public prices related to the same formation process. 
From another point of view, with the Lindahl approach, the need for public 
financing of the costs of these goods means the beginning of a process in which 
taxes are to be paid as public financing for the production and presentation of 
public goods. This fact is evaluated with the scale of public benefits provided, 
which means the return for taxes. This phenomenon, in which the pricing problem 
of public goods is evaluated in two main categories as an important problem, 
also brings with it an important contradiction in public pricing as a result of the 
problem of “free-rider”, which is not suitable for the price theory in response to 
the demand for public goods. This dilemma causes the free-rider phenomenon 
to create a utility deviation that is not equivalent to the utility scale of the price 
procedure, especially for the consumption of public goods. This benefit and cost 
deviation cause people who do not pay this value to obtain an off-scale benefit, 
especially in every public good presentation where the cost increases as a mutual 
price value. This situation creates an important scale calculation problem in 
the pricing problems of public goods and creates significant deviations in the 
presentation of public goods, especially in quality (Curristine et al, 2007: 8).

3. Lindahl’s Approach to Pricing Public Goods and Possible Problems 
in The Process

Lindahl’s model for pricing public goods is a pricing model created to calculate 
a tax price at a simpler level and is shaped by the consumption preferences of 
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both individuals for the total public goods based on 2 individuals. In this pricing 
model, the basic approach is that individuals assume that the monetary tax price 
they are willing to pay in return for the benefits they receive is directly equal 
to the monetary value paid by all individuals and their total benefits. In other 
words, the proportional compromise value of the benefits of both individuals 
to each other also expresses the production optimality of the public good and 
should be equal to the direct utility value provided by the consumed good (or 
goods). 

3.1. Balance Distribution of Public Utility in Lindahl Pricing Approach

This approach, which aims to overcome both the structural problems related 
to taxation and the pricing problems of public goods with benefit options, 
sees different households as each consumption unit in terms of households 
and includes them as groups of individuals willing to pay in the model. This 
approach with utility value, which is an important step in overcoming the price 
problem of public goods, also creates a price effective option with the scale 
effect of the differences in utility values. This difficulty also presents us with 
important abstract price perception problems in the sum of a benefit distribution 
structure that can express in this different position. The possible costs of the 
optimal amount of public goods to be produced due to the mutual compromises 
(or intersections) of the negative structure of the demand curves also express 
proportional price equality as the tax price. It is possible to express this structural 
approach in a functional structure with the following formula (Cowell,1986: 
266).   

      (1)

As seen in equation 1 above, the functional value of the utility values   for 
the division of public good based on both persons is revealed in the Lindahl 
approach. At the same time, it is seen that each person believes the difference in 
benefits they provide to each other and this ratio is equivalent to the price willing 
to pay based on individuals. Therefore, it is seen that the total value of the total 
benefit to be obtained by each person expresses the price values   with the utility 
function. However, in Lindahl’s approach, it is challenging to say that there is 
a tendency to compromise at the optimal point where the pricing problem of 
public goods arises and that there is an absolute consensus structure between 
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preferences and courses for consumption of public goods (Lindsay and Dougan, 
2012: 38). For this reason, the value of the corresponding price is explained with 
a conjugate number value in which the amount of a good produced as “Z” is less 
than one. In this approach, which is considered within the scope of a Lindahl 
perspective, it is possible to express it in terms of R as the distribution of benefits 
among individuals or between households. For this purpose, in particular, each 
unit of the benefit obtained must be equal to “1” as maximum as a monetary 
phenomenon in return for the price, or it is possible to receive under 1 equality. 
In this context, a relationship that can take on a benefits basis becomes equal 
to a maximum of 1 in a process where externalities in the price index are also 
considered. It is possible to follow the analytics of the phenomenon below:
  (x1 , x2)  to max Uh (x1 , x2

h) 

  Phx1 + x2
h ≤ R2

h x1 = ɸ(c + phx1)  (2)

In equation 2 above, especially with the approach regarding utility maximization, 
the choice of preference limits for the price option of the amount that can pay for 
each unit of benefit also emerges. Thus, the split between persons or households 
in the distribution of the benefits should be a maximum of “1” or less than “1”, 
and it appears that each benefit should be received at a price. In this context, the 
fact price value should be equal to an equivalence that coincides also including 
the fixed costs “c”. Therefore, the endogenous price as benefit division for the 
process is P and benefit maximization depends not on the quantity of public 
goods but the benefits criteria variables. 

3.2.	 The	Benefit-Price	Balance	related	to	Marginal	Rate	of	Substitution	
Variability of Public Goods

To Lindahl, the main problem in pricing public goods is not the presentation and 
exchange limits of public goods but an approach that prioritizes the emergence 
of benefits with a joint function relationship. In terms of price balances, a price 
equilibrium point is seen regarding the sharing of the common demands of both 
people in their department, where they are limited but conciliatory. There are 
serious criticisms regarding the solution to the problematic structure regarding 
the pricing of public goods with the sum of benefits. Undoubtedly, the most 
critical aspect of these criticisms is that it is not often possible to meet the public 
financing reasons for the cost amounts in the pricing process of public goods 
with prices. Figure 1 below shows the price balance formation based on public 
goods preferences in line with the above analytical framework: 
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Source: SlidePlayer (2015), Public Goods, in Microeconomics Principles and 
Analysis:  Almost essential Welfare and Efficiency by Frank Cowell,  https://

slideplayer.com/slide/10561480/ (Accessed April, 14.2022).
Figure 2. Marginal Rate of Substitution Variability of Public Goods and the 

Benefit-Price Balance
Figure 1 above puts forth the analytical explanation of equations 1 and 2. In 
this expansion, the utility values   related to the preference rates of public goods 
are provided with marginal substitution rates and the equilibrium point of the 
corresponding price of these utility values. This phenomenon, handled within 
the framework of the Lindahl approach, directly reveals the conciliatory nature 
of the distribution of utilities between every two people and the presentation of 
public goods with a benefit scale smaller than one.

The flat rate “x1” in the production of public goods, as seen in Figure 1, 
also relates to the scales of utility related to the demand to be derived from the 
presentation of public goods below a certain cost. It is seen that this equilibrium 
point in the market also creates an equilibrium point regarding the public supply 
being less than “1”. This cross-section point means between a balance point of 
utility and utility-costs the criteria. Here, it is seen that the effective distribution 
of the quantity “x1” and the other quantity, primarily based on the marginal 
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rate of substitution (MRS), is determined by the marginal rate of substitution 
(MRS). It provides the distribution of public goods with a marginal efficiency 
representing the same average value in total in this price range. 

However, Lindahl’s approach to solving the pricing problem of public 
goods directly affects the amount of public goods in a period when cost elements 
are included in the price list rather than giving price optimization. Whether the 
price of the public good is met by the equilibrium price also affects the utility-
scale of each effective public good provision, which can be deduced from the 
efficiency of the distribution mechanisms of public offerings. In this respect, we 
should also emphasize that public presentation mechanisms will have an impact, 
especially on prices (Blöndal, 2005: 87-88). While a Lindahl price balance 
that can achieve in return for all these has taken place as a classical approach, 
the possible effects of exogenous cost elements and non-public price changes 
show that creating a price balance is based not only on the classical utility. The 
unsatisfactory situation intended for pricing public goods presently reveals a 
significant price problem versus the classical Lindahl approach. 

Based on this, it appears that such a feature in the price approach creates a 
contradiction and a pricing problem in terms of the public pricing process, which 
will be shaped by combined tax prices as a result of prices being formed in an 
internal position. When the issue is evaluated regarding the utility distribution 
of public goods in terms of Pareto optimality, it should emphasize that although 
the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) has different values, the ratio of the 
price of each public good to each other. This fact, in other words, means that 
these distribution rates are also equal to the total marginal substitution rate. In 
addition, this phenomenon should also be emphasized that the demand for all 
public goods is summed up and the sum of this demand expresses the total 
marginal substitution rates for all public goods. The aim here is to express the 
price by determining the total public amount corresponding to the total demand. 
For public goods, this structural formation, especially for total public goods, 
in an environment where the fixed production amount does not change differs 
from the change of price preference rates (European Commission, 2014: 59). 
However, as we mentioned before, we see that an ideal approach to Pareto 
optimality is very difficult to determine on the basis of marginal substitution 
rates, and this abstract conceptual measure of utility also causes significant 
problems in the pricing of public goods is only a theoretical equivalence. 

This phenomenon may cause monetary deviation as related to the probably 
market failures. This deviation in the prices of public goods determined in the 
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public decision-making processes presents an important problem in the pricing 
of public goods, where different prices at different values   are priced far outside 
the utility scale. In this respect, public goods are also directly affected by market 
failures, especially when market failures are in question, and those market 
failures, rather than the utility scale, change the preferences regarding prices. 
Because, the negative variations of the costs of these goods in marginal cost 
ratio have been able to a practical-negative impact on the whole economics 
goods in some time, which means the deprivations of public goods. 

4. Market Failure Process and Natural Monopolies In Pricing Public 
Goods

Some dynamics that cause market failures to continue in the pricing of public 
goods also cause some problems regarding the pricing of public goods. In reality, 
market failures arise from some essential dynamics, and the most important of 
these dynamics is asymmetric information distribution. In addition, it is possible 
to say that the price effect on the markets created by natural monopolies also has 
a negative impact on the pricing of public goods. However, it can be said that all 
kinds of market authority and market failure occur with the wrong application of 
selective public incentive policies and selective loans in an environment where 
insufficient sectoral supports are in question and production costs increase on a 
sectoral basis (OECD, 2003: 18 and 32).

4.1.	 The	Impact	Dynamics	of	Market	Failures	in	Public	Goods	Pricing

In addition, the fact that sectoral shares in an important information distribution 
are subject to an unequal distribution of production factors, especially regarding 
the sharing of production factors, is also in the market with a critical price 
problem. In terms of public goods, this means direct intervention in the markets 
with the prices of public goods in producing the same goods in the public 
economy. Undoubtedly, the internal dynamics of the market as well as the 
mutual economic relations with the public economy play an important role in 
the emergence of market failures and structural market problems. In this context, 
it is possible to list the causes of market failures in a market economy in relation 
to the pricing problem of public goods as follows (Stiglitz, 2000: 80-85):
• Stickiness of Prices
• Asymmetrical Information Among the Production Units 
• Negatively Sloping Supply and Positively Sloping Demand
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• Market Risk and Price-Cost uncertainty,
• Mismatch between Supply and Demand
• The Externalities of Public Goods
• Imperfect-Uncompetitive Markets Formations 
• Unequal Distribution of Income and Production Factors 
• Macro Economic Failures and Instability
Undoubtedly, one of the most critical factors affecting the pricing of public 
goods based on market failures is the factors in the emergence of possible 
externalities. Notably, as market failures, imperfect competitive formations 
of public goods affect the markets, causing the produced public goods to face 
significant problems in pricing. Of course, in a period when Pareto efficient 
distribution was not ensured, and the equality of public price ratios to each other 
was expressed as market failure, it is seen that public goods turned into a pricing 
problem to a large extent. 

This is, as inevitable, the result of asymmetric information as well as 
uncertainties regarding market risks. The uncertainty in the markets about the 
prices of public goods directly affects the prices of public goods with the risks 
and uncertainties in the public economy where the same type of public goods 
are produced. However, the intervention of the state in the economy to eliminate 
the deficiencies in the price mechanism often makes it difficult to put forward 
an effective and process-appropriate price policy with transaction constraints. 
When there is a negative sloping supply in the markets but a positively sloping 
demand, the pricing problem of public goods is reflected as a structural problem 
in determining the prices of public goods, as a source of the economic instability 
of a production factor process (UNIDO, 2008: 78). It should emphasize especially 
that in an economy with imperfect competition conditions, the prices of public 
goods have a structurally significant effect on the market and turn into a different 
equilibrium process with possible externalities in a production process driven by 
different competitiveness and public economy. Potential positive externalities 
related to the positive impact of the produced public goods can create significant 
price discrimination for the markets with a different public benefit scale that 
increases, especially in a process where the marginal cost of the public good 
is low. This structural formation necessitated a public price policy in which 
marginal positive externality is supported intended to the markets. It is seen that 
in the process of market failures regarding the pricing problem of market goods, 
there are undoubtedly price deviations and significant deviations in the prices of 
public goods are also observed. In addition to affecting public price policies, this 
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situation frequently raises the issue of selling public goods and services below 
the average market break-even price. 

4.2.	 Free-Rider	Problem	related	to	Public	Goods	Pricing	in	Public	
Economics

However, in a period when market failures of consumers and companies 
continue, voluntary exchange of goods for the presentation of their goods is seen 
to act in a structural interaction with external and internal benefits. Undoubtedly, 
the problem of free-riding with involuntary benefit buyers is one of the most 
important reasons for price deviations in the process of market failures related 
to structural relations (Pasour, Jr., 1981: 455-456). The fact that the Free Rider 
problem affects public prices to a large extent results in a significant deviation 
in prices, with the free-rider problem of the inter-individual benefit conversion 
of external costs and benefits between public production and consumption. In 
Figure 3 below, it is possible to see the structural relationship integrity of the 
differences between voluntary benefit recipients and the increase in external 
benefits and costs in a process where the Free Rider problem is also in question:

Source: Boundless Economics (2020), Introducing Market Failure: Defining 
Market Failurehttps://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-economics/chap-

ter/introducing-market-failure/ (Accessed April, 11.2022).
Figure 3. Structural Relationship of Market Failures and Price Deviations

As seen in Figure 3 above, in a situation where market failures are in question, 
it is seen that external and internal benefits are perceived differently within 
the public economy that produces the same good, and this perception leads 
consumers in price policies in different directions. This phenomenon occurs 
when the deviation in public prices turns into an important cost element that 
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is reflected in public prices, especially outside of market prices. In terms of the 
public economy in the division of external benefits and costs between production 
and consumption, the free-riding problem occurs with the high price procedure 
caused by financial deviations in the pricing of goods. As this phenomenon, this 
structure a price increase for the goods resulting from mutual financing also 
disrupts the utility distribution scale. 

Undoubtedly, one of the most important indicators of this distribution scale 
results in deviations in the externalities of public goods, especially in the context 
of incomplete markets within the scope of benefit criteria. However, since the 
increasing positive externalities on the basis of increasing positive public goods 
cannot receive any financial contribution and participation in the cost of these 
goods, the pricing of public goods is included in the high public goods pricing 
process (Barber, et al, 2019: 56). This pricing problem of increasing public goods 
deepens the market failures even more with the effect of production processes 
at different levels and excluded from the public production process among the 
firms for the benefit distribution in the markets. Therefore, in terms of structural 
relations, an important reason for price deviations in market failures emerges 
as a market problem not only for the public economy but also for the goods 
produced in the market economy. In this context, Lindahl argued for evaluating 
each public financing requirement with absolute mutual benefit value at tax 
scale and tax price (Foley, 1970: 69-70). 

This significant deviation effect, created by people who provide undeserved 
benefits and are unwilling to pay, is the cause of an important structural price 
deviation in ensuring the benefit-cost balance. The degree of impact of public 
goods from the Free Rider problem is not a problem arising from the costs 
of the public goods, but occurs due to positive externalities with large-scale 
public utility, high costs of these markets in the process of imperfect markets. 
And this phenomenon is directly related to a structural market instability. This 
obligation aims to minimize the possible negative externalities in the markets in 
terms of pricing the same product according to the market and to prevent also 
price stickiness arising from imperfect competition conditions (Wolman, 1999: 
29-30). 

However, this situation turns into a critical price problematical in balancing 
the legal sanctions related to the public economy. In this sense, it is seen that 
price consensus is required between all kinds of goods produced in the markets 
and all kinds of goods produced in the public economy in terms of quantity and 
value, costs and marginal substitution rates. However, the fact that public goods’ 
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purpose and structural presentation differences are an essential obstacle in this 
regard causes a non-optimal pricing problem related to the pricing policies of 
public goods with high marginal benefit expectations in a market failure process, 
especially in deficient markets. This phenomenon causes the pricing of public 
goods to be more meaningful based on social benefit and demand expectations, 
but a price problematic that differs from the market based on costs (Kain and 
Rosenzweig 1992: 28-29).

4.3.	 Market	Failures	and	Price	Balance	of	Public	Goods	in	Natural	
Monopolies	Process	

Natural monopolies in the pricing of public goods are the formations that emerge 
with a significant public price margin in a situation where market failures are 
in question with their own structural dynamics. The most important reason why 
it is defined as a natural monopoly is that the equilibrium price that may be in 
question in the markets does not match with the price of the public good. 

This situation requires the relevant good is subject to pricing in the public 
process, with its social and public aspects coming to the fore. However, it should 
not be forgotten that in a structure where public goods are subject to natural 
monopolies, this pricing procedure can also lead to more complex market 
failures and the dynamics of imperfect market formation to come more to the 
fore in cases where there are deficient markets. In other words, the financing 
requirement of large-scale works that need to be done socially, especially in the 
pricing of public goods, emerges as a public undertaking as a result of some 
financial market deviations, as these goods and services are more oriented. 

On the other hand, this process of natural monopolies represents a process 
that is meaningful as a result of requiring high limits of financing, and the 
constant balancing of large-scale costs with public resources (Deloitte, 2018: 
7). In this context, in cases where all kinds of effective production scales are in 
question and the price balance in the markets is shaped by cost, it is an important 
public structure of natural wheels that especially production.  In brief, the price 
deviations related to market as intended to social utility, and via an unregulated 
public monopoly form beyond the demand and price balance are corrected by 
the public economy (U.S. Department of Justice, 2008: 85-86). 

Therefore, natural monopolies bring public pricing to the agenda as an 
attempt to achieve a balance of cost and benefit with the public production of 
the same good and service, with high costs and increasing targets regarding 
the benefit portion of the cost-price division. In the graphic Figure 4 below, it 
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is possible to see the pricing process of natural monopolies as a public pricing 
projection at the level of effective social production, even if it causes possible 
market problems in the pricing of public goods: 

Source: Linda Wårell, (2017), Market Opening in Local District Heating         
Networks,https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Cost-Structure-of-a-Natural- 

Monopoly_fig1_255586545 (Accessed April, 17.2022).
Figure 4. The Position of Public Goods Prices in the Process of Natural 

Monopolies
As seen in Figure 4 above, there has been a significant deviation from the 
marginal cost pricing in the market. The critical feature of this deviation is the 
average cost price approach that differs from the market standards in the pricing 
of public goods. The moderate cost pricing (LRATC) approach also means that 
the goods sold at the optimal price level, as marginal cost pricing (B), are sold 
higher than their price. This situation looks like a price adjustment, which means 
that the value of each good sold is also restricted in terms of quantity. 

In this respect, the average costs in the total pricing of public goods are 
different, especially from the marginal costs, means a production and price 
balance outside the optimal point of equality. In this sense, the balance point is 
a public good presentation balance that moves away from adequate production 
and prevents monopolistic profits (Pm). This equilibrium point means good 
public pricing (Pa) without profit and loss as a break-even point in terms of 
average costs. It creates a meaningful balance point to avoid monopolistic gain, 
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which makes a price effect from a situation where not only marginal cost pricing 
but also marginal rent is high, which arises from the equivalence of marginal 
cost and marginal benefit pricing. However, at this point, the problem with 
pricing public goods is the emergence of a new pricing procedure to constrain 
the optimal quantity. It is always in question that the cost values   of the goods 
offered to the market, based on the average price, turn into a cost phenomenon 
that can reflect the public repeatedly. In this respect, this position is outside the 
point where any marginal benefit can be expressed in public pricing, even if 
average cost pricing means high costs and public goods act with a one-way cost 
approach in the case of natural monopolies. On the other hand, this situation 
creates a one-sided course of action regarding the financing of costs. 

This phenomenon creates a production-pricing movement style outside the 
market balances, especially as related to pricing. Pricing of public goods in this 
sense can turn into a public production-cost cycle where costs can be reflected 
in prices other than market prices by creating quantity restrictions as a result 
of deviation from marginal cost pricing (Cho and Meyn, 2010: 216). In order 
to prevent the reflection of the social costs that arise with price increases in 
the markets, a problem arises, such as the public’s reimbursement of the losses 
incurred due to the abandonment of possible marginal cost prices in the pricing 
presentation of public goods. 

The refinancing of the public goods financing difference in this new 
price equilibrium is equal to the difference between a possible marginal cost 
and average cost pricing. The difference between the price of each good at 
the optimal price equilibrium point and the average cost is the public current 
cash requirement of the effective production level and a public good price 
presentation above the market standards in the pricing of public goods. This 
phenomenon means as inevitably also a cost-based public financing expectation 
that is determined unilaterally by the effect of financial exclusion in the deficient 
markets. The problem here is that the ever-increasing price equivalence of public 
goods is cost-based. As a result of increasing public financing requirements, it 
is possible that it will turn into a public price problem with the rate of return 
pricing approach as P*×Q = OC + p(K). [P: Price; Q: Output; OC: Operational 
Cost; p: The Rate of Return on Capital and K: Capital].   

5. Conclusion

The problems regarding the pricing of public goods arise from a general point of 
view regarding the goods produced with different social and economic objectives 
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to create a price equilibrium point apart from the production of the same goods 
in the private economy. At the beginning of these social goals, it is seen that 
some services as a public undertaking and the financing problem related to the 
cost of these services play an essential role. 

However, in a situation where the state of the markets and the imperfect 
markets are far from optimal price balances, it is seen that public interventions 
are also in question through the prices of the production of public goods. The 
prices of public goods require some sectoral public initiatives to balance the 
price deviations arising from market failures and possible market imbalances, 
and natural monopolies are at the forefront of these initiatives. 

However, in cases where market failures are in question, especially in 
processes where price stickiness and asymmetric information distribution are 
in question, it is seen that the uncertainty of production factors in terms of 
price-cost also affects pricing in public goods. In this respect, macroeconomic 
balances in pricing the goods to be produced within the scope of the public 
economy constitute an essential issue in terms of costs and create situations for 
the marginal benefit expectations regarding possible cost increases in the markets 
to decrease further. This situation, which creates reasons for the production of 
public goods, also constitutes an important reason for public price increases in 
creating Natural Monopolies and intervention in the markets. 

Although the increasing scale of possible positive externalities in the 
production of public goods means the production of public goods at a higher 
limit, average cost preferences as a cost of deviation from marginal costs in 
the market can turn into public good pricing-output limits problem.  On the 
other hand, the reflection of cost increases arising from secondary markets in the 
process sometimes also creates a crucial cost-price discrepancy in the pricing of 
public goods. In addition to these, external costs in market failures and possible 
externalities affecting the production processes related to external benefits and 
costs is an important problem of Natural Monopoly pricing, which takes place 
outside the market prices between firms and consumers. This phenomenon of 
imperfect markets also creates a situation that results in a market failure, and 
this situation often brings up the negative impact of an average cost pricing on 
the markets. Public goods production processes, which are based on the average 
cost of natural monopolies, can create a market externality due to the increasing 
public finance, the price-provision balance of the average costs of public goods 
that are above the marginal costs in the market.
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1. Introduction

Central bank independence is theoretically based on studies on time 
inconsistency policies (Kydland ve Prescott, 1977; Barro ve Gordon, 
1983; Rogoff, 1985). According to these studies, it is stated that the 

economic prosperity of a society will increase after appointing a conservative 
central bank governor (considering the goals of the central bank) and isolating 
monetary policy from political pressure. It is thought that the independence of a 
central bank, which provides a stronger focus on price stability in this way, can 
help ensure price stability and alleviate inflation deviation. To increase in central 
bank independence is seen as an indicator of price stability.

The central bank must be legally independent when making monetary 
policy decisions to ensure price stability. Most countries have achieved their 
legal independence by revising their laws and increasing their degree of 
autonomy (Cukierman, 2008).The legal central bank independence reflects 
actual independence, as the practices are carried out in accordance with the 
law in some developed countries where financial structures are established. 
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On the other hand, applications that diverge from the law are encountered in 
developing countries due to the lack of legal framework (Cukierman, Webb ve 
Neyaptı,  1992; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007). Therefore, illegal practices or political 
interventions in developing countries affect the central bank. The central 
bank, which is under the influence, move away from making policy decisions 
independently and ensures the implementation of time inconsistency policies. 
These policies can cause price stability to deteriorate.

Based on the assumption that legal central bank independence does not 
reflect actual independence in developing countries, central bank independence 
is considered to be addressed on a political basis. Accordingly, political practices 
that take place outside the law, political comments made by the government on 
monetary policy decisions, and institutional quality elements such as the rule 
of law and accountability need to be addressed within the framework of central 
bank independence. In this way, it is thought that a actual assessment of central 
bank independence can be made for developing countries.

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, which is central bank of a 
developing country, has gained its independence greatly in 2001. In order to 
reveal the actual independence of the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey it 
must be addressed at the political basis.

In this study, it is aimed to evaluate the central bank independence by 
using some measurement methods in the political framework and to test the 
effects of the government’s political comments, which an indicator of central 
bank independence, and institutional quality factors on inflation for monetary 
policy decision.

2. Literature

It is seen that most of the studies on central bank independence are aimed at 
measuring legal independence (Cukierman,Webb ve Neyaptı,1992; Alesina ve 
Summers, 1993; Cukierman, Kalaitzidakis, Summers ve Webb, 1993; Posen, 
1995; Briault, 1996; Campillo ve Miron, 1997; Leybek, 1999; Cukierman, 
Miller, Neyaptı, 2002; Gutierrez, 2003; Jacome ve Vazquez, 2008; Carlstrom 
ve Fuerst, 2009; Lin,2009; Klomp ve De Hann 2010; Demirgil, 2011; Seetanah, 
Sannassee, Dilmohamed, 2014; Agobavd,  2017; Khan, 201). According to these 
studies, legal independence in developed countries is considered to be a measure 
of the actual central bank independence. Central banks in these countries act 
within the specified legal framework. However, in developing countries, legal 
framework and illegal (actual) political practices may differ (Hielscher ve 
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Markwardt, 2012). Even if central banks are legally recognized independence 
in these countries, legal central bank independence is not a actual indicator of 
independence.

Legal central bank independence in developing countries weakly reflects 
actual independence (Fry, 1998). In these countries, there is a discrepancy between 
legal practices and illegal (actual) practices (Forder, 1996, 1998, Berlemann ve 
Nenovsk, 2004). As the legal framework is uncertain and incomplete, subjective 
interpretations emerge and actual practices diverging from the law are encountered 
(Cukierman, Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007). In these countries, 
there are gaps in the legal framework (Cukierman, Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992; 
Cukierman ve Webb, 1995), the emergence of institutional declines (Hielscher ve 
Markwardt, 2012; Nurbayev, 2018), the political environment deteriorates (coup, 
corruption), the slowdown in the economic outlook (growth, unemployment), 
can cause the violation of central bank independence, the implementation of 
time inconsistency policies and the deterioration of price stability by setting the 
ground for illegal political interventions.

When it is understood that legal independence does not reflect the actual 
measure of central bank independence in developing countries, the use of some 
other measures other than legal measurement has become a more accurate approach 
for developing countries. There have been many studies that highlight illegal 
(actual) practices (Bade ve Parkin, 1982; Alesina, 1988; Grilli, Masciandaro ve 
Tabellini, 1991; Alesina ve Summers, 1993; Cukierman ve Webb, 1995; Eijffinger, 
Rooij ve Schaling, 1996; Grilli, Masciandaro ve Tabellini, 1991; Cukierman, Webb 
ve Neyaptı, 1992; Cukierman, Kalaitzidakis, Summers ve Webb, 1993; Sturm ve 
De Haan, 2001; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007; De Hann ve Siermann; Lubek, 2007; 
Axel, Sturm, De Hann; 2008, 2010; Vuletin ve Zhu, 2011; Seetanah, Sannassee, 
Dilmohamed, 2014; Klomp ve De Hann,2010). According to these studies, legal 
independence is expressed only as a determinant of actual independence. It has 
been stated that it is difficult to find a systematic indicator of actual independence 
when moving away from legal independence and that the best representative of 
central bank independence for developing countries is the frequency of real change 
of the central bank governor(Cukierman, Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992). As another 
measurement method of central bank independence, the compliance variable, which 
states how the actual term of office of the central bank governor is compatible or 
overlaps with the legally determined term of office, is considered (Cukierman,Webb 
ve Neyaptı, 1992). In addition to this, another measurement method of central bank 
independence, which is discussed in the literature, is the political vulnerability 
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index. The political vulnerability index is obtained by proportioning the number 
of replacements of the central bank governor to the number of political transitions 
of the central bank governor within 6 months following a political transition 
(Cukierman, Kalaitzidakis, Summers ve Webb, 1993; Cukierman ve Webb, 1995; 
Sturm ve De Hann, 2001; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007). Another measurement method 
of central bank independence used in the literature is obtained by scaling the political 
comments of governments to central banks. There are many studies addressing 
this method (Weise, 2012; Hellerstein, 2007; Havrilesky, 1995; Maier, Sturm ve 
De Hann, 2002; Maier ve Bezoen, 2004; Ehrmann ve Fratzscher, 2011; Demiralp, 
King ve  Scotti, 2016; Demiralp ve Demiralp, 2019). In these studies, an analysis is 
made using a number of methods to measure the responses to political comments 
directed to central banks. In the literature on central bank independence, studies 
have been made assuming that political institutions such as the rule of law and 
democracy affect the relationship between central bank independence and inflation, 
and these institutions are considered as control variables (Hielscher ve Markwardt, 
2011; Nurbayevvd, 2012; Keefer ve Stasavage, 2003; Hayo ve Voigt, 2008).

In 2001, the result of changes made to law of the Central Bank of the 
Republic of Turkey has gained largely on legal independence. In studies that 
measure legal independence for the CBRT, it is seen that the legal independence 
of the CBRT is widely recognized and the legal central bank independence is 
an indicator of inflation(Doğru, 2012; Doğru, 2013; Demirgil, 2011; Kadyrova, 
2009; Baydur ve Süslü, 2007; Ünal, 2008; Arslan, 2003; Yalçınkaya, 2017; 
Ünal, 2008).However, in developing countries, illegal (actual) practices and law 
may differ. In this case, legal independence in developing countries does not 
reflect the actual measure of central bank independence. In order to find the 
actual measure of the CBRT’s independence, it is thought that it would be a 
more correct approach to use the measurements that deal with illegal (actual) 
practices rather than legal independence. In the literature, measures such as 
political instability, the rate of turnover of the central bank governor index, 
and the compliance variable that expresses the ratio of the actual term of office 
to the legal term of office were used in the studies conducted for the CBRT 
(Doğru, 2012; Demirgil, 2011; Ünal, 2008; Arslan, 2003; Ünal, 2008). However, 
it is seen that the political vulnerability index, which has been addressed in 
a few studies (Cukierman ve Webb, 1995; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007), has not 
been addressed for the CBRT. In addition, political institutions affecting the 
relationship between central bank independence and inflation are not addressed 
for the CBRT. In addition, the relationship between the political comments made 
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on the monetary policy decisions taken by the central bank and the interest rate 
decisions within the framework of the Taylor Rule was discussed for the CBRT 
(Demiralp ve Demiralp, 2019). However, it is seen that political comments are 
not addressed in line with the CBRT’s independence and inflation relationship.

Based on these gaps in the literature, in this study, the relationship between 
CBRT independence and inflation is analyzed in a political framework, taking 
into account the impact of political institutions and political comments.

3. Political Independence Measurements

3.1.	 The	Rate	of	Turnover	of	the	Central	Bank	Governors	Index

According to the multiplication of the term of the governor of the central bank, 
the opposite indicates the turnover of the central bank governor (Farrag ve 
Kamaly, 2007; Cukierman ve Webb, 1995). The high turnover of the central 
bank governor indicates that central bank independence has decreased, while 
the low turnover of the central bank guvernor indicates that the central bank 
independence has increased.

The Rate of  Turnover of  the 
Central Bank Governors Index

1
=

TThe tenure of  the Central Bank Governor

Based on the fact that the tenure of the central bank governor is 4 years or 
5 years, the threshold value is stated to be between 0.20-0.25 (Cukierman, 1992; 
Cukierman, Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992; Farrag ve Kamaly, 2007). The tenure of 
the CBRT governors was calculated according to the information obtained from 
the official website of the central bank (Link 1). and the rate of turnover of the 
CBRT governors index was reached. Details of the calculations are given in 
Appendix 1. The Tenure and the Rate of Turnover of the CBRT Index are shown 
in Figure 1.

It is considered that the threshold value of the turnover of central bank 
governor is 0.20 since the term of office of the CBRT is 5 years1. Considering that 
the values above the threshold value indicate weak central bank independence, 
it is seen that the threshold value has been exceeded gradually in other periods 
except 2001-2006 period and 2006-2011 period. This situation reveals that the 
independence of the central bank has weakened towards the last periods.

1 With the Decree Law in July 2018, the term of office of the centralbank governorwas reduced 
from 5 to 4 years. However, this change was not reflected in the analysis process since Murat 
Çetinkaya was dismissed before his term of office expired.
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Figure 1. The Tenure (year) and the Rate of Turnover of the CBRT Index
Source: Calculated by the authors.

It is stated that long periods are more favorable for slow processes (Cukierman, 
Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992). Accordingly the rate of turnover of the central bank 
CBRT governor was first calculated on yearly, and then averaged for ten years 
periods. Calculated the rate of turnover of CBRT governor are shown in Table 
1. Accordingly, it is seen that the rate of turnover of CBRT governor of the 
period 2000-09 is at the threshold value (0.20), that is, the rate of turnover of 
CBRT governor of the period of 2010-19 period is above the threshold value. 
It is observed that the independence of the central bank has weakened in the 
period of 2010-19 compared to the previous period. The fact that Çetinkaya was 
dismissed before the term of office in the period of 2010-19 caused a decrease in 
the independence of the central bank.

Table 1: The Rate of Turnover of the Central Bank CBRT Governors by Periods

Periods
The Rate of Turnover of the Central Bank CBRT 
Governors

2000-09 0,20
2010-19 0,25

Source: Calculated by the authors.

While the high the rate of turnover of the central bank CBRT governors means 
that the central bank independence has decreased, its low does not always 
indicate high central bank independence. It is stated that the reason for this 
may be that the governor, who has been in office for a long time, has taken an 
attitude that mostly supports the policies of the government (Cukierman, Webb 
ve Neyaptı, 1992).
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3.2.	 The	Political	Vulnerability	Index

The political vulnerability index is found by proportioning the number of 
replaceplament of the central bank governor to the number of political transitions 
within six months of a political transition2. Political transition means changing 
government. The six-month period after the political transition is called the 
political period. For this reason, the formulation is based on a six-month period. 
The political vulnerability index is shown as follows:

V i

Number of  replacements of  the central 
bank governor w

( ) =

iithin 6 months following 
a political transition

Number of  ppolitical transitions

The high political vulnerability index value indicates that the current government 
has a high political impact on the central bank, while the low political vulnerability 
index indicates that the current government has a low political impact on the 
central bank. The high political vulnerability index indicates low central bank 
independence, and the low political vulnerability index indicates high central 
bank independence. The political vulnerability index was calculated for the 
CBRT using the data in Appendix 2. The calculation results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Political Vulnerability Index for CBRT
Periods Number of Replacement of the Central 

Bank Governor within 6 Months 
following a Political Transition (a)

Number 
of Political 
Transitions (b)

V(6)=a/b

2000-2009 0 2 0,00
2010-2019 1 4 0,25

Source: Calculated by the authors.

There were two political transitions in the period 2000-2009, but the 
central bank governors completed their duties within the time specified in  
the law3. As Çetinkaya was appointed as the central bank governor  after four 
months and twenty three days from the political transition in the period of 
2 Cukierman and Webb (1995) revealed that the transition from the political period to the non-
political period covered the six-month period as a result of statistical tests.
3 With the law numbered 4651 issued on April 25, 2001, the term of office of the central 
bank governor was determined as five years. Consequently, Serdengeçti (14 March 2001 
- 14 March 2006), who was appointed to replace Erçel, and Yılmaz (18 April 2006 - 13 
April 2011), who were appointed to replace Serdengeçti, completed their duties in the 
period specified by law 4651.
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2010-2019, it is observed that there is a political vulnerability according to the 
political vulnerability index. However, it is not possible to talk about a real 
political vulnerability because assignment of duty occurred due to the expiration 
of the legal tenure. For this reason, political vulnerability was not detected in 
this period as in the previous period. According to the political vulnerability 
index, it is not possible to talk about a real vulnerability in both periods for the 
CBRT. This result is thought to have occurred due to the relative compliance 
with the legal tenure of five years as of the period under consideration.

3.3.	 The	Compliance	Variable

The compliance variable is obtained by proportioning the actual term of office 
to the legal term of office. The compliance variable shows to what extent the 
term of office of the central bank governor is in line with the legal framework 
(Cukierman, Webb ve Neyaptı, 1992). As the compliance variable approaches 
zero, the compliance between legal and actual term of office disrupted. In this 
case, central bank independence decreases.

Compliance Variable The Actual Term of Office
The Legal Ter

=
mm of Office

With the law numbered 4651 issued on April 25, 2001 the legal term of office 
of the central bank governor was determined as five years. Accordingly the 
compliance variable was calculated for the CBRT governors. Calculated values 
are shown in Figure 2. It is observed that the term of office was in full compliance 
during the 2001-2006 period. However, it is observed that the compliance has 
deteriorated gradually since 2006-2011. As Çetinkaya was dismissed before 
hislegal term of office expired, the compliance variable converged towards 
zero. Approaching the compliance variable to zero indicates that central bank 
independence has decreased. In this context, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that 
central bank independence has decreased.
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Figure 2: Compliance Variable of the CBRT Governors
Source: Calculated by the authors.

When the compliance variable is calculated as ten-year averages for 2000-09 
and 2010-19 periods, it is clearly observed that the average compliance variable 
decreases. While it was observed that full compliance was achieved in the period 
of 2000-09, it is seen that uncompliance arises due to the dismissal of Çetinkaya 
before his legal term of office expires in the period of 2010-194.  

Figure 3: Average Compliance Variable
Source: Calculated by the authors.

3.4.	 The	Political	Comments

Under the monetary policy, central banks with longer-term horizons try to 
achieve price stability while governments with short-term horizons tend 
to prefer lower interest rates to support growth. In this context, although 
a compromise monetary policy between central banks and governments is 
optimal for the government in the short term, it may not be optimal for the 
purpose of price stability of central banks in the long term. This situation is 
also referred to as time inconsistency. Central banks which exposed to political 
comments can implement a time inconsistency policydue to governments 
4 With the transition to a presidential system in Turkey, the President of the Republic of 
Turkey, the Central Bank Governor to dismiss the authorization has been granted.
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have higher inflation tolerance and more different targets than the central 
bank (Barro ve Gordon1983, Kydland ve Prescott, 1977). In addition 
neoliberal populist policies, which have been built upon the government’s 
public support, have been come into question in recent years. Public support, 
whether regime-type democracy or not, is shaped by economic performance 
within the framework of populist policies (Przeworski ve Limongi, 1997). 
Populist policies require low interest rates to ensure the government’s 
priority economic performance (employment and growth). In this direction, 
governments express their low interest demands with political comments 
towards central banks.

A number of measurement methods have been used to measure political 
comments (Ehrmann ve Fratzscher, 2011; Havrilesky, 1995). The SAFER Index 
(The Signals from the Administration to the Federal Reserve), one of these 
measurement methods, aims to measure governments’ attempts to directly 
influence central bank monetary policy decisions. This index is based on 
indicators from various reports, speeches, interviews, and articles in the Wall 
Street Journal, which expresses government’s looser or tighter monetary policy 
requests to investigate to what extent governments influence the policies of the 
United States Federal Reserve Bank (Havrilesky, 1995). Accordingly, the total 
value created by giving value (+1)the comments in favor of the loose monetary 
policy and the value (-1) in favor of the tight monetary policy express the value 
of the SAFERS Index. This index considers not only comments at election time, 
but also comments at any time.

The impact of the global crisis in Turkey, the youth unemployment rate 
of increase, experienced corruption investigations, coup attempts, selection and 
crisis, developments such as the negative trend in growth rates, the government 
in the context of neoliberal policies has led to further increase the need for 
public support. In this context, the government’s political comments towards 
central banks have become much more aggressive and violent.

In addition, the disappearance of external control due to the end of the 
standby agreement with the IMF, the increased political polarization and the 
increase in the cost of losing office also caused political comments to increase 
(Demiralp ve Demiralp, 2019). In this context, it is considered that the political 
comments of the governments implementing populist policies aiming to influence 
the monetary policy decisions of the central banks should be considered in order 
to determine the actual independence of the central banks.
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3.5. The Institutional Quality

Institutions are defined as spiritual beings that are shaped within the society, 
have a certain order, law or principle. Institutions can be classified into political, 
economic and social dimensions. The high level of the rule of law, opinion and 
accountability, the absence of political stability and violence, the efficiency of 
government, the quality of regulatory agencies and the control of corruption 
while their low level meant their weakness. Institutional quality is measured 
by many organizations (Link 2). Since increasing central bank independence 
strengthens the reputation of monetary policy, it ensures that the problem of 
time inconsistency disappears. However, it is stated that the indicators of central 
bank independence, which are discussed in the literature, are not secure enough. 
Therefore, institutional quality is emphasized in order to eliminate the security 
gap (Hielscher ve Markwardt, 2011). Political institutions are seen as the positive 
determinant of the nominal or marginal impact of central bank independence 
on monetary policy. Especially institutions such as the rule of law, democratic 
accountability and the effectiveness of the government are thought to be the face 
of institutional quality (Hielscher ve Markwardt, 2011, 2012).

Despite the high legal central bank independence in Turkey in recent 
years shows that does not the decline in inflation. Political institutions such as 
democracy and the rule of law should be sufficiently high in order to decrease 
inflation by increasing the legal central bank independence (Hielscher ve 
Markwardt, 2012). Any political action that occurs in a democratic environment 
carries the risk of punishment of voters. The opportunity to punish voters 
increases the accountability of politicians. Under the assumption that central 
bank independence is socially beneficial (Rogoff, 1985), greater democratic 
accountability makes it more costly for policymakers to deviate from the 
socially preferred central bank independence design, thereby increasing the 
reliability of central bank independence (Hielscher ve Markwrdt, 2011). In 
other words, increasing democratic accountability may lead governments to 
attach more importance to central bank independence and to avoid practices that 
reduce independence. The weakening in democracy and the weakening in the 
rule of law prevent low inflation. The weakness of the rule of law cannot fully 
eliminate the problem of time inconsistency even if the legal central bank has 
high independence. Therefore, if the rule of law is weakened, governments can 
press the central bank to maintain their short-term goals by neglecting the central 
bank independence. This situation prevents inflation from falling (Nurbayev, 
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2018).  Based on this, it is seen that the downward trend in institutional quality 
in Turkey. In recent years, especially in institutions such as democracy, the rule 
of law and political stability have decreased. In this regard, the reasons why 
inflation decreases the improvement in the legal independence of the Central 
Bank of Turkey is considered to be the erosion of institutional quality.

4. Data and Model

In the model, the effects of central bank independence and ınstitutional quality 
variables on inflation are analyzed. While the severity of the political comments 
representing the independence of the central bank is addressed, the variables 
of the rule of law and the ideas and accountability are used to represent the 
institutional quality. The model is shown:

LCPI LPC RL VAt t t t t= + + + + Îb b b b0 1 2 3

CPI, consumer price index; PC, political comments; RL, rule of law; VA, idea 
and accountability and ϵ is expressed as the error term. The logarithm of the 
CPI and PC variables was taken.  The model has been estimated for the period 
2002-2018.This period was chosen because it was after 2001, when the central 
bank gained its legal independence to a great extent and the political comments 
regarding the policies implemented by the central bank increased.

The consumer price index is taken from the World Development 
Indicators. There are institutional quality measurements created by many 
organizations for corporate quality variables. Existing data sets for institutional 
quality variables were compared according to some indicators and the most 
suitable data set was determined (Link 3). Accordingly, the data set prepared 
in six categories by the Economist Intelligence Unit was preferred. The rule of 
law variable includes violent crime, organized crime, fairness of the judicial 
process, applicability of contracts, speed of the judicial process, confiscation-
expropriation, protection of intellectual property rights and protection of private 
property. The variable of opinion and accountability includes democracy, 
vested interests, accountability of public personnel, human rights and freedom 
of cooperation. Both institutional quality variables take values between 0 and 
1. 0 means worst, 1 means best.

In order to determine the severity of the political comments made by the 
government on monetary policy decisions, action was taken in line with the 
SAFER Index (Havrilesky, 1995; Demiralp ve Demiralp, 2019). Accordingly, 
for the government’s requests for changes in monetary policy, the comments 
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in favor of the loose monetary policy (interest rate cut) and the comments in 
favor of the tight monetary policy (interest rate increase) were given values of 
+1 and -1, respectively. In this context, the government’s political comments 
on monetary policy were compiled from the news site (Link 4). Based on the 
compiled political comments, the SAFER index was calculated annually for the 
CBRT.

Following the studies in the literature, the least squares estimator was used. 
As a result of the tests, the assumptions of the model and the fit of the model 
were tested. Estimation results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Estimation Result
Dependent Variable: LCPI Coef.

LPC
0.18*

(0.102)

VA
0.62

(1.902)

RL
-19.0***
(5.732)

Cons.
13.6***
(3.662)

          
BreuschGodfrey LM Test
Breusch Pagan/CookWeisberg Test
Shapiro-Wilk W Test

0.7910
0.0548 (Prob>chi2)
0.7147 (Prob>chi2)

0.6364 (Prob>z)
Standard errors are given in parentheses. *** 
1%** 5% *10% express significance levels.

According to the estimation results, the effect of political comments (LPC) and 
the rule of law (RL) on inflation (CPI) was significant. As the analysis period 
increased the severity of political comments by 1%, inflation increased by 
0.18%. This shows that the comments on the government’s monetary policy 
decisions have a negative effect on price stability. A 1% increase in the rule of 
law reduces inflation by 19%. This shows that positive developments in the rule 
of law affect price stability positively. The effect of the idea and accountability 
(VA) variable on inflation was insignificant. The reason for this result is that the 
idea and accountability variable entered a decreasing trend since 2003 and this 
decrease coincided with a short interval of the analysis period.
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5. Result and Discussion

Legal central bank independence in developing countries should not be 
considered as an indicator of actual independence. Illegal political practices 
should also be considered within the scope of central bank independence. It is 
believed that the independence of a central bank covering political practices in 
developing countries may represent actual independence.

In this study, central bank independence for the Central Bank of the 
Republic of Turkey is discussed in political terms. First of all, central bank 
independence was examined by political measurement methods. According 
to these measurement methods, it has been observed that the compliance 
variable, which expresses the ratio of the actual term of office to legal term 
of Office has decreased while the rate of turnover of the CBRT governors 
index has increased in recent years. The increase in the rate of turnover of the 
CBRT governors index and the decrease in the compliance variable indicate 
that central bank independence has decreased in recent years. Then, the 
effect of the government’s political comments on monetary policy decisions 
and institutional quality indicators such as democracy and the rule of law on 
price stability were analyzed. According to the estimation results, the effect of 
political comments and the rule of law on inflation was significant. Inflation 
increases 0.18% when the severity of political comments increases 1% during 
the analysis period. This shows that the government’s comments on monetary 
policy decisions have a negative effect on price stability. A 1% improvement or 
increase in the rule of law reduces inflation by 19%. This shows that positive 
developments in the rule of law affect price stability positively. The effect 
of the idea and accountability (VA) variable on inflation was insignificant. 
The reason for this result is that the idea and accountability variable entered a 
decreasing trend since 2003 and this decrease coincided with a short interval 
of the analysis period. Therefore, it is seen the hypothesis of this study that 
the impact of institutional quality and political comments on inflation has 
been tested in terms of central bank independence, is supported except for the 
variable of idea and accountability.

In this study, the political central bank independence measured for the 
CBRT using the compliance variable and the rate of turnover of the CBRT 
governors index methods. At the same time, the institutional quality elements 
and the severity of political comments have been associated with price stability 
for the CBRT, and measurements have been made for the CBRT using the 
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political vulnerability index. In this way, the deficiencies in the related literature 
were tried to be eliminated.

It is recommended to be considered politically for other developing 
countries in order to determine the actual independence value as in this study.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: The Calculations of the rate of Turnover of the CBRT Guvernors 
and Tenure

Central Bank 
Guvernors

Date range 
of Tenure

Tenure (Day) Tenure (Year)

The rate of 
Turnover of 
the CBRT 
Guvernors

N. Süreyya 
Serdengeçti

14.03.2001 - 
14.03.2006

1825 5 0.20

Durmuş 
Yılmaz

18.04.2006 - 
13.4.2011

1820 4.99 0.20

Doç. Dr. 
Erdem Başçı

14.4.2011 - 
19.4.2016

1674 4.59 0.22

Murat 
Çetinkaya

19.4.2016 - 
6.7.2019

1172 3.21 0.31

Appendix 2: Prime Minister and CBRT Guvernors of the Republic of Turkey
CBRT Governors Prime Ministers

14 March 2001
18 April 2006
14 April 2011
19 April 2016
6 June 2019

S. Serdengeçti
D. Yılmaz
E. Başçı
M. Çetinkaya
M. Uysal

18 November 2002
14 March 2003
29 August 2007
6 July 2011
28 August 2014
25 August 2015
24 November 2015
24 May 2016
9 September 20186

A. Gül
R.T. Erdoğan
R. T. Erdoğan
R. T. Erdoğan
A. Davutoğlu
A. Davutoğlu
A. Davutoğlu5

B. Yıldırım
R. T. Erdoğan

5 Erdogan was elected on 24 June 2018 and started his duty on 9 July 2018 as the first President of 
the Presidential Government System, which was implemented with the constitutional amendment 
adopted on 16 April 2017.
6 Başçı, who was replaced by Çetinkaya 4 months and 26 days after this political transition, left 
his duty because his term of office expired.
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1. Introduction

The rapid changes and technological developments that emerged since
the beginning of the millennium age have led companies to seek new 
management and marketing techniques to raise their competitiveness. 

Along with economic, sociological, and technological developments, customers’ 
increasing and changing expectations have made transformation inevitable for 
organizations. Today, companies are trying to survive in a dynamic environment 
where macro and micro environmental conditions are constantly changing.

Since the millennium age, the internet which is the largest network to 
which users are connected has turned into an indispensable daily communication 
tool for individuals, countries, and the business world.

Digitalization, which is the captive product of the Internet, has become one 
of the most important processes of the twenty-first century. Digitalization has 
become an important power that affects and modifies human relations, consumer 
behaviors, and marketing and communication channels in daily life, social life, 
and business life. Digitalized consumers have directed organizations to focus 
________________________
*This study was developed from  Cengiz YURT’s MBA Thesis on İst.Yeni Yüzyıl Üniv.
GSSS under Ass.Prof.Esra DEMİRBAŞ’ supervisory.
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on digitalization to be able to open their black boxes and well understand their 
needs and expectations.

According to the Global Digital Report, 2022 of We Are Social &Hootsuite, 
4.95 billion people around the world use the internet, meaning 62.5% of the 
World’s population. The volume of social media users was 4.62 billion, indicating 
58.4% of the World’s population.  On the other hand, 5.31 billion mobile phone 
users present 67.1 % of the World’s total population, in January 2022 (www.
recrodigital.com, 2022). These figures underline the growing importance of the 
digital world and social media as derivative platforms of it. Organizations cannot 
stand to stay away from the digital world in which they mutually communicate 
with clients at any time or anywhere. Furthermore, companies can obtain their 
marketing operation results and feedback easily and quickly which enables them 
to monitor their business closely. 

Digital marketing, which can be defined as a marketing method that 
uses digital elements and enables all marketing activities to be carried out in 
a digital environment, has much greater advantages than traditional marketing 
applications, although it is defined as the realization of traditional marketing 
activities in digital platforms. Organizations that benefit from the opportunities 
offered by digital platforms, reach much larger audiences with lower costs 
using digital channels, introduce their products and services with strong CRM 
management and confront customers who request contacting the company to 
express their opinions, thoughts, or complaints.  

Although several works have appeared on digital marketing and social 
media marketing, this study aimed to focus on the last studies that emerged 
to be specifically dedicated to digital marketing management and social media 
marketing, by integrating these subjects under the chapter on digitalization and 
marketing, to make coming researchers able to find out different key points in 
the same study. 

Digital marketing management is broadly discussed in this study with the 
consideration of the effects of digital transformation on marketing, the history 
of digital marketing, digital marketing steps, and digital marketing planning 
including the SOSTAC planning system and RACE framework. Digital 
marketing activities consisting of SEO, getting an external link, SEM, customer 
experience, customer journey, e-mail marketing, affiliate marketing remarketing, 
and social media marketing are discussed in this conceptual study. As successful 
management of digital marketing requests integrated management, integrated 
digital marketing management, and integrated marketing communication 
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subjects are also taken place in this chapter. Social media marketing is deeply 
discussed due to the increasing usage and importance of social media networks 
in business life, including social media platforms, social media activities, social 
media marketing steps, relationship marketing, and customer relationship in 
social media with the social CRM house structure. Finally, to observe the results 
of the digital marketing activities, key performance indicators such as conversion 
rate optimization (CRO) and key performance indicator (KPI), and social return 
on investment ROI are also mentioned in this holistic conceptual study. 

2. Digital Transformation

Digitalization, which has been one of the top topics for the last few years, 
has influenced almost all departments of good and service companies. This 
has also become a competitive tool, a prerequisite for dynamic institutions 
bringing different business advantages.  Digital transformation has modified 
business processes and trade rules. Accordingly, companies that are far from 
digitalization, could not handle today’s competitive environment. Digitalization 
is now becoming a stronghold for survival. Hence, institutions should allocate 
investment for digital transformation in their budget. 

Digitalization should not only be for future operations but also current ones. 
The old job procedures must be revised even if sometimes it is hard to change. 
Moreover, some processes could not be easily adapted to the digital world and 
might stay out of the game. Creating a strong roadmap for the ongoing projects 
of the companies will be an important step during the digital transformation.  
Identification of suitable key technologies for the roadmap is also another vital 
action for institutions. 

Keller’s & Kotler ‘s (2006) holistic marketing approach recognizes 
everything that matters with marketing including customers, employees, other 
companies, competition, as well as society, and all stakeholders, accordingly, the 
necessity for a broad, integrated perspective has emerged. Holistic marketing is 
thus an approach to recognizing and reconciling the scope and complexities 
of marketing activities. Depending on the holistic marketing approach, the 
top management must also absorb the change and support the practices that 
will enable the units within the company to work in harmony and towards the 
same goal for a successful transformation. All business units should deeply 
understand the importance and the aim of digital transformation and contribute 
to this modification wholeheartedly.  
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Organizations that take brave and quick actions in the integration of 
social media channels into their business have a more advantageous position 
to get success (Safko, 2012). Many companies tend to get professional help 
and support from experienced professionals in this field to manage their social 
media strategies. On the other hand, when communication agencies could not 
combine the digital and traditional tools incoherence, there may also arise 
failure problems in communication. All channels are important and maybe a 
prerequisite to successfully reaching customers hence it is necessary to prevent 
alienation of both systems from each other, instead to assure full integration 
of them. Social media is an important marketing and communication channel 
to effectively reach target segmentation. Social media does not only bring 
the possibility to reach more customers more cheaply but also proceed with 
different marketing operations due to being a new technological channel. Many 
institutions, either public or private, prefer to intensively use this channel to 
improve or build their brand. 

3. Effects of Digital Transformation on Marketing

Although people were highly excited to meet the Millennium, it was hard to 
imagine twenty years ago that marketing will meet many essential changes, 
especially in terms of products and service communication and distribution. 
Developments in information technologies and mobile devices broke all the 
rules in business processes and daily life. Companies that do not want to break 
away from the business world and the competition, have spent serious efforts to 
make creative and remarkable modifications by incorporating technology into 
their marketing operations.

Institutions that have adapted to change and create a sustainable strategy 
and those that have made innovative progress and have created new trends have 
become the winners of this digital transformation period.  

“The first banner advertising started in 1993 and the first web crawler 
(called WebCrawler) was created in 1994 – this was the beginning of today’s 
search engine optimization (SEO). Web 1.0 was primarily static content with 
very little interaction and no real communities” (Kingsnorth, 2016: 7).

Facebook and Google, which are the pioneers in these technological 
developments, have brought several opportunities and facilities for other 
companies. According to Kingsnorth (2016:7), “the modern internet age began 
with the start-up of Google and the launch of Blogger in 1999. Mobile e-mail 
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constructed by Blackberry and Myspace was the true social media, that appeared. 
The introduction of Google AdWords has brought a fast-growing opportunity to 
the company as progress has opened today’s success story. Cookies have been 
a key development in delivering relevant content and therefore personalizing 
user experience.” “Web 2.0 isn’t a new web standard or a ‘paradigm shift’ 
as the name suggests, rather it’s an evolution of technologies and 
communications approaches which have always been possible through the 
interactive nature of the web but have grown in importance with the growth in 
high-speed broadband connections and acceptance of the benefits of social 
media by consumers” (Chaffey & Smith,2008: 112). Therefore, the web has 
become a social place and Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Skype, and 
others were born.

 The popular hardware tools of technology companies also inspire the 
digital marketing efforts of other brands. At the same time, the development of 
the internet of things (IoT), data mining, artificial intelligence, and driverless 
car technologies lead to the emergence of new areas in digital marketing 
studies. Amazon Go technology, which provides a highly advanced shopping 
experience to its customers with its cashier-less shopping technology, has 
won peoples’ admiration and has shown that the new age marketing 
technology can change daily consumption shopping habits by applying face 
recognition technology in the market (Yurt,2021).

Brands that follow such technologies closely and integrate them into 
sustainable digital marketing processes must keep up with the change. Being 
the pioneer in this challenging environment is at the top of the digital 
marketing rules. Social media tools provide us the opportunity to act fast and 
to be dynamic in this digital transformation environment. Brands now must 
boldly apply new technologies in marketing or communication in this digital 
age.  The one who comes up with the idea, will not be the absolute winner, 
instead, the one who implements it, without never giving up on trying, will 
catch the success.  

4. Digital Marketing

Digital marketing management should be performed with a holistic approach 
within the company. All stakeholders of an institution should focus on 
delivering the expected value to the target market.  

One of the main changes in the digital marketing process is establishing 
a mutual connection with the present and potential customers, especially via 
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social media channels which have become an indispensable habit in our daily 
life. 

“Digital marketing should be a part of almost every key business decision 
from product development and pricing through to public relations (PR) and 
even recruitment” (Kingsnorth, 2016: 6)

Companies open a social media account for each brand and try to 
professionally manage their content. The initial attempts on social media started 
with Web 2.0 where social media was functioning to monitor the market trends 
and consumers’ attitudes. That was a passive but helpful tool to monitor and 
analyze trends and attitudes. Meanwhile, blogs which contain technological 
news and evaluations of products and services have been also very helpful for 
companies to determine their marketing strategies.  

Another active digital marketing communication method is the cooperation 
with popular bloggers, social media phenomena, influencers, or well-known 
people in their profession, who have high influencing power in society as a kind 
of word-of-mouth marketing (WOMM method.

According to Whitler (as cited in www. Forbes, 2014, “technology has 
increased social connectivity making it easier than ever for the consumer. A 
post that takes just a few minutes for a fan to write will be seen by hundreds of 
friends who trust them, and it can rapidly travel out to thousands more. Very well-
planned messages have been shared by millions within days”. A good WOMM 
strategy should be “credible, social, repeatable, measurable, and respectful” 
and far from dishonesty. Companies that focus on the three E’s being “engage, 
equip and empower”, will become “the most beloved and talked product in its 
category” with increasing sales.

Increasing usage of the internet and progress in digitalization has brought 
many changes to marketing management.  First, a new product concept is 
not only concrete goods but also virtual products such as software, movies, 
books, games, etc.  Moreover, many services have been offered in the virtual 
environment from banking to government services. Again, distribution activities 
have been also highly positively affected by digitalization. Electronic commerce 
and electronic retailing have also resulted in the appearance of brick-and-click 
companies besides brick-and-mortar ones. Square meters of stores and aisles 
with many products are just one click far from or on your mobile device. Pricing 
strategy has also affected digitalization. It is easy and safe to pay, in the virtual 
world. Promotion activities have also been influenced by digital changes. Web 
and internet-based channels and progress in mobile devices have brought 

.
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opportunities for mutual communication, a decrease in communication cost, 
accelerated communication capacity, and flexibility in content management.  
Social media channels and search engine optimization give the opportunity to 
rapidly reach a large volume of customers at a low cost. All these radical changes 
have concluded in the appearance of digital marketing management being also 
called interactive marketing, e-marketing, or web marketing. 

The interaction process, which is replaced by the communication process 
in traditional marketing with digitalization, is shaped by the combination of 
three infrastructures. The first one is “user control”, which provides consumers 
with freedom in accessing, examining, and programming different information, 
and the second one is the consumer’s ability to chat, play, shop, etc. on the digital 
platform. The third one is “synchronization” which occurs because interaction 
and feedback occur at the same time (Cauberghe & De Pelsmacker, 2006).

Digitalization and digital marketing, which were seen as innovative 
approaches by some companies at the beginning, have become indispensable 
tools for companies that want to maintain their presence in today’s competitive 
markets.

4.1.	 Digital	Marketing	Management	

Digital marketing management consists of four steps: Acquire, earn, 
measure&optimize, maintain&grow.

4.1.1. Acquiring

The acquisition process aims to attract consumers’ attention to the sales points. 
This step which is aimed at reaching consumers includes activities of creating 
brand awareness and promotion of products and services. The objective of this 
stage is to direct traffic from different sites and traditional channels to microsites 
and social media channels.

“Search engine optimization. (SEO), social media marketing, email 
marketing, affiliate marketing, word-of-mouth marketing, and mobile marketing 
are the essential methods of acquiring” (Chaffey et al.,2008: 379)

4.1.2. Wining

After the attraction of consumers’ attention to the desired point, the targeted 
next actions at this stage are selling or delivering e-services to consumers such 
as reading e-newspapers and/or the total time spent by the users, and how many 

.
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people follow a created blog or social media accounts, are some examples of the 
winning stage. 

At this step in which the consumer interacts, it is aimed to ensure that the 
visitors reach the next level after visiting the website or social media accounts 
and take the desired action.

“Availability of an efficient system, easy access, building awareness, 
strengthening mechanisms to support customer decision, content management, 
increasing the usefulness of the site, giving persuasive messages in sales texts, 
personalization, separating customer segments and focusing effectively on these 
segments” (Chaffey et al. 2008: 189).

4.1.3.	Measure	and	Optimize

To monitor the performance of the operation; analyzing the results and comparing 
the performance with the competitors’ results are also important in digital 
marketing management.  If the results cannot be measured, the situation analysis 
cannot be done, and the future cannot be assumed. Moreover, the prerequisites 
for the improvement and retention in the market, cannot be determined. 

4.1.4.	Maintain	and	Grow

This process consists of the necessary work to satisfy existing customers and 
to gain them as permanent customers. Focusing on Parasuraman, Zeithaml 
& Malhotra’s (2005) e-service quality is composed of e-core and e-rec-qual 
services, and e-mail marketing, loyalty programs, and dynamic pricing strategies 
are the tactics that can be applied at this stage. Creating satisfied consumers and 
retention of them and being permanently contracted with them via social media 
channels, are key actions at this stage. 

4.2.	 Digital	Marketing	Planning	

Digital marketing is a marketing method that emerged due to the rapid growth 
of the digital industry. All activities that are performed on the digital platform, 
compose digital marketing activities. A well-prepared digital marketing plan 
will help to reach the goals more easily and permanently. Chaffey’s & Smith’s 
(2008) simple and logical digital marketing planning template that is called 
SOSTAC and Chaffey’s & Bosomworth’s (2015: 5) “RACE (reach, act, convert 
and engage) framework” will be helpful to have a successfully designed goal-
oriented digital marketing plans.
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4.2.1.	 SOSTAC	Planning	System	(Digital	Marketing	Planning	Template)

“Simple and logical planning structure” is called “SOSTAC (situation analysis, 
objectives, strategy, tactics, actions, and control)” and as summarized below, is 
an efficient method to develop a digital marketing plan (Chaffey et al., 2008: 8). 
i. Situation analysis: A SWOT analysis of the marketplace should be done to 

precisely clarify the current picture. 
ii. Objectives: Determination of the objectives on 5 S that are; sell as customer 

acquisition and retention targets, serve as customer satisfaction targets, 
sizzle as wow factor (added value), speak as engaging customers, and save 
as quantified efficiency gains. 

iii. Strategy: Segments, target markets, objectives, positioning and sequence 
(trust, try, buy...), integration (CRM and database), and tools (e.g., SEO, 
PPC) are the strategic issues to be precise at this stage.

iv. Tactics: Composition of eight component marketing mix as product, price, 
place, positioning, promotion, people, process, and physical evidence 
including communication mix and content and contact plans. 

v. Actions:  Description of detailed tactics as responsibilities and structures, 
processes and systems, internal resources and skills, and external agencies. 

vi. Control: The last step is monitoring performance by optimizing through 
5 S, KIPs, and web analytics, user experience review, conversion rate 
optimization, frequency of reporting, and process of reporting and actions. 

4.2.2.	RACE	Framework

RACE (reach, act, convert and engage) framework is a good design to help 
and refine digital marketing plans. RACE framework is summarized (Chaffey& 
Bosomworth, 2015: 5) in Table 1.
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Table 1. RACE Framework

     REACH
Prospects 
Customers

ACT 
achieve 

interaction

CONVERT
lead and sale

ENGAGE
through time

Action Build your 
audience by 

integrating paid, 
owned, and 

earned media.

Using content marketing and 
persuasion to prompt brand 
interaction and leads. Use 

conversion rate optimization to 
boost online and offline sales.

Develop 
customer loyalty 
and repeat sales

The aim of 
the step

Acquisition strategy is to build 
awareness of off-site and offline 

media to drive web presence

Retention 
and growth 

strategy to build 
customer and 

fan relationships 
to encourage 

repeating visits 
and sales 

Marketplace 
analysis for 
the current 

position

Audience 
and customer 

analysis

Competitors 
benchmarking

Online 
partner

SWOT analysis

Objective 
setting

Mission and 
vision

Goal setting and 
evaluation

Google 
analytics

Digital 
marketing 

management
Strategy Segmentation 

and targeting
Brand 

positioning, 
value 

proposition

Engagement 
and content 

strategy

Integrated 
communication 

strategy

Search Engine 
Optimization 

(SEO)

Conversion 
Rate 

Optimization 
(CRO)

Content 
marketing 
strategy

Pay Per Click 
(PPC)

Ecommerce 
management

E-newsletter 
and promotional 

emails

Affiliate 
and partner 
marketing

Lead generation 
techniques

     E-contact 
strategy

Online 
advertising

Home page 
optimization

Customer 
service and 

support 
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Online public 
relations

Landing page 
optimization

Mobile 
marketing

Social Media 
Marketing

A/B 1 and 
multivariate 

testing

Social CRM

Source: Chaffey, D.& Bosomworth, D. (2015). Digital marketing strategy 
planning template. NJ: Smart Insights

4.3.	 Digital	Marketing	Activities

Digital marketing activities will help institutions to reach the objectives of 
acquiring new customers and providing services to existing customers that help 
develop customer relationships through customer relationship management –
CRM. 

4.3.1.	 Search	Engine	Optimization	(SEO)

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is “the process of getting traffic from free, 
organic, editorial, or natural search results in search engines. It aims to improve 
the position of a website on search results pages. The higher the website is 
listed, the more people will see it” (www.digitalmarketinginstitute.com, 2022). 
The main purpose of SEO is to forward the information about the sites and the 
information about products, services, and sales on these sites to as large people 
as possible in a short way.

4.3.2.	Getting	External	Link

Creating a link from one website to another site is called “external linking”. 
An external link is also called a backlink and it is a tool that creates a reference 
network between websites. Search engines also evaluate these created reference 
networks and create a reference about the reliability of the websites while doing 
the original ranking (Yurt, 2021).

Before creating backlinks or external links, the content of the website 
should be improved in terms of keywords, to increase the chances of ranking 
high by publishing quality and effective articles describing the content of the 
page. After getting a link, the strength of the backlinks can be increased by 

1 A/B testing, also known as split testing, is a marketing technique that involves comparing two 
versions of a web page or application to see which performs better (www.blog.hubspot.com. 2022).
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creating different and new pages. Getting backlinks from different and qualified 
sites in the sector also positively affects the value of your link.

4.3.3.	 Search	Engine	Marketing	(SEM)

Some companies want to get the results of their work immediately. For example, 
when promoting a product, they want to immediately see its effect on sales and 
awareness. For those who want to see such fast results, the best method is SEM. 
These sponsored links are the top three and the bottom three paid sites in search 
engines. On the other hand, while it is necessary to wait a long time to rank in 
the first place with SEO, it will be possible to be in the first place when SEM 
is applied. SEM has brought the opportunity of only target audience-oriented 
advertising. Co-application of SEO and SEM will be a more beneficial tactic for 
brands. However, since SEM is a faster method than SEO, this strategic feature 
brings the possibility of a faster appearance in search results (Yurt, 2021).

4.3.4.	 Pay-Per-Click	or	Cost-Per-Click	(PPC)	Advertisements

“Pay-per-click or cost-per-click (PPC), called pay-per-click, is a digital marketing 
instrument that allows creating campaigns to promote a website to the target 
segment through search engines or different websites, and the company pay per 
click for the traffic” (www.nbt.digital.com, 2022). Since the advertisements will 
increase the traffic to the website, the probability of the site being placed higher 
in the search results rankings, increases.

PPC brings the opportunity of meeting the target audience at the right time 
and in the right place.  The advertiser has all the control, it can preview and 
assume the performance by predicting and measuring how much traffic may 
occur on which campaign. PCP is a target-oriented instrument in which the ads 
are converted easily and quickly (www.nbtdigital.com, 2022).

Google has the largest share within search engines and the largest one in 
the SEM market.  Likewise, the biggest PPC platform has been Google Adwords. 
AdWords, with which different combinations and targeting strategies can be 
effectively used by the placement of ads on Google, and the return statistics 
related to these ads can be quickly obtained. Google AdWords shows how many 
people from your target segment see your ads, and how many people click on the 
website and convert to sales. Google AdWords allows the advertiser to see the 
performance of the ads easily, at any time opposite to more expensive methods of 
traditional marketing in which it is hard to measure and to obtain quick results. 
Google Analytics includes very different and various analyzes and tables to 
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monitor the performance of the promotional activities such as reaching the correct 
audience you have targeted, the correctness of keywords, and consumers’ attitude 
toward goods and promotion campaigns.  There are different types of Google ads 
such as search engine, video, and application ads. This widely used instrument 
allows companies to reach their customers economically and effectively, with 
the speed it offers and adaptability according to the needs and wishes of the 
advertiser. Ads can also be organized on a geographical basis (Yurt, 2021).  

4.3.5.	Content	Marketing

Joe Pulizzi who first mentioned content marketing in 2001 defined it as “a 
marketing technique that involves the creation and distribution of relevant and 
valuable content to influence, attract and engage a well-defined and properly 
understood target market to create profitable customer action” (as cited in 
www.medihapalta.com, 2020). As can be understood from Pulizzi’s definition, 
the aim of this technique is to create brand loyalty by value creation based on 
consumers’ satisfaction, beyond selling a product.

The objective of content marketing; is to create content that will support the 
marketing efforts of the brand and attract the target market. Content marketing 
is a type of pull strategy and the messages in the content are very important to 
create a good image of the brand.  

People don’t usually read ads text in detail, instead, they focus on the 
part in which they are interested. On the other hand, in content marketing, 
the intersection of other content shared with consumers that are exposed to 
many advertisements is very important. Content marketing holds information 
that clearly expresses the benefits and the values of the brand that consumers 
will obtain in case of contacting it, rather than advertisements published in the 
traditional media.

The content must be related to the values   to be offered to the target segment 
and the positioning of the brand to be noticed among the brands that offer 
products and services that are very close to each other in today’s increasingly 
competitive environment. This is also a way to construct a bond with satisfied 
and retained consumers. 

The most important factor that makes content marketing strong is to appeal 
to the emotions of the other party. Another important issue to consider while 
preparing the content is not to act sales-oriented. If the content directs consumers 
towards making a comment and/or sharing with other users, it can be concluded 
that the content marketing goal has been achieved.
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Great content needs to be “credible, shareable, useful or fun, interesting, 
relevant, different, and on-brand” (Kingsnorth, 2016: 232).

4.3.6.	Customer	Experience

A customer experience is broadly defined as a multidimensional concept that 
encompasses all sensory, emotional, intellectual, behavioral, and relational 
reactions of a person because of any interaction with an institution (Varnali, 
2017). The relationship at every point where customers contact the organization 
creates the customer experience.

In the digital world, the ideal selling process includes a customer 
experience roadmap designed to be guided each step of the way and hold 
an improved overall experience along the journey. The roadmap should be 
tailored to customers’ needs and demands. When implemented effectively, an 
effective customer experience roadmap exactly shows which steps to be taken 
in the process of engaging your potential customers and purchasing your brand. 
Customer experience is directly related to customer satisfaction and customer 
loyalty, and there is a strong relationship between them by impacting each other. 
A customer whose expectations are met by the brand is satisfied and probably a 
retaining customer in the future.

4.3.6.1.	Customer	journey

A customer journey is a diagram that illustrates the steps your customer(s) 
go through in engaging with your company, whether it is a product, an 
online experience, a retailing experience or service, or any combination. The 
more touchpoints you have, the more complicated -but necessary- a map 
becomes’(Richardson, 2010, as cited in Norton & Pine II,2013, p.12). 

Lemon and Verhoef (2016: 69) explained the increasing importance of 
customers’ journeys as follows:

The increasing focus on customer experience arises because 
customers now interact with companies through myriad 
touchpoints in multiple channels and media, resulting in more 
complex customer journeys. Moreover, customer-to-customer 
interactions through social media are creating significant challenges 
and opportunities for organizations. Customer experiences are 
more social, and peer customers are influencing experiences as 
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well. Firms also have much less control, overall, of the customer 
experience and the customer journey, resulting in behaviors such 
as showrooming. All these changing conditions require firms 
to integrate multiple business functions, including information 
technology (IT), service operations, logistics, marketing, human 
resources, and even external partners, in creating and delivering 
positive customer experiences. Thus, it has become increasingly 
complex for firms to create, manage, and attempt to control the 
experience and journey of each customer.

Breaking down the customer journey step-by-step, aligning each step with a 
goal, and restructuring your touchpoints as requested, are important steps in 
maximizing customers’ experiences and journeys. 

4.3.6.2.	The	customer	journey	mapping	process	

The customer journey mapping process requires five steps that are “collection 
of internal insights” in which customer inventory and databases are requested; 
“development of initial hypotheses” which means the description of customers, 
their expectations, and their perception of interactions with the company; 
“investigation of customer processes, needs, and perceptions to capture customer 
insights from customers’ perspectives”, and “the analysis of findings” to clarify 
customers’ interaction ways with the company, their feeling, and expectations 
during this contact, and based upon the previous step, “translation the analysis 
into a simple visual representation of customer processes, needs, and perceptions 
for mapping the customer journey. If insights about different personas don’t fit 
on a single map”, different maps should be created for each persona2 (Temkin, 
2010: 2-4). 

4.3.7.	E-mail	Marketing

It is a direct marketing method in which marketing messages are delivered to 
targeted markets via e-mails which is “the fastest-growing communications 
technology in history” (Chittenden&Rettie, 2003: 203). It can also be defined as 
a targeted sending of commercial and non-commercial messages to a detailed 
list of recipients respectively email addresses” (Hudak, Kianickova&Medlenak, 

2 Persona is described by Jung, as a mask that conceals our real self, as the “conformity archetype” 
that may be “the public face or role a person presents to others as someone different to who we 
really are like an actor” (www.simplypsychology.com, 2022).
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2017: 342. The broadest sense of this means of communicating commercials 
to potential customers to acquire them, or to current customers to encourage 
customer loyalty and retention, to convince them to purchase something 
immediately, to send messages of the strategic affiliates. Email marketing is a 
quick, efficient, pre-scheduled(autoresponder, and easily created promotional 
method, having the highest ROI than other marketing methods, and high 
measurability in monitoring the number of sent, opened, registered, and clicked 
messages. Moreover, it brings the opportunity of customizing messages for 
different customers with convenient content and promotions to their profiles 
(Fariborzi & Zahedifard, 2012.  Furthermore, the response rate of email 
marketing is also higher than the traditional offline direct mailing. All these 
facilities have motivated marketers to replicate offline advertising methods 
online (Chittenden et al., 2003.  

Hudak et al. (2017 described email marketing as “a modern, cheap and 
popular marketing tool” and points out the necessity of defining whether the 
nature of an e-mail will be for communication or sales. According to them, 
these two natures are combined “to increase website traffic and sales revenues”. 
Meanwhile, “keeping several important metrics for successful email campaigns 
is necessary. The most important metrics are delivery rate, open rate, and click-
through rate”. In terms of the last two metrics, the researchers demonstrated that 
“respondents generally gaze at the first three words of the subject line and 
never capture words longer than five” (pp. 343-345).

4.3.8.	 Affiliate	Marketing

Affiliate marketing is a method of earning through a website. It is a kind of 
virtual brokerage. The product or service to be sold is on the online platform 
of another person or institution. With this free marketing method, commissions 
are received through customer interaction or purchase. This method is now used 
not only by bloggers, and social media influencers but also by world-famous 
sites( www.paradurumu.com. Duffy (2005 emphasizes that the role of affiliate 
plays is just marketing as “motivating customers to call your customer service 
number and ordering these products directly from you” to earn a commission on 
each sale. If the marketing efforts do not work, the affiliate loses money”. If the 
marketing efforts do well, both the affiliate and the advertising company earn. 
“There is motivation and reason to believe that this marketing strategy will live 
much longer than other online marketing strategies and will evolve and hold 
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its spot as the most genuine and durable marketing activity for e-commerce 
companies” (pp.161-162).

This system is generally used in two ways; the first one is the fee charged 
per membership or the completed form, and the second one is the commission 
fee per sale that is determined in the affiliation agreement.

Amazon.com is the best example of implementing this system in the World.  
In Turkey, hepsiburada.com, sahibinden.com, trendyol.com, and gitgidiyor.com 
are platforms that can be given as examples of affiliate marketing applications. 
Affiliate marketing brings time savings, less cost, and promotion in the word-of-
mouth effect (Yurt, 2021). 

4.3.9.	Remarketing

To attract the attention of the user who has entered a website to review a product 
or service but has left the site without purchasing that product/service, by 
remembering that reviewed product or service on the user’s coming web visits, 
is called remarketing (Akça, 2021). The remarketing application can be defined 
as a part of Google Ads advertising.

The user, who clicks on the visual remarketing activities, is directed to the 
linked website.   Remarketing increases the recall of the brand invites customers 
back to the visited virtual store increases the effectiveness of the communication 
campaigns and turns the interest in the product/service into sales as described 
in Kotler’s (2018) ASIDAS (attention, search, interest, desires, action, and 
satisfaction) description that has been derived from AIDA (attention, interest, 
desires, and action).

4.3.10.	 Display	Advertising

Displays advertising enables the transmission of the brand message through 
visual elements such as logos, animations, videos, or photographs, which are 
very efficient both in raising the awareness of the brand and in attracting targeted 
traffic to the site. Sometimes, they are also called “banner ads because they 
contain a large number of banners” (Gökşin, 2017: 117).

4.3.11.	 Mobile	Marketing

Transmission of the desired marketing messages to the target audience via 
mobile devices that “enable us to be always online “ is called mobile marketing 
which “technological infrastructure induces in effectively reaching the target 
audience” (Gökşin, 2017: 129-130).
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4.4.	 Social	Media	

Social media, which has become an important and indispensable part of the 
developing and renewed communication technologies in the twenty-first 
century, especially with the development of Web 2.0., is also an important and 
indispensable part of the new media. Based on the formation of digital platforms, 
social media has become an important medium where mutual communication 
and interaction take place, where business parties can communicate directly 
with their social stakeholders and communicate on behalf of marketing and 
obtain important feedback. 

4.4.1.	Difference	Between	Social	Media	and	Traditional	Media

Social media technology brings the opportunity of acting within a wide network to 
consumers.  Messages intended to be given to target audiences can be effectively 
spread on social media channels and reach the desired target in a short time. The 
distinctive feature of social media communication from other communication 
channels is that communication virtually takes place, separate from the process 
and place (Gülnar & Balcı, 2011). In traditional communication tools, the message 
is transmitted from a certain point to the selected audience while the mutual 
communication and interaction feature of social media, provides a very valuable 
feedback opportunity to the buyers through the same channel (Kara, 2013).

With the development of digital technology, every user has become a 
broadcaster, an information center, or a content maker. In traditional media, 
the response to the message sent is under the control of the communication 
medium. Generally, the reactions of the target audience about the information 
disseminated can, either never reach or reach in delay. However, everyone in 
social media is a participant and an information producer, and the immediate 
reaction to the transmitted message can be obtained quickly.

4.4.2.		Social	Media	Features

Functioning based on social interaction as the name of the platform includes 
having a suitable ground for all kinds of content sharing, offering the content 
as a link to other external networks, and logging in through the accounts of 
the members who are actively participating, which are some prominent 
characteristics of social media. 

Social media has saved people from constantly reviewing the same topics/
contents and has taken people out of the usual patterns. For example, a consumer 
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may review other buyers’ and users’ shared opinions on social media before 
purchasing an interesting product or service, which is called electronic word-of-
mouth (Demirbaş, 2018). In this way, users save significant time and effort to 
research any product or service.

Through developing and modifying social media channels, people’s 
different requests and purposes such as communication with the social 
environment, finding new friends, and sharing photos, information, and content 
are easily fulfilled. 

Social media has deeply affected social behavior patterns. After the 
invention of social media, people can reach and disseminate information more 
quickly. One of the most important features that increase the popularity of social 
media is that it is continuously updated, used in large groups, and can allow 
unlimited sharing. All these reasons make social media indispensable for today’s 
people and let them spend more time with it.  

4.4.3.	 Social	Media	Platforms

Social media platforms consist of blogs, microblogs, wikis, forums, podcasting, 
social networking sites, sharing sites, and online communities (Yurt, 2021).   

According to the Global Digital Report, 2022 of We Are Social &Hootsuite; 
the global social media usage rate has been 58.4% at the beginning of 2022. 
Facebook has been still “the world’s ‘favorite’ social media platform. Although 
Instagram has taken place at the fourth rank, 14.8 percent of global internet 
users define Instagram as their favorite platform, while this rate is 14.5 percent 
for Facebook”. YouTube narrowed the gap with Facebook last year, with its 
audience volume growing almost twice as fast as Facebook’s. “YouTube 
currently has at least 2.56 billion active users, roughly 88 % of the last year’s 
Facebook total users.  WhatsApp, as another Meta platform has been selected 
as the most favorite messaging application by 15.7 percent of internet users”. 
People spend two hours and twenty-seven minutes per day on average on social 
media which composes 35% of the time spent online (www.recrodigital.com, 
2022).

4.5.	 Social	Media	Marketing	(SMM)

Social media means “all internet-based technological applications, being 
suitable Web 2.0 and bring together organizations and customers and offer 
marketing opportunities and include blogs and microblogs such as Twitter, social 
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networking sites such as myspace and Facebook, virtual worlds such as second 
life, collaborative projects such as Wikipedia, content community sites such as 
YouTube, flicker, and sites dedicated to feedback (Alves, Fernandes & 
Raposo, 2016). 

Social media has not only changed the way companies communicate with 
their customers, but also modified business processes. Companies take place 
on this platform to communicate with their current customers, contact potential 
customers, increase their reliance on their customers, enlarge their 
brand awareness, and protect their image (Mills, 2012). Social media has 
brought the opportunity of directly contacting a higher number of customers at 
a lower cost compared to traditional marketing instruments (Kaplan & 
Haenlein, 2010).  Meanwhile, companies do not only communicate with their 
customers on social media, but they also allow customers to communicate with 
each other. 

Importance of keeping in touch with customers is important for 
companies to build trust, gain customers’ understanding, be preferred, be 
frequently remembered, to raise awareness and persuasion power of the 
company (Alan, Kabadayı & Erişke, 2018). The rapid technological 
developments led institutions to establish new business strategies through 
social media (Berthon, Pitt, Plangger & Shapiro, 2012).

Marketing communications on digital platforms that occur with 
smartphones, computers, etc., can be monitored interactively and instantly. 
These features have brought many advantages and new techniques to the 
marketing field. Social media marketing has provided brands with 
significant benefits in the field of marketing communication, providing 
opportunities for product and service promotion activities, sales promotions, 
after-sales customer communication, and customer loyalty program.

We Are Social &Hootsuite 2022 global report, reveals that “social media 
ads expenditures have significantly increased over the past twelve months. 
“Global social media ad expenditures exceeded $150 billion in 2021, with 
social media ads accounting for nearly a third (33.1 percent) of total digital 
spending. Recent data underlined that   27.6 percent of the sixteen to sixty-
four years old audience discover new brands, products, and services 
through social media ads. This rate differs slightly from the rate of TV 
commercials (31.1 percent). 31.7 percent of social media investigators have 
stated that they learned about new brands through an online search. Ads on 
Instagram stories have reached monthly over 1 billion users”. Meanwhile, 
“YouTube ads have reached 1 in 3 people in the world, and that figure 
rises to 37.7 percent of 
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adults aged beyond eighteen. Again, YouTube ads are watched by more than 
three-quarters of adults aged beyond eighteen in most Western countries, and 
more than 90 percent of all adults in fourteen countries”. Furthermore, the 
report has pointed out that the social media activities of brands also play an 
important role in other phases of the purchasing cycle. E.g., At least 4 out of 
10 internet users visit social networks to search for a product or a brand they 
are interested in (www.recrodigital.com, 2022). Communication in social 
media is managed differently from other marketing applications because it 
is interactive. When planning the social media strategy, good management 
of online reputation will have a significant impact on marketing statistics 
and the efficiency of communication campaigns. The digital media created 
by social media networks brings brands the opportunity of recognizing 
their customers better. The construction of influential brand representatives 
(ambassadors) in social media, positively affects customers’ brands (Yurt, 
2021). 

4.5.1.	 Social	Media	Marketing	Process

There are four stages in social media marketing. These are “recognizing 
the market structure, building brand loyalty in cyberspace, measuring the 
social media return on investment (ROI) and optimization” (Alan et al., 
2018:  497). 

 A company should recognize well current and potential customers’ 
expectations, satisfaction & loyalty levels, competitors, and opportunities in 
the market (Dholakia & Bagozzi, 2001). Nethnography is a valuable method 
for the observation of social media customers’ attitudes.

Oliver (1999) broadly defined ‘brand loyalty as “a deeply held 
commitment to rebuy or patronize a preferred product/service consistently in the 
future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or same brand-set purchasing, 
despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the potential to cause 
switching behavior”. Schultz & Bailey (2000) pointed out the changing concept 
of customer/brand loyalty in cyberspace from the traditional product-driven, 
marketer-controlled shape towards a distribution-driven, consumer-controlled, 
and technology-facilitated one. Corstjens & Lal (2000) added the aspect of 
building repeat store visiting behavior, to the e-brand loyalty definition. Schefter 
& Reichheld (2000), explained that e-loyalty is all about quality customer 
support, on-time delivery, compelling product presentations, convenient and 
reasonably priced shipping and handling, and clear and trustworthy privacy 
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policies. Social media activities of a company will heighten the loyalty 
of customers. Clarifying its position in customers’ minds by constructing 
emotional bonds with them, should be one of the major aims of companies, 
nowadays (Alan et al.,2018). 

Measurement of social media ROI is necessary “to know how the effort 
made in these media compare to the benefits that can be obtained” (Lloret, 2011: 
1). Lloret (2011: 8) also indicates the positive results of the calculation of social 
media ROI will provide the company “to promote reading and publicize its 
promotional and sales efforts with a clear reduction in costs compared to other 
more traditional types of advertising” and “increasing visibility of the institution 
and improving its service and its users’ experience”.

Finally, at the optimization stage, companies should construct long-lasting 
mutual and dynamic relationships. Reception of feedback from customers 
should be used as valuable input to review the whole process starting from the 
recognition stage. 

4.5.2.	 Social	Media	Marketing	Activities

All marketing activities realized through social media platforms are called 
‘social media marketing. Public relations, integrated marketing communication, 
relationship marketing, customer relationship management, and sales are social 
media marketing activities.

4.5.2.1.	Online	public	relations	(PR

According to Chaffey et al. (2008: 310); “the scope for PR stunts related to 
websites is limitless and online PR is maximizing favorable mentions of your 
company, brands, products or websites on third-party websites that are likely to 
be visited by your target audience”. 

Online PR differentiates from traditional PR as “the audience is 
connected to the organizations; the members of the audience are connected; 
the audience has access to other information and audiences pool information”. 
Meanwhile, “communicating with media (journalists) online; link-building; 
blogs and RSS feed, which automatically inform users as a single source 
when all of the latest content on the availability of the subscribed 
subject” (Chaffey et al., 2008: 310) are online PR activities. The reader will 
be informed in case of publication of new materials via the feed. Online 
PR is a way to manage to present a brand on third-party sites by creating a 
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buzz – viral marketing (Chaffey et al., 2008). Buzz Marketing is an offline 
strategy to direct people talking about a business or product, usually by 
“creating an event or experience that makes people excited, curious, and 
provides information to the consumer. Buzz Marketing is more event-
based and will grab people’s attention, but it probably won’t last long. It’s 
usually inexpensive and will give a better return on investment. In a buzz 
marketing campaign, businesses should focus more on getting consumers 
to talk about their brand rather than their direct sales. In most cases, buzz 
marketing will affect brand awareness” (www.krausgroupmarketing.com, 
2019). Viral marketing is a great online strategy to help spread a message 
by using social media to share and connect with people. Viral marketing 
is “a person-to-person recommendation, exploits existing social networks 
by encouraging customers to share product information with their friends” 
(Leskovec, Adamic, & Huberman, 2008: 5). “The message usually spreads 
quickly in a short time and takes the form of a video, photo, or email “(www.
krausgroupmarketing.com, 2019). 

4.5.2.2.		Relationships	marketing	and	customer	relationship	management	in	
social media

“Marketing is all about relationships with current, lapsed customers and 
potential customers, suppliers, partners, and even internal customers (staff). 
Although relationship marketing involves more than just customers, it would be 
better to focus on customers – CRM-Customer Relationship Management which 
is the heart of relationship marketing. Customer Relationship Management, as 
one of the main components of e-service quality (Parasuraman et al.2005) and 
involves treating each customer differently according to their characteristics, 
shifts marketing away from short-term transactional marketing towards 
developing longer-lasting relationships with a lifetime value perspective built 
on upon permission, trust and listening and responding to customers” (Chaffey 
et al,2008:  352). 

On the other hand, the customer has left a passive role in his or her 
relationship with a company with the rise of vast social networking platforms. 
“In addition to having more information about competitive products available 
anywhere on mobile devices, customers can easily express and distribute their 
opinions to large audiences, and companies are likely to find it increasingly 
difficult to manage the messages that customers receive about their products/
services” (Malthouse et al.2013: 270). On social media platforms, companies can 
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involve their consumers in many different processes, from product development 
to advertising video creation (Kara, 2013).

Malthouse et al. (2013: 271-275) stated ‘Social CRM House’ and 
two dimensions for social media as “CRM consisting of relationship 
initiation(acquisition), maintenance(retention), and termination, and social 
media. Customers who have become active participants due to social media 
might generate content related to a specific brand hence being engaged with 
that company, with a continuum ranging from very low to intensively high 
levels”. According to Malthouse et al. (2013), CRM strategies should base on 
the level of engagement affected by the company’s contact point. Differing from 
the traditional CRM focusing on maximizing customer lifetime value (CLV), 
the index of CLV no longer fully captures a customer’s value contribution to 
the company, instead, it additionally measures the future value of the company 
related to “relationships with the client since the emergence of social media. 
Besides CLV, customer referral value (CRV), customer influence effect (CIE), 
customer influence value (CIV), and value to other stakeholders should also be 
considered in social CRM. Successful data and information technology structures 
and management are also prerequisites of a social CRM” (pp. 271-275). 

4.6.	 Monitoring	Digital	Marketing	Operations	

4.6.1.	Conversion	Rate	Optimization	(CRO)

Conversion optimization means “designing a web interface so that as many users as 
possible take the desired action on it, such as register or purchase’’(Miikkulainen, 
Iscoe1, Shagrin, Cordell, Nazari, Schoolland, Brundage, Epstein, Dean& 
Lamba,2017: 1). “Many marketers realized that the capability to measure 
interactions of website visitors through log files provided previously unknown 
levels of insight into the effectiveness of marketing communications’’(Chaffey 
&Patron, 2012:  30).

The goal of conversion rate optimization (CRO) can be non-sales goals 
such as pushing visitors to fill out the information form, subscribe to a published 
e-newsletter, view an image about product features, and/or watch a corporate 
video besides the turn of the website visits into sales. Review CRO and take 
actions to catch the defined target, which will get closer to the goals.

4.6.2.	Key	Performance	Indicator	(KPI)

“Understanding the effectiveness of digital marketing strategies requires the 
ability to analyze and measure their impact with appropriate, accurate, and 
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timely metrics to assess whether a company is close to its objectives, or whether 
the selected strategy is appropriate to achieve organizational goals” (Saura, 
Palos-Sánchez& Suárez, 2017). 

Key performance indicators commonly used in e-commerce can be 
summarized as sales, leaving the site without completing the process, conversion 
conditions and rate, site traffic, time spent on the site, number of pages viewed 
per visitor, social media conversion processes, and websites with a high rate 
of rapid rise. These variables explain important clues about a brick-and-click 
store. These clues can bring opportunities to review the process and to raise the 
efficiency of the website.  

A successful e-commerce marketing strategy can be performed with 
correct KPIs which can be regularly reviewed to see the real picture.

The visit volume of a young brand website especially in terms of brand 
awareness, mutual communication with visiting consumers, and the ratio of 
sales to the total visit volume are other key performance indicators. Meanwhile, 
measures to increase the average order amount should also be considered as a 
KPI. 

4.6.3.	 Social	Analytics

Social analytics refers to the tools used to monitor the effectiveness of social 
media. Some of the key metrics to monitor the effectiveness of social media in 
addition to CRO, ROI, and KPIs are mentioned below (Kingsnorth, 2016: 268-
269).
i. Reach: The total users mentioning your brand plus their followers. 
ii. Engagement: The people taking an action on your content. 
iii. Average engagement rate: The avg rate of people who acted versus people 

who saw your content.
iv. Impressions: The number of times your content has been seen.
v. Visits: The total number of times people have been to your site/page. 
vi. Unique visitors: The total number of individuals who have been to your 

site/page. 
vii. Bounce rate: People arriving and then leaving without visiting another 

page. 
viii. Click-through rate: The percentage of people who see your content and 

click through to the end location. 
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ix. Response rate: The percentage of people who have in some way responded 
to your content.

x. Mentions: The number of times that your brand has been mentioned. 
xi. Followers: The number of followers you have on any or all networks. 
xii. Buzz: Combination of a few factors that suggest how popular you are right 

now. 
xiii. Share of voice: The number of conversations about you versus your 

competition.
xiv. Sentiment: Review the types of messages about you for positive and 

negative sentiment.

4.7.	 Integrated	Digital	Marketing	Management

Chaffey & Ellis-Chedwick (2019: 5) point out that “applying digital platforms 
as part of multichannel marketing to integrate customer journeys between 
traditional and ‘new’ media is today’s major challenge for many companies. 
Management processes related to the governance of digital marketing include 
planning how digital marketing can be best resourced to contribute to the 
organization and integrating with other marketing activities”.

Integration of the techniques of digital marketing with traditional media 
such as print, TV, direct mail, and human sales and support as part of multichannel 
marketing communications is a prerequisite of successful management. “Online 
channels can also be managed to support the whole buying process from pre-sale 
to sale to post-sale and further development of customer relationships’’(Chaffey 
et al.2019: 10)

The interaction and integration between digital channels and traditional 
channels are key components of digital marketing strategy development. Digital 
marketing strategy, which is “essentially a channel marketing strategy needs to 
be integrated with other channels as part of multichannel marketing”, therefore 
an effective digital marketing strategy should (Chaffey et al, 2019: 13):
i. Be aligned with business and marketing strategy with more specific annual 

business priorities and initiatives; and define clear objectives for business 
and brand development and the online contribution of leads and sales for 
the internet or other digital channels, considering the structure and the 
number of the channels that are used by your target segment, 

ii. define a compelling, differential value proposition for the channel, which 
must be effectively communicated to customers,
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iii. specify the mix of online and offline communication tools used to attract 
visitors to the company website or interact with the brand through other 
digital media such as email or mobile,

iv. support the customer journey through the buying process as they select 
and purchase products using the digital channel in combination with other 
channels,

v. manage the online customer lifecycle through the stages of attracting 
visitors to the website, converting them into customers, and retention and 
growth.

Digital channels must be combined with the appropriate traditional offline 
media and channels. Considering Chaffey et al.’s (2015) RACE framework, at 
the Reach step, awareness of a brand, its products, and services on other sites 
and in offline media must be built and traffic by driving visits to the web and 
social media presences must be raised. At the Act step, the engagement of the 
audience with a brand on its website or other online presence must be realized to 
encourage them to interact with a company or other customers. At the Convert 
step, the company should focus on enlarging its sales volume both in digital and 
offline channels. Finally, at the Engage step, strong customer relationships must 
be built through time to achieve retention goals (Chaffey et al.,2019).

“Marketers are beginning to integrate e-tools innovatively. These integrated 
campaigns also integrate the online tools with offline tools such as traditional 
TV, radio and magazine advertising, direct mail, and packaging” (Chaffey et al, 
2008: 212). 

Integrated marketing communication generally provides complete 
harmony and continuity in many issues and within stakeholders of a company 
from employees, goods and services, distribution channels, salesforce, 
pricing, after-sales services and guarantee services, total quality, offering 
customers’ expected value, workplace safety, the satisfaction of employees 
and customers shortly driving holistic operation within internal and external 
stakeholders. 

According to Chaffey et al. (2008: 212-214) “security and integration” are 
two key components of multi-platform management. Integration has joined to 
security which has always been a major issue in the digital world. In an integrated 
campaign, “different e-tools have different ways of delivering customer data to 
your database and capturing the data in the right way and a truly and integrated 
business” will bring success by meeting customers’ expectations.
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5. Conclusion

The key issue of today’s marketing management is to offer products and 
services that will create a different value compared to the competitors to satisfy 
consumers by offering them their expected value(s) and, establishing cooperation 
by establishing mutual communication with them at every step of the business 
process.

The discovery of the internet at the end of the twentieth century has 
dominantly maintained its influence on the twenty-first century and has become 
an indispensable element of daily life by penetrating through both social and 
business lives due to continuous technological developments emerging day by 
day, by changing the relationships and the structures all over the world. 

Meanwhile, the internet and its derivative digitalization, have also influenced 
marketing management. Although digital marketing is defined as the realization 
of traditional marketing activities via the internet, it highly differentiates from 
traditional marketing. The best practice should be well integration of these two 
different marketing methods, considering their relative advantages.  

The consumer who was in the passive role in traditional marketing, who 
communicates with the company after consuming the product or service, has 
become active in digital life and communicates with the company voluntarily 
before establishing a business relationship. Furthermore, the consumer has been 
able to easily access competing products and observe the experiences of other 
consumers in digital life. 

The mutual contact possibility has brought companies to instantly and 
closely control their process and easily measure their performances and rapidly 
review their operations based on consumers’ feedback.

Related to increasing digital platforms and the development of mobile 
devices, promotion, and communication activities have been effectively 
managed at a lower cost.

Organizations that had insisted on not joining the trend of digitalization for 
the last decade, unfortunately, have realized especially during the pandemic that 
they could not escape from this big transformation. Otherwise, they will stay out 
of the game and competition and will not have the possibility of retention in the 
market anymore. Moreover, they must be able to keep up with today’s highly 
digitalized consumers.

Today, consumers who have mostly transformed into digital individuals 
have preferred to benefit from the opportunities and advantages of the digital 
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world besides traditional marketing practices. This means that the integrated 
marketing management and communication of the traditional and digital 
practices must always be under the consideration of not only the marketing 
department but also all stakeholders of an organization, by observing and 
executing the specific rules of both methods.

Accordingly, the digital and social marketing concepts are widely discussed 
in a strategical, managerial, and integrative way within this conceptual study to 
make a holistic contribution to the literature, differing from the previous studies 
that have generally focused on those subjects separately. 
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1. Introduction 

In the recent years, with increasing opportunities to access and use of the 
internet, technological developments and digitalization the amount of data 
shared and produced and sources daily has increased, and this situation is 

expected to continue. In line with these developments, companies perform their 
business processes over computers and software, people prefer make shopping 
on online more especially in the Covid-19 pandemic process, this situation has 
further accelerated the increase in the amount of shared and generated data on 
a daily basis (Galhotra & Dewan, 2020). Today, with the increase in the use of 
technological devices and software, it has ensured that all kinds of data exchange 
are stored in computers and databases. In this way storing data has become more 
meaningful, faster and cheaper. Because people who deal with the data, they 
can instantly reach data and group which are stored in the database by writing 
queries. By this way, processes and works which are determined can be done 
faster so productivity of the works will increase. In line of these developments, 
with the increasing rate of the amount of the data daily, databases where data 
are stored increase accordingly. All kinds of transactions and processes that take 
place in daily life such as shopping done by people, transactions and processes 
made in companies and government agencies, records which are cameras on the 
roads cause to result a huge data stack by recording to the databases and files. In 
these huge data stacks, there are lots of information which may be unobservable, 
hidden, nonvisible and be meaningful and valuable and is waiting to be extracted 
and discovered (Lakshmi & G.H., 2011). 
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According to the information on the several article examined, the main 
function of the data mining is the process of extracting useful, meaningful 
information by analyzing, making statistical operations and using algorithms 
on the huge data which are stored in the databases and files (Lakshmi & G.H., 
2011).

Due to the high proliferation rate of the raw data, it becomes very important 
to adopt and use approaches that can deal with them. By converting raw data 
into information and making sense of it, better decisions can be made about 
a subject and can be effective and faster in problem solving. Therefore, data 
mining is preferred in different fields and sectors. For example; it can be used in 
the marketing and sales field, such as prediction of the customer segmentation 
and purchase intention on specific product and service based on customer 
profile, sales forecasting for companies that sell for next periods, detection 
and understanding for doubtful in cases that require security situation also in 
health sector, prediction of the people who has diseases or not such as diabetics. 
Also, it can be used departments of the companies such as finance, marketing, 
accounting, hr and so on (Lakshmi & G.H., 2011). 

An employee may quit for many reasons. These reasons may occur due 
to reasons such as the retirement age of the person, the death of the employee, 
the downsizing of the companies due to the economy, but the reason that should 
be the problem of the companies is the employee leaving the job voluntarily 
(Sexton et al., 2005). In addition to all these, this job also has a psychological 
dimension, if the employees do not receive a satisfactory salary from the 
place where they work or if their position does not change according to the 
conditions they work, these people are more likely to leave the job (Harman et 
al., 2007). An employee’s departure from the job can cause financial and moral 
losses to companies, but it is possible to approach this separation from another 
perspective. The departure of employees who are not very good at their job 
within the company and the fact that only those who do their job well stay in the 
company will increase productivity and show that the employee’s leaving the job 
is not as bad as it seems. But if the situation is the opposite, if good employees 
leave the company, this reduces internal efficiency and the money spent on 
unskilled personnel causes financial losses and creates problems (Sexton et 
al., 2005). If companies know why their employees want to leave the job and 
the factors that cause them to leave, they can take the necessary measures and 
improvements to keep the employees (Alao & Adeyemo, 2013). As a result of 
the researches, since some companies did not give the necessary importance to 
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the human resources department and did not work meticulously there, at the end 
of the day, one-to-one communication with the employees within the company 
was not possible, and this situation was among the reasons for the employee 
to quit the job (Khatri, Budhwar, & Fern, 1999). It will be possible to reduce 
employee problems if the human resources department pays due attention to 
the employees and initiates work for them, and In the research conducted, it 
has been observed that the human resources department does not play an active 
role in the company, increasing the rate of employees leaving the job (Ozolina-
Ozola, 2014). The motivation of this study is to reveal meaningful information 
and analyzes by processing the data obtained about the employees so that they 
can be used in human resources. After processing this data, it is to train a model 
that predicts whether an employee will leave or stay at the workplace within 2 
years. It is thought that this model and processed data can be an example for 
human resources in companies and can be organized and interpreted for their 
own employees. Today, with the development of technology, it is known that 
many companies store their data in order to process and take great measures 
to protect this data. Many departments, such as human resources departments, 
produce solutions using machine learning algorithms to process data and make 
predictions (Zhao et al., 2018). In this study, firstly, Prediction models made 
with machine learning were searched in the literature and field research was 
conducted and information was collected for the model to be made in this study. 
Then, the data in the obtained data set was analyzed and checked for missing 
values or outliers. By making data visualizations, meaningful comments were 
obtained for each feature, and the data was made readable and turned into a 
resource for the human resources department. Analysis and interpretation of the 
relationship between independent variables and dependent variables were made, 
and then the data was passed through preprocessing stages in order to be ready 
for the model. In this study, feature engineering is conducted to achieve a higher 
success rate by combining existing features and deriving new features, making 
machine learning easier and better learning. Besides, the parameter values   are 
adjusted to find best parameters by parameter tuning. The other contribution 
of this study is calculating feature importance by RF and CatBoost. Feature 
engineering, parameter tuning and finding the feature importance are different 
part of this study from the related studies. The obtained and transformed data 
were first trained with the decision tree. Random forest, Naive Bayes, extreme 
gradient boosting, K-nearest neighbor classification, Catboost algorithms were 
also tested on the data one by one and the performances of these classifiers 
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were compared. As a result of the evaluations and comparisons, the model with 
the best performance among these 5 models was interpreted and selected. The 
contribution of this study is to make the raw data a resource for human resources 
employees by making queries in the data so that they can understand and read 
easily. In addition, by developing a model that makes an exemplary turnover 
prediction, it is to be able to give information about employees whether they will 
stay long-term or short-term. 

This study is different from other studies on the Kaggle platform in terms 
of feature engineering and feature importance implementation. In this study, 
feature engineering is conducted to achieve a higher success rate by combining 
existing features and deriving new features, making machine learning easier and 
better learning. Besides, the parameter values   are adjusted to find best parameters 
by parameter tuning. The other contribution of this study is calculating feature 
importance by RF and CatBoost. Feature engineering, parameter tuning 
and finding the feature importance differ this study from the related studies. 
As a result of this study, employees who may have intention to leave job is 
determined then it will be taken measures in advance and disruptions in the 
business processes will be prevented. Among the algorithms which are Decision 
Tree, Random Forest, KNN, SVM and CatBoost used in this study, CatBoost 
algorithm achieved the best performance with 85% accuracy ratio.

2. Background

2.1.	 Workforce-HRM-Intention	to	Leave	From	Job

Organizations and companies need human power to achieve defined their 
mission, vision, job description and goals. Employees can be thought as the 
nutrients that are taken into the human body every day. We as people survive on 
the food we take into our bodies. Just like us, companies continue to live and be 
strong by reaching their goals with the performance of their employees.

In companies, HR department controls and manages employee power 
that plays an active role in achieving goals. Situation of having strong human 
resources in companies is a result of active and effective processes being carried 
out by hr department (Ekhsan, 2019). Employees may have the intentions to 
leave from job for reasons arising from the management, human resources of 
the company or from themselves. The following examples can be given of these 
reasons; low employee performance, high absenteeism situations, insufficient 
job satisfaction, employees have low level of organizational commitment, 
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job conditions and demographic information of the employees. For example, 
employees may reduce their performance due to the unfair distribution of the 
salary and promotion determined by the HR management, also this may lead 
to a decrease in work efficiency. Or, if companies ask their employees to work 
overtime working more than the daily working time, this may be negatively 
received by employees and this may decrease employees’ loyalty and faith to 
the company. Also, employees who may have intention to leave from job can 
think that there may be better companies for development themselves or their 
demographic situation may not be appropriate for the current job (Zhang, 2016; 
Liu & Wang, 2006; Wang, Chen, & Xu, 2001). According to the definition 
examined in the literature, intention to leave and leave from job are defined 
differently. Meaning of the intention to leave from job can be defined as the 
state of having thought of leaving active job for some reasons. As to leaving 
from job is defined as an employee leaves his/her current job and position to 
find a new job in a different institutions and has a different job or position in the 
same institutions (Ekhsan, 2019). Since employees’ productivity decrease, those 
employee’ can decrease team mates’ performance due to the more workload and 
so this situation can hinder all business processes and jobs as a domino effect 
also hiring new, eligible employees and giving training include long and costly 
processes of companies do not want to have employees who have intention 
to leave from the job (Zhang, 2016). With this project, it is aimed to classify 
and predict whether employees have intention leave their jobs or not based on 
employee demographic and job profile information for the human resources 
departments of companies. In this way HR dept of the companies can analyses 
employees’ intention leave from the job, thus measures and actions will be taken 
by analyzing emergence of problems may arise from the labor force in advance. 

3. Related Work

Studies were investigated about leave from job in the field of HR. It was 
examined which methods were used in previous studies on predictive models 
for employees to quit their job.

To understand and analyses whether there is relationship between 
performance of employees and intention to leave their work with organizational 
commitment, a classification study was conducted on whether employees have 
organizations commitment or not in the year 2020. In this study, to obtain data 
survey study was conducted by using random sample method. Some questions 
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where in survey, from 1 to 5 scoring system was preferred to get answer for 
them. Class attribute was classified as group 1 and 2 by taking the averages of 
organizational commitment questions and it was indicated that group 2 represents 
high level of organizational commitment. In addition, in here pruning and cross 
validation (k=10) method was preferred. By using decision tree method, the 
classification of whether employees have organizational commitment or not 
was made and this classification gave approximately %87 accuracy result with 
pruned model, this ratio with not pruned model was %86 (KOÇAK, 2020).

It was aimed to understand and find factors that affect employee turnover 
intention from the IT sector, a classification analysis study was carried out by 
using algorithms in 2020. Since study carried out 2020 in order to get information 
and effects of the Covid-19, a feature about this process was added into the 27 
features in database including 416 data. In here k-fold technique was used as 
k = 10 to verify the results also different classification algorithms were used 
the highest accuracy ratio as %94 was obtained by using XG boost algorithm 
and this model was the most powerful model among others. Also, in order to 
calculate probability of occurrence of intention to leave from job, which is 
dependent variable, logistic regression was used. With this algorithm, the most 
influential features on the arising of the intention to leave were determined, 
then possibility equation was obtained. This model gave %72 accuracy rate so 
by using this model, situation of the employees have leave intention will be 
predicted and classified with %72 accuracy (Tharani & Raj, 2020).

In another study was researched, it was aimed to understand effects and 
relationships of the leaving behaviours such as absenteeism and tardiness from 
the organizations on the intention of the leaving. For this study, 150 data set 
was collected from employees who work at software company in the India. 5 
different algorithms were preferred to classify. For the ANN model the most 
impressive features were selected then data was trained. After all data was 
trained and models were started, accuracy results of the models were gain. The 
high prediction accuracy rate was obtained with the CART and C5.0 methods. 
The lowest accuracy rate was obtained in LR with %80 ratio. Prediction of 
leaving from job classified correctly with a rate of 87% in the discriminant 
analysis but the lowest classification rate was obtained with the ANN algorithm. 
The highest accuracy rate of not leaving from the job was obtained with CART 
and Classification Tree algorithms (Nagadevara et al., 2008).

An estimation and classification study on absenteeism was made since 
absenteeism of employees can affect their performance and commitment to 
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the company, which in turn can affect leaving the job. Since there are discrete 
variables in the 740 data including 21 features which are demographics and 
business life, data grouping processes were made on the relevant data. To 
comprehend data better, positive and negative analysis were performed between 
variables then features have powerful relationships as positive and negative 
between absenteeism (target) were selected and separate database which include 
them was created. Classification algorithms were performed on these two 
different databases. Accuracy results was obtained at least %90 rate with Bayes, 
DT and Random Forest algorithms in both databases. So, it is was seen that 
three methods gave successful results. RF displayed the best performance with 
%92 accuracy rate in the created new database with results of the relationship 
analysis. In the remaining two algorithm which are DT and Bayes, accuracy 
rates were obtained %90 and above rate (Asiri & Abdullah, 2019).

In 2022, by using the KNN method was conducted another prediction and 
classify study about leaving job. In this study, a model was developed using 4 
different K values with a group number of 1,4,6,8 to select best k value which 
gives best accuracy score among them and the dataset consists of 1205 employee 
information and 33 features with a class member. KNN algorithm was run after 
the selection of the most primary features. When k = 4, the highest F1 score 
resulted as %93. On the other hand, when k = 1  the highest accuracy rate was 
obtained with a rate of %95 and the lowest f-score was also obtained  with a rate 
of %89 (Balcioglu & Artar, 2022).

In the study carried out in year 2005, it was aimed to analysis and create 
prediction model of employee turnover based on job performance. Thanks to 
this aim, analysis was made using SVM approach and to compare results of 
this method logit and probit method was added into the analysis. Methods was 
tested on the data of 132 marketing employees working at a marketing company. 
Job performance information of the employees was determined and calculated 
regarding to the situation of leaving and marketing numbers. After training of 
the models with data, it was seen that the SVM method gave the best accuracy 
result with 84.38%, compared to the 71.9 accuracy rates of the probit and logit 
methods (Hong et al., 2005).

It is indicated that high employee attrition who work on IT sector has 
become more important problem in recent years in the India. In a study, to 
overcome with this problem, it was aimed to generate prediction model. For 
this model, data was picked up regarding both demographic and business life 
of 1650 employees who have been working for 3 years in the IT department 
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of 3 companies located in the country. Deleting missing value process was 
carried out and the features without significant effect were subtracted, hereby 
1470 data left. Encoding process was performed on the categorical values also 
the importance analysis of the data was made on the dependent variable, so 
unnecessary features were removed from the data set. After these operations 
of preparing data for the model, data was trained using the SVM algorithm and 
model’s correct prediction rate was obtained as 85% (Khera & Divya, 2018).

In 2022, a study was conducted using KNN and RF algorithms on a 
dataset obtained on the Internet. Pre-processing processes of coding categorical 
data and normalization were carried out. Using the RF method, the analysis 
of which property has the most effect on the dependent variable was carried 
out. Correlation analysis was made so heat map was drawn to understand 
the relationship between features. An outlier determination was made and a 
normalization (z-score) operation was performed on these variables. In order 
to determine the best k value, the grid search algorithm was used. By selecting 
cross validation k = 10, the overall accuracy rate by averaging the accuracy 
results were obtained for both methods. As a result of study, RF was the most 
powerful method with a high accuracy average result against KNN approach 
(Atef, Elzanfaly, & Ouf, 2022).

Chang proposed to use Taguchi method to separate a data set consisting of 
881 records with 44 features as test and train set to prepare the model. The method 
uses the data in the test set once both in the test part and in the train set part, in the 
same way, it allows the data in the train set to be transferred to the test set (Chang, 
2009). The method was not used for the first time in the model, and the success 
rate of the model was 80.93%, but when feature selection was made using this 
model, this success rate increased by 87.85%, resulting in more successful results. 
(Chang, 2009). In one study, the L1 method was used to prevent the logistic 
regression classifier to be unoptimized in the model for estimating turnover 
(Zhang et al.,2018). The training sets prepared for the model are separated within 
themselves and only a certain part of them is given to the model, because in 
case of missing data, compliance can be achieved only in a part of the test set, 
not in the whole test set (Zhao at all, 2018). In order to be ready for the model, 
preprocessed the test set and the training set separately, and the accurate value 
of the model was 87.2% on top of that (Zhao at all, 2018). When we look at the 
results, some of the situations that increase the probability of leaving are factors 
such as the fact that the employees are less likely to go out of the city during their 
work, overtime, the interest of human resources, and the gender of the employee 
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is male (Zhao at all, 2018). In order to get the best results in databases consisting 
of very different groups, algorithms with more decision trees and rule-based 
learning are preferred (Ajit, 2016). The results support this because when we 
look at the best classifiers, XGBoost and random forest are seen, but the random 
forest algorithm could not solve the problem of overfitting, and besides, XGBoost 
provides an iterative branching, so it easily solves the problems in learning and 
gives a better result. (Ajit, 2016). In order for the success rates of the selected 
algorithms to show the correctness, success performance measures that do not 
affect each other and applying more than one test yield better results than other 
methods (Fallucchi at all,2020). As a result of the correlation analysis in the data 
set with 21 features, only 10 features were given to the model and the naive 
Bayes algorithm gave the best result among the classifiers such as decision tree, k 
nearest neighbor, random forest in the comparison of this model. When separating 
the data as test and train sets, these two sets need to be meaningfully distributed 
according to the number in the data set and this can be achieved by using holdout, 
likewise it is a problem that the extra trained data of the data yields results and for 
this it is a good solution to use cross-validation. In the study conducted by Amir 
Mohammad et al., real data obtained from a company working in the production 
sector were used, and since these data are mostly categorical, the preprocessing 
stages were advanced by applying feature selection with the pearson chi-square 
method (Esmaieeli Sikaroudi, Ghousi, & Sikaroudi, 2015). Algorithms used in 
the model such as naive bayes, KNN, SVM, apriori, CN2, random forest were 
used and the performances were compared with fold-cross validation (Esmaieeli 
Sikaroudi, Ghousi, & Sikaroudi, 2015). Considering these results, KNN was the 
one that gave the most accurate result in terms of estimation success, and at the 
same time, the most efficient model that gave the highest performance in naïve 
bayes classification was selected. Depending on the structure of the data sets in 
the previous study analyzes, there appears to be a difference in the results as the 
training and test set separation methods and algorithms used.

4. Methods

4.1.	 Machine	Learning	Algorithms

Machine learning algorithms work behind many things that make life easier in 
daily life, they learn what to do with the processing of the data and produce the 
desired results (Mahesh, 2020). Machine learning is divided into supervised, 
unsupervised and semi-supervised. The working principle of supervised 
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learning is that some data is separated according to a certain situation and the 
data in the test set starts learning according to the examples here (Mahesh, 
2020). For supervised learning algorithms, algorithms such as naive Bayes, 
logistic regression, random forest, decision tree all show a different success rate 
in datasets, and evaluations are made using the same tool to choose between 
them (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). 

4.1.1. Decision Tree

Decision trees are an algorithm used in many different fields, from speech 
recognition to medical diagnosis (Safavian & Landgrebe, 1991). One of the 
biggest reasons why it is preferred in many areas is that classifiers do not set 
complex decision-making rules, so a fast model is obtained and the output of 
the model is easier to interpret than other algorithms (Safavian & Landgrebe, 
1991). The root node, which is one of the elements that make up a decision tree 
algorithm, contains the labels of the classes, while the leaves in the decision 
tree are called those that are not connected to the root.  (Safavian & Landgrebe, 
1991). As the working principle of decision trees, it provides learning by dividing 
the data by going down to the root, respectively, and it has a structure that can 
perform learning with more than one algorithm (Brijain at all, 2014). Among the 
developed algorithms, many algorithms suitable for the data set are used, such as 
the CHID algorithm, which classifies the communication between the attributes, 
and the CART algorithm, which selects the most accurate attribute with Gini 
after creating a decision tree according to the data type of the dependent variable 
(Brijain at all, 2014). The decision tree application used in the study is the ID3 
algorithm running entropy. One of the reasons for choosing this algorithm is that 
there is too much categorical data in the data set used in the study. 

4.1.2.	K-	Nearest	Neighbor	(KNN)

The KNN algorithm labels the searched data for classification, the ones closest 
to the target on the data set and provides the assignment of the searched data 
(Kramer, 2013). Minkowski measurement is used to be used in label assignments 
for the class, this measurement creates a similarity calculation in determining 
the distance in the data space (Kramer, 2013). The most important decision in 
these classifiers is the choice of how much K should be, and it determines how 
large the space size should be for this classifier (Kramer, 2013). Most of the 
usage areas of this algorithm are used to research on data such as picture, video 
and audio (Batista & Silva, 2009). To find the best option for the K value, it can 
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be found by experimenting with test sets such as cross validation, but this is not 
a suitable method for every situation (Batista & Silva, 2009).

4.1.3.	Random	Forest

One of the reasons for the emergence of the random forest algorithm is the 
overfitting problem of the decision trees, that is, unsuccessful performance in 
the test set, and in this case, it indirectly affects the overall prediction negatively 
(Schonlau & Zou, 2020). To increase the overall accuracy, more than one tree 
should be created, and the ratio can be increased by considering subspace clusters 
(Schonlau & Zou, 2020). On top of that, the random forest algorithm, which 
creates the average of the estimates taken from the trees consisting of multiple 
bootstrap samples, is revealed (Schonlau & Zou, 2020).The random forest 
algorithm emerges because of the combination of more than one decision tree, 
and the more decision trees in the algorithm, the better the prediction success 
will be (Lin at all, 2017). It makes the feature selection automatically and does 
not need to use a separate algorithm for this, as a result of which it produces 
an estimate (Lin at all, 2017). Random forest is an algorithm that can be used 
for both regression and classification problems (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). First, a 
bootstrap set of n samples is created from the data set, then a classification tree 
is created by considering the samples one by one and at the nodes, the random 
samples of the estimators are resampled. And whatever is the best split from this 
occurrence is chosen  (Liaw & Wiener, 2002).

4.1.4. XGBoost Algorithm

Among the machine learning applications that work smoothly that we use in 
our daily lives, there are applications such as spam blocker, ad advice, fraud 
detection (Chen & Guestrin, 2016).Among those who ensure the success of 
these applications are scalable learning structures that enable learning over large 
databases and models that find connections between data (Chen & Guestrin, 
2016). Among the multiple algorithms for tree strengthening, XGBoost is 
the most preferred algorithm by people for many classifications such as text 
classification, customer prediction, motion perception (Chen & Guestrin, 2016). 
The purpose of the boosting algorithms is to find the hard learners from the 
data in the model and process them again and again to integrate them with 
the easier learners (Bentéjac, Csörgő, & Martínez-Muñoz, 2021). XGBoost is 
one of the Boosting algorithms, structures containing decision trees that can 
be computed at the highest level depending on the gradient boost (Bentéjac, 
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Csörgő, & Martínez-Muñoz, 2021). XGBoost has similar features to gradient 
boosting, it tries to keep the overall operation of the model wider while trying 
to eliminate the operation of missing attributes (Bentéjac, Csörgő, & Martínez-
Muñoz, 2021).

4.1.5.	CatBoost	Algorithm

CatBoost stands for gradient boosting with categorical feature support. The 
CatBoost algorithm was introduced by Dorogush et al in 2018 (Dorogush, 
Ershov, & Gulin, 2018). It is an algorithm in which reinforcement technique is 
used under ensemble learning methods. The CatBoost algorithm can be applied 
to both classification problems and regression problems (CatBoost, 2020). 
However, the CatBoost algorithm uses the gradient boosting machine learning 
technique. This technique often helps to develop robust models by combining a 
fixed-size set of weak decision tree classifiers. Using the gradient strengthening 
technique may cause the problem of overfitting against the dataset. This problem 
was handled by the CatBoost algorithm and an improved version of the gradient 
boosting technique was used to avoid the overfitting problem (Dorogush, 
Ershov, & Gulin, 2018).

5. Dataset And Analysis

5.1. Dataset

The dataset is an HR-related dataset retrieved from publicly available Kaggle 
web site (Tejashvi). It is a data set with 9 attributes, with 4653 records. These 
attributes show the education level of the employee, the year he joined the 
company, the city where his office is located, his salary level, age, gender, 
exclusion from the project, the number of specializations and whether to leave 
the job. In the payment tier attribute, 1 indicates very high salary, 2 average 
salary, and 3 low salary. Among these features, the numeric ones that represent a 
certain number are ’Id’, ‘Joining Year’ and ‘Age’. Binary ones that represent two 
specific categories is ‘Leave or Not’. Those that represent an ordered category 
as count data are ‘Payment tier’, ‘Experience in current domain’. Nominal data 
are ‘Education’, ‘City’, ‘Gender’, ‘Ever benched’. By statistically interpreting 
these data, Information about the characteristics was obtained. When we look at 
the standard deviations of the features, we can see that the ‘age’ feature is more 
dispersed with 4.82 compared to other features. Kurtosis and skewness values 
give information about the distribution of the data, in short, kurtosis shows where 
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the size of the distribution in the data is more and less, while skewness looks at 
whether the distribution is flat (Bagheri, Ahmadi, & Labbafi, 2010). The range 
of these values is generally accepted to be between +1.5 and -1.5 (Tabachnick, 
Fidell, & Ullman, 2007). Looking at the skewness values, ‘joining year’ is 
-0.11, ‘payment tier’ is -1.70 and ‘experience in current domain’ is -0.16. Since 
they are in negative values, it is seen to be skewed to the left, but the normal 
distribution is not mentioned because ‘joining year’ and ‘experience in current 
domain’ are not in the required range. When we look at the kurtosis values, 
all the features except the ‘age’ feature are negative and this shows that the 
distribution is sideways on the layout. It is seen in the data that 1087 employees 
have experience in 2 fields, followed by 931 employees having experience in 4 
fields. Employees have mostly bachelor’s degree education with 3601 people. 
With 2228 employees, Bangalore has the highest number of employees and with 
2778 people, men are the majority. The age range of the employees is between 
34-41.

Table 1. Attributes used for prediction
Attribute Name Explanation
Education Shows educational information
JoiningYear Indicates the year of employment.
City Illustrates city information
PaymentTier Pay Level: 1: Highest 2: Medium 3: Lowest
Age Age
Gender Gender
EverBenched Indicates if employees have been out of 

projects for one month or more.
ExperienceinCurrent Domain Shows current field experience
LeaveorNot Indicates whether the employee leave the 

company within the next 2 years.

5.2.	 Evaluation

In machine learning, there are various measures that measure the performance of 
the model established in classification methods. In this study, Overall accuracy, 
sensitivity, specificity, area under curve (AUC) and f-measure are used for 
model performance (Han & Kamber, 2006). 
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6. Solutions and Recommendations

6.1.	 Correlation	Analysis

The purpose of the correlation analysis is to show the direction of the 
relationship between one or more independent variables in the data set and 
how much they explain each other (Taylor, 1990). As a result of this analysis, 
the values are expected to be between -1 and +1, if the value goes towards 
0, it shows that the relationship is bad, and if it gets closer to 1, it shows 
that the relationship is strong (Taylor, 1990). Figure 1 indicates that the 
‘City’, ‘Ever benched’ ‘Gender’, ‘Education’ attributes are not included in 
this analysis because they are nominal values. The relations between these 
characteristics and the dependent variable in the regression analysis will be 
examined. Looking at the results of the analysis, the correlation coefficient 
of the ‘Year of Participation’ attribute with the dependent variable takes a 
value of 0.18, indicating that there is a weak but positive relationship between 
them. The probability of leaving the job increases as the number of years the 
employee joins the company increases. The ‘Payment tier’ attribute indicates 
a strong relationship with a value of -0.19, but an inverse relationship. It was 
concluded that as the salary of an employee increases, the situation of leaving 
the job decreases. It was seen that the relationship with the ‘age’ property 
value of -0.05 and the dependent variable was very weak and negative. As the 
age of the employee decreases, the probability of leaving the job decreases. 
With a correlation coefficient of -0.03, it was seen that the less experienced 
the employee was, the less they remained in the job. In general, it cannot be 
said that the relationship between the independent variables and the dependent 
variable is very strong. 

7. Data Visualization
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7.1.	 Correlation	Analysis

Figure 1. Correlation Analysis

Figure 2. Data Visualization
Figure 2 presents the visualization of data. In the 1. figure, it is seen that there was 
the highest loss of employees in 2018 with 362 people. This rate was observed 
to be the lowest in 2012 with 109. In 2017, the worker density was the highest. 
The high number of people who quit their jobs in 2015 and the high drop in 
this number in 2016 indicate that serious regulations may have been introduced 
between these years. In 2. figure, Bangalore has the highest number of workers 
with a total of 2,228 employees, with 47.9%. The number of people working 
in Pune city is 1,268 and it covers 27.3% among the total employees in these 3 
cities. The number of people leaving the Pune office was 639 with 9.2%. With this 
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number, the highest number of job leavers came from this city of Pune. Looking 
at 3. figure, while 3492 people, who make up 75% of the employees, are low-
paid, 918 people who make up 9.2% of the employees get medium salaries, and 
243 people who make up 5.2% of them get high salaries. The situation with the 
highest turnover rate is among the middle-wage workers with 550 people with 
a rate of 9.2%. Looking at the 4. figure, it was seen that there were employees 
between the ages of 22-41. The age with the highest number of employees is 26 
with 645 people with a rate of 13.9%.  The age group leaving the most jobs is 
27, with 226 people. 5. figure shows that there are 2778 male employees with 
59.7% and 1875 female employees with 40.3%. When we look at the status of 
quitting, women leave more jobs with 884 people leaving their jobs. According 
to the histogram in 6. figure, out of 4,653 employees, the number of employees 
who have not done a project for more than 1 month is 478 with 10.3%. While 
217 people who did not make a project quit their jobs, the number of people 
who quit their jobs within a month was 1383 among those who took part in any 
project. When the number of subjects on which the employees are experts is 
examined, it is seen that 1087 people are experts in maximum 2 fields with a rate 
of 23.4%. The group with the highest probability of quitting in this field is the 
group that has expertise on 3 issues of 299 employees. Looking at the analysis in 
general, employees who have just started working are more likely to leave than 
those who have been working for a long time. This is mostly supported by the 
fact that those who quit their jobs belong to the 27-age group. Women are more 
likely to leave their workplaces than men.

8. Analysis Results

In this section, a model is proposed on the employee turnover data of classification 
algorithms such as KNN, Decision Tree, SVM, RF and Catboost and the analysis 
results are shown in detail. These classification methods are widely preferred in 
classification models. Python was used to test the model performance of these 
algorithms.

8.1.	 Feature	Engineering

Feature engineering increases the predictive power of machine learning 
algorithms and leads to better results by creating new features from raw data 
that helps streamline the machine learning process. In short, it is the process of 
selecting, modifying and transforming raw data into features that can be used in 
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supervised learning and preparing the data for machine learning models (Zheng 
& Casari, 2018).

In this study, it was aimed to increase the success of the model by producing 
new features from the data we have. Company employees are people between 
the ages of 22-41. We divide these ages into 4 as 22-26, 27-31, 32-36, 37-41 and 
classify them as male and female. In other words, this 4 age group is divided into 
both men and women. This new feature is named New_Age_Cat. After the first 
feature extraction, the new image of the dataset became like this. 

Men and women were divided as m or f, and the age group was divided 
as 1,2,3 or 4. The new categorical age group of the 34-year-old male employee, 
who was in the first place, turned into m_3, that is, male and the 3rd age group. 
Likewise, you can see that the 28-year-old female employee in the second place 
has f_2.

The next feature engineering was on the experience of the employees 
in the current field. The experience of the employees is distributed between 0 
and 7 years. At a result there are 8 observations. In these observations, “New 
Graduate” for 0-2 years of experience, “Junior” for 2-4 years of experience. 
Those with 4-6 years of experience were called “Middle”, and those with 
6-7 years of experience were called “Senior”. These experience states were 
combined with “PaymentTier” and a new variable named “PaymentExperience_
Cat” was created. Thus, a categorical new variable was created that shows both 
their experience and their salary in the same feature.

After this feature extraction, we can easily see both the experience and 
the salary scale of the employee. This again becomes a helpful variable when 
analyzing the data. When we examine the data, it is quite understandable and 
normal for the person to have both “New_Graduate” and low payment tier. 
However, if an employee has both a “Senior” and a low or medium payment 
tier, it may cause that person to leave the company. Thanks to this variable, the 
prediction success rate of the algorithms can be increased.

The next feature extraction is grouped according to the age groups of the 
employees, whether they have been involved in the project in the last 1 month 
or not. The name of the new feature is “New_Age_Bench”.  In the next feature 
extraction, graduation statuses were grouped according to salary level. In this 
new feature, it is a feature that can be very useful for estimation algorithms. 
It also helps us interpret the data. People with higher education levels do not 
want to work with low wages and may leave the company. After these two new 
features, the new image of the dataset was as follows. 
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Finally, employees were grouped according to their years of employment 
and salary level. Again, this is similar to the feature that is grouped according 
to the experience and salary level of the employees in the current field, but 
there may be a difference between the experience and the year of entry to this 
company, so a new feature called “EmployeeTime” has been created. According 
to the years of employment, people were divided into new employees, middle 
employees and ex-employees, and Payment Tier was added next to them. The 
dataset is finalized with new features for now. The dataset now has 14 features

Figure 3. Feature Engineering

8.2.	 One	Hot	Encoding

Most of the algorithms used as models require the data to be numeric in order 
to process the data, so one hot encoding is one of the tools used to convert 
categorical values in data sets to numeric values (Dahouda & Joe, 2021). There 
are more than one conversion technique, one of them is label encoding, which 
is used if the data needs to be sorted in a certain order, but one hot encoding 
separates the states representing the data as 0 and 1 and converts it in this way 
(Dahouda & Joe, 2021). Dummy encoding is also the most suitable encoding 
for a one hot encoding technique, where two different items are assigned, but 
methods such as hash encoding and target encoding are sorting logic and methods 
that assign more than one item (Dahouda & Joe, 2021). In the study, unordered 
categorical variables ‘Education’, ‘Joining Year’, ‘City’, ‘Payment Tier’, ‘Age’, 
‘Gender’,EverBenched’, ‘ExperienceInCurrentDomain’ were converted into 
properties. These data, which are separated as 0 and 1, are made ready to be put 
into the model. Label encoding was not selected for this conversion because the 
categories of these properties do not have a specific order. After this process, 
the data set with 9 features increased to 42 features. The subcategories of each 
attribute, for example, education master and education phd, were put into the 
data set as separate attributes and coded as 0 and 1.
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9. Experiment and Results

Table 2. Performance Metrics for lgorithms
Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Scrore
KNN 0.80 0.79 0.61 0.69
Random Forest (RF) 0.83 0.83 0.69 0.75

XGB 0.84 0.89 0.65 0.75

SVM 0.81 0.87 0.57 0.69

CatBoost 0.85 0.90 0.68 0.78

Decision Tree 0.81 0.78 0.67 0.72

Table 2 provides KNN, Random Forest, XGB, SVM; CatBoost and Decision 
Tree algorithm performance metrics. The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 
score values of Decision Tree are 0.81, 0.78, 0.67 and 0.72 for Decision Tree, 
respectively.

Accuracy is 0.80, precision is 0.79, recall is 0.61 and F1-socre is 0.69 for 
KNN algorithm.

The performance of the RF model is calculated, and the results are given 
on the following. Accuracy (0.83), precision (0.83), recall (0.69) and f1-score 
(0.75) are obtained according to RF performance values.

The accuracy, precision, recall and F1 score values are 0.84, 0.89, 0.65 and 
0.75 for XGB algorithm, respectively.

The performance metrics of SVM is illustrated in Table 6. Accuracy is 
0.81, precision is 0.87, recall is 0.57 and f1-score is 0.69. 

The performance of the CatBoost model is calculated, and the results are 
shown on the follwing. According to CatBoost performance values, accuracy 
(0.85), precision (0.90) recall (0.68) and f1-score (0.78) scores are obtained.

9.1.	 Hyperparameter	Optimization	&	Model	Validation:	10-Fold	Cross	
Validation

In the application of the RF and CatBoost algorithms, the parameter values   are 
adjusted to find best parameters by parameter tuning with grid method, which 
gives the best classification performance. Parameter tuning for RF algorithm is 
shown in follow: 

rf_params = {“max_depth”: [5, 8, None],
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             “max_features”: [3, 5, 7, “auto”],
             “min_samples_split”: [2, 5, 8, 15, 20],
             “n_estimators”: [100, 200, 500]}

Table 2. Performance Metrics for RF after Parameter Tuning
Model Accuracy AUC F1-Scrore

tuned_Random Forest (RF) 0.85 0.86 0.75

The findings from Table 2 show that accuracy increased to 0.85 after parameter 
tuning. 

Table 3. Performance Metrics for CatBoost after Parameter Tuning
Model Accuracy AUC F1-Scrore

tuned_CatBoost 0.8568 0.87 0.76

Table 3 indicated that performance metric of CatBoost algorithm remained same. 

Figure 4. Comparison of Algorithm Performances

Findings in Figure 4 present that CatBoot algorithm achieve the highest 
classification performance of predicting wellbeing with 85%. Then XGB 
algorithm has good performance. After parameter tuning in the Table 2 and 
Table 3, accuracy rate is same as RF algorithm.  Both algorithms provide 
high performance. RF and CatBoost algorithms perform quite well to predict 
employee turnover.
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10. Feature Importance for RF and CatBoost Algorithms

Figure 5. Feature Importance with RF

Figure 5 presents the feature importance with RF algorithm. The results from 
Figure 3 indicate that Joining_year_2018 has the most impact on employee 
turnover prediction at 0.196.  Then City_Pune (0.059) and EmployeeTime_
low_newEmployee (0.051) are the 3 most important attributes. The attributes 
ExperienceInCurrentDomain_6, EmployeeTime_high_newEmployee and 
EmployeeExperience_Cat_high_PHD provide the least contribution.
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Figure 6. Feature Importance with CatBoost Algorithm
In Figure 6, feature importance of CatBoost algorithm is shown. It can be observed 
that Joining_year_2018 attribute is the most important attribute in the prediction 
of employee turnover, followed by Gender and City_Pune the most important 3 
parameters. The attributes of ExperienceInCurrentDomain_6, EmployeeTime_
medium_newemployee, and EmployeeTime_high_newemployee contributed 
the least

11. Conclusion

Nowadays, with changing of the sectors served by firms, business processes 
also became different. So, the labor force and employee profile required by 
firms accordingly change. Firms aim to be the best in the sector which they 
serve and to become the preferred firm in the eyes of the community. For this 
purpose, firms expect their employees to complete assigned work tasks to 
them. When performing work tasks, there may be disruptions in the business 
processes due to the lack of sufficient employee resources, appropriate power 
of employees in their job duties and employees have the intention to leave job. 
The work efficiency of an employee who has intention to leave work decrease. 
This situation will create negative results that affect all business process of the 
firms as a domino effect. Firms can prevent negative consequences by analyzing 
their employees’ intentions to leave their jobs in advance and taking measures 
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against this situation. To prevent any disruption in the business processes and 
decreasing the labor force loss, it will be effective to start the recruitment 
processes and make practices for improving motivation of employees in 
advance. With the changing technology and artificial intelligence, analyzing 
employee profiles and performances and making appropriate decision become 
more important based on analysis made. In line with this aim, it was planned 
to make the analysis and classification study of the employees whether will 
leave their job or not by using data mining algorithms based on the data set 
related to employees’ performance and profile.  The chapter proposes a feature 
engineering model that predicts whether the employee will leave the job within 
2 years. The model is tested with a publicly available HR dataset. Classification 
methods such as Decision tree, Random Forest, Naive Bayes, Extreme Gradient 
Boosting, K-Nearest Neighbor and CatBoost algorithms were applied and 
the results were compared along with parameter tuning. CatBoost algorithm 
achieved the most highest value among the other algorithms with 85% accuracy 
rate.
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1. Introduction

COVID-19 was declared a pandemic on the 11th of March in 2020 (World 
Health Organization, 2020). Since that day, the government’s policy 
actions to minimize viral transmission have turned people’s lives upside 

down. Home offices, homeschooling, closing of sports facilities and culture 
centers, and other far-reaching limitations on daily life had an unprecedented 
impact on people’s working and leisure routines (Weinbrenner et al., 2021). 
Even the importance of recreational areas for leisure and health was already 
known to be very important for urban and peri-urban areas before the COVID-
19 pandemic, there has been a higher demand for recreational areas in many 
cities throughout the world during the COVID-19 outbreak (Venter et al., 2020; 
Venter et al., 2021). Since Izmir is on the coastline and has several coastal 
recreational areas, studies on the use of recreational areas have great importance 
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in order to help communities avoid COVID-19 positive results and possible 
other pandemics in the future.

Recreation was defined as the sort of activities that enable people to regain 
their deteriorated physical and mental integrity (Koçyiğit & Yıldız, 2014). As 
the population and urbanization increase in the world, people’s connections 
with the open air and nature are also decreasing (Sun et al., 2020). Recreational 
activities can be classified as active or passive (Metin et al., 2017). Regardless 
of the active, jogging or running were given as examples by  Cetinkaya et 
al (2017). Considering that, passive consists of many activities that are 
picnic, fishing, and visiting botanic gardens (Mansuroğlu, 2002). The coastal 
recreation area is a mixture of green and blue landscapes for the physical and 
mental health of tourists as well as residents (Xue et al., 2022). It is also defined 
as activities voluntarily in leisure times for comfort against work intensity, 
and negative environmental factors such as noisy places (Koçyiğit & Yıldız, 
2014; Deniz et al., 2019). In addition, it is considered a significant landscape 
culturally and ecologically with cultural and natural resource values in terms 
of climate, geology, and flora (Akdeniz et al, 2020). Hence, it is notified that 
the existence of recreation areas is important to make cities more livable by 
increasing the opportunities of spending time in recreational areas (Deniz et 
al., 2019).

There are several studies about tourism, health, recreation, sport, 
psychology, climate, and food. in the world with Goal-Directed Behavior theory 
created by Perugini & Bagozzi (2001). Regarding factor analysis,  Jin et al. (2020) 
proposed the model for understanding the behavioral intention of ecotourism 
visits of 486 citizens in China. Bui & Kiatkawsin (2020) developed the model 
for assessing the behavioral intention of adventurous visits of 441 participants in 
Vietnam. Kim et al. (2020) analyzed the desire to visit behaviors of 546 tourists 
in Hong Kong. Ogren et al. (2020) developed a decision-making model for the 
behaviors of secondary school students in Latin America. Regarding regression 
analysis, Mühlbacher et al. (2021) observed 60 obesed patient in Austria. 
Tinaz et al. (2020) did an experiment on 35 Parkinson’s patients in the US. 
Regarding variance analysis,  Duan et al. (2021) proposed a model for health in 
the UK. Panafidina & Shlyk (2020) built a model approach to understanding the 
behavioral intention of 75 colon cancer patients in Russia. Regarding correlation 
analysis, Schworer et al. (2020) applied a model for 44 down syndrome patience 
in the US. Regarding map analysis, Cheng et al. (2021) experimented with the 
632 migration route of five pigeons in China. Latinjak et al. (2020) explored 
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97 athletes, studying higher education in psychology in the UK. Regarding the 
literature analysis,  Vermeir et al. (2020) investigated the behavior intention of 
food consumption in Belgium. 

There are plenty of studies about tourism and sport in Turkey with 
theory planned behavior theory pioneered by Ajzen (1991). Factor analysis 
was applied by Sayginer & Kurtsan (2022) for recreational areas use, and 
Kırıkcı & Kulualp (2021) for tourism education. Regression analysis was 
implemented by Bayındır & Çalışkan (2022) for coffee festival participants,  
by Özel & Yıldız (2021) for food consumption, by Gencer (2021) for wrestlers,  
by Yılmaz et al. (2021) for health. Literature analysis was performed by Seçer 
et al. (2020) for growing fruit. There are vast studies regarding recreational 
studies but the research on the theories is a lack. In addition, the variance 
analyses were even not broad about recreational studies in Turkey as well as 
in the world.

2. Methodology

The research was conducted to present the behavioral differences and 
similarities of recreational uses by applying the Goal-Directed Behavioral 
model during COVID-19 pandemics. The quantitative research survey was 
applied to 343 residents, who live in the coastal city, of Izmir. The city of 
Izmir’s coastal areas such as Bostanli, Inciralti, Karsiyaka, Sahilevleri, 
Kordon, Turgut Ozal, Mustafa Kemal Pasa, and Meles Delta Recreational 
areas were selected as a pilot study for measuring the perceived behavioral 
control, attitudes, and desire variables of the Goal-Directed Behavioral 
model. Perceived behavioral control was defined as examining the self-
control of individuals (Perugini & Bagozzi, 2001). The attitude was described 
as assessing the behaviors in favor or disfavor (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). 
Desire was explained as a willingness to behave. The Goal-Directed Behavior 
theory was applied as it was the theory, which measures the desired construct 
for understanding the behavioral intention of three distinct samples, who are 
people living in urban, and rural areas in Izmir, and people living in different 
cities in Turkey.

Here are the hypotheses derived from the Goal-Directed Behavioral model, 
which contains H0a to H0c (similarities), and H1a to H1c (differences) shown 
below.
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H0a: There are no statistically significant differences in Perceived behavioral 
control of people from an urban, rural area in Izmir, and living in different 
cities in Turkey. 

 And the alternative hypothesis is:
H1a:  There are statistically significant differences in Perceived behavioral 

control of people from an urban, rural area in Izmir, and living in different 
cities in Turkey. 

H0b: There are no statistically significant differences in the Attitudes of people 
from urban, and rural areas in Izmir, and living in different cities in 
Turkey.    

 And the alternative hypothesis is:
H1b: There are statistically significant differences in the Attitudes of people 

from urban, and rural areas in Izmir, and living in different cities in 
Turkey.

H0c:  There is no difference in Desire between males and females in Izmir.
 And the alternative hypothesis is:
H1c: There is a difference in Desire between males and females in Izmir.

3. Results

The demographic information visits for coastal recreational areas were 
revealed in Table 1. The participants contained 86 males and 257 females 
25.1% and 74.9%, respectively. The number of residents was mostly in Izmir 
urban area by 52.5%, Izmir rural area by 34.1%, and residents living in Izmir 
but from different cities by 13.4%. The majority of age distribution was 
between 21 and 30 by 32.4%. The second most one was between 51 and 60 
by 20.5%. The others were ranked between 31 and 40 by 18.1%, between 
41 and 50 by 12.6%, between 61 and 70 by 9.1%, the age 20 and below by 
7.0%, and 71 and above by 0.3%. Most of the residents was a student with 
33.2%. The rest of them were the public sector employees 24.2%, private 
sector employees 19.0%, retired 13.7%, self-employment 5.0%, tourist guides 
1.2%, and workers 1.2%. The major coastal recreation visitors went through 
Bostanli Recreation Area by 78%, Kordon Recreation Area (Konak) by 62%, 
Karsiyaka Coast Boulevard Recreation Area (Karsiyaka) by 45%, Inciralti 
Recreation Area (Balcova) by 42%, Mustafa Kemal Pasa Coast Boulevard 
Recreation Area (Konak) by 38%, Sahilevleri Recreation Area (Narlidere) by 
27%, Turgut Ozal Recreation Area (Bayrakli) and Meles Delta Recreation 
Area (Bayrakli) by 10% alike. 
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Table 1: The Demographic Information About Visits for Coastal Recreational Areas

VARIABLES
 (n=343)

FREQUENCIES RATIO 
(%)

Gender
Male 86 25.1

Female 257 74.9

Place of 
residence

Izmir- urban area 180 52.5

Izmir- rural area 117 34.1

Izmir visitors 46 13.4

Age interval

Below 20 age 24 7.0

21-30 111 32.4

31-40 62 18.1

41-50 43 12.6

51-60 70 20.5

61-70 31 9.1

71 and above 1 0.3

Occupation

Housewife and Househusbands 9 2.6

Retired 47 13.7

Student 114 33.2

Public sector employee 83 24.2

Private sector employee 65 19.0

Self-employment 17 5.0

Worker 4 1.2

Tourist guide 4 1.2

Activities

Walking by myself 291 84.8

Walking with my family 221 64.4

Walking with my friends 212 61.8

Walking a pet 24 6.9

Sitting 211 61.5

Group Outdoor Sports 44 12.8

Cycling 101 29.4

Running 48 13.9

Yoga and Pilates 24 6.9
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Coastal 
Recreational 
Areas

Bostanli Recreation Area 
(Karsiyaka)

269 78.0

Inciralti Recreation Area (Balcova) 145 42.0
Karsiyaka Coast Boulevard 
Recreation Area (Karsiyaka) 154 45.0

Sahilevleri Recreation Area 
(Narlidere)

92 27.0

Kordon Recreation Area (Konak) 211 62.0
Turgut Ozal Recreation Area 
(Bayrakli)

34 10.0

Mustafa Kemal Pasa Coast 
Boulevard Recreation Area (Konak) 131 38.0

Meles Delta Recreation Area 
(Bayrakli)

34 10.0

VARIABLES
 (n=343)

FREQUENCIES RATIO 
(%)

Gender
Male 86 25.1
Female 257 74.9

Place of 
residence

Izmir- urban area 180 52.5
Izmir- rural area 117 34.1
Izmir visitors 46 13.4

Age interval

Below 20 age 24 7.0
21-30 111 32.4
31-40 62 18.1
41-50 43 12.6
51-60 70 20.5
61-70 31 9.1
71 and above 1 0.3

Occupation

Housewife and Househusbands 9 2.6
Retired 47 13.7
Student 114 33.2
Public sector employee 83 24.2
Private sector employee 65 19.0
Self-employment 17 5.0
Worker 4 1.2
Tourist guide 4 1.2
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Activities

Walking by myself 291 84.8
Walking with my family 221 64.4
Walking with my friends 212 61.8
Walking a pet 24 6.9
Sitting 211 61.5
Group Outdoor Sports 44 12.8
Cycling 101 29.4
Running 48 13.9
Yoga and Pilates 24 6.9

Coastal 
Recreational 
Areas

Bostanli Recreation Area 
(Karsiyaka)

269 78.0

Inciralti Recreation Area (Balcova) 145 42.0
Karsiyaka Coast Boulevard 
Recreation Area (Karsiyaka) 154 45.0

Sahilevleri Recreation Area 
(Narlidere)

92 27.0

Kordon Recreation Area (Konak) 211 62.0
Turgut Ozal Recreation Area 
(Bayrakli)

34 10.0

Mustafa Kemal Pasa Coast 
Boulevard Recreation Area (Konak) 131 38.0

Meles Delta Recreation Area 
(Bayrakli)

34 10.0

As Table 2 illustrated, Perceived Behaviour Control, Attitude, and Gender had 
a 4-item, 3-item, and 1-item which the mean values were 4.31, 4.23, and 1.74, 
the standard deviations were 0.71, 0.70, and 0.43, respectively. The skewness 
and the kurtosis values, for which the threshold values were between -2 and 
2 according to George and Mallery (2010), were -1.182 and 1.567, -0.572 
and -0.533, and -1.155 and -0.669 for Perceived Behaviour Control, Attitude, 
and Gender, respectively, which all values were satisfied. Hence, the one-way 
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) and an independent t-test can be applied as the 
data was normally distributed.
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Table 2: Mean, Standard Deviation,

Skewness Value, and Kurtosis for each Construct

Constructs N Item Mean 
(M)

Standard 
deviation  

(SD)

Skewness 
value 
(SK)

Kurtosis 
value

(RKU)
Perceived 

Behavioural Control  
(Item 6-9)

343 4 4.31 0.71 -1.182 1.567

Attitude ( Item 
10-12) 343 3 4.23 0.70 -0.572 -0.533

Gender  ( Item 13) 343 1 1.74 0.43 -1.155 -0.669

The ANOVA  test results were presented in Table 3. There was a statistically 
significant difference between groups in Perceived Behavioral Control as 
determined by one-way ANOVA (F (3.179, .496) = 6.407, p = .0002).  As 
shown in Table 5, a Tukey post hoc test for coastal recreational use revealed 
that Perceived Behavioral Control was statistically significantly different 
between people living in Izmir urban region  (4.39 ± 0.65), and people living 
out of Izmir (3.97 ± 0.92) at p= .0002 (H1a Supported (1-3*). Perceived 
Behavioral Control was also statistically different between people living in 
Izmir rural region (4.32 ± 0.67), and people living out of Izmir (3.97 ± 0.92) at 
p= .0002 H1a Supported (2-3*). There was a statistically significant difference 
between groups in Attitude as determined by one-way ANOVA (F (1.664, 
.490) = 3.395, p = .0035). Tukey Test for coastal recreational use showed that 
Attitude was statistically significantly different between people living in Izmir 
urban region (4.15 ± 0.71), and people living out of Izmir (4.43 ± 0.62) at p= 
.0035 H1b Supported (1-3*). The independent t-test results were illustrated in 
Table 4 and Table 5. Desire was found that there was a significant difference 
between males (M = 4.17, SD = 0.81) and females (M = 4.35, SD = 0.71) with 
t (341) = -0.186 p = 0.043, determined by an independent t-test analysis. (H1c 
Supported). 

As the results in Table 5 illustrated, residents, who live in the Izmir 
urban areas, were more likely to have Perceived Behavioural Control than 
the residents, who lived in different cities in Turkey at p=0.001 with a mean 
difference of -0.41. Residents, who live in the Izmir rural areas, were more 
likely to have Perceived Behavioural Control than the residents, who lived in 
Izmir Urban areas at p=0.015 with a mean difference of -0.34. Residents, who 
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lived in different cities in Turkey, were more likely to have an Attitude than the 
residents at p= 0.043 with a mean difference of 0.27. Females have more desires 
than male residents with a mean difference of 0.18 at p= -0.186.

Table 3:  The ANOVA Results of Perceived Behavioural Control and Attitude 
Constructs for the Use of Coastal Recreational Areas

Levene’s Test for Equality of 
Variances

D
im

en
si

on

Gender N F Sig. T value df
Sig. 

(2-tailed)
Std

error

95% Confidence 
interval

Lower Upper

D
es

ir
e Male 86 0.019 0.889 -2.030 341.000 0.043 0.091 -0.367 -0.005

Female 257 -1.900 131.360 0.060 0.098 -0.380 0.007

p<.05 ** denoted as significantly different. 

Table 4: Analysis of an Independent T-Test of

Desire Construct for the Use of Coastal Recreational Areas

Dependent 
constructs

Sum of 
Squares

sd Mean of 
Squares

F Sig.

Perceived 
Behavioural 

Control

Between 
Groups 6.359 2 3.179 6.407 0.002**

Within 
Groups 168.730 340 0.496

Attitude
Between 
Groups 3.328 2 1.664 3.395 0.035**

Within 
Groups 166.624 340 0.490
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4. Discussion

These recreation areas such as Bostanli, Kordon, Karsiyaka, Inciralti, Mustafa 
Kemal Pasa, Sahilevleri, Turgut Ozal, and Meles Delta Recreation Area are 
located in the coastal areas of Izmir Bay, where there is a mild Mediterranean 
climate, and provide various activities that are important for Izmir residents. The 
people of Izmir have preferred coastal areas for centuries to relax and perform 
various activities. The COVID-19 epidemic has greatly affected the social life 
of the people of Izmir, who have a Mediterranean culture and love to spend time 
outside. 

During the COVID-19 times, most individuals were more likely to be 
alone by expending less physical effort. It was proved that the most preferred 
individual activity is walking alone (84.8%), whereas cycling (29.4%), and 
running (13.2%). Family activities were the second most chosen reason why 
the residents visit the coastal recreational areas. It was demonstrated that the 
family activities were walking with a family (64.4%) and walking a pet (6.9%). 
The third most preferred activity was the friends’ gatherings for the communal 
activities. It was pointed out that the communal activities were also walking 
with their friends (61.8%), group outdoor sports activities (12.8%), yoga, and 
pilates (6.9%). 

There are statistically significant differences in Perceived Behavioural 
Control of people from urban, and rural areas in Izmir, and living in different 
cities in Turkey (H1a).  Residents, who live in the Izmir urban areas, were more 
likely to have Perceived Behavioural Control than the residents, who lived in 
different cities in Turkey (1-3). Residents, who live in the Izmir rural areas, 
were more likely to have Perceived Behavioural Control than the residents, who 
visited Izmir, and were also not local (2-3). Rice et al. (2020) disagreed with 
both hypotheses that residents in the urban area walked around in COVID-19 
less than people in the rural area. Dodds & Holmes (2020) declared that the 
urban and rural residents preferred coastal recreational areas according to the 
environmental design. Berenguer et al (2005) also stated that people living in 
urban areas were more likely to be eager to have an environmental responsibility, 
but less likely to implement the adopt the design of coastal recreational areas.

There are statistically significant differences in the Attitudes of people from 
urban, and rural areas in Izmir, and living in different cities in Turkey (H2a). 
Residents, who lived in different cities in Turkey, were more likely to have an 
Attitude than the residents living in the urban area (1-3). This showed that the 
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coastal recreational areas of Izmir had more precious for the people outside of 
Izmir, compared to people, residing in Izmir’s urban area. 

There is a significant difference in Desire between males and females in 
Izmir (H1c). Females have more desires than male residents. Rosa et al. (2020) 
and Dupont (2001) agreed that women were more likely to spend time in nature 
during COVID-19. Şahin & Kocabulut (2014) also emphasized that schoolgirls 
were more likely to go around in the recreational areas than male students. In 
addition, Dhenge et al. (2022) underlined that women were more caring for 
recreational areas than men. However, Talay et al. (2010) and Sağlık & Kelkit 
(2014) opposed women expend much time at home in their leisure time. Reisch 
et al. (2021) also emphasized that girls were more resilient in obeying the 
restrictions during the lockdowns, but males were more likely to disobey the 
lockdown rules by going to the recreational areas.

As the recreational areas tended to be used individually, more park benches 
should be surrounded the coastal recreational area, and communal areas should be 
built such as sports pitches, and yoga camping areas by considering maintaining 
the social distances. Green areas should be extended for rehabilitating the 
people’s spirit in those times by creating comfort regions. Hence, the Izmir 
municipality should implement policies by collecting surveys to obtain the 
residents’ feedback and constitute a sustainable environmental design. 

5.  Conclusion 

It is certainly concluded that individual activities tended to be seen more than 
family and friend activities during COVID-19 times. It is also found that 
residents living in urban areas had high perceived behavioral control tendency 
than people residents in the rural part of Izmir, and people visiting Izmir and not 
locals. In addition, it is widely seen that residents, who are outside of Izmir, had 
strong attitudes than residents living in the urban area. It is extremely inferred 
that women have more desire than men to visit coastal recreational areas in Izmir. 
By considering these findings, the research advises municipalities to construct 
sustainable well-being easily and fast to minimize the defects of the pandemic 
and maximize the creation of a healthy environment by forming a resident’s 
oriented policies by environmental such as forestation and social benefits such 
as widening sport areas.

The research can be extended by conducting different research such as age-
based, other recreational coastal areas of cities and the survey can be applied at 
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different times periodically to monitor the residents’ satisfaction over spending 
time in coastal recreational areas. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organizations nowadays operate in a continually changing and 
developing environment. In this context, it may be claimed that NGOs 
will be effective if they can adapt to change and transformation in their 

volunteer operations on a proactive basis. Volunteering activities inherently 
encourage proactive thinking and behavior because they involve extra motivation 
and mental and physical effort. In other words, for the success of volunteering 
activities in line with their purposes and objectives, it is an appropriate orientation 
not to include passive and/or reactive behavior patterns.

In this respect, demonstrating proactive behavior in a more particular 
framework might help volunteer activities in NGOs with disabilities succeed. 
In other terms, proactive behavior, which is inherent in volunteering, may be 
promoted in a dynamic framework by taking into account the unique features and 
expectations of the target population in disability-related NGOs. Volunteering 
activities in disability-related NGOs are carried out by volunteers in accordance 
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with the idea of volunteering. Therefore, it’s only logical to expect people to be 
proactive when it comes to volunteering.

In this framework, the purpose of this research is to see how proactive 
personality features of volunteers affect volunteer perceptions in activities for 
the disabled. The produced questionnaire was employed within the scope of 
individuals involved in activities within the framework of disability-related 
NGOs in Izmir due to its high representativeness due to its metropolitan nature.

II. LITERATURE SUMMARY

A. Volunteering Activities in Disability-Related NGOs

Today’s NGOs can be described as groups that operate on a voluntary basis and 
carry out proactive actions within the scope of their missions. Disability-related 
NGOs engage in proactive, forward-thinking actions. Because it encompasses a 
unique viewpoint on the world, seeing what others don’t, finding and addressing 
problems, as well as dimensions and solutions that are less essential than others 
but crucial within the context of disability (Taylor et al., 2019: 28).

The existence of efforts to meet the following fundamental volunteering 
standards can be discovered among the proactive activities within the framework 
of volunteering within the scope of disabled individuals. (Bowen, 2015: 16; 
EDF, February 2022; BEDD, February 2022; TSD, February 2022; Yanay and 
Yanay, 2008: 66):
i. Making multifaceted attempts to discover and solve disability-related 

problems, as well as reintegrate impaired people into society. Especially 
within the scope of health, education, rehabilitation, employment, care, 
etc.

ii. Stakeholder interactions in the context of disability and creating public 
awareness regarding disability.

i. Carrying out disability-related project activities
ii. Within the range of legal aspects for disability, engaging in entitlement, 

development, and corrective actions
iii. Removing physical, mental, and social barriers related to disability.
iv. Receiving and improving meaningful feedback in the context of many 

subject practices (management, personnel, structures and opportunities, 
new alternatives, communication, events, meetings, volunteers, senior 
management, etc.)

v. Providing disability-related training.
vi. Participating in broadcasting activities that are relevant to the disabilities.
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vii. Individual contributions, coaching and mentoring, satisfaction, good 
feelings, self-growth, socialization, human connections development, etc.

While carrying out the above-mentioned voluntary and proactive efforts in 
NGOs with disabilities, it is stated that subjects and processes such as giving 
importance and development to social entrepreneurship, benefiting from 
experts (educators, physiotherapists, psychologists, social assistants, doctors, 
nurses and other technical-based personnel, etc.) in activities in a coordinated 
manner, providing knowledge and experience transfer, supporting creativity, 
non-discrimination, giving importance to equal opportunity, giving importance 
to performance evaluation and reward processes, keeping motivation high, 
retaining talented managers, attracting funds and funders and ensuring their 
sustainability, increasing job satisfaction and happiness within the scope of 
activities, developing individual and corporate relations, eliminating concerns, 
etc. come to the fore. (Perez and Cruz, 2009: 11)

B. Proactive Personality

The words proactive and proactivity mean “influencing external conditions” 
and “attempt to influence external situations,” respectively. Proactive people, 
in this sense, are people who can mobilize in a way that is open to change and 
transformation, within a framework that prioritizes possibilities in the direction 
of their aims and objectives, and by taking initiative, regardless of external 
conditions (Bateman and Crant, 1993: 105).

Proactive behavior is defined as acting in accordance with the 
aforementioned proactive personality (Crant, 2000: 437). Self-directedness 
and self-efficacy are vital in understanding behaviors (Bandura 1989), but the 
environment and interactions with it are equally significant and complementing 
(Lam et al., 2010: 63: Wood and Bandura, 1989: 362). Proactivity can be 
defined as a focus on performance in relation to goals and objectives, as well as 
individual future and motivation (Tims et al., 2012: 174; Van den Broeck et al., 
2011: 605, 605).

The main characteristics of the proactive personality include having an 
active nature, ambition, creativity, orientation towards alternatives, positive 
orientation, taking initiative, dynamism, taking risks, being close to change and 
transformation, influencing the external environment, turning to opportunities, 
being able to oppose when necessary, caring about differences, demographic 
dimensions, innovation, willingness, shaping the environment, political 
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behavior, career initiative, extroversion, and extra-role behaviors (Bateman ve 
Crant, 1993: 104-105; Seibert vd., 2001: 853-855).

In addition, within the scope of interaction with the proactive personality, 
task and strategic considerations (political skill, contextual knowledge, 
expertise, autonomy, guidance, work-related processes, etc.), social-relational 
issues (support, self-centeredness, motivation, creativity, situational judgment, 
etc.) and regulatory issues (positive impact, etc.), self-motivation, learning, 
stress, etc.) are also included in the literature. (Parker vd., 2019: 224).

Proactivity, on the other hand, is a topic that is considered significant from 
a variety of perspectives within the scope of the manager’s leadership. As is 
well known, leadership in the organizational environment can be characterized 
as a manager’s ability to influence followers in accordance with the goals and 
objectives by utilizing the manager’s informal power (Özmutaf,  2019: 97). 
In this regard, the research claims that the manager’s proactive personality 
has a regulatory influence on the followers’ performance. Furthermore, while 
every proactive individual is significant in affecting the environment through 
initiative, the leader is the most important person in this framework. (Zhang 
vd., 2012: 112). In practice, however, the manager’s (leader’s) dominant 
proactive behaviors can be interpreted as disobedience and a threat to authority 
by the followers (subordinates)(Hardy et al., 2016: 5). Furthermore, it is 
discovered that both the manager and the follower’s proactiveness might have 
a detrimental impact on the sustainability of what is expected of the followers 
(Parker et al., 2019: 225). Individuals with proactive personalities, on the other 
hand, cannot be socially vacuumed, according to Zhang et al (2012: 112). 
Conditions, people, teamwork aims and objectives, and so on, are all kept at 
a specific level and way in this framework by keeping proactive behavior and 
level at a certain level and manner. It can be deduced from this that it will be 
critical to establish it on a rational foundation in a well-drawn framework.

C. The Relationship between Volunteering Activities and Proactive 
Personality in Disability Related NGOs

Within the purview of the volunteer philosophy, the activities that are at the 
foundation of the proactive personality, affecting the external environment in the 
desired framework, offering encouragement, change, and transformation, and 
it is critical to focus on learning within this framework. (Warr and Birdi, 1998: 
200-201). In this context, the inclusion of the aforementioned measures in the 
activities of disability-related NGO’s entails extra special standards.
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NGOs, according to Drurcker (1990: 19), proactively bring about 
constructive changes in the context of their mission. In this setting, NGOs 
largely focus on human exchange and service provision. This service, according 
to Drucker, is an attempt to bring together persons in need (disabled, sick, child, 
youth, adult, etc.) in a constructive and proactive framework (Drucker, 1990: 
19).

In volunteering activities with disabilities, there is a need for proactive 
individuals in many disciplines and dimensions such as health, education, 
rehabilitation, employment, care, etc. In this context, while identifying and 
solving problems, reintegrating disabled people into society, raising awareness 
in society and individuals in society on all issues related to disability, providing 
effective information, obtaining, protecting, and developing legal rights, 
creating necessary funds, providing new members/volunteers, coping with stress 
and providing all kinds of support (physical, psychological, financial, tools, 
equipment, etc.) to the disabled and their relatives, the existence of proactive 
behaviors can be equated with the success of volunteering. Positive processes 
can thus be observed when people with disabilities have proactive characteristics 
such as taking initiative, observing opportunities, being active, taking risks, 
being competent in change and transformation, being creative, thinking of 
alternatives, being resistant and ambitious, being prone to mobilization and 
caring about differences, among others.

The reflection of proactive personality toward individuals involved in 
Disability Related NGOs’ operations to the processes is examined within the 
scope of this study in this framework. It was also carried out in order to identify 
proactive personality qualities in the context of the perspectives of persons 
associated with disability-related NGOs and to disclose their relationality.

III. RESEARCH

A. Purpose of the Research

The research’s main purpose is to see how proactive personality factors affect 
volunteer participation in disabled-related activities within the context of 
volunteer views.

B. Data Collection Tools

The questionnaire form for the study is divided into three sections. Age, gender, 
educational status, position (region) in the NGO, length of experience in the 
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NGO, and degree of intimacy with the disabled are the independent factors 
of the research in the first phase. The participant’s weighted mood, ability to 
influence external environmental conditions, and ability to influence individuals 
in the external environment are all shown in the second portion, which exposes 
the participant’s impression of their own personality. The third section contains 
12 propositions that are thought to influence the quality of impaired people’s 
voluntary activities as a proactive personality attribute. Within the boundaries 
of a 5-point Likert scale, the propositions were given a weight value of 1 for 
strongly disagree, 2 for disagree, 3 for moderately agree, 4 for agree, and 5 for 
strongly agree for statistical analyses.

C. Information Gathering and Analysis

Between December 2021 and March 2022, the survey form created for the 
research was used by 148 NGO members in the scope of 5 NGOs working for 
disabled missions in Zmir, using both face-to-face and online survey methods. 
The analysis covered all of the surveys. The statistical analysis in the study 
was conducted using SPSS software. Factor analysis, single-sample t-test, 
independent two-sample t test, Mann–Whitney U test, Kruskall–Wallis Test, 
correlation analysis, and structural equation modeling were all carried out as 
part of the study.

D. Main Hypotheses of the Research

Four basic hypotheses were developed during the research. These are listed 
below:
H1:Volunteers’ attitudes regarding the factor... are positive in volunteer processes 
in disability activities (f1:Innovative activity, f2:Activism, and f3:Dynamism)
H2: There is a difference within the framework of the independent variable … 
for the factor … in the volunteering processes in disability activities. (gender, 
educational background, position in NGO, length of experience in NGO, degree 
of closeness with the disabled, mood, ability to influence external environment 
conditions, and ability to influence individuals in the external environment)
H3: In volunteer procedures in disability activities, there is a linear link between... 
variables.
H4: In volunteer processes for disability activities, the interaction between... 
elements is critical.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Socio-Demographic Findings

The achievements of the study participants, age and standard deviation; for all 
(N=148) 39.9 ±12, 57 women (n=88, 59.5%) 37.5±12.38 and (n=60, 40.5%) 
43.4±12 , as 11. For education, high school ranks 32.4% (n=48), undergraduate 
and graduate 67.6% (n=100) per year. Of the participants, 10.8% (n=16) are 
managers and 89.2% (direct members / volunteers are on duty. 9 or less are 
NGOs 86.5% (n=128) are NGOs for 10 years or more 13.5% (n=20) proximity, 
region7, nearness (n=44) and 70.3% (n=104).

B. Findings for Perceptions of Personality Traits

Three questions were asked within the scope of the personality traits of the 
participants. It is seen that the participants generally describe their mood as calm. 
Those who think that they have a happy mood in general are one in four. Those 
with melancholic personality structure are at a very low level. The individual’s 
perceptions of his ability to influence external environmental conditions are 
mostly at a moderate level. Similarly, the ability to influence individuals in the 
external environment was determined to be moderate at a slightly more than 
medium level (Table 1).

Table 1. Perceptions of Personality Traits

Perception of Personality Lower dimension n %

Heavy mood Happy 36 24,3

Melancholic 24 16,2

Beware 88 59,5

Total 148 100

Ability to influence external 
environmental conditions

High 48 32,4

Mid 100 67,6

Total 148 100

The ability to influence 
individuals in the external 
environment

High 40 27,0

Mid 84 56,8

Low 24 16,2

Total 148 100,0
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C. Reliability and Validity of the Measurement Tool

Factor analysis was applied to 12 propositions in the last part of the questionnaire, 
which are assumed to affect the quality of voluntary activities for the disabled 
as a proactive personality trait. Factor analysis was carried out within the 
framework of principal component analysis. Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value is 0.766 
and Bartlett Test of Sphericity (Chi-Square=953,847, Sd= 66, p=0.000). The 
diagonal values   of the anti-image correlation matrix vary between 0.848-0.708. 
According to these three results, it was concluded that the structure was suitable 
for factor analysis. The 3 factors formed as a result of factor analysis explain 
the total variance at the rate of 70.026%. The first factor explained 23.631% 
of the total variance, the second factor was 23.210% and the third factor was 
23.185%. The overall Cronbach Alpha value is 0.893. According to this result, 
it is revealed that the factors pointed out by the propositions in the questionnaire 
explain the subject to a very high degree. Cronbach’s Alpha values   are also 
consistent on the basis of general, factor and item. Considering the propositions 
they contain, the factors were named as f1: Innovative activity, f2: Activism 
(activity) and f3: Dynamics (dynamism) (Table 2).

Table 2. Validity and Reliability

As a proactive personality trait, 
……… positively affects the 
quality of voluntary activities for 
the disabled.

Factor Cronbach Alfa

1 2 3 Genel =0,893

Openness to differences ,714 ,224 ,102 ,722 ,774

Ability to consider alternatives ,694 -,106 ,203 ,771

Being creative ,655 ,228 ,104 ,748

Access to opportunities ,621 ,120 ,542 ,703

Being active ,571 ,367 ,339 ,717

Taking risks ,210 ,847 -,006 ,698 ,814

Taking initiative ,257 ,809 ,057 ,693

Be ambitious -,171 ,766 ,169 ,788

Ability to be resilient ,471 ,650 ,013 ,752

Ability to change / transform ,098 ,097 ,875 ,812 ,821

Ability to act ,120 ,105 ,873 ,794

Turning negatives into positives ,445 -,042 ,795 ,809
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D. Findings Regarding Factors

The H1 hypothesis (volunteer perception of the … factor is positive in 
volunteering processes in disabled activities) was accepted for all three of the 
innovative activity, activism and dynamism factors. In this context, it can be 
commented that they attach great importance to innovative activity, activism 
and dynamism factors in volunteering processes in disabled activities.

Table 3. Single Sample T Test Results

Faktör N Mean±Std. Deviation Test Value = 3
t p

Innovative activity 148 4,5±,43 128,414 ,000
Activism 148 4,3±,51 104,253 ,000
Dynamism 148 4,5±,47 117,047 ,000

The acceptance status of the H2 hypothesis (there is a difference within the 
framework of the independent variable … for the factor … in volunteering 
processes in disability activities) is as follows: The activism factor for gender 
was accepted within the scope. On average, women give more importance to 
the activism factor than men. The activism factor for educational status was 
accepted in its scope. Those with undergraduate and graduate education attach 
more importance to the activism factor than those with high school education. 
Accepted for all three factors for the position in the NGO. Administrators give 
more importance to all three factors than non-managers. The activism factor for 
the experience was accepted in its scope. Those with 1-9 years of experience 
give more importance to the activism factor than those with 10 or more years of 
experience. It was accepted within the scope of activism and dynamism factors 
for the degree of closeness. The other group gives more importance to activism 
and dynamism factors than the degree of kinship group (Table 4). No difference 
was found within the scope of Kruskall Wallis Test for other variables of the 
study (person’s predominant mood, ability to influence external environmental 
conditions, ability to influence individuals in the external environment) 
(p<0.05).
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Table 4. Factors and Independent Variables

Factor Gender N Mean±Std. 
Deviation

t p

Activism Woman 88 4,3±,43 -2,345 ,020
Man 60 4,5±,59

Factor Education status N Mean±Std. 
Deviation

t p

Activism High school 48 4,2±,47 -2,483 ,014
Undergraduate and 
postgraduate

100 4,4±,51

Factor Position N Mean Rank U p
Innovative 
activity

Executive 16 121,50 304,000 ,000
Member 132 68,80

Activism Executive 16 101,00 632,000 ,000
Member 132 71,29

Dynamism Executive 16 118,50 352,000 ,000
Member 132 69,17

Factor Deneyim (yıl) N Mean Rank U p
Activism 1-9 16 77,88 848,000 ,012

>=10 132 52,90
Factor Yakınlık Derecesi N Mean±Std. 

Deviation
t p

Activism Kinship 44 4,2±,42 -3,077 ,002
Other 104 4,4±,52

Dynamism Kinship 44 4,3±,53 -2,192 ,030
Other 104 4,5±,43

The H3 hypothesis (there is a linear correlation between the factors … in 
volunteering processes in disability activities) was accepted for all correlations. 
There is a moderate positive correlation between Innovative activity and 
Activism and Dynamism. There is a low level of positive correlation between 
Activism and Dynamism (Table 5).
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Table 5. Correlations Between Factors

Factor Korelasyon Innovative activity Activism
Activism r ,420** -

p ,000
Dynamism r ,556** ,183*

p ,000 ,026
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
H4 hypothesis (Interaction between factors is important in volunteering 
processes in disability activities.) hypothesis was accepted within the scope of 
three factors (p<0.05). In this context, within the scope of beta values, high 
positive interactions between innovative activity (ia) and activism, high positive 
interactions between innovative activity (ia) and dynamism (d), and low levels 
of positive interactions between activism and dynamism (d) are seen in Figure 
1. The fit values   are CIMIN/DF=4.994, GFI=0.898, CFI=0.896, NFI=0.905, 
RMSEA=0.078.

Figure 1. Innovative activity (ia), Activism (a) and Dynamism (d)

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, which was carried out within the framework of NGOs for the 
Disabled, three basic volunteer proactive personality traits were found to be 
highly important by the participants in the volunteer processes of disabled 
activities. These are “innovative activity, activism and dynamism”.
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In volunteer activities with disability, within the framework of innovative 
activity within the scope of the perceptions of volunteers, “openness to 
differences, thinking of alternatives, being creative, reaching opportunities and 
being active”, within the framework of activism, “taking risks, taking initiative, 
being ambitious and being resistant”, within the framework of dynamism It 
has been determined that it is important to have the characteristics of change / 
“to transform, to activate and to turn negativities into positive” and to exhibit 
appropriate behaviors. Therefore, it can be stated that attention should be paid 
to these issues in order to maximize the quality of activity in disabled activities.

On the other hand, although innovative activity, activism and dynamism 
are important separately as proactive feature / behavior in disabled volunteer 
activities, it has also been concluded that the interaction of these three dimensions 
will positively affect the success of the activity in a holistic way. Therefore, it 
can be interpreted that it is important to reflect these three proactivity dimensions 
together in the processes in practice.

In addition, the general calm and happy mood of individuals engaged 
in voluntary activities with disabilities that require special attention, and 
the suitability of their personality structures in terms of influencing external 
environmental conditions and individuals in the external environment, may 
also positively affect the success of proactivity within the scope of three factors 
revealed as a result of the research can be done.
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1. Introduction

Today, organizations tend to achieve necessary digital transformation to 
produce fast solutions and more agility, minimize their errors, etc. and 
therefore look for ways to benefit from innovations such as the internet 

of things (IoT), artificial intelligence, blockchain and the like (Burton, 2019; 
Pflaum & Gölzer, 2018: 91). In this economic environment with rapid changes, 
the survival of the competing organizations requires them to rapidly adapt to 
environmental changes. Such changes lead organizations to organizational 
development that takes place through many planned changes (Das & Bhatt, 
2016: 39519). Organizational development can enhance the abilities of 
organizations to solve problems and adapt to rapid environmental changes, 
also providing up-to-date management concepts and methods managers can 
benefit from (Margulies, Wright, & Scholl, 1977: 428; Rothwell, Stavros, & 
Sullivan, 2015: 11). Organizational development can have a significant impact 
on becoming a high-performing organization with corporate excellence with 
the ability to develop innovation and problem-solving processes and achieve 
corporate sustainability (Brown & Harvey, 2006: 3; Chinoperekweyi, 2019: 
37). Therefore, both researchers and business executives need to understand the 
concept of organizational development and its impacts on organizations.
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This study aims to address the concept of organizational development 
with its characteristics, interventions, techniques, processes, and the impacts of 
relevant interventions on organizations.

2. Organizational Development Concept

While some authorities consider that the concept of organizational development 
emerged in the 1930s when psychologists realized that organizational processes 
and structures influence the motivation and behavior of employees working in 
organizations, some others suggest that it appeared in the early 1960s when 
organizational development was understood to be one of the important factors 
for institutional improvement. It is noted that Argyris, Schein, Bennis, Beckhard 
and some other authors were pioneers in the emergence of the organizational 
development concept (Armstrong & Taylor, 2020: 233; Norton, 2017: 1-2). 

Cummings and Worley (2009: 1) report that organizational development 
is “a system-wide application and transfer of behavioral science knowledge to 
the planned development”. And, McLean (2006: 9) stated that organizational 
development is “any activity or process that has the potential to develop, in 
an organizational setting, expertise, enhanced knowledge, income, satisfaction, 
productivity and other desired outcomes”. Burke and Bradford (2005: 12) define 
organizational development as “a system-wide planned process of change 
aimed at improving overall corporate effectiveness through the coherence of 
key organizational dimensions such as strategy, culture, external environment, 
leadership, operational procedures and reward systems”. Doroshuk (2014: 32) 
states that the “soft methods” that focus on behavioral structures, processes and 
systems, and the “hard methods” that focus on administrative and managerial 
methods can be applied in organizational development. Soft methods are 
necessary so that hard methods can be implemented. Hard methods can be 
preferred more than soft methods. Rothwell et al. (2015: 13) state in their study 
that organizational development does not involve the employees in such efforts 
through compelling methods considering the issues they will oppose, but instead 
includes them in these efforts through participatory, relational, interactive 
and interesting methods. Champoux (2011: 463) states that organizational 
development does not avoid conflicts, but it focuses on how to benefit from 
conflicts and also points out that employees must assume responsibility and 
contribute to the organizational development process.

According to Robbins and Judge (2013: 588), it is important for 
the organizations with ongoing and planned organizational development 
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interventions to “have a respectful approach towards employees”, “provide a 
supportive and trust climate”, “reduce the importance of control and hierarchical 
approach”, “have the ability to face problems without avoiding them” and 
“increase employee participation in decisions.”

3. Characteristics of Organizational Development

Characteristics of organizational development include the following (Jain, 2005: 
430; McLean, 2006: 12-13):
·	 Organizational development involves an interdisciplinary approach that 

draws on such fields as economics, organizational behavior, sociology, 
management, education and psychology.

·	 Management support and participation matter in organizational 
development.

·	 Organizational development involves a planned and long-term strategy as 
well as follow-up to manage change. 

·	 Organizational development mainly focuses on the entire system and its 
interconnected parts.

·	 Organizational development has a collaborative approach.
·	 Organizational development concerns the entire organization so that it can 

respond to change effectively.
·	 It benefits from a data-based approach to diagnosing and understanding 

organizations.
·	 It includes planned improvements and interventions for the processes and 

structures of organizations.
·	 Organizational development focuses on results and achievements and it 

emphasizes getting things done, unlike the change approaches that tend to 
describe how organizational change takes place.

4.  Organizational Development Interventions and Techniques

It is important for organizations aiming at organizational development to 
determine the most appropriate interventions and techniques. In their study, 
Cummings and Worley (2009) explained the organizational development efforts 
in four basic classifications. These four basic classifications of organizational 
development interventions include the following (Champoux, 2011: 466-467; 
Hayes, 2021: 326-330):
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·	 Human resource management interventions: These interventions focus 
on individuals and aim to develop employee behaviors in the direction 
desired by the organizations, drawing from their practices towards 
personnel (i.e. awards, goal setting, motivation, stress management, 
performance evaluation, career planning, internal promotion systems, 
etc.). As a result of these interventions, an increase in individual employee 
performance can lead to an increase in organizational effectiveness.

·	 Strategic interventions: They aim to gain a competitive advantage by 
developing a business strategy that is compatible with the organizational 
culture and external environment. These interventions involve combining 
the separate units in the organizations to create new assets with added 
value by providing financial synergies, acquisitions and mergers, market 
penetration, economies of scale, access to resources, etc.

·	 Human process interventions: They focus on providing better working 
relations, and improving such processes as communication, leadership, 
decision making, problem-solving, etc. Action research involves working 
with groups and team development.

·	 Technostructural interventions: They focus on job design, structure 
and task methods, aiming to influence employee participation, division of 
labor and the job content. It involves enabling employees to coordinate 
and control their business processes more successfully, and effectively, by 
using information technology systems.

Some of the techniques used in organizational development are as follows 
(Caruso, 2021; Robbins & Judge, 2013: 588-591):

·	 Questionnaire Feedback: It involves collecting data through 
questionnaires to help decision-makers with their decisions.

·	 Sensitivity Training: It involves the interaction of employees to become 
more motivated and productive and to better understand each other by 
being non-judgmental. It offers an environment where employees can 
freely communicate and express their ideas clearly in a controlled and safe 
setting. 

·	 Team Building: It aims to increase the capacity of organization members 
to work together in harmony and high interaction. It includes team process 
analysis and role analysis to clarify the responsibilities and roles of team 
members. Healthy group functioning is encouraged, and the sensitivity of 
team members is increased.
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·	 Brainstorming: This technique involves participants’ critical evaluation 
of the recognized problem, discussion of potential solutions, and 
identification of the best solution.

·	 Intergroup Development: Intergroup development aims to differentiate 
the attitudes, perceptions and stereotypes of the groups towards each other. 
Training sessions are held to focus on the divisions, departments and jobs in 
the organizations rather than the demographic differences. These sessions 
can allow for the development of relations and integration between the 
groups in the organization.

·	 Appreciative Inquiry: It involves identifying the unique aspects and 
features of the organization that need to be developed to enhance the 
performance of the employees, instead of identifying the problems that 
need to be fixed. It focuses on the achievements of the organization. 

·	 Process Consultancy: The consultants, who receive external support, 
enable the managers to develop skills to analyze the processes within their 
units. Coaching is provided to managers on what needs to be improved.

·	 Management by Goals: It is one of the result-oriented techniques. The 
goals of the organization are determined clearly, and the achieved goals 
are in turn used to evaluate the performance of managers. Results and 
responsibilities are presented in a time-efficient manner.

·	 Quality Environments: It involves discussion of important issues related 
to the work done, and meeting of some team members voluntarily to 
determine what efficient solutions can be implemented by the managers.

5. Organizational Development Process 

The process must be completed successfully to achieve organizational 
development at the desired level. There are some studies in the literature that 
describe the organizational development process. Rothwell and Sullivan (2005: 
43-44) described 8 steps of organizational development in their study. These 
consist of the introduction step in which the necessity of change in the organization 
is understood; the beginning step in which the change agent discovers what can 
be done; the evaluation and feedback step in which information about the targeted 
positive development is collected, and the feedback is given to all relevant 
parties in the development process; the action planning step in which the change 
agent and all other decision-makers and stakeholders collaboratively agree on 
the preferred organizational development in the future; the intervention step in 
which it is checked whether the planned actions are implemented as desired, and 
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necessary adjustments are made; assessment step, in which the change agent 
assists decision-makers and stakeholders in their assessment of the progress 
of development efforts and the state of organizational learning; the acquisition 
step, where the new status is preserved due to the integration of changes into 
the work; and finally the departure step where the change agent transfers their 
knowledge and skills to the organization and get ready for closing and leaving. 

According to Cummings and Worley (2009: 86), the organizational 
development process involves introduction and contract, identification, 
planning and implementation, and assessment and institutionalization of 
change, respectively. Figure 1 shows the organizational development process. 
The introductory phase involves setting out the problem and determining 
the organizational development practice and the contracting phase involves 
negotiating expectations, time and resources and developing the rules for 
collaboration. Both stages determine the parameters  in the other organizational 
development phases after them.

Figure 1. Organizational Development Process
Source: (Cummings & Worley, 2009: 86)

According to Brown and Harvey (2006: 15-16), the organizational development 
process includes five steps. The first step involves the recognition of the need for 
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change. The second step involves the development of the relationship between 
the organizational development practitioner and the organization (customer) 
requesting development. The third step includes the diagnostic phase, which 
involves collecting data about the organization and understanding the problems. 
The fourth step involves the implementation of strategies, action plans, and 
techniques. The fifth and last step includes the stage where organizations renew 
themselves, monitor the results of the implemented development program, and 
stabilize the changes for the desired organizational development.

6. The Impacts of Organizational Development Interventions

Interventions for organizational development have some organizational 
implications. They are as follows (Bhasin, 2020; Egan, 2001; Gathungu & Corvera, 
2015; Quain, 2018; Rowold, 2008; Sutherland, 2019; Vijay & Indradevi, 2017):
·	 It can strengthen process and system improvement.
·	 It can support adaptation to change.
·	 It can increase efficiency.
·	 It can increase competitiveness and profitability.
·	 It can improve acquisition of mutual understanding among employees, and 

cooperation and teamwork.
·	 It can help avoid wastage, as it enables a more accurate use of the resources.
·	 It can improve the management skills of managers.
·	 It can improve learning and problem solving.
·	 It can support employee development by encouraging employees to 

improve their skills as needed.
·	 It can increase the adherence of the employees to the organizations they 

work for, minimize the absenteeism and turnover rate of the employees, 
and have a positive effect on their morale.

·	 The provision of feedback, interaction and open communication system 
in organizations can enable employees’ values and goals to be compatible 
with the institutions they work for.

·	 If the changes in the institution are accepted by the employees, it can 
enable the institutions to switch to and use the current technologies, which 
in turn ensure that productivity, efficiency and competitive advantage can 
be gained.

·	 It can promote corporate growth and have a significant impact on corporate 
growth planning and management.
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Considering the current and potential future effects of organizational 
development interventions addressed in this study, it is understood that they will 
remain among the priority issues for organizations. 

7.  Conclusion

Organizational development aims to “improve the effectiveness of organizations 
and the well-being of employees with planned interventions to their systems, 
processes, and structures by making use of behavioral science” (Taute & Taute, 
2012: 65). Therefore, organizations should consider organizational development 
as a priority. In an environment where competitors continue to have organizational 
development, it is understood that no organization can afford to stay away from 
such activities, including those more developed than their competitors.

It is important to plan and maintain the organizational development process 
most effectively. This study addresses the organizational development process 
in the light (Brown & Harvey, 2006; Cummings & Worley, 2009; Rothwell & 
Sullivan, 2005) of certain studies. Although every stage in the organizational 
development process should be approached with sensitivity, this process may 
be more beneficial for organizations, especially if the desired development 
is achieved in the last stages of the process, the new situation is stabilized, 
institutionalized and gains are protected with more precision. 

In today’s world with more frequent use of artificial intelligence 
and other technologies in organizations, the current processes, business 
structures, workflows, etc. also take a new form with digitalization. 
Automations in the processes developed through the use of artificial 
intelligence in the new digitalized environment also differentiate the required 
employee qualifications and working norms (Groschupf, 2019). Therefore, 
organizations need to make organizational development interventions by 
taking into account the requirements of the new digital environment. In 
particular, the technostructural interventions are of special significance among 
the organizational development interventions. Technostructural interventions 
are the ones, which should be planned and utilized in the most effective way 
by organizations in view of the operational opportunities, and requirements 
in their organizational development efforts to become an organization that 
effectively use the new technologies. If technostructural interventions can 
be realized successfully, organizations will be able to improve their benefits 
from new technologies.
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Organizational development has many positive effects such as providing 
open communication between employees, increasing the trust of employees 
in each other, supporting employee development, promoting the product and 
service development and continuous improvement efforts, supporting increases 
in efficiency and productivity, and positively affecting the levels of increase in 
profits and corporate performance (Augustine et al., 2021: 14-15; Sutherland, 
2019). These positive effects of organizational development are highly motivating 
for organizations to turn their steps toward organizational development efforts. 
Performance of necessary information activities throughout the organizations so 
that the said possible positive aspects are understood by all stakeholders of the 
development process will also help the progress and completion of the process 
in the right direction.

Despite the positive effects of organizational development, this process also 
has some aspects that may be considered negative such as its time-consuming 
nature, additional costs, the lack of enthusiasm among employees for change 
as well as the sophisticated and difficult nature of the process (Bhasin, 2020; 
Brown & Harvey, 2006: 14). Therefore, the organizational development process 
planning should also take into account factors such as time, costs, etc., and it 
should be implemented through the most appropriate techniques (intergroup 
development, sensitivity training, appreciative inquiry, process consultancy, 
etc.) along with the factors that are to be used in an optimum way. 

This study addresses the concept of organizational development, its 
characteristics, interventions, techniques, processes, and the organizational 
effects of such interventions in the light of the literature. Future studies can 
also make an empirical examination of the effect of organizational development 
interventions variable on organizations in various industries.
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1. Introduction

The concept of organic attracts increasingly the attention of scientists, 
consumers, and industry representatives. The importance of food 
has become more important with the speedy increment in the world 

population. Food has become a strategic product in world history due to 
both climate change and epidemics. For this reason, significant increases in 
production and production efficiency have been realized with scientific research 
and applications. However, these positive developments have brought along 
the use of chemical-based inputs in production. Here, fertilizer has become a 
common method used to increase productivity and pesticides to combat pests. It 
has been discovered that the important successes achieved with mass agriculture 
have brought with them some negativities over time. It has been observed that 
these chemicals used have long-term negative consequences on both humans 
and the environment. the search for alternative products to these conventional 
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products has begun to develop with the development of consumers’ awareness. 
At this point, an increasing attitude toward organic food has begun to emerge 
in consumer preferences. The researchers point out that this increasing interest 
is a result of basic issues such as food safety, environmental concern and 
mostly health consciousness.

According to different consumer research, organic food is healthier, 
more nutritious, and tastier than conventional. Organic food is related to 
produce goods without using synthetic chemicals and has fewer harmful 
substances to the environment. It is considered profitable as people tend 
to pay more for organic food (Sumi & Kabir, 2018). Protecting natural 
life helps to protect the environment and leave it clean for future 
generations.

The topic of organic food is discussed in many dimensions in 
the literature. Organic food has reached a significant consumption 
volume in developed countries. It triggers developing countries to this 
trend. However, organic food, which is a growing market, needs to be 
examined on a product-specific basis.

Tea is classified as among the most preferred beverages in the world. 
Herbal teas are also becoming increasingly popular, although black and 
green are the most popular. Tea is a healthy beverage due to the presence of 
powerful antioxidants and minerals such as potassium, magnesium, 
manganese, and calcium (AlliedMR, 2022). Its tendency toward organic 
production increases due to these health benefits of tea. For example, tea 
became the first organically produced product in Bangladesh. Although there 
has been an increase in the export of organic tea in Bangladesh, it is stated 
that the priority is given to the local market (Rahman & Hossain, 2019).

The global organic tea market is anticipated to achieve a market value of 
US$ 1.2 billion by 2022. The organic tea market is likely to be worth US
$122.5 Billion by the end of 2022, accounting for ~1% of the expected total 
functional beverage market (Future, 2022).

Growth in organic tea consumption and increasing demand for tea 
products are expected to support overall market growth due to the perceived 
better quality of organically grown tea, and its benefits to the environment and 
human health. In addition, the increasing consumer preference for organic and 
healthy tea products, including natural ingredients, will further increase the 
global demand for organic tea. Considering the current market, the demand for 
organic tea products in developing countries such as China, Malaysia, Thailand, 
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India, Mexico, Indonesia, Egypt, and African countries is expected to increase 
because of the rising awareness of health concerns and health benefits along 
with the trend of being healthy (MarketR, 2022). Young people’s deep concerns 
about the environment and health change their attitudes towards organic food 
(Denver & Jensen, 2014).

Studies dealing with organic tea in terms of agricultural production are 
widely encountered in the literature. However, limited studies investigate 
the processing side of tea plants. Tuygun Toklu (2021a) pointed out the 
applicability of the agile production method, which is among modern 
management practices, in the tea industry. Similarly, Tuygun Toklu (2021b) 
examined the effect of lean manufacturing, another current management 
practice, on the operational performance of tea plants. Tuygun Toklu (2021c) 
also explored how the ISO 9001 quality management system can add value 
to the organization by researching its effect on operational performance 
in tea plants. With improvements in both agricultural production and 
plant processes, the operation of organic tea can become more effective 
and efficient. Examination of the consumer dimension, which is the last 
link of the supply chain, with extensive research, making the necessary 
improvements and strengthening the chain is significant in terms of adding 
value.

This study investigates the organic tea purchasing behavior of young 
consumers. A model developed based on Ajzen’s (1991) Model of Planned 
Behavior was proposed for the research. It investigated the effects of health 
consciousness and environmental concern besides the independent variables 
of the Model of Planned Behavior on the purchase intention as a dependent 
variable.

As far as we are concerned, consumer behavior regarding organic tea has 
not been sufficiently examined. While this research helps to fill the space in the 
literature, it can contribute to the integrated marketing communication strategies 
to be followed to better understand and develop consumer preferences for the 
parties within the scope of regional development, sustainability, and market 
development.

In the following sections, the theoretical framework is presented and 
the research hypotheses are formulated. The next one explains the details of 
the research methodology. Then the last outlines analysis, conclusions, and 
recommendations 
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2. Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis Development

2.1.	 Tea	and	Organic	Tea

Turkey is among the major player country that ranks sixth in world tea production 
(FAO, 2022). The list is ordered from top to bottom as China, India, Kenya, Sri 
Lanka, and Vietnam. When the statistics for the year 2020 are examined, there 
is a tea production of 10,088,383 tons in the world, whereas the production in 
Turkey is 255,183 tons.

In 2007, Çaykur, the state-owned company which is the market leader in 
Turkey, signed a contract with 135 producers and started production on an area of 
378 decares for organic tea farming in Turkey. After a transition period of 4 years, 
organic products started to be purchased from the farmers. Since no chemical 
fertilizers were used in this process, yield losses were observed. However, these 
losses of the producers were covered by Çaykur. Since 2015, a field-based and 
product-based organic tea production system has been established for producers 
(Çaykur, 2022). the Çaykur reports that no record of what the private sector 
has done about organic tea has been published. Table 1 presents the organic tea 
production and the amount of dry tea produced by Çaykur. According to this 
table, it is obvious that the interest in organic tea, which has an important trend 
in the world, has not developed enough in Turkey. In this case, it is necessary 
to increase the efforts to develop attitudes toward organic tea by applying pull 
strategies of marketing.

Table 1: The amount of organic tea produced by Çaykur

Year Tea Production 
Quantity (Tons)

Dry Tea Production Quantity (Tons)
Black Tea Green Tea Total

2015 7,359.00 1,328.00 21.00 1,349.00
2016 22,331.00 4,449.00 39.00 4,488.00
2017 25,467.00 4,995.00 8.50 5,003.50
2018 30,005.00 5,777.00 2.00 5,779.00
2019 31,005.00 6,057.00 1.50 6,058.50

2.2.	 The	Theory	of	Planned	Behavior	

Many models and theories are employed to figure out human behavior. Some of 
these are the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and its expanded format, the 
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) besides the Health Belief Model (HBM) 
(Yazdanpanah, Forouzani & Hojjati, 2015). The theory of reasoned action 
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proposes that intent to do behavior determines a person’s behavior, and attitudes 
toward behavior and subjective norms functions that intent (Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975). Ajzen introduced the Theory of Planned Behavior by attaching the 
“Perceived Behavioral Control” component to the Theory of Reasoned Action. 
Thus, the Theory of Reasoned Action was extended to better anticipate actual 
behavior.

The Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) is employed in many 
disciplines to predict consumer intentions and behavior. It is the subject of 
useful applications for purchasing intention of organic food (Dowd & Burke, 
2013). The theory was also applied to intercultural studies on the preference 
for organic foods and successful results emerged (Arvola et al., 2008).

The Theory of Planned Behavior assumes three determinants of intention 
on a conceptual basis. These are attitudes toward behavior, perceived behavioral 
control and subjective norm. Here, what should be understood from the attitude 
toward behavior is that the individual has a degree of evaluation of behavior 
as positive or negative. Perceived behavioral control is whether a person can 
easily consume a particular good or if its consumption is difficult or impossible. 
Here, behavioral control reflects expected challenges or facilitating conditions 
as well as past experiences. Individuals are unlikely to form potent intentions 
to perform the behavior when they feel they do not have the resources or 
opportunities. Subjective or social norms are the perceived social pressure to do 
or not to do a behavior. According to the Theory of Planned Behavior, first, the 
behavior intention occurs, then the behavior takes place. In general, the 
stronger the intention, the more likely the actual performance of the behavior 
(Vermeir & Verbeke, 2008).

2.3.	 Health	Consciousness

Increasing consciousness due to health concerns brings up the preference for 
organic food in consumers. Chemical production methods used in traditional 
food production are of great importance in this phenomenon. Consumers perceive 
organic food as a product free from various chemical residues, harmful additives, 
and preservatives (De Toni, Eberle, Larentis & Milan, 2018). Consumers prefer 
organic food because it is a healthier option for both themselves and their family 
members. Many studies indicate that the biggest motivation for buying organic 
food is related to health and wellness benefits.

In organic tea consumption, safety and natural content are two important 
factors that reflect a h ealthy l ifestyle ( Alam & N oor, 2 020). P eople have 
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become interested in consuming organic tea instead of traditionally produced 
tea. Regarding the characteristics of organic foods, researchers state that health 
and wellness are at the center of today’s mainstream consumers (Soares, Zhang, 
Proença & Kandampully, 2017). The first essential premise of the intention 
to purchase organic tea is to perceive it as a healthier option to non-organic 
alternative. The second is to perceive buying it as a symbol of status (James, Hu 
& Leonce, 2019).

2.4.	 Environmental	Concern

Along with the rapid developments in the world, the aggressive growth desires 
of the enterprises, and attitudes that do not take into account the environment 
have paved the way for the development of environmental concerns in 
consumers. The emergence of sensitive civil societies and their efforts to 
create public opinion contributes to the formation and development of 
awareness of the concerns of consumers. Increasingly, the concerns also lead 
to the development of the concept of organic agriculture. Along with organic 
agriculture, chemicals used in processes (Zheng, Akter, Siddik & 
Masukujjaman, 2021) leave their usage to natural alternatives. Attention to the 
prosperity of the environment and animals has led customers to prefer organic 
food. Health consciousness and environmental concerns are the two most 
commonly cited reasons for buying organic food (Tian, Siddik & 
Masukujjaman, 2022).

As a sustainable behavior, regular consumption of organic tea not only 
provides health and environmental benefits but also helps to gain a competitive 
position in the market over rival companies (Bourn & Prescott, 2002).

2.5. Purchase Intention

Many consumers have positive attitudes toward purchasing organic goods 
(Pham, Nguyen, Phan & Nguyen, 2019). Consumers having a favorable 
attitude toward organic goods have a tendency to buy them. A research 
conducted among Australian students indicate that attitude and intention 
toward organic goods is positively related to each other (Smith & Paladino, 
2010). In another research conducted in Iran indicates that attitude is the 
strongest precursor to young consumers’ intention to buy organic food 
(Yazdanpanah & Forouzani, 2015).

On the consumption side, certain characteristics of organic goods can 
impact consumers’ buying behavior. Some of them are consumer income 
level, consumer age, consumer perception (Melovic, Dabic, Rogic, Ðurisic & 
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Prorok, 2020), and intrinsic and extrinsic attributes of organic foods. Perceived 
price and trust along with product features, environmental concerns and health 
consciousness significantly affect organic tea consumers’ purchase intention 
(Sumi & Kabir, 2018).

On the production side, the age of the producers, farming experience, 
size of the tea fields, production amount, net income level from the season are 
among the main triggers in deciding organic tea agriculture (Abacı, Keskin & 
Demiryurek, 2020).

The hypotheses of the study, as per the above given theoretical outline, can 
be formulated as follows.
H1. Health consciousness (HC) is effective on attitude (AT) toward organic tea.
H2. Health consciousness (HC) is effective o n p urchase i ntention ( PI) for 
organic tea.
H3. Environmental concern (EC) is effective on attitude (AT) toward organic 
tea.
H4. Environmental concern (EC) is effective o n p urchase i ntention ( PI) for 
organic tea.
H5. Attitude toward organic tea (AT) is effective on purchase intention (PI) for 
organic tea.
H6. Subjective norm (SN) is effective on purchase intention (PI) for organic tea.
H7. Perceived behavioral control (PBC) is effective on purchase intention (PI) 
for organic tea.
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Figure 1 denotes the model proposed for the research.
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Figure 1: Proposed research model

3. Methodology

According to the proposed conceptual model, environmental concern and health 
consciousness are effective on attitude toward organic tea and purchase intention 
for organic tea. Attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral support 
also effective on purchase intention. Accordingly, the extended research model 
was tested with the following methodology.

The literature was consulted for the research scales. The publication of 
Yadav & Pathak (2016) was used for health consciousness and environmental 
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concern scales. The study of Yazdanpanah & Forouzani (2015), which adapted 
Ajzen’s (1991) scale to organic food, was used for attitude toward organic 
tea, subjective norm, perceived behavioral support, and purchase intention. 
Appendix gives all scales and items in the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was created in the shape of a five-point Likert (1-I do 
not agree at all; 5-I completely agree). The questionnaire was shaped into its 
final form with the feedback obtained as a result of 3 preliminary surveys.

The research data were gathered through a web-based questionnaire 
conducted with university students’ voluntary participation in studying in the 
crowded cities of Ankara and Kırklareli in Turkey, selected by convenience 
sampling method. 85 people participated in the research, but hypotheses were 
tested with 77 valid samples. SmartPLS, a PLS (Partial Least Squares) based 
structural equation modeling, was used to test the model. The advantage feature 
of the method is that it can work with a small sample, and it is not obligatory 
for multivariate homogeneity and normality requirements in the data (Hair et 
al., 2014). The sample size was confirmed based on the minimum “ten-times 
rule” in PLS-SEM (Toklu & Ustaahmetoğlu, 2016). Demographic variables of 
the data were classified with SPSS v23 statistical program.

4. Analysis and Results

The descriptive statistics of the sample are as follows. A total of 77 people 
participated in the research. 46.8% (36 people) of the participants were female, 
and the remaining 53.2% (41 people) were male. 59.7% (46 people) of the 
participants are between the ages of 17-22, 37.7% (29 people) are between the 
ages of 22-30, and the remaining 2.6% (2 people) are over the age of 30. 39% 
(30 people) of the participants live in metropolitan cities, 14.3% (11 people) 
in provinces, 31.2% (24 people) in districts and 15.6% (12 people) in towns 
and villages. 9.1% (7 people) of the participants 30,000 TL and above, 10.4% 
(8 people) between 20,001 - 30,000 TL, 18.2% (14 people) between 10,001 - 
20,000 TL, 27.3% (21 people) between 5,001-10,000 TL and 35.41% (27 
people) have a monthly income of less than 5,000 TL. Participants stated 
that they resided in a total of 18 provinces, primarily Ankara and Kırklareli.

4.1.	 Measurement	Model	

The Convergent and Discriminant Validity of the structures in the model and 
the reliability of the questions and the scale were examined. In factor reliability, 
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factor loads of latent structures were evaluated with a minimum criterion of 0.50 
(Hulland, 1999). Item reliability, composite reliability, and average variance 
extracted (AVE) tests were used for convergent validity. Factor loads confirmed 
that the structure was of sufficient reliability. The literature recommends that 
composite reliability be preferred to the traditional Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient 
(Bagozzi & Yi, 1988; Hair et al., 2012). The use of AVE values is required 
for convergent validity. Multicollinearity in the variables was examined in the 
model. Since the VIF values of the items in all variables (1.045<VIF<4.905) were 
below the limit (VIF<5), it was confirmed that there was no multicollinearity. 
Table 2 presents the confirmed measurement model results.

Table 2: The values of the measurement model

Latent Variable Items Load Cronbach’s 
Alpha

Composite 
Reliability

AVE

Health Consciousness 
(HC)

HC1 0.705 0.343 0.749 0.601
HC3 0.840

Environmental Concern 
(EC)

EC2 0.866 0.612 0.788 0.557
EC3 0.658
EC4 0.699

Attitude Toward 
Organic Tea 
(AT)

AT2 0.883 0.940 0.957 0.847
AT4 0.940
AT5 0.919
AT6 0.938

Subjective Norm 
(SN)

SN1 0.774 0.830 0.887 0.664
SN2 0.773
SN3 0.831
SN4 0.876

Perceived Behavioral 
Control (PBC)

PBC1 0.719 0.790 0.876 0.703
PBC2 0.891
PBC3 0.894

Purchase Intention
(PI)

PI1 0.904 0.929 0.955 0.875
PI3 0.955
PI4 0.946

Discriminant validity was confirmed as per Fornell and Larcker’s (1981) 
criterion. Table 3 presents the discriminant validity test results.
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Table 3: Fornell-Larcker analysis

PBC HC PI AT EC SN
PBC 0.839
HC 0.288 0.775
PI 0.161 0.141 0.935
AT 0.283 0.215 0.550 0.920
EC 0.259 -0.000 0.461 0.441 0.746
SN 0.406 0.134 0.469 0.579 0.298 0.815

4.2.	 Structural	Model

The structural model was evaluated with β path coefficients, t values, f2 effect 
size, R2 coefficient of determination and Q2 predictive relevance.

T-Statistics was used for the statistical significance of the hypotheses. The
H1 hypothesis was not supported since the path between health consciousness 
(HC) and attitude toward organic tea (AT) was not significant (Stdβ = 0.215; t = 
1.834; p = 0.067). The H2 hypothesis was not supported since the path between 
health consciousness (HC) and purchase intention (PI) toward organic tea was 
not significant (Stdβ = 0.080; t = 0.807; p = 0.420). The H3 hypothesis was 
supported since the path between environmental concern (EC) and attitude (AT) 
toward organic tea was significant (Stdβ = -0.442; t = 3.528; p = 0.000). The H4 
hypothesis was not supported since the path between environmental concern 
(EC) and purchase intention (PI) for organic tea was not significant (Stdβ = 
0.288; t = 1.603; p = 0.110). The H5 hypothesis was not supported since the 
path between attitude toward organic tea (AT) and intention to purchase (PI) 
organic tea was not significant (Stdβ = 0.294; t = 1.811; p = 0.071). The H6 
hypothesis was not supported, as the path between the subjective norm (SN) and 
the purchase intention (PI) for organic tea was not significant (Stdβ = 0.252; t = 
1.808; p = 0.071). The H7 hypothesis was not supported since the path between 
perceived behavioral control (PBC) and purchase intention (PI) toward organic 
tea was not significant (Stdβ = -0.122; t = 1.036; p = 0.301).

R2 values were used to estimate the explanatory power of the model. 
Health consciousness and environmental concern explain the change in attitude 
toward organic tea with a value of R2 = 0.241 (Adjusted R2 = 0.221). Health 
consciousness, environmental concern, attitude toward organic tea, subjective 
norm, and perceived behavioral control explain the change in purchasing 
behavior for organic tea with R2 = 0.405 (Adjusted R2 = 0.363). These values 
indicate that the structural model has sufficient explanatory power.
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The model supported based solely on R2 may not enough. Therefore, it 
may also be necessary to evaluate Q2 (predictive relevance) for the predictive fit 
of the model. As a general rule, if the Q2 value is greater than 0, latent external 
structures are considered to have high predictive relevance (prediction) for latent 
internal structures (Hair et al., 2014). The Q2 value was calculated as 0.184 for 
attitude toward organic tea and 0.287 for organic tea purchase intention.

f2 effect size values are evaluated by Cohen’s (1988) guideline that specifies 
them f2 ≥ 0.02, f2 ≥ 0.15, and f2 ≥ 0.35 represent small, medium, and large effect 
sizes, respectively. Accordingly, Table 4 presents the structural model results 
with effect sizes.

Table 4: T statistics

Hypotheses Stdβ Sample 
Mean

Standard 
Deviation

T Statistics p
Value

f2

Value
Result

H1: HC AT 0.215 0.221 0.117 1.834 0.067 0.061 Not 
Supported

H2: HC         PI 0.080 0.082 0.099 0.807 0.420 0.009 Not 
Supported

H3: EC        AT 0.442*** 0.445 0.125 3.528 0.000 0.257 Supported
H4: EC         PI 0.288 0.290 0.180 1.603 0.110 0.107 Not 

Supported
H5: AT          PI 0.294 0.295 0.163 1.811 0.071 0.082 Not 

Supported
H6: SN          PI 0.252 0.239 0.139 1.808 0.071 0.064 Not 

Supported
H7: PBC       PI -0.122 -0.116 0.118 1.036 0.301 0.019 Not 

Supported

***p < 0.001

→

→

→
→

→

→

→
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Figure 2 denotes the revised structural model. 
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 ***p < 0.001
significant
not significant

Figure 2: Revised structural model

5. Conclusion

This study investigates the factors affecting the purchase intention of young 
people toward organic tea. The Theory of Planned Behavior, which has been 
used successfully to predict consumer preferences, was used to predict organic 
tea purchasing behavior in this research. The proposed model is an extended 
version of the Theory of Planned Behavior. This offered model includes health 
consciousness and environmental concern, which are the most important 
variables in organic food preference, added to the classical model. In this way, 
the independent variables of the model were defined as health consciousness, 
environmental concern, attitude toward organic tea, subjective norm, and 
perceived behavioral control. The model predicts purchase intention toward 
organic tea as the dependent variable.

According to the findings obtained from the research, the hypothesis 
that health consciousness affects attitude toward organic tea (AT) was not 
supported. This hypothesis was marginally rejected (p=0.067). Acceptance of 
the hypothesis could be expected in a larger sample group. On the other hand, 
this result is not compatible with the wider literature. It can be thought that this 
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consciousness has not yet developed in young people. It may be that they do not 
have health issues among their priorities, that they are just starting to experience 
life. In the order of priorities, the place of health may be in the lower levels. It 
may be a result of not experiencing positive or negative cases that can improve 
their awareness.

The hypothesis that health consciousness affects purchase intention for 
organic tea was not supported. This is inconsistent with the literature. One of the 
important obstacles to organic food purchasing behavior is the high prices. The 
reasons for this may emerge when the socio-economic status of the participants 
is taken into account. Since organic tea is a product that can be preferred by 
consumers with high health consciousness, it is a long-term investment for the 
buyer. The lack of willingness of young consumers who are ready to pay a high 
price for other beverages for organic tea can be explained by the inadequacy of 
attitude development studies related to the product. Since health problems are 
not a phenomenon that can occur in the short term among young people during 
life, it can be considered normal to obtain these results. Health consciousness 
can develop through education, but unfortunately, it can also develop as a result 
of bad experiences.

Environmental concern has an impact on attitudes toward organic 
tea. This result is consistent with the literature (e.g. Tian et al., 2022). 
Keeping environmental issues on the agenda with mass media, and raising 
awareness among young people about environmental disasters can be effective 
in getting this result. Ensuring participation in voluntary work in 
environmental non-governmental organizations, and obtaining and sharing 
experiences could be effective in raising awareness.

The hypothesis that environmental concern is effective on purchase 
intention for organic tea was not supported. This is inconsistent with the literature. 
Although a positive attitude has developed, there is no similar approach in the 
dimension of behavior. It can be thought that an adequate attitude has not been 
developed. In addition to the high price, which is the most obvious barrier to 
organic foods, the lack of information and availability may be effective in this 
result.

The hypothesis that the attitude toward organic tea affects the purchase 
intention for organic tea was not supported. This hypothesis was marginally 
rejected (p=0.071, p<0.05). Acceptance of the hypothesis could be expected in a 
larger sample group. Even if the hypothesis is not accepted in the context of this 
study, it is not compatible with the theoretical background. Studies on Australian 
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students, Iranian, and even Bangladeshi youth have confirmed the relationship 
between attitudes toward organic tea and purchase intention. Because attitude 
is the strongest antecedent for organic purchase intention. Organic tea is also 
perceived as a status symbol. Tea is the most preferred beverage in Turkey, but 
since organic tea has just been introduced to the market nationwide, the low 
awareness of it might have contributed to this output.

The hypothesis that the subjective norm affects the purchase intention 
for organic tea was not supported. This hypothesis was marginally rejected 
(p=0.071, p<0.05). Acceptance of the hypothesis could be expected in a larger 
sample group. This is inconsistent with the literature. Subjective or social norms 
are the perceived social pressure to do or not to do a behavior. It reveals that 
young consumers have not developed such a norm for organic tea. The very 
limited use of organic tea in Turkey and the fact that it is a new product and not 
knowing enough may be effective in this.

The hypothesis that perceived behavioral control affects purchase intention 
for organic tea was not supported. This is inconsistent with the literature. 
According to perceived behavioral control, if individuals feel they do not have 
the resources or opportunities, they are unlikely to form strong intentions to 
perform the behavior. In this regard, it is important to raise awareness of the 
product with all its dimensions.

It was concluded that many hypotheses were not supported in the study. 
This may be a sign of barriers to organic products in Turkey. There is not enough 
awareness. Consumption of quality food is also a sign of development. Although 
the high price is one of the barriers to organic food, those who have sufficient 
purchasing power may not prefer it without having a positive attitude. The 
access barrier and the problem of trust could be decisive. The awareness of food 
safety, regional development, and boutique production should be improved on 
the consumer side. In addition to pricing strategies of products sold in organic 
markets, concerns about certification should also be addressed since natural 
products and organic products are conceptually different. This kind of confusion 
of concepts is likely to create suspicion in consumer evaluation.

Evaluating the results as an opportunity can be possible by turning the 
disadvantage into an advantage. In addition to developed countries, developing 
countries also have positive attitudes toward organic food. It is observed in the 
world that research and investments are made in this regard and the sector develops. 
In the current situation, there may be problems in purchasing power despite the 
high production volume of the domestic market, but the foreign markets have 
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big enough for the growth of the enterprises. Due to the reduction of agricultural 
areas in Turkey by inheritance and the land constraints in mass agriculture, it 
would be appropriate to establish the necessary research and incentives for the 
repositioning of the regions from the view of organic agriculture. Since Turkey 
has an economy where SMEs are common, sustainable regional development 
could be achieved with organic agriculture and its products. Organic tea 
production can provide significant support to the development of the region in 
making the product value-added as well as backing employment. Increasing 
the amount of production by focusing on organic agriculture can make prices 
competitive, which is called the most important barrier to product choice.

Young people consume a lot of junk food. It is known that there is an essential 
marketing communication investment behind this. Consumer preferences are 
developed through advertising campaigns with serious budgets. The market is 
growing in favor of unhealthy food with different usage alternatives. On the 
other hand, it is obvious that the marketing investment for organic tea, which 
is a healthy product, is not enough to penetrate the target market. It should be 
ensured that the organic tea marketing budgets are increased by supporting 
Çaykur, which is a state-owned company. By creating social responsibility 
projects with private companies, it can be ensured that consumer preferences 
are developed toward organic tea. Thus, production will be supported along 
with the increase in consumption. The state will benefit from these investments 
with a positive contribution to human health, as well as a reduction in health 
expenditures. Investments to be made in this direction will also have positive 
returns for all stakeholders.

In addition to the development of agricultural production, it is obvious that 
the operational performance can be increased by contemporary management 
and production practices (Tuygun Toklu, 2021a; 2021b; 2021c) such as agile 
manufacturing and lean manufacturing to be made in tea plants. As a result, 
these practices will contribute to partially overcome the high price barrier on the 
consumer side for organic tea, as they will decrease manufacturing costs.

The research was conducted with a limited number of variables and 
a limited sample living in big cities. It did not cover all consumer segments. 
The research was limited to only young people, who will become an important 
consumer group in the future. Different results can be obtained for individuals 
with different demographics. The topic has so many dimensions to be searched. 
So, the research can give an idea of the comprehensive studies to be done for 
the researchers.
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Appendix

Scale Items

“Health Consciousness (HC)

HC1. I choose foods carefully to maintain health.
HC2. I did not see myself as a health-conscious consumer.(R)
HC3. I often think about health-related issues.

Environmental Concern (EC)
EC1. The balance of nature is very delicate and can be easily disturbed.   
EC2. People seriously abuse the environment.
EC3. Man must maintain his balance with nature to survive.
EC4. Human interference with nature often has disastrous results.

Attitude toward Organic Tea (AT)
AT1. I think it is interesting to buy organic tea.
AT2. I think buying organic tea is a good idea.
AT3. I think it is important to buy organic tea.
AT4. I think it is beneficial to buy organic tea.
AT5. I think it is wise to buy organic tea.
AT6. I think buying organic tea is positive.

Subjective Norm (SN)
SN1. My family thinks I should buy organic instead of non-organic teas.        
SN2. Most people I care about would rather buy organic than non-organic teas. 
SN3. People I care about think organic tea should be bought.
SN4. My close friends, whose opinions about diet are important to me, think 
that I should buy organic tea.

Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC)
PBC1. If I wanted, I could buy organic ones instead of non-organic teas. 
PBC2. I find it easy for me to buy organic tea.
PBC3. Whether or not to buy organic tea is mostly up to me.
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Purchase Intention (PI)
PI1. I am ready to consume organic teas if they are available for purchase.
PI2. I’m thinking of consuming organic teas if they are available for purchase.
PI3. I plan to consume organic teas if they are available for purchase.
PI4. I will try to consume organic teas if they are available for purchase.
Note: Italicized questions were excluded from the analysis due to their low 
factor loadings.”
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1. Introduction

Organizations cannot effectively function, adapt, compete, and win 
with struggling and suffering employees. A lot of what makes an 
organization healthy is how well its employees are doing. Then, leaders 

cannot afford to ignore the threat and opportunity posed by employee wellness. 
Aside from the chaos caused by the pandemic, highly complicated work 
relationships, globalization, flexible organizational forms, and a rise in diversity 
have all influenced and modified conventional management practices. Thus, it 
is unavoidable for contemporary organizations to exhibit traits that differ from 
those of classic organizations. 

In today’s highly volatile work environment, organizational continuity and 
long-term success can be achieved by making members feel deeply connected 
to or identified with the organization. In other words, organizations today 
require employees who are driven to work, work for the benefit of the company, 
and remain loyal to the company. Given that organizational practices reflect 

* This study was derived from the unpublished doctoral thesis of Şafak ÖZ AKTEPE, prepared
under the supervision of Güler İSLAMOĞLU at the Department of Business Administration,
Institute of Social Sciences, Marmara University.
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an employer’s respect, recognition, and value of its employees, the quality of 
organizational procedures and practices is crucial.

Employees form global beliefs on their employer’s appreciation for their 
efforts and care for their wellbeing (Eisenberger et al., 1986). According to social 
exchange theory (Blau, 1964) and the norm of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960), 
when employees receive support from their employer and build global attitudes 
about being valued and recognized, this should result in enhanced psychological 
attachment and feelings of obligation to the firm. Similarly, according to 
organizational support theory, when employees believe their employer values 
and supports them, they build a stronger psychological attachment to the 
organization (Rhoades et al., 2001). 

Therefore, it is possible to state that employee perceptions of their standing 
in work organizations determine a variety of personal, organizational, attitudinal, 
and behavioral outcomes. These perceptions might be influenced by the nature 
and quality of HRM activities within the organization. Apart from being a critical 
organizational function that significantly contributes to the achievement of the 
organization’s goals, HRM is also critical because it provides employees with 
the necessary inputs to form beliefs about how much their organization respects, 
recognizes, and values their contribution. 

Eisenberger et al. (1986) argue that supportive HR practices reflect an 
organization’s perspective on the worth of its people. According to them, these 
organizational activities convey to employees that the organization values them 
and desires to build a social exchange connection. Because, while performing 
their duties, employees cannot help but think about how much the company cares 
about them. HRM practices have a significant impact on assessment outcomes. 
The more one views human resource practices as “supportive”, for instance, 
the more one feels valued by the organization. Human resource practices that 
signal organization values and care about its employees can be characterized as 
supportive human resources practices (Allen et al, 2003). 

The phrases “supportive HR practices” and “high-commitment 
management practices” are used interchangeably in the literature (Capelli & 
Neumark, 2001; Huselid, 1995). Both approaches view employees as valuable 
assets and believe that they should be given growth opportunities and included 
in corporate procedures (Wood & De-Menezes, 1998). Improving employees’ 
participation in decision-making processes, offering them opportunities for 
advancement, and ensuring that incentives are fair are means to let employees 
perceive HR practices as supportive. Such practices also equip organizations 
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with the required tools for managing and enhancing employee identification 
(Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Pratt, 1998). In addition, these are meant to help 
employees identify with the organization’s objectives (Wood & De Menezes, 
1998). Considering that they involve investment in employees and appreciation 
of their accomplishments, it is reasonable to state that growth opportunities, 
participation in decision-making, and fair rewards are all aspects of supportive 
HR practices (Allen et al., 2003). 

Perceived growth opportunities demonstrate an organization’s recognition 
and appreciation of an employee’s contributions and imply future support 
from the organization (Wayne et al., 1997). Similarly, encouraging employee 
participation should convey a message about the importance of the employee’s 
efforts. Eisenberger et al. (1986) stated that having an impact on the organizational 
policy should allow employees to feel supported by their employer. Rhoades 
et al. (2002) discovered that organizational rewards and procedural justice 
judgments result in perceived organizational support. Fasolo (1995) argues 
that being appropriately recognized and compensated is an indication that an 
organization cares about the employee’s well-being and is willing to invest in 
them.

Prior human resource management research has concentrated on intended 
HRM practices rather than on employees’ perceptions of implemented HRM 
practices (Mustafa et al., 2018; Nishii et al., 2008). Among other things, it’s 
worth noting that even well-designed programs might succeed or fail depending 
on how employees perceive their human resource management system. Since 
HRM practices are likely to influence a variety of employee attitudes and 
behaviors including identification with the work organization, work-related 
well-being, and intention to quit, it has been suggested that when evaluating 
the impact of HRM practices, it is necessary to consider employee perceptions, 
particularly employee satisfaction with HRM practices (Masud & Daud, 2019; 
Mustafa et al., 2018). 

Whitener (2001) also emphasized the critical nature of employee 
perceptions of human resource procedures. Employees may not always perceive 
some processes objectively as the organization intends (Allen et al., 2003). 
For instance, an organization may encourage participation in decision-making 
and even have a formalized method for doing so. Nonetheless, employees are 
unlikely to feel the organization offers involvement if they do not believe the 
organization is responsive to information and inclined to act on it. Similarly, even 
though a large number of organizations consider their compensation systems 
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to be quite equitable, many employees disagree. Consequently, organizations 
intend to support their employees with their HRM policies and practices, 
however, employees may not perceive those efforts as supportive, all the time. 
So, how employees perceive matters.

As mentioned before; employee beliefs are associated with a variety 
of critical attitudes and behaviors in organizational settings. Organizational 
identification, the degree to which individuals feel a sense of oneness with the 
employing organization is one of them (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Dutton et al., 
1994). Identifying with the organization is not the destination. Identification 
with the organization serves as the foundation for organizational attitudes and 
behaviors; hence, organizational identification may have positive consequences 
on organizational operations (Van Knippenberg & Van Schie, 2002). Research 
indicates, for instance, that employees who identify with an organization are far 
more motivated to stay in the organization, engage in citizenship behaviors, and 
act on behalf of the organization (Ashforth et al., 2008; Mael & Ashforth, 1992). 
Then, organizational identification is expected to intervene in the existence of 
beneficial personal and organizational outcomes.

Individuals get their social identities from their group affiliations, which 
have a significant impact on their health and well-being. Social factors that form 
social identity have a significant impact on the physical and mental health of 
individuals. Consequently, there is a growing interest in how group memberships 
influence health and well-being. Group memberships have a beneficial effect on 
health to the extent that they provide individuals with purpose, support, and 
a good sense of social identity, therefore acting as a “social cure” (Haslam 
et al., 2009; Jetten et al., 2017). As a result, it may be argued that supportive 
organizational practices contribute to employees’ health and work-related well-
being.

Additionally, the employment relationship definition assumes some form 
of exchange based on the reciprocity norm (Gouldner, 1960), such that if an 
organization prioritizes human resource practices, which enhance well-being, 
employees will respond positively, as evidenced by numerous performance 
indicators. When an employee feels valued and recognized by his or her 
organization, he or she will prefer to remain with the organization. 

According to prior research, supportive HR practices may improve 
employees’ work-related well-being and diminish their desire to leave. While 
this is widely recognized in the literature, comprehensive research on the effect 
of perceived supportive HR practices on intention to stay and work-related well-
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being has received less attention to date (Hameed et al., 2022). As a result, it 
is necessary to discover and analyze the mechanisms that drive the transition 
of supportive HR practices into employee well-being and intention to remain. 
This research paradigm could be distinctive and critical to the field’s theoretical 
and practical achievements. That is the reason this study emphasizes the vital 
importance of perceived rather than intended HRM practices in work-related 
well-being and intention to remain through organizational identification. 

1.1.	 The	Impact	of	Perceived	HRM	Practices	on	Organizational	
Identification	and	Intention	to	Remain

Work in the modern era is characterized by a high degree of global competition, 
complexity, and rapid change. According to the Resource-Based View of the 
Firm (Barney, 2001), companies benefit from valuable, scarce, unique, and 
non-substitutable resources. With the growth of the knowledge-based economy, 
organizations’ reliance on knowledge-based resources has increased (Gürlek & 
Çemberci, 2020). To increase their performance, organizations must prioritize 
their employees in this competitive and constantly evolving context. Employees 
are critical to organizations because they generate new data and sophisticated 
solutions that give them a competitive advantage over other organizations. 
Retaining individuals who have received training in accordance with 
organizational requirements is crucial for the employment relationships and 
the organization’s effectiveness (Holtom & Burch, 2016). Thus, organizations’ 
strategic success needs to implement and adhere to sound HRM practices to 
recruit, retain, and motivate employees (Al Kurdi et al., 2020).

Since organizational practices impact employees’ perceptions of how 
well the employer recognizes, supports, and concerns about them (Allen et 
al, 2003), there is increasing interest in the assessment of factors that enhance 
organizational identification. Employees perceive an employer as “supportive” 
if its HR practices suggest a concern for them and communicate appreciation 
for their contributions (Eisenberger et al., 1986). Additionally, according to 
Eisenberger and others (1990), a sense of organizational support would drive 
employees to adopt organizational engagement as an intrinsic element of their 
self-identity.

As a result of their impact on employee perceptions of the organization, 
human resource practices are well-known management and improvement 
tool for organizations (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Edwards, 2009; Olkkonen 
& Lipponen, 2006; Pratt, 1998). Organizational practices as supportive HR 
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practices are intended to influence the degree to which employees identify with 
the organization. Supportive HR practices may create the impression that the 
organization cares about and values its people (Eisenberger et al., 1986). 

Eisenberger et al. (1986) argue that supportive HR practices reflect 
an organization’s perspective on the worth of its people. They say that these 
organizational activities send a message to employees about how much the 
organization values them and wants to establish a social exchange. If employees 
have the opportunity to progress in their careers, make decisions, and receive 
fair compensation, they will feel more distinct, powerful, and a part of the 
organization, and will identify with it more. Employee self-definition becomes 
increasingly intertwined with the organization as the degree of identification 
increases.

Self and organization are not distinct entities for an identified employee. 
When employees identify with the organization, they cognitively merge with it, 
and their sense of self becomes increasingly intertwined with the organization. 
The literature demonstrates a negative relationship between organizational 
identification and intention to leave (Abrams et al., 1998; De Moura et al., 
2009; Dutton et al., 1994; Kreiner & Ashforth, 2004; Olkonnen & Lipponen, 
2006; Riketta, 2005; Scott et al., 1999; Wan-Huggins et al., 1998). The greater 
employee identification with the organization, the less likely they are to seek 
employment elsewhere. Then, a person who works in a supportive environment 
should feel respected, supported, distinctive, and like a member of the 
company. As Levinson (1965) observed, if employees identify with a company, 
they anticipated to suffer some psychic loss upon leaving. Consequently, it 
is reasonable to assume that the organization’s supportive HR practices will 
support employees’ intention to remain while diminishing their intention to 
leave due to their identification with the company. 

1.2.	 The	Impact	of	Perceived	HRM	Practices	on	Organizational	
Identification	and	Work-Related	Well-Being

Individuals have both personal and societal identities (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). 
Due to their unique qualities, members of organizations have both personal and 
social identities. Personal identity and social identity are at opposite extremes 
of a continuum, according to the social identity hypothesis. Organizations 
constitute an important source of social identity given that individuals devote a 
substantial portion of their time at work. The stronger an individual’s affiliation 
with an organization, the more apparent his or her social identity.
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Each person is a member of a group and interacts with other groups to 
enhance their life. Groups provide their members with a sense of safety, 
togetherness, emotional attachment, intellectual stimulation, and cooperative 
learning. Additionally, they enable individuals to accomplish some goals that 
would be impossible to accomplish without group life (Haslam et al., 2009). By 
offering a sense of meaning, purpose, and belonging, identification with groups 
helps to sustain a good sense of social identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). This, 
in turn, is likely to have a beneficial psychological impact on employees’ well-
being (Haslam et al., 2009).

Social identification and self-esteem, according to research, are positively 
correlated (Crocker et al., 1994; Phinney et al., 1997; Rowley et al., 1998). Self-
esteem, along with life satisfaction and self-efficacy, is a component of well-
being according to Harris and Cameron (2005). As a result, one may conclude 
that the literature indicates a favorable association between organizational 
identification and the self-esteem component of well-being.

Cameron (2004) defined social identification in three dimensions 
centrality, in-group affect, and in-group interactions. Centrality is a measure 
of how important a group is to the overall structure of a person’s self-
concept. In-group affect describes the impact of the group on self-esteem. 
Lastly, in-group interactions are interpersonal ties with other members of the 
group. Cameron argues that a favorable in-group affect, or feeling positive 
about one’s group membership, can increase an individual’s sense of self-
esteem. Within-group linkages facilitate the formation or maintenance of 
interpersonal connections and a sense of belonging. While “centrality” is 
associated with the cognitive dimension of organizational identification, 
“in-group affect” and “in-group ties” are associated with the “affective” 
dimension of identification with the organization. One may claim those 
affective aspects of social identification impact favorable or negative group 
evaluations, which in turn affect employee well-being. Cameron (1999) 
found distinct associations between university students’ psychological well-
being and affective characteristics of group identification, but not cognitive 
importance.

According to Edwards (2009), the managerial environment and the way 
employees are treated greatly contribute to employee identification with the 
organization. Employees’ perceptions of the organization’s appreciation for 
their efforts, support for them, and care for their well-being are determined by 
organizational practices (Allen et al., 2003). Employees regard a company as 
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“supportive” if its human resource processes suggest an investment in them and 
convey appreciation for their work (Eisenberger et al., 1986). 

Additionally, the implementation of supportive HR practices enhances an 
employee’s feeling of “self-worth” (Fasolo, 1995) by demonstrating that the 
person is “recognized”, “respected”, and “supported” by the firm (Edwards, 
2009). Self-esteem is enhanced and the demand for self-esteem is met when 
one’s perceived self-worth, acknowledgment, respect, and support are all 
present. Additionally, supportive HR practices are discretionary; they address the 
requirement for people to self-categorize. Supportive HR practices strengthen 
employees’ identification with the organization by addressing the need for self-
categorization and the desire for self-esteem. These are the two basic reasons for 
identification with an organization. 

Group membership helps to the preservation of a positive sense of social 
identity by providing a feeling of meaning, purpose, and belonging, as Tajfel 
and Turner (1979) stated. Additionally, identification with a social group fosters 
security, mitigates uncertainty, and enhances self-esteem (Miao et al., 2019), 
and identifying with the organization has a greater favorable psychological 
effect on the employees’ well-being (Haslam et al., 2009). Identified employees 
experience more pleasant feelings than unpleasant ones. Then, it is reasonable 
to assume that the more the employees connect with the work organization, the 
greater their well-being. 

Additionally, recent research has demonstrated that the individual’s social 
identity affects how they perceive and cope with pressures (Haslam, 2004). If an 
employee has strong attachments to his or her organization, the stress associated 
with adhering to organizational rules is decreased (Wegge & Van Dick, 2006). 
Since highly identified personnel are more willing to engage with other members 
of the firm for the greater good of the organization and their peers (Dutton et al., 
1994; Mael & Ashforth, 1992).

The theory of social identity is used to explain organizational identification 
(Tajfel & Turner, 1985). According to this theory, social factors that affect 
an individual’s social identity have a substantial impact on their physical 
and psychological health. Based on that logic, how group membership (e.g., 
organizational membership) influences the health and well-being of employees 
should be investigated (Hameed et al., 2022). According to Jetten et al. (2017), 
individual participation in groups provides meaning, support, and a strong 
sense of social identity, all of which have a positive effect on their health. This 
means that organizational identification functions as a kind of psychological 
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resource (Greenway et al., 2016). Due to its close link with health and well-
being, identification has been called a “social cure” in recent literature (Haslam 
et al., 2018). 

As a result, an organization’s supportive HR practices (e.g., participation 
in decision-making, career development opportunities, and reward equity) 
strengthen employee identification with the organization. The more supportive, 
respectful, and compassionate an employee perceives his or her work organization 
to be, the more he or she would identify with the organization. Due to the sense 
of meaning and belonging that organizational identification fosters, an identified 
employee will have a more favorable self-concept and may experience pleasant 
emotions. Psychological well-being in the public sector is mediated through 
organizational identity, according to Hameed et al (2022).    

To summarize, HR practices within an organization are intended to boost 
employees’ organizational identification if they are perceived as supportive, 
which in turn enhances employees’ well-being. Thus, the organization’s 
supportive HR practices may contribute to employees’ work-related well-being 
through organizational identification. 

Therefore, this research aims to answer these questions when employees 
perceive supportive HRM practices; 
1. Do they identify with their organization and does identification with the 

organization mediate the relationship between supportive HR practices 
and turnover intention? 

2. Do they identify with their organization and does identification with the 
organization mediate the relationship between supportive HR practices 
and work-related well-being? 

In order to answer these questions, research was conducted on white-collar 
employees. In the following part of the chapter research methods and findings 
of that research are shared.

2. Research Methods

2.1.	 Sampling	and	Data	Collection

The data was collected from the employees of the organizations operating 
in Istanbul. Questionnaire forms were utilized to acquire data. A web-based 
survey tool was used to distribute questionnaires. The participants were 
chosen using a convenience sampling technique. 621 white-collar employees 
completed questionnaires. The questionnaire was evaluated, and nine forms 
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deemed ineligible were removed from the data set. Consequently, 612 eligible 
questionnaires were gathered.

2.2. Instrument

Five distinct instruments were utilized to collect data about the participants’ 
demographic characteristics and the research variables. The first instrument 
is a ten-item demographic survey in which participants were asked to provide 
information about their age, gender, marital status, degree of education, overall 
tenure, tenure at the present organization, management position, industrial 
sector, and organization size.

 The second instrument used was Mael and Ashforth’s (1992) six-item 
Organizational Identification questionnaire. Melikoğlu (2009) translated the 
instrument into Turkish and reported an alpha of .81. Mael and Ashforth 
(1992) report that this instrument has a coefficient alpha of .81, as well.  
The items measuring identification with the organization were assessed on 
a six-point interval scale ranging from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly 
agree” (6). The higher the score, the more identified the individual is with the 
organization. 

The third instrument was used for assessing whether employees supportive 
HR practices.  The Instrument for Supportive Human Resource Practices is 
composed of three sections. These instruments are entitled “Participation in 
Decision Making,” “Career Growth Opportunities,” and “Distributive Justice.” 
All items were rated on a six-point scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to 
strongly agree (6). The instruments contain no reverse items. 

Participation in decision-making was measured using a 5-item questionnaire 
established by Steel and Mento (1987). The career growth opportunities offered 
by the organization were assessed using a six-item scale designed by Küçükyazıcı 
(2009). Küçükyazıcı reports that the instrument’s internal consistency value is 
.88. The instrument used to assess the fairness of rewards was a distributive 
justice instrument, which assessed respondents’ perceptions of five distributive 
justice items from Niehoff and Moorman’s (1993) Organizational Justice 
Instrument. Aktaş (2010) translated the instrument into Turkish. Aktaş reports 
an internal consistency value of .94 for the distributive justice items and .96 for 
the organizational justice instrument. 

The fourth instrument was used for assessing work-related well-being. 
The Work-Related Well-Being Instrument developed by Warr (1987, 1990) 
was used in this study. Warr suggested a model of work-related well-being 
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that is multifactorial. The components “anxiety-contentment” and “depression-
enthusiasm” are used to assess well-being on this instrument. Bulutlar (2005) 
translated the instrument into Turkish. Cronbach Alpha scores for both instrument 
variables were .80. Twelve items are used to assess the two factors: six for the 
anxiety-contentment factor and six for the depression-enthusiasm factor. The 
anxiety-contentment factor was measured by using the adjectives tense, uneasy, 
worried, calm, content, and relaxed. In addition, the depression-enthusiasm 
component was assessed with the following six adjectives: depressed, gloomy, 
miserable, cheerful, enthusiastic, and optimistic. The first three elements of each 
variable are scored in reverse. The items were preceded by the explanation, 
“Considering the recently past two or three weeks in your workplace, how often 
you felt each of the following?” The descriptors were then assessed on a 6-point 
scale ranging from “never” (1) to “always” (6). 

The fifth and the last instrument was used for assessing turnover intention. 
A four-item turnover intention questionnaire that was developed by Rosin and 
Korabik (1995) was used to assess turnover intention. Aşkun (2007) performed 
the instrument’s Turkish version. 

2.3. Data Analysis 

Numerous statistics were run on IBM SPSS statistics 23 version, on the variables 
to determine their reliability and factor structure, based on the suggested model 
and hypotheses. Cronbach’s Alpha was used to establish the reliability of the 
constructs in each instrument, and Pearson’s Correlation was used to determine 
the correlations among all variables. To ascertain the intervening variable’s 
influence, regression analyses were conducted. For mediation analysis, the 
principles proposed by Baron and Kenny (1986) were followed.

3. Findings

3.1. Demography of Participants

The average age of the participants is 34.47, with a standard deviation of 
7.43 (N=612). The average length of service is 12.2 years, with a standard 
deviation of 7.84 percent. The average length of service at the present employer 
is 6.22 years, with a standard deviation of 5.66 percent (N=612). Among the 
participants, 332 work for organizations that employ more than 500 
employees, 252 have managerial responsibilities, 511 work for private 
organizations, 357 are married, and 209 have master’s and doctorate degrees. 
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3.2.	 Factor	and	Reliability	Analyses

The principal components analysis method of factor analysis with varimax 
rotation was used to establish the factor structures of the variables included in the 
research model. Each step was conducted on a single item, removing any item 
with a factor loading below.50, loading on several factors with similar loadings 
or loading on a factor as a single item. Following this elimination procedure, 
the remaining components were recalculated. Cronbach’s Alpha was used to 
determine the instruments’ internal consistency, and factors with Alpha values 
of .70 or greater were regarded to be sufficiently reliable.

All instruments employed in this research were subjected to a principal 
component factor analysis with varimax rotation. Only two instruments, 
“Supportive HR Practices” and “Work-related Well-Being,” were found to 
contain several factors, whereas the remainder contained a single component. 
The KMO scores for both the “Supportive HR Practices” and “Work-related 
Well-Being” instruments are greater than .50 (Kaiser, 1974)., and Bartlett’s test 
values for both components are significant (Bartlett, 1950).

Factor and Reliability Analyses of Organizational Identification 
revealed that the Instrument for Organizational Identification comprised only 
one factor. The KMO measure of sampling adequacy gave a value of .881 
for sampling adequacy. This number is more than .50, indicating that it is 
statistically suitable to rely on sampling to determine the significance of the 
relationships. Cronbach’s Alpha was determined to be .894 for this instrument. 
For this sample, the instrument explained 65.875 percent of the total variance. 

Factor and reliability analyses were conducted for the Supportive HR practices 
instrument. The KMO indicator of sampling adequacy was .933 and the instrument 
explained 72.848 percent of the total variation. Additionally, Bartlett’s sphericity test 
returned a significant value of p=.000. As previously stated, three distinct instruments 
were used to assess supportive HR practices. They are entitled “Participation in 
Decision Making,” “Career Growth Opportunities,” and “Distributive Justice.” 
However, after factor analyses, 13 items remained and they were grouped into 
two factors “Fairness of Opportunities” (39.03%) and “Participation in Decision 
Making” (33.82%). The Cronbach Alpha values were found as .944 for “fairness of 
opportunities”, and .905 for “participation in decision-making”.

At the end of the factor analysis of the Work-Related Well-Being instrument, 
the twelve items were classified as two variables, “negative feelings” and 
“positive feelings”. These two factors accounted for 69.526 percent of the total 
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variance. The two components produced a KMO score of .894 and a significant 
result with a p=.000 for Bartlett’s test of sphericity. Cronbach Alpha values of. 
911 for negative affect and .905 for positive affect were determined.

After factor analysis was performed on the Turnover Intention instrument 
items, a single factor was identified with a KMO of .848 and a significant 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity result. Cronbach Alpha value of .940 for turnover 
intention scale was found. The four components of the instrument explained 
84.788 percent of the total variance.

3.3.	 Means,	Standard	Deviations,	and	Correlations	of	the	Research	
Variables

The means, Standard deviations, and correlations of the research variables are 
given in Table 1. The highest correlation value was -.577 (p <.01) between 
supportive HR practices and turnover intention. All the correlations reported 
below with the (**) sign are significant at the 0.1 level (2-tailed) for N=612.

Table 1: Means, SDs, and correlations

Mean SD (1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) S-HR 3.75 1.16 1

(2) OID 4.41 1.06 .474** 1

(3) TI 3.04 1.56 -.577** -.300** 1

(4) WB 3.26 0.44 .208** .322** -.130** 1

Abbreviations: S-HR, Supportive human resource practices; OID, Organizational 
identification; TI, Turnover intention; WB, Work-related well-being ** Significant at 
p<0.01.

3.4.	 Regression	Analyses

In order to answer research questions, the Baron & Kenny (1986) three-step 
regression analysis approach was used. The first step in this approach is to 
ensure that the independent variable (IV) predicts the mediator (intervening 
variable) statistically significantly. The second stage is to determine the 
statistical significance of the regression analysis of the independent and 
dependent variables (DV). In the final step, both the independent and 
mediator variables are taken into account as independent variables. To 
examine mediation, it is expected that when the mediator is included in the 
analysis, the contribution of the independent variable to the dependent 
variable would either decrease (for partial mediation) or disappear entirely 
(for full mediation).
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1. When employees perceive supportive HRM practices; Do they identify with 
their organization and does identification with the organization mediate 
the relationship between supportive HR practices and turnover intention?

 In order to test the contribution of the intervening variable, the supportive 
HR practices variable was regressed on organizational identification and 
the initial regression analysis yielded a significant p-value, indicating that 
supportive HR practices predicted organizational identification. Then, in the 
second model supportive HR practices variable was regressed on turnover 
intention. The analysis produced a significant p-value once again, indicating 
that supportive HR practices significantly predicted turnover intention. 
Since both the first and second models produced significant outcomes, 
supportive HR practices and organizational identification were both entered 
as independent variables in the third model to explore the mediating role 
of organizational identification. The third model revealed that when the 
mediator variable was included in the regression analysis, the model became 
statistically insignificant (Table 2). 

Table 2: Test results of the impact of perceived HRM practices on turnover 
intention and the mediator role of organizational identification

R R2
adj ΔR2 F IV β t P

Model 1 ,474 ,224 ,225 177.065

S-HR ,474 13,307 ,000
DV: OID
Model 2 ,577 ,332 ,333 304.200

S-HR -,577 -17,436 ,000

DV: TI
Model 3 ,578 ,331 ,334 152.384

S-HR -,560 -14,915 ,000
OID -,034 -,912 ,362

DV: TI
Dependent Variable (DV): Turnover intention (TI)
Independent Variable (IV): Supportive HR practices (S-HR)
Intervening Variable: Organizational Identification (OID)
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2. When employees perceive supportive HRM practices; Do they identify with
their organization and does identification with the organization mediate
the relationship between supportive HR practices and work-related well-
being?

Three regression analyses were undertaken to test the direct impact of perceived 
HRM practices on employees’ work-related well-being and the mediator role of 
organizational identification between perceived HRM practices of employing 
organization and employee’s intention to remain. 

In the initial regression analysis, the supportive HR practices variable 
was regressed on organizational identification. The initial regression analysis 
revealed a significant p-value, demonstrating that supportive HR practices 
within an organization predict the organizational identification of the employees. 
In the second regression analysis, the supportive HR practices variable was 
regressed on work-related well-being, and a significant p-value was obtained 
demonstrating that supportive HR practices significantly predicted work-related 
well-being. Given the relevance of the first and second regression analyses, in 
the third analysis, supportive HR practices and organizational identification 
were both entered as independent variables to examine the mediating role of 
organizational identification. When the mediating variable was included in the 
study, the regression model remained significant, but the contribution of the 
independent variable became insignificant. So, the results revealed that the 
relationship between supportive HR practices and work-related well-being is 
fully mediated by organizational identification (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Test results of the impact of perceived HRM practices on work-related 
well-being and the mediator role of organizational identification

R R2
adj ΔR2 F IV β t P

Model 1 ,474 ,224 ,225 177.065

S-HR ,475 13,344 ,000
DV: OID
Model 2 ,208 ,042 ,043 27.628

S-HR ,208 5,256 ,000

DV: WB
Model 3 ,328 ,105 ,108 36.714

S-HR ,072 1,646 ,100
OID ,288 6,623 ,000

DV: WB
Dependent Variable (DV): Work-related well-being (WB)
Independent Variable (IV): Supportive HR practices (S-HR)
Intervening Variable: Organizational Identification (OID)

4. Discussion

Work-related well-being and employee turnover are among the major 
challenges for organizations. Societies today are much more concerned than 
ever with employee health (Hameed et al., 2022) and are investing heavily in 
health issues both to reduce health expenditures and to use well-being as a key 
indicator of national prosperity. One strategy to address this issue at work is to 
implement HRM strategies that prioritize employee well-being (Hameed et al., 
2022; Sabharwal et al., 2019; Schulte et al., 2015). Therefore, the discovery of 
mechanisms underlying the link between organizational attitudes and behaviors 
and health and well-being should take place.

In the HRM literature, the term “human resource practices” is rarely defined 
explicitly. Researchers have generally concentrated on its various features (Liu, 
2004). Uhl-Bien and others (2000), for instance, emphasized the relational 
nature of HRM approaches. According to these scholars, HRM practices should 
be established in the social context and interpersonal interactions within the 
organization. Wayne and others (1997) concentrated on employee recognition. 
They argued that supportive HRM procedures imply recognition of employees’ 
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contributions to the organization. Additionally, Eisenberger and others (1986) 
argue that supportive HR practices reflect an organization’s perspective on the 
worth of its people. They say that organizational practices (in our instance, 
supportive HR practices) send a message to employees about how much the 
organization values them and wants to establish a social exchange. As mentioned 
before, sometimes there exist discrepancies between intended and implemented 
HRM practices on employees’ perceptions of implemented HRM practices 
(Mustafa et al., 2018; Nishii et al., 2008) because employees may not always 
perceive some processes objectively as the organization intends (Allen et al., 
2003). To identify with their company, employees must regard HRM processes 
positively (Ashforth, 2000).

The findings of the current research indicates mediating role of 
organizational identification in the relationship between supportive HR 
practices and work-related well-being. This finding is similar to the findings 
of the research conducted by Hameed et al (2022). They discovered that in 
the public sector, organizational identity mediates the association between the 
HR environment and psychological well-being. According to Jetten and others 
(2017), group participation provides individuals with purpose, support, and a 
positive sense of social identity, all of which have a positive effect on their 
health. Due to its high link with health and well-being, identification has been 
called a “social cure” in recent literature (Haslam et al., 2009; Jetten et al., 
2017).

The other part of the findings relates to the mediator role of organizational 
identification in the relationship between supportive HR practices and turnover 
intention.  Employees who have a sense of self-worth are more likely to 
identify with their work organization, as long as the self-enhancement 
motive of identification is maintained (Edwards, 2009). Supportive HR 
practices contribute to organizational identification by boosting employees’ 
sense of being valued, respected, and recognized, hence increasing 
employees’ self-worth. Organizational identification indicates psychological 
identification with the organization (Pratt, 1998). As identification with the 
organization increases, the employee’s self-definition becomes more 
intrinsically tied to the collective identity. The more an employee identifies 
with his or her work organization, the more likely he or she is to remain a 
member (Mael & Ashforth, 1995; Turner et al., 1994), because an identified 
employee is believed to be more averse to surrendering his or her self-
definition (Van Knippenberg et al., 2002). 
        The current study proposed that supportive HR practices of the firm could 
reduce the turnover intention of employees through organizational identification. 
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Regression analyses were used to test organizational identification’s mediating 
role. The regression analysis revealed that when employees perceive HRM 
practices as supportive, they identify with their work organization (ß = 0.474); 
in addition, when employees perceive HRM practices as supportive, they tend 
to stay with the work organization (ß = -0.577) significantly. This conclusion 
is consistent with other findings in the literature that supportive HR practices 
contribute to the development of identification with the organization (Fuller 
et al., 2006; Reade, 2001) and reduce the turnover intention of the employees 
(Allen et al., 2003; Huselid, 1995). When organizational identification was 
added to the model, however, the whole model became insignificant. This means 
that organizational identification did not link perceived HR practices to turnover 
intention as a mediator.  

Allen et al. (2003) obtained a similar conclusion and justified it by 
highlighting the significant direct association between supportive HR practices 
and intention to leave. That could be the case with the current research. Moreover, 
when the current research’s sample is assessed, the mean of supportive HR 
practices is determined to be 3.75, which is quite close to the scale’s conceptual 
midpoint (3.00). Thus, the mean value of supportive HR practices indicates 
that the current research participants had a relatively low opinion of supportive 
human resource practices. When employees do not perceive HR practices 
as supportive, they may not feel high degrees of being supported, valued, 
respected, or recognized by their employers. This may also result in a decrease 
in self-worth. As a consequence, it does not appear that the implemented HRM 
practices of the participants’ work organizations had the predicted impact of 
decreasing the participants’ intention to leave their work organizations through 
identification with their work organizations. However, supportive HR practices, 
in the absence of a mediation mechanism, reduce employees’ likelihood to leave 
their organizations.

The result may be explained by the nature of the employee’s interaction 
with the work organization, as well. Van Knippenberg and Sleebos (2006) 
proved that employee-organization relationships are not necessarily founded 
on exchange ties. For example, both identification and commitment refer 
to the psychological link between the employee and the organization. While 
organizational identification reveals an individual’s sense of self, commitment 
reflects the employee’s exchange connection with the organization (Van 
Knippenberg & Sleebos, 2006). Because committed employees view “self” and 
“organization” as psychologically separate entities, it is possible to speak about 
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the reciprocity of the employee-employer relationship in terms of commitment. 
Organizational identification, on the other hand, involves psychological 
alignment with the work organization. At that point, a recognized employee views 
“self” and “organization” as integrated entities. A recognized employee feels 
psychologically connected to the work organization. Therefore, the connection 
between an identified employee and the organization is based on the company’s 
common interests rather than on social exchange principles. Consequently, based 
on the definition of identification, when the relationship between supportive HR 
practices and turnover intention is mediated by organizational identification, the 
supportive HR practices of the organization should avoid establishing a sense of 
obligation to repay the organization through continued employment.

Finally, this research referred to an essential mediation mechanism between 
supportive HR practices and employees’ work-related well-being. Organizations 
must ensure that the supportive HR practices are designed to enhance employees’ 
identification with the organization to improve the well-being of their people. 

4.1.	 Future	Research	Directions	And	Motivation	for	The	Present	Research	

Over the last decade, new challenges have been introduced to the scene, 
some of them are “grand challenges” and organizations cannot solve them as 
individual entities. The COVID-19 pandemic has created a more challenging 
climate for the organizations and their HRM functions. With the increased 
demands of management and employees in adapting to and coping with 
significant changes to their work and social environments, HRM now has newly 
acquired responsibilities and new perspectives to meet them. These days, both 
organizations and employees were confronted with unaddressed challenges 
that caused a threat both to organizations’ healthy functioning and employees’ 
physical and psychological health and well-being. The added complexity that 
surrounds organizations requires unique ways of generating creative solutions 
to address these challenges. 

Among other functions, HRM plays a crucial strategic role in enabling 
organizations to adapt to a variety of complexity and develop strategies that 
enable the management of people in times of uncertainty. HRM is at the heart of 
this instability; given the impact, COVID-19 has on employees, there is a need 
to protect their health and safety and to manage employees in a new environment 
(Sharma, 2020). 

On the other hand, competitive challenges make it essential to retain skilled 
staff. Employee retention is one of the key responsibilities of HRM. Then, HRM 
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of organizations should generate policies and practices that enhance employees’ 
engagement, identification with their work organization, and intention to remain 
and invest in employees’ work-related well-being. 

Guest (2017) states that although HRM should benefit both individuals and 
organizations, unfortunately, the prevailing models in HRM theory and research 
continue to place a weight on performance enhancement, with employee 
concerns taking a distant second place. As the nature and the context of work 
are changing, both workplace and societal pressures are posing an increasing 
threat to employee well-being. Increased use of human resource strategies to 
boost performance has occasionally led to job intensification without providing 
workers with the resources necessary to cope. For instance, flexible employment 
has resulted in temporary labor and the promotion of contingency models that 
prioritize talent over other employees (Guest, 2017). These may be unintended 
consequences of contemporary HRM, but they may also be indications of 
employing organizations prioritizing performance-based HR strategies while 
ignoring their obligations to their employees. All of this demonstrates that 
much HRM research and practice has significant inadequacies, highlighting the 
importance of placing a higher premium on employee well-being (Guest, 2017).

Research refers to the gap between intended (or implemented) HRM 
practices and perceived HRM practices (Piening et al., 2014). Prior human 
resource management research has concentrated on intended HRM practices 
rather than on employees’ perceptions of implemented HRM practices (Mustafa 
et al., 2018; Nishii et al., 2008). Among other things, it’s worth noting that even 
well-designed programs might succeed or fail depending on how employees 
perceive their human resource management system. Since HRM practices are 
likely to influence a variety of employee attitudes and behaviors including 
identification with the work organization, work-related well-being, and intention 
to quit, it has been suggested that when evaluating the impact of HRM practices, 
it is necessary to consider employee perceptions, particularly employee 
satisfaction with HRM practices (Masud & Daud, 2019; Mustafa et al., 2018). 

Whitener (2001) also emphasized the critical nature of employee 
perceptions of human resource procedures. Employees may not always perceive 
some processes objectively as the organization intends (Allen et al., 2003). 
For instance, an organization may encourage participation in decision-making 
and even have a formalized method for doing so. Nonetheless, employees are 
unlikely to feel the organization offers involvement if they do not believe the 
organization is responsive to information and inclined to act on it. Similarly, 
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even though a large number of organizations consider their compensation 
systems to be quite equitable, many employees disagree. Consequently, although 
organizations intend to support their employees with their HRM policies and 
practices, employees may not perceive those efforts as supportive, all the time. 
So, how employees perceive matters. Then, the critical importance of the 
perception as much as the intent should be highlighted in today’s highly volatile 
business environment. 

As stated on the first page, the present chapter is derived from the Ph.D. 
thesis of the first author (Öz Aktepe, 2013). The continuously changing and 
evolving nature of HRM practices necessitates continuous efforts to keep up 
with the current dynamics. Thus, this work contributes to the body of knowledge 
by (1) highlighting the disparity between the intended and perceived nature of 
HRM practices, (2) re-evaluating the findings of the research conducted before 
the COVID-19 pandemic (Öz Aktepe, 2013) via the new lenses, (3) refers to 
the required shift in HRM perspective that does not prioritize performance-
based HRM practices and does not disregard employee responsibility, and (4) 
suggesting future research directions. 
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1. Introduction 

Financial assets react significantly to recent information, in which its flow 
can be measured at different intervals, daily, hourly, or even in minutes. 
The information source can be domestic or foreign and can be found on 

news websites provided by agencies such as Reuters, Bloomberg, Sputnik, etc. In 
short, it can be asserted that asset prices react to the information disseminated by 
diverse news channels. In the literature, the research about asset price forecasting 
through sentiment analysis can be said to be intensified in two directions. On 
the one hand, researchers explored enhancing forecasting accuracy by adding 
sentiment-based features into the regression models (Hausler et al., 2018; 
Johnman et al., 2018; Ho, Choi, & Yang, 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). The studies 
in the second mainstream employed sentiment scores in classification models 
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to predict whether how the asset price will change, i.e., decrease or increase 
(Sohangir et al., 2018; Souma et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019; Renault et al., 2020; 
Xu et al., 2020). Table 1 below summarizes previous research by topic, data, 
methods, and results.

Table 1. Summary of Previous Studies on Sentiment Analysis and Asset Prices

Research Data Method Results
Hausler et al. 
(2018)
Real estate 
market 
forecasting 

S&P Global Market
Intelligence 
Platform, CoStar 
Commercial Repeat-
Sale Index, U.S. 
Composite Price 
Index, 
National Association 
of Real Estate 
Investment Trusts

SVM, VAR A significant 
relationship 
between sentiment 
indicators and 
real estate market 
movements

Ho, Choi, & 
Yang (2019)
Stock market 
forecasting

Twitter, Institutional 
Brokers’ Estimate 
System Academic

Sentiment analysis 
used in panel data 
regression models

Twitter data 
enhances 
forecasting quality

Johnman et al. 
(2018)
Stock market 
forecasting

Guardian Media 
Group, FTSE 100 
Index

Regression Sentiment metrics 
influence volatility

Ren et al. 
(2019)
Stock market 
forecasting

Sina Finance, 
Eastmoney, SSE 50 
Index in China

SVM Accuracy 0.90 
(+0.18 with 
sentiment variables)

Renault et al. 
(2020)
Stock market 
forecasting

StockTwits, the five 
most significant U.S. 
listed stocks

NB, MaxEnt, SVC, 
RF, MLP

Accuracy
NB 73.6i, MaxEnt 
74.4i SVC 74.3, RF 
71.7, MLP 73.8

Sohangir et al. 
(2018)
Stock market 
forecasting

Stock market 
opinions in financial, 
social networks in 
StockTwits

Sentiment analysis 
with LSTM, 
doc2vec, and CNN

Accuracy
CNN 0.91, LR 0.71, 
Doc2Vec 0.67, 
LSTM 0.69
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Souma et al. 
(2019)
Stock market 
forecasting

Reuters, Dow Jones 
Industrial Average

Pre-trained word 
vector of GloVe 
based on Wikipedia, 
Sentiment analysis 
with RNN with 
LSTM units

Accuracy
0.5

Xu et al. (2020)
Stock market 
forecasting

China Stock Market 
& Accounting 
Research Database, 
Eastmoney.com

LinearSVC, 
LR, SGD, 
MultinomialNB, 
KNN, DT, RF, 
AdaBoost

Accuracy
LinearSVC 0.88, 
LR 0.88, SGD 0.88, 
MultinomialNB 
0.88, KNN 0.83, 
DT 0.80, RF 0.83, 
AdaBoost 0.77

Zhao et al. 
(2019)
Oil price 
forecasting

Reuters, UPI, Brent 
crude oil price data

Sentiment Analysis 
with
Ridge, LASSO, 
SVR, BPNN, RF

BPNN performed 
the best. Text 
sentiment improves 
RMSE by 0.2

Taking the assumption that financial asset prices react to the information 
disseminated by diverse news channels as a starting point, this study posed the 
research question of whether the sentiments included in the news may predict 
the movement of shares in the stock exchange market. Hence, the main goal 
of this study was to create a system that could scrape news related to a given 
asset and conduct a sentiment analysis for a given prediction horizon. In this 
sense, the scraped news was filtered with a series of parametric keywords that 
were considered relevant. On the other hand, Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) techniques were implemented to calculate the sentiment scores in the 
news. These scores were then used to train machine learning models to predict 
whether the Borsa İstanbul BIST100 Index (BIST100) value will increase or 
decrease.

This study is structured in five sections. Following this section, section 
two will introduce the dataset employed in the study with descriptive statistics. 
Subsequently, the methodology and machine learning approaches will be 
examined. Section four will shed light on the empirical results. Finally, section 
five will conclude the paper.
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2. Dataset Description

The dataset used in this study was acquired from open access news agencies 
through web scraping algorithms and stored in a cloud database. The dataset 
creation was quite challenging in that it required ca. 350 hours to scape information 
which ended up with a data volume of nearly 150 GB. As for the features, news 
headlines, summaries, and contents were scraped from two different channels, 
Reuters and Sputnik, respectively. The corpus extracted from these channels 
was in the English language; in addition, the scraped items included the date and 
time of the news as well. As for another important aspect, before the extraction, 
the corpus was filtered out with keywords relevant to the Turkish economy. In 
other words, the news headlines, summaries, and contents that included the 
selected keywords were taken to the established dataset. The chosen keywords 
were “Erdogan, Biden, Turkey, Trump, Fed, U.S. Treasury, Turkish Economy, 
Turkish Central Bank, Turkish Finance Minister, Turkish Lira, Borsa Istanbul, 
BIST, ECB, U.S. Stocks, Asian Stocks, Oil Prices, Gold Prices, SEC, E.U., 
Mergers Acquisitions Deals, and Turkish stocks” respectively. To challenge 
the complexity of data collection, storage, and processing to some extent, the 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud database was used to store the scraped data 
from diverse news channels. While constructing the models, we used the news 
headlines, summaries, and contents from the two sources interchangeably.

As for the target variable, we used the daily change in the Borsa Istanbul 
BIST 100 Index. In addition to calculating the daily percentage changes, we 
labeled the target as a binary class, which was 1 for the daily increase and -1 for 
the daily decrease (or no change). As for the class weights, 56% of the target 
instances were daily increases, and the rest, 44%, were daily decreases, which 
may lead to the conclusion that we had almost balanced class weights. The total 
dataset covered the period from 01.01.2019 to 07.07.2021, amounting to 919 
calendar days and 630 workdays. Since the closing prices are determined at 
18:00 each day at Borsa Istanbul, we took this time as a cut-off point for the 
news. In other words, the news scraped after 18:00 was considered for the next 
day. 

In addition, we acquired and integrated more frequent target values 
comprising the index changes at 30-minute intervals to enhance the analysis. 
This additional target dataset covered a comparatively shorter period between 
17.07.2020 and 29.06.2021, and the corpus was adapted accordingly to match 
this period. Besides, the positive and negative class weights were 53% to 47%. 
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Figure 1 below depicts the distribution of the number of news per day from the 
combined dataset of Reuters and Sputnik.

Figure 1. Distribution of Daily News Count in Sputnik and Reuters
In addition, Figure 2 presented below illustrates the character length distribution 
of news headlines, summaries, and contents. The average length of news 
headlines, summaries, and contents were 73, 157, and 2,235 characters, 
respectively.

Figure 2. Character Length Distribution of News
Headlines, Summaries, and Contents

Figures 3 and 4 plot the distribution of the daily change in the BIST100 Index and 
its time-series trend in the 30-minute-interval dataset, respectively. According 
to these figures, the BIST100 Index mainly fluctuated within the +2.64% and 
-6.64% threshold.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Daily Change
in BIST100 Index at 30-Minute Intervals

Figure 4. BIST100 Index Trend 
On the other hand, when we investigated the daily changes, we spotted that the 
biggest negative change in the BIST100 Index was on 22.03.2021 with -10.86%; 
in contrast, the highest positive was on 24.03.2020 with 5.64%. We further threw 
a glance at the news these days and determined the following headlines:
22.03.2021 (-10.86%)
«Erdogan Sacks Central Bank Governor Amid Ankara’s War on High-Interest 
Rates.» 
24.03.2020 (5.64%)
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«US Major Stock Indexes Rise on Optimism Over Gov›t Rescue Bill and Fed 
Reserve›s Stimulus Promise, …$2 trillion deal to rescue the American economy 
from the crisis caused by the coronavirus outbreak.»
Looking into the news headlines, the dismissal of the Central Bank of the 
Republic of Turkey seemed to have been associated with the sharp decline 
in the BIST100 Index on 22.03.2021. Likewise, the declaration of the U.S. 
Government on the economic rescue plan might have been associated with the 
positive development of the stock exchange on 24.03.2020.

3. Approaches and Methodology

The methodology followed in this study can be summarized in six steps. Firstly, 
we constituted the dataset through web scraping from the global news agencies 
Reuters and Sputnik. The reason why these agencies were selected was that 
these agencies allowed for automated web scraping, whereas other worldwide 
popular news agencies did not, despite repetitive trials. Scraped data was stored 
in the AWS to facilitate data access and processing. While scraping the news, we 
limited the extraction to the keywords listed in the previous section. Along with 
constituting a general corpus, we created several sub-datasets based on news 
headlines, summaries, and contents. While calculating the sentiment scores in 
the following steps, we took single daily scores and the daily average scores 
in our analyses. As mentioned earlier, the target variable, the BIST 100 Index 
changes in two classes, was first extracted daily. Upon integrating 30-minute 
BIST Index values, we adapted the corpus dataset accordingly in the third step. 
The subsequent action was the execution of the first machine learning models. 
In this phase, we used the TF-IDF to conduct the sentiment analysis and the 
traditional machine learning models, which were Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, 
Support Vector Machine, and Logistic Regression, respectively. In step five, we 
deepened our analysis by implementing Word2Vec concerning the sentiment 
score calculation and executing XGBoost and LSTM models. We explored the 
transfer learning approaches and applied BERT, DistilBERT, and FinBERT 
models in the final step.  

As for general remarks on model evaluation, we implemented a 75% to 
25% split and used accuracy as the performance metric. We picked up accuracy 
as the performance metric because the target classes were almost balanced, 
as mentioned earlier. In addition, the hyperparameters of the trained models 
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were tuned through GridSearchCV and RandomizedSearchCV where timewise 
applicable. 

As for another examination, we reduced the dimension of the TD-IDF 
scores of the news through t-SNE for visualization purposes. By plotting the 
target classes on a 2D chart, we checked whether the target classes 1 and -1 
could be separated with the data at hand. It followed that if there were no class 
separability, no matter what machine learning model was used, we would not 
have an acceptable accuracy value. The visualization of the target classes is 
shown in Figure 7, in which the class separability was skeptical.

Figure 5. Visualization of the Target Classes

4. Empirical Results

In the empirical analysis, we first started applying the traditional machine 
learning models, which were Naïve Bayes, Random Forest, Support Vector 
Machine, and Logistic Regression. In this first round, the sentiment scores were 
calculated with the TF-IDF approach, in which the corpus was based on news 
headlines and summaries. In our first model, the daily news headlines from 
Sputnik and Reuters were taken as the corpus, the TF-IDF score of a given 
single news headline was calculated, and the average TF-IDF score of the news 
headlines belonging to the same day was considered as a single observation. The 
test accuracy score of the trained Naïve Bayes model was 54.9%. 
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After getting this baseline score, we trained four different machine 
learning models that revealed the accuracy scores of 57.5% (Naïve Bayes), 
53.5% (Random Forest), 58.8% (Support Vector Machine), and 61.4% (Logistic 
Regression), respectively. After realizing that merging the daily news as a single 
observation disclosed a higher accuracy rate, we decided to further work on 
another approach. 

In the third run, we took the news summaries instead of the news headlines 
in which the length of a news item was comparatively much longer. We only used 
Sputnik as the news source since news summaries were unavailable in Reuters. 
The test accuracy scores of the trained models in the third run were 57.5% 
(Naïve Bayes), 63.4% (Random Forest), 57.5% (Support Vector Machine), and 
62.7% (Logistic Regression), respectively. 

Reaching 63.4%, we then considered using Sputnik and Reuters’s entire 
news content and reran the four traditional models. The accuracy scores of all 
four models was 59.3%, in which all the models classified all observations as 
increase without making any direction prediction for the decrease class. We 
rerun this step with the corpus from Reuters and Sputnik. However, we could 
not beat the previous 63.4% accuracy. 

In the following phase, we switched to the 30-minute interval dataset and 
applied Word2Vec with Random Forest, XGBoost, and LSTM models. The 
derived accuracy scores were not as expected, around 53%. 

The transfer learning models applied in the last step of the analysis 
disclosed accuracy scores of 58.9% (BERT), 53.0% (FinBERT), and 55.0% 
(DistilBERT) with the daily index changes and 50.0% (FinBERT) with the 
30-minute interval dataset. The results of the empirical analysis are summarized 
in Table 2. Besides, Figure 6 illustrates the confusion matrix of the selected 
models concerning the daily changes and 30-minute interval changes of the 
BIST 100 Index.
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Table 2. Overview of the Trained Models

News Source Content Method Target Accuracy
Reuters & 
Sputnik

Headlines TF-IDF
(Daily Average)

Daily 54.9% (NB)

Sputnik Headlines TF-IDF
(Daily merged)

Daily 57.5% (NB)
53.5% (RF)
58.8% (SVM)
61.4% (LR)

Sputnik Summary TF-IDF
(Daily merged)

Daily 57.5% (NB)
63.4% (RF)
57.5% (SVM)
62.7% (LR)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents TF-IDF
(Daily merged)

Daily 59.3% (NB)
59.3% (RF)
59.3% (SVM)
59.3% (LR)

Reuters Full contents TF-IDF
(Daily merged)

Daily 57.6% (NB)
55.9% (RF)
59.3% (LR)

Sputnik Full contents TF-IDF
(Daily merged)

Daily 50.8% (NB)
52.5% (RF)
57.5% (SVM)
62.7% (LR)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents Word2Vec 30 min. 53.1% (RF)
52.2% (XGB)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents Word2Vec with 
GLOVE

30 min. 51.3% (RF)
51.3% (XGB)
51.0% (LSTM)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents Word2Vec with 
Google News

30 min. 51.3% (RF)
51.3% (XGB)
51.0% (LSTM)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents LSTM 30 min. 53.2%
48.0% (with CNN)
51.1% (Bidirectional)

Reuters Full contents Transfer Learning Daily 58.9% (BERT)
53.0% (FinBERT)
55.0% (DistilBERT)

Reuters & 
Sputnik

Full contents Transfer Learning 30 min. 50.0% (FinBERT)

RF with Daily Index     LSTM with 30-minute Index
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Figure 6. Confusion Matrix of the Selected Models

5. Discussion and Future Implications

The study posited the research question of whether sentiment analysis can be used 
to predict asset prices through NLP methods, which has been a comparatively new 
research area in the literature. Previous studies on asset price forecasting through 
sentiment analysis focused on enhancing forecasting accuracy by adding sentiment-
based features into the regression models or directly integrating sentiment scores 
in machine learning classification models to predict asset price direction. In light 
of the previous studies on asset price prediction with NLP methods in the literature, 
we calculated the sentiment scores from the news contents published by the news 
agencies Reuters and Sputnik and further utilized them to predict the stock market 
direction of the BIST100 Index in Turkey. We tried out several NLP models and 
machine learning algorithms in our endeavor. Empirical results suggested that the 
highest accuracy scores were revealed by the TF-IDF-based RF model with 0.63 
and the LSTM model with 0.53 concerning the estimation of the daily BIST-100 
Index changes and 30-minute changes, respectively.

The accuracy results derived from the trained models were not satisfactory 
for making educated predictions on the stock market movement. Reviewing 
these results, one may conclude that the stock market movement resembles a 
random walk. However, the corpus at hand included the general news content 
without specialization in economics or finance. In this sense, future studies 
may incorporate finance and economics-related news sources exclusively. As 
for another improvement area, the news sentiments derived from the transfer 
learning models BERT, DistilBERT, and FinBERT could be restricted only to 
positive and negative sentiments. In other words, eliminating neutral sentiments 
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from the dataset may improve the direction prediction, which could be justified 
with future research. Moreover, combining a time series approach and NLP 
could be another future implementation topic.
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1. Introduction

Organizations mostly underestimate what it takes to succeed in innovation 
processes and look for radical and transformative innovations. An 
innovation process should be systematic, sustainable, and holistic 

rather than ad hoc and fragmented. The focus of the innovation process should 
shift from purpose-driven projects to building long-term innovation capabilities 
(Karlsson & Magnusson, 2019: 74). This chapter addresses these issues from the 
systems theory perspective as a holistic view of innovation.

Technology and innovation management has evolved over the years as 
technological innovations have become more prevalent in organizations (Pitt 
et al., 2021: 5). Technology and innovation management play an essential role 
in the survival and growth of firms and the economic prosperity of countries. 
Therefore, management needs to follow the latest developments in innovations 
in new technologies. Innovations in new technologies offer organizations the 
opportunities to become market leaders. The management of technology and 
innovation has evolved into a formal discipline. The increased use of technology 
in organizations for practical daily operations is a fundamental challenge for 
managers (Elsahn et al., 2020: 309). The management of technological change 
and innovation is associated with the invention of new technologies and is called 
technological innovation or “technovation”. 

The concept of innovation is related to creativity and inventions having 
two dimensions, the “production of innovations” and “diffusion of innovations”. 
Creativity is considered an essential condition for the innovation process. The 
success or failure of any new product development or innovation is determined by 
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the acceptance performance by customers and the diffusion performance among 
the adopters. New product creation and market entry strategies and competition 
conditions play a crucial role in the success of the innovation. Therefore, the 
concepts of diffusion, acceptance, adoption, product life cycle, and market 
growth of innovations are essential to shaping the market performance of any 
innovation. Managers need to closely monitor the market evolution processes 
for innovations (Shankar, 2008: 71). 

Innovation diffusion literature is placed in the center of the management 
discipline. The central theoretical perspectives on the diffusion of innovations, 
especially technological innovations, need to be analyzed to understand how 
organizational innovation structures and processes operate.

In this chapter, technological innovations are examined regarding diffusion 
processes in organizations. The main purpose of this chapter is to summarize 
the existing arguments on the diffusion of innovations with reference to the 
technovation issues. The structure of the chapter includes existing frameworks 
and theoretical approaches to the diffusion of innovations, reviewing the 
relevant literature and emphasizing the technovation dimension of innovations. 
This chapter concentrates on the adoption and diffusion of technovations 
within organizations. The chapter begins with the innovation concept and its 
importance for organizations. Following Roger’s (2003) diffusion of innovation 
theory, the chapter discusses the technovation processes from the diffusion and 
adoption perspectives. We hope that highlighting the implications for diffusion 
of technovation will help us identify profitable opportunities and insights for 
future research.

2. Innovation in Organizations

Innovation is the development and implementation process of ideas and 
knowledge resulting in creating new products, services, or managerial practices. 
As worldwide competition brings challenges for all organizations (Shipton et al., 
2005: 118), innovation is considered a key factor for the success of organizations 
within the global business environment. Innovations help improve organizational 
competitiveness by creating value for organizations. An innovation process must 
adopt a new knowledge, process, product, management practice and marketing 
model or any combination of these factors (OECD, 2005: 35; Bulut & Yılmaz, 
2008: 414-415). Thus, as traditional management practices may not be sufficient 
for successful innovation, effective, innovative management practices should be 
adopted (Alghadeer & Mohamed, 2016: 2). 
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The concept of innovation dates to the 1930s, with Schumpeter indicating 
the role of innovation as it is a prerequisite for technological and economic 
development (Gupta & Barua, 2018: 1). Schumpeter distinguished different 
types of innovation: innovation in methods of production, innovation in products, 
markets, sources of supply as well as new ways of doing business. Innovation 
is considered influential in the form of radical innovation in the context of 
disruptive innovation (Lazaretti et al., 2019: 5). Innovation increases sustainable 
competitive advantage and thus improves organizational growth. Sustainable 
development is achieved through technological change and innovation (Smith 
et al., 2010: 439). 

Innovations based on product, process and organizational practices are 
essential to enhance the innovation capacity of organizations. Organizational 
innovation is the generation and implementation of new organizational methods 
and practices comprising business practices, workplace organization and 
external relations (OECD, 2005: 29). Organizational innovations are based on 
the social systems of organizations and are related to the management style of 
organizations (Alghadeer & Mohamed, 2016: 2). Organizational innovation 
improves organizational performance, and hence it is vital for sustainable 
competitive advantage (Damanpour & Aravind, 2012: 17). Thus, innovative 
performance is defined as the capacity of the organization to explore innovative 
ideas, products and processes as well as identify performance gaps and apply 
innovative ideas to actual cases (Yeoh & Mahmood, 2013: 22; Makhdoom et 
al., 2019: 92). 

Research in innovations studies is multi-disciplinary and may be classified 
under three main streams (Wolfe, 1994: 420):

1. Innovation process research focusing on creating and implementing new 
ideas.

2. Innovation diffusion research analyzing the adoption process of innovations.
3. Organization innovativeness research identifies the attributions of 

innovative organizations.

Innovation research is related to economics, management, quality management, 
SCM, technology and innovation management on macro and micro levels 
(Fagerberg et al., 2012: 1143). Organizational innovation is applied in business 
and public organizations (Damanpour, 2017: viii). Organizational innovation 
includes antecedents, concepts, and processes of creating and adopting different 
innovations in organizations (Hollen et al., 2013: 39). The generation and 
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adoption of innovation types are differentiated according to internal and external 
conditions of innovations (Damanpour et al., 2018: 712). 

Although it is well known that innovation enhances the competitiveness 
level of any organization, the academic understanding of innovation is somehow 
controversial (Birkinshaw et al., 2008: 825; Drobyazko et al., 2019: 1). 
Innovation is not an isolated activity of organizations as innovation is related to 
and is affected by other stakeholders and environmental conditions. 

For a broader perspective on innovation, the concept of innovation should 
not only be limited to transforming technology but also should deal with new 
ideas, paradigms, and different mind settings. Different determinants, including 
leadership, management and business processes, and process and outcome 
innovation, are essential to understanding innovation issues (Alves et al., 2018: 2). 

Identifying the typologies of innovation helps facilitate its understanding 
and reduce the complexity of innovation. Innovation can be classified into 
four types, namely product innovation, process innovation, technological and 
non-technological innovation (Armbruster et al., 2008: 644). The product and 
process typology has been widely prominent in the innovation literature. Product 
innovation involves introducing new products or services, as process innovation 
focuses on the new ways of production or service processes (Damanpour, 2010: 
997). The technological and non-technological typology is also widely used to 
differentiate technology. Social structure and managerial and organizational 
innovations are considered non-technological innovations called administrative 
and organizational innovations (Černe et al., 2016: 70). 

Open innovations have been one of the most innovative paradigms of the 
last decades (Ghobakhloo & Fathi, 2019: 2; Alassaf et al., 2020: 3; Obradović 
et al., 2021: 1). Innovation is not only an internal process in organizations but 
also a network of collaborations, and it should be mentioned in the form of open 
innovation as different types of innovation require different levels of knowledge 
(Tödtling et al., 2009: 24; West & Bogers, 2014: 815; Barrett et al., 2021: 1). In 
open innovations, science parks, technoparks, incubation centers, entrepreneurial 
networks and the interaction between the universities, government, and 
companies are included. Company level innovations are expanded to the entire 
industry reaching national innovation systems (Dabić et al., 2021: 8). 

Innovation adoption means the process of transferring some innovations 
from elsewhere. This process may be grouped into two main phases initiation 
and implementation (Rogers, 2003). The initiation phase includes some steps, 
including problem perception, searching for solutions, and selection and 
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evaluation of the solutions. On the other hand, implementation steps include 
planning, initial use, adaptation/adjustment, and sustained use (Damanpour et 
al., 2018: 712). These two steps in the innovation adoption process represent 
the pre-adoption dimension (activities related to decision-making) and the 
post-adoption dimension (application of the new program). In sum, innovation 
adoption is an “organized and purposeful process” under the responsibility of 
the top management. 

In this regard, the innovation phenomenon has two dimensions, namely 
academic and practical sides, Innovation source may be the starting point of 
the process as an innovation starts with an identified customer or market needs 
(market pull innovation), or innovation may be based on new technologies 
(technology push innovation) (Brem & Voigt, 2009: 354; Guo et al., 2020: 5-6). 

These different innovation types generally occur in different environments 
and markets (Di Stefano et al., 2012: 1284). For instance, market push-type 
innovations need a sound information gathering system and a solid customer 
base. It implies that an organization needs to be closer to the customers and market 
to enhance innovation performance. On the other hand, technology push-type 
innovations may occur in research and development intensive environments. In 
this case, organizations need to have a vital infrastructure, capacity, and vision 
for technology to push innovations (Godin & Lane, 2013: 630). 

Innovations are based on product or process and can be grouped under 
three types: incremental innovations, new generation innovations, and radical 
innovations (Kahn, 2018: 453-454). Technological discontinuities lead to a 
discontinuous, revolutionary, radical, breakthrough, or emergent innovations. 
Disruptive innovations create goods or services with enhanced performance 
results that change the behavior of the users (Walsh, 2004: 165). 

In the next section, technological innovation (technovation) perspectives 
of the issue will be analyzed to understand the diffusion of innovation in 
organizations.

3. Technovation

Technology and science have been developing dynamically and unpredictably 
recently (Schwab, 2017). Organizations operate in such an environment 
containing globalization of markets, accelerating change, the emergence of 
technological innovations, new regulatory frameworks, and more demanding 
customers. In this dynamic environment, innovation capacity is vital for the 
success of organizations. Successful organizations continuously create value 
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through new products, services, models, methods and processes. They innovate 
to increase their revenues, profitability, growth, the satisfaction of customers, 
and profitability and survival of the organizations (Karlsson & Magnusson, 
2019: 73).

Today’s environment is highly dynamic and complex; thus, companies 
overcome the difficulties through organizational changes and innovations 
(Hollen et al., 2013: 35). Because of this necessity, innovation areas have been 
expanded and developed more strongly (Damanpour & Aravind, 2012: 3). 
These developments led to the different types, dimensions, attributes and levels 
of innovation (Wolfe, 1994: 406). 

Innovation is described by Rogers (2003) as “an idea, project, or practice 
which is perceived as different or new by others (Rogers, 2003). Thus, an 
innovation may have been invented a long time ago, but when customers perceive 
it as new and innovative, we can still call it an innovation. The newness of any 
adoption is connected to knowledge, persuasion, and decision phases. Rogers also 
talks about technology clusters consisting of one or more technology elements 
as strongly connected. The proper economic and technological infrastructure is 
also vital for adopting innovations (Shankar, 2008: 59). 

Product and process innovation are related to the development and 
integration of technological innovations. Technological innovations have been 
criticized for not including innovation in services and neglecting important 
organizations’ essential activities. The critics propose that non-technological 
innovation is also necessary to integrate the holistic innovation system of 
organizations (Schmidt & Rammer, 2007: 1). 

Within the innovation process, the generation and adoption of innovation 
should be differentiated to reduce the complexity of the innovation construct. 
Innovation generation produces a new process, product, service, or practice 
(Birkinshaw et al., 2008: 829). In the case of technological innovations, the 
innovation generation process contains idea formulation, recognition of 
opportunity, research, testing, commercial development, production, and 
dissemination (Klein & Sorra, 1996: 1058-1059). In the case of managerial 
innovation, the generation process consists of invention, motivation, generation, 
and labelling (Volberda et al., 2014: 1247).

Technological innovation includes developing new technologies and 
improving existing technologies, technical processes, and technological products 
in innovation research. In recent studies on innovation, organizational innovation 
and the complementarities between organizational and technological innovation 
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have been emphasized. Unlike technological innovation, organizational 
innovation is limited to introducing and developing organizational processes, 
practices, and structures (Rupietta et al., 2021: 2).

It is essential to integrate technological and organizational innovation 
to ensure a competitive advantage for organizations. Most of the literature on 
technological innovation explains the production and adoption of new products 
or processes and the diffusion process in markets. Most studies address that 
technological innovation is the driving force contributing to the competitive 
advantage of organizations (Rupietta et al., 2021: 3).

Most studies tend to see technological innovation as a process or an 
outcome (Quintane et al., 2011: 2; Peter & Robert, 2015: 92; Anzola-Román 
et al., 2018: 233-234; Kahn, 2018: 453). The studies that adopted the outcome 
perspective propose that technological innovation develops new processes and 
products. We can consider technological innovations as improved versions of 
the existing products and processes (Damanpour and Aravind 2012: 22).

Technological and managerial innovations both proved to be effective 
in the performance of the organizations. This chapter also reviews managerial 
innovations as they have been found essential for productivity and effectiveness 
(Sapprasert & Clausen, 2012; Alves et al., 2018: 5). Technovation is related to 
the exploitation of technology in terms of innovation processes. Technovation 
creates unique and valuable products and services all over the world. 

Technological innovation literature proposes that technovation strategies 
may be considered for organizations to compete in different markets (Ren et 
al., 2015: 642). Some technovations and adoptions enhance productivity and 
efficiency. The literature also emphasizes that technovation is vital for the 
survival and competitiveness of organizations. Technological innovations may 
be helpful, especially for SMEs, as they have limited resources and market 
power, and technovation may trigger their growth and expansion.

Technological innovation also enhances the performance of an organization 
in international settings. Some organizations engage in organizational and 
technological innovation simultaneously as this combined effect boosts the 
international performance of organizations (Anzola-Román et al., 2018: 233). 
However, both organizational and technological innovation have some costs 
and difficulties. There may be some variations in performance outcomes using 
both organizational and technological innovation together. There may be two 
explanations for this case; firstly, organizational engagement results in the 
synergistic use of organizational and technological innovation and organizational 
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engagement results in an individual effect of innovation capabilities (Donbesuur 
et al., 2020: 4).

Technology is expressed as the systematic abstraction of essentials with 
reasoning and the generalization, articulation, refinement, and knowledge 
development in creative and productive activities (Ndesaulwa & Kikula, 2016: 
7). Technology may be generated from internal or external sources. In the 
external sources, technology means the systematic reasoning of means, devices, 
and tools used to solve problems for human beings.

Technological change is related to innovation capacity and adapting 
existing technology and processes to enhance the productivity of the 
organizations. Innovation and change are interrelated with two concepts of 
invention and commercialization (Teece, 2010: 693). The global economy has 
been experiencing rapid changes and transformations, enabling companies 
to innovate. Some of the changes have been related to technological trends 
supporting innovation, availability of capital, management of innovation and 
other factors to facilitate innovation (Ndesaulwa & Kikula, 2016: 8). 

The discipline of technological innovations as known as technovation 
has been developing for over 40 years (Dabić et al., 2021: 11) and is closely 
related to technology and innovation management. Global organizations should 
have global teams of specialists who can integrate technology and innovation to 
exploit different sources of knowledge (Gerybadze, 2020: 208).

As technology and knowledge have been becoming critical for organizations 
to survive and ensure competitive advantage, technology and innovation concepts 
are becoming more integrated with multi perspectives, including marketing, 
strategy, operations management, finance and accounting (Eesley et al., 2014: 8; 
Wang & Shin, 2015: 2). At the same time, technology and innovation management 
are becoming more popular supporting innovation at different levels (Kivimaa & 
Kern, 2016: 205). Thus, technovation area needs to be further analyzed to obtain 
a more global and comprehensive understanding of innovation (Dahlander & 
Gann, 2010: 7; West et al., 2014: 806; Huang et al., 2019: 1).

Technological innovation is not only concerned with electronic devices or 
computers. It does not have to be related to complex systems or processes. The 
technological innovation area is a part of the innovation discipline, and it is a 
complex process based on knowledge and intelligence with different aspects of 
innovation. Technological innovations are the solutions in materials, processes 
and techniques to the existing problems and the generation and adoption of 
technological developments (Damanpour et al., 2018: 713).
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Technological innovation is considered an essential feature for ensuring 
competitiveness. As organizations develop innovative products and processes, 
they also develop their capacity for different customer demands and competitive 
practices (Howells & Michie, 1997). Competitiveness is featured with some 
developments, such as competitive advantage is ensured through knowledge. 
The competition takes place in international markets. The same rules apply to 
developing countries; hence, technological innovation is crucial for success (Da 
Silveira, 2001: 767). 

As technovation creates economic value, it affects the growth in shareholder 
wealth. The importance of technovation to economic value creation has made 
the management of technology and innovation vital for organizations. Managing 
technological innovation is essential for organizations as the management 
of technological innovation is different from other managerial aspects of a 
business. Digital technologies in this respect enhance the development and 
adoption of innovative business models in entrepreneurial systems. It promotes 
technological innovation by affecting value and wealth creation (Zahra et al., 
2022: 5). 

4. Diffusion of Innovation

Diffusion means the spread of any kind of innovation through the channel of 
potential adopters. The diffusion objectives are to foresee different innovation 
and technovation adoption patterns over time. Diffusion of innovations is a 
well-known management theory that explains why, how, and how fast new 
ideas spread. Everett Rogers first proposed the theory in his book “Diffusion of 
Innovations” in 1962. Rogers proposed that “diffusion is the process in which 
an innovation is disseminated and communicated over time within the potential 
users in social environments” (Rogers, 2003). The origins of the theory are 
multi-disciplinary and varied. 

Rogers’s diffusion of innovation theory is one of the oldest theories in 
social sciences (Rogers, 2003). It deals with the communication process of 
explaining how any idea circulates and spreads through a target group in a 
social system. The outcome of the diffusion process is that customers adopt or 
reject a new idea or product as innovative. The organizational decision to adopt 
any innovation may be supported by rationalism, forced choice and bandwagon 
pressure (Gholizadeh et al., 2018: 9).

The rationalism mechanism assumes that any organization is free to adopt 
or reject new technologies as innovation or technovation adoption aims to 
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provide sustainable market leadership and achieve competitive objectives (Da 
Silveira, 2001: 768). The forced-choice mechanism is related to adoption forced 
by institutional agents (e.g., customers, vendors, government institutions and 
NGOs) (Mustonen‐Ollila & Lyytinen, 2003: 277). The forced-choice mechanism 
may result in competitive weaknesses, and organizations should be more aware 
of the risks and costs related to technology adoption.

Finally, the bandwagon pressure mechanism is another form of diffusion 
in which organizations adopt any innovation to imitate their main competitors 
(Abrahamson & Rosenkopf, 1993: 488). Organizations suffer from managerial 
fads or popular networks as the bandwagon effect may force organizations to 
reject efficient innovations or adopt inefficient innovations. This situation may 
lead to competitive problems such as jumping from one technology to another, 
having low-performance outcomes, and failing to develop innovative capabilities 
(Abrahamson, 1991: 589). 

With technological change, it is essential to decide whether to adopt or 
reject technological innovations for the organizations (Akça & Özer, 2014: 93). 
Such diffusion of innovation dilemmas become for specific and critical industries 
where fast-paced innovations occur. In this case, competitiveness may depend 
on how organizations compete with local rivals rather than occupying specific 
market niches (Udagedara & Allman, 2019: 3). 

Diffusion research seeks the fit patterns of innovation activities to actual 
diffusion cases. The diffusion process includes pre-adoption innovation phases 
as the information search, innovation preparation and evaluation systems before 
the actual adoption (Drury & Farhoomand, 1999: 138). Diffusion of innovation 
has focused on analyzing innovation attributes resulting in successful diffusion 
trajectories and the analysis of different adapters (Dearing & Singhal, 2020: 
2). Diffusion research has been dynamic. However, it has been criticized for 
innovation as being uniform and the hypothesis of potential adopters being equal. 

Organizations may be considered either pioneers or imitators in terms of 
innovation performances. Pioneers are amongst the earliest adopters of new 
technologies or technology innovations. Pioneering is advantageous in some 
perspectives, including the privilege of technological leadership, pre-emption of 
assets (input factors, market niches or large capacity equipment), and increased 
customer loyalty with early market entrance (Ouma & Kilika, 2018: 196). 
The decision to adopt new technology or innovation has some risks, including 
technological uncertainty, technical inexperience, business inexperience and 
technology cost (Zahra et al., 1995: 17).
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The advantages of pioneering innovation activities result in superior 
organizational performance. Pioneering organizations achieve cost-effectiveness, 
productivity and higher outcomes compared to their followers. It also enhances 
the quality and minimizes the delivery time (Naranjo‐Valencia et al., 2011: 
64-65). However, success in innovation pioneering depends on innovation 
capabilities and marketing skills, forecasting abilities, market asymmetries, the 
pioneer’s strategic positioning, and barriers to transfer (Bouncken et al., 2020: 2). 

Imitating organizations prefer getting access to innovative technologies 
through buying inventions, copying early adopters, licensing, or hiring 
inventors. Under some circumstances, the imitation strategy may produce 
some advantages, including low-cost access to technologies, control of market 
uncertainty and exploration of shifts in technological innovations earlier than 
pioneers (Afshar & Brem, 2020: 535). However, sometimes pre-conditions for 
innovation pioneering may not exist, and organizations may follow the pioneers 
in innovation. 

The imitation of technological innovation depends on the development of 
competitive capabilities. Organizations should try to analyze the operational and 
strategic weaknesses of innovation pioneers. They should be overcoming the 
barriers imposed by pioneers to protect their knowledge and gather marketing 
information, develop their competencies, and control the market entry of other 
imitators (Da Silveira, 2001: 770). 

Adoption of innovation requires promoting innovation to customer 
groups. Adoption means a decision of “full exploitation of an innovation for the 
best course of action possible”, and hence rejection means a decision “not to 
accept to adopt an innovation” (Rogers, 2003). Rogers (2003) defines diffusion 
as a process of “communication of innovation through certain channels within 
members of any social system”. The innovation-decision is finalized through a 
process either with adoption or rejection of the innovation (Romano, 1990: 12).

Rogers (2003) analyses the characteristics of innovation to be used for 
innovation’s decision, including relative advantages, complexity, compatibility, 
trialability, and observability as the term innovation is defined as introducing 
something new and the way of changing an established order, as the production 
of innovation and diffusion of innovation. Innovation production may be an 
individualized action, but on the other hand, diffusion tends to be the outcome 
of collective actions (Workman, 2010: 91). 

Relative advantage is defined as “the degree to which each innovation 
is perceived as better than the idea itself”. Financial payment incentives may 
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enhance the rate of adopting innovation to make relative advantage more 
effective.

Compatibility: Rogers (2003) stated that “compatibility is the degree of 
any innovation is considered as consistent with the current values”. 

Complexity is defined as “the degree to which an innovation is thought to 
be relatively difficult to use and understand”. 

Trialability: Rogers (2003) defined trialability as “the degree for any 
innovation that may be experimented”. 

Observability is defined as “the degree to which the results of an innovation 
are visible to others” (Bennett & Bennett, 2003: 56). 

The diffusion process consists of five phases through a series of 
communication channels, and the phases are interest, awareness, trial, evaluation, 
and adoption. The customer may reject an innovation within the adoption process 
(Rogers, 2003). In later editions of his book, “Diffusion of Innovation”, Rogers 
changed the terminology for adopting innovation with five phases: persuasion, 
knowledge, decision, confirmation, and implementation (Shankar, 2008: 69).

Innovation diffusion and adoption literature has been studied for over 50 
years, and Rogers is the most famous scholar on the diffusion of innovation 
literature. He used the terms “technology” and “innovation” interchangeably. 
According to Rogers (2003), four main factors in the diffusion of the innovation 
process are: Innovation, communication channels, social system and the decision 
process of innovation. 

A significant obstacle to adopting innovation is uncertainty, and the 
consequences of innovation may create uncertainty (Rogers, 2003). The 
consequences of adoption may be functional or dysfunctional, direct or indirect, 
and recognized or unrecognized (Rogers, 2003). To manage the uncertainty 
of innovation adoption, customers should be enlightened about the possible 
advantages and disadvantages of the innovation process.

Communication channels are the second factor in the diffusion of innovation 
(after innovation). Communication is expressed as “a process in which people 
create and share knowledge through reaching a mutual understanding”. The 
diffusion process is a communication framework including interpersonal 
communication and mass media. Thus, Interpersonal communication channels 
are effective within the persuasion phase of the innovation process’s decision-
making (Rogers, 2003).

Time and social systems are other phases of the diffusion of the innovation 
process. The social system is defined as “a set of linked units in joint problem-
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solving activity to achieve a shared goal”. As the diffusion of innovations is 
managed in the social systems, the nature of the social systems affects people’s 
innovativeness (Melville & Ramirez, 2008: 250). The innovation-decision 
process is described as “information-gathering and information-processing 
activities for motivating to reduce uncertainty about the future of an innovation”. 
Rogers (2003) states that the innovation-decision process contains the following 
elements: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation. 
These phases are placed in a time-ordered manner.

The Knowledge Phase: The first phase of the innovation-decision 
process is the knowledge stage. In this step, people seek information about the 
innovation and also learn about the existence of innovation. There are three 
types of knowledge: how-to-knowledge, awareness-knowledge, and principles-
knowledge.

The Persuasion Phase occurs when people have positive or negative 
attitudes toward the innovation. It means “the formation of favorable or 
unfavorable attitudes toward an innovation may influence the decision of 
adoption or rejection” (Rogers, 2003). While the knowledge phase is more 
cognitive-centered, on the other hand, the persuasion phase is more affective-
centered. 

The Decision Phase: Individuals decide whether to adopt or reject the 
innovation at the decision phase.

The Implementation Phase: At the implementation phase, innovation is 
applied. 

The Confirmation Phase: After making the innovation decision, in the 
confirmation phase, the decision may be reversed if the individual thinks that 
there are conflicting messages about innovation. 

The main types of people for the diffusion process are summarized as 
follows (Sahin, 2006: 19; Dedehayir et al., 2020: 86);

Innovators: Innovators like ventures and new ideas. They want to try 
innovation before others. 

Early Adopters: They represent opinion leaders in society. They are aware 
of the need to change as they may adopt new ideas quickly. They embrace 
change opportunities and enjoy leadership roles. 

Early Majority: Although this type of person is not a leader, they adopt 
innovations more quickly than ordinary people. They ask for a logical explanation 
of whether the innovation works before adopting it. 
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Late Majority: This kind of person is skeptical of change, and they fear 
making mistakes. Late majority type people adopt any innovation only after it is 
experimented with by most people. 

Laggards: These people are very conservative, and they are skeptical of 
change, and they follow the majority only they are convinced by some statistics, 
pressure from people and fear appeals (Sahin, 2006: 19). 

The diffusion of innovation literature suggests different views on the 
Impact of influential factors. Some studies emphasized the characteristics of the 
innovation, and others focused on some features of adopting firms, e.g., size, 
economy, the society, and information or communication flow process. Thus, it 
is challenging to decide on the primary factors of the diffusion of the innovation 
process (Vargo et al., 2020: 6). 

Depending on different circumstances, including innovations, type of 
societies, and the relationship between the influencing factors, the importance of 
factors for the diffusion of innovations may differ. In different social and cultural 
settings, the diffusion of an innovation may be related to specific economic, 
social, institutional, and geographical parameters. Thus, different variables may 
influence or impede the diffusion process (Askarany & Smith, 2008: 901). 

Innovation studies may be grouped into two mainstreams. The first stream 
relates to innovation diffusion, adoption, market growth, and product life cycle 
(PLC). Moreover, the second stream is related to new market entry strategies 
and the competition for new products (Shankar, 2008: 57). The diffusion process 
conveys the innovation messages through some channels to the customers 
(Yu & Tao, 2009: 94). Diffusion of innovation theory proposes that consumer 
awareness is the primary factor in the decision of adoption or rejection. 

For the diffusion of the innovation process, several models have been 
developed. Some models focus on the product level, whereas others focus on 
the brand level. Most models emphasize first purchases, although only a few 
models consider repeat purchases. Some diffusion models analyze the effects of 
different marketing variables, including advertising and price, and also very few 
diffusion models include market analysis across countries (Shankar, 2008: 61). 

5. Diffusion of Innovation and Technovation in Organizations

Innovation is defined as an idea, object, or practice seen as new by people or 
customers. Diffusion is perceived as a specific part of communication-related 
to innovation (Rogers, 1995: 38). In this sense, diffusion is related to the 
innovation communication process, including technological innovation through 
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specific channels among potential innovation users. Some scholars propose 
that diffusion is different from its drivers, including the product price, word-of-
mouth communication, or advertising. Thus, diffusion reflects that innovation 
is disseminated across markets over time (Chandrasekaran & Tellis, 2007: 66).

Diffusion of innovation concepts applies to all innovation processes, 
including the technovation process. There are potential benefits of the applicability 
and accuracy of the diffusion of innovation through communication channels 
(Rogers, 1995: 27). Recent literature on diffusion of innovation suggests that 
diffusion of innovation characteristics and dimensions are interdependent 
as organizational environment variables, including internal and external 
environments and innovation characteristics, interact (Alghadeer & Mohamed, 
2016: 17). 

As a multi-stage process, innovation enhances transforming ideas into new 
products, processes, or services to develop and differentiate themselves and stay 
in the competition. In this way, innovation provides new solutions to different 
problems in any product, service, or process as innovation helps create value 
from new and different ideas (Baregheh et al., 2009: 1323). Within the literature 
on diffusion and adoption/rejection of innovation, the core questions would be 
“what makes a difference in the successful diffusion process of an innovation 
and also “why some innovations are adopted” (MacVaugh & Schiavone, 
2010: 200). A considerable body of literature on this issue from all disciplines, 
including innovation, management, entrepreneurship, sociology, marketing, and 
other areas, has dealt with these questions. However, as the innovation diffusion 
process is contextual, there are no universal answers to these questions (Bergek 
et al., 2015: 54; Gruenhagen & Parker, 2020: 1). 

Innovation diffusion theory proposes that the factors to influence the 
diffusion of innovation, especially technovation, include the social network 
of the adopters, innovation attributes, adopter characteristics, environmental 
characteristics, innovation communication process, and characteristics of 
innovation promoters. It is made through how innovation is communicated and 
the characteristics of those promoting the innovation (Rogers, 2003). Innovation 
diffusion and adoption are related to either technological or administrative 
domains. Technological innovations start with technical needs; on the other hand, 
administrative innovations are related to changes in the administrative processes 
or organizational structure conducted by management in organizations (Wolfe, 
1994: 416). Thus, innovation diffusion does not necessarily occur in stages in the 
typical orders of initiation, implementation, adoption, and institutionalization 
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(Rogers, 2003). Sometimes innovation may become routine, transforming into 
an institutionalized process and structure. Innovation and technovation connect 
with diffusion and adoption with three characteristics: complexity, perceived 
relative advantage, and compatibility. 

People do not adopt and accept any innovation from a rational point of view. 
They also perceive the relative advantage of the innovation using their previous 
experiences and cognitive schema. Thus, people tend to use their affection and 
preferences instead of systematic or formalized choice as decisions of diffusion 
and adoption of technological innovations may bring some errors because of 
their overconfidence. Diffusion of innovation and technovation does not have to 
be rational processes but deliberate (Brous et al., 2020: 5). 

The five categories of adopters proposed by Rogers (2003) are referred to 
as the “adoption curve” (S-curve) due to the non-linear plotting of the process 
over time. As expressed earlier, each adopter type is associated with risk 
tolerance (risk homeostasis). In other words, people behave differently in their 
risk assessments, and the risk tolerance level differs as they are placed on the 
S-curve, from innovator to laggard (Workman, 2010: 95). 

Three stages of diffusion of innovation theory are mentioned in the literature, 
including dominant, emergent and technology organization-environment stages. 
Within the dominant stage, the pace and pattern of the diffusion of ideas, objects 
or practices are determined by the features of the innovation and the adopter 
(Rogers, 1995). Technological innovations, including IT-based innovations, are 
good examples of S-shaped diffusion curves (Lyytinen & Rose, 2003: 558). 

The dominant stage of adoption innovation has some drawbacks, such as it 
has a narrow focus on technology and organizational factors (Grover et al., 2019: 
3). Innovations are associated with the pre-processing, performance, negotiation, 
and post-processing of business transaction phases among electronic businesses. 
It is found that internal factors of technology competence, firm scope and size, 
and external factors of competitive pressure and consumer readiness significantly 
influence innovation’s diffusion and adoption process (Zhu et al., 2004: 19). 

Within the emergent paradigm of diffusion theory, there are seven 
‘promising opportunities’ proposed: contagion effects, innovation mindfulness, 
management fashion, technology destiny, innovation configurations, the 
performance impacts of innovative IT and quality of innovation (Fichman, 
2004: 318). Finally, the technology organization-environment stage application 
is limited only to IS context as it neglects the primary functions of storing, 
processing, and capturing information in technological innovation.
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The dominant stage, technology-organization environment stage and 
emergent paradigm of diffusion theory have contributed to understanding 
technovation diffusion. The fit of the technological innovation and the innovator 
organization is vital for the success of the diffusion and adoption process 
(Melville & Ramirez, 2008: 250). 

6. Conclusion

The paradigm of innovation and technovation has developed, encouraging 
researchers and practitioners. The present globalization and growth of 
technological innovations have increased the importance of diffusion and adoption 
of innovation. In most industries, organizations have invested in innovation 
and diffusion of innovation due to globalization. Hence, organizations try to 
meet customer demands and improve productivity by adopting and diffusion of 
innovations.

Technological innovations have been transforming all industries and 
markets. Organizations have expanded their horizons by innovation and adopted 
new business models based on technological innovations. All organizations 
should open up their boundaries within the dynamic business environment and 
exchange technological innovation with other external partners. 

This chapter reviewed the primary literature on innovation diffusion 
and adoption to understand the current agenda for research in the innovation 
discipline. The main arguments on the diffusion of innovation and technovation 
are discussed, identifying the context that may determine the production and 
adoption of innovation. The diffusion of innovation literature is summarized with 
particular reference to technological innovation to identify patterns of diffusion 
of innovation, adoption and rejection issues, and alignment of technovation with 
the business strategy. 

The literature review on diffusion of innovations proposed that diffusion of 
innovation processes and mechanisms depend on three main streams: government 
and economy, technology and innovation strategies and managerial capabilities, 
practices, and resources to innovate. All these contextual aspects indicate the 
dynamic nature of competitiveness in terms of technological innovations. 

The research agenda on the diffusion of innovation includes the descriptive 
analysis of single cases and comparisons and an in-depth analysis of the diffusion 
of innovation. There should be further studies on specific diffusion of innovation 
and technovation, analyzing the issue’s mechanisms, approaches, and aspects. 
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The main objective of such studies, especially technological innovation in 
developing countries, should emphasize the economic, environmental, and 
managerial aspects of the issue.

The concept of technovation and diffusion of technovation have significant 
potential for the future of the innovation discipline. The diffusion of technology 
and innovation are not new subjects, but the integration of the diffusion and 
technovation looks promising as a new research agenda. Implementation of 
diffusion of innovation becomes popular with the developments through global 
communication channels and international markets. The current business 
environment focuses on competitiveness, and the innovation process has a 
central role in this competitive system.

As technology becomes highly integrated with our lives, more studies 
should focus on technological innovation in different settings. The applications 
of technovations include IT, health, education, finance, energy, sports, 
entertainment, and urban planning areas. Some of these applications have been 
influenced by emerging technologies, including machine learning, artificial 
intelligence, IoT, block chain, and significant data issues. For example, the 
entertainment industry is a popular application opportunity for technological 
innovations. Games and movies may be highly dynamic and innovative as the 
diffusion and adoption rate would be higher amongst new generations.

The rise of diffusion and adoption of innovation as a critical factor of 
competitiveness created a fundamental challenge for both researchers and 
practitioners. Diffusion of innovation and technovation studies may employ 
innovative methods, insights, and approaches. There will be a better understanding 
of the diffusion of innovation and technovation as we can integrate innovative 
approaches to maintain a deeper analysis of the processes. 

The developments in innovation are reflected in other areas, including 
crowdsourcing, frugal innovation, social innovation, and ecosystem thinking. 
The diffusion and adoption literature should be expanded with the technological 
innovation dimension, including all stakeholders. Future studies on innovation 
research may focus on knowledge transfer, diffusion, and adoption of open 
innovation. Also, the integration of machine learning issues within the perspective 
of innovation studies has the potential to capture entirely new insights. 

This chapter proposes that technological advances in conceptual and 
theoretical dimensions are essential. There may be some emerging areas in 
the diffusion of innovation literature, including theoretical expansions, new 
applications, new methodologies, and new integrative domains of related 
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concepts. Also, qualitative case studies may help understand the diffusion 
processes of technovation in organizations within the technology and innovation 
management area.
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1. Introduction

In the globalizing and developing world, the need for the logistics services 
is increasing day by day. In the logistics sector where competition is high, 
the correct use of information systems greatly affects the growth volume 

and productivity. The information systems used have facilitated logistics 
activities in terms of time, efficiency, quality and accessibility. Information 
systems made it possible to carry out activities such as storage, transportation, 
customs clearance, packaging and distribution more effectively and efficiently 
for logistics enterprises that act as a bridge from the producer to the consumer. 
(Cetinkaya, 2022)

Logistics is described as delivering the product, service, and information 
flow from the production source to the end consumer in the right place, at the 
right time and in the right way to meet customer needs. In the logistics sector 
competition is intense, therefore businesses have adapted information systems to 
both increase customer satisfaction and reduce costs. Customer expectations may 
include the desire to obtain up-to-date information on the product or service in 
motion. In addition, the possibility of the customer to choose products and order 
directly with the supplier companies through the online service create a very large 
volume in the commercial sense. Logistics companies can successfully meet the 
expectations of their customers by using information systems effectively and 
efficiently. In this way, businesses can share the necessary information with both 
their business partners and internal employees timely and accurately. (Özcan & 
Sayın, 2020)

In the information age that we are in, information management has become 
one of the most important values   for businesses with the effect of globalization 
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and competition. Information that supports the management and decision-
making process in businesses provides an important advantage in the competitive 
environment by enabling the right actions to be taken (Akman, 2010). Not using 
information systems sufficiently in business processes and ignoring the effects 
of these systems will force the business to leave behind its competitors and 
disappear over time.

Information systems have provided benefits for the logistics companies 
such as increasing satisfaction in customer relations, by minimizing the use of 
financial resources, keeping information up-to-date and accessible, increasing 
organizational efficiency, developing new products and services, and increasing 
competitiveness. In addition, to gain competitive advantage in the market, 
logistics companies fully utilize the information systems for data protection and 
accuracy they are in. Therefore, it has become inevitable for businesses to use 
information systems in management and decision-making processes. (Akman, 
2010)

Moreover, information systems facilitate data collection and acquisition as 
well as the effective and efficient use of this information, in the decision-making 
and management process. The use of information systems in the management 
and decision-making process not only increases efficiency and productivity, but 
also brings great changes in management activities. (Awan & Khan, 2016) This 
chapter also discusses the effective and efficient use of information systems in 
the logistics sector. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1.	 Information	Systems

Information Systems are systems where data, human software and hardware 
resources are used together to support decision making, analysis, reporting, 
control and management processes, and data is collected, stored, and processed. 
(Adigüzel, 2005) In today’s fast, complex, and globalizing system, classification 
and use of information is very important in order to obtain meaningful and 
useful outputs from many data stacks. Businesses need information to solve 
many problems, so the need for information and information management is 
inevitable. (Gümüştekin, 2004)
Below is a short list of objectives of using information systems by companies:
• Eliminating or minimizing the instantaneous or prospective confusion in 

the organization.
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• Supporting the decisions to be taken by especially senior executives with 
necessary documents by converting inputs into outputs.

• Increasing the productivity and efficiency of the organization by providing 
necessary information about internal and external connections.

• To present the required documents and information at the right time, in the 
right place and in the right way. (Akman, 2010)

With all benefits listed above, information systems provide clear competitive 
advantage in the logistics sector, such as;
• The ability for the customer to select products and place orders directly with 

the supplier companies through the online service creates an exceptionally 
large commercial volume.

• The process of tracking the vehicles used during transportation makes a 
great contribution to customer satisfaction.

• By eliminating the time and place constraints on a global scale, 
communication opportunity is provided to all parties.

• It provides the opportunity to simultaneously transmit information about 
delivery and order-related delays and stock control to all parties, and to 
track this information in the company’s database.

• Provided the opportunity to electronically control financial business 
processes such as payment and account control.

• Opportunity to open to international markets is provided.
• It supports decision making and management processes with the most 

meaningful outputs. (Subramanya & Rangaswamy, 2012)

2.2.	 Logistics	Information	Systems

The Logistics Information Systems (LIS) are software systems that support 
the supply chain operations working in integration with related systems in the 
company’s internal and external environment. Integration relationship is the 
function of information systems to work in rule-based integrations. Companies 
prefer not to buy and use these software systems one by one, but to use integrated 
ERP software that includes many modules. (Cetinkaya, 2022) Today, the 
presence of large amounts of data in companies’ data lakes makes data processing 
more difficult than ever. Information systems provide the opportunity to create 
actionable and meaningful output from data at the right time, in the right place, 
quickly and up to date. (Adigüzel, 2005)

Below are a few example use cases, where LIS helps the logistics 
companies.
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2.2.1.	 Strategic	Planning	Systems	

·	 Optimum Network Design 
 The purpose of these software is to make the best design of the supply chain 

at the strategic level. Network design is usually realized with software 
such as PlanLM, IBM ILOG LogicNet Plus XE, Supply Chain Guru, Ortec 
Boss, Insight SAILS. This software uses many data sources such as the 
locations of all facilities in the organization network, the distance between 
them, load capacity, transportation cost, as input to reach supporting 
information and documents while making strategic decisions.

·	 Optimum Distribution Planning 
 These software plan which destinations, routes, and ways to deliver the 

products. Examples of these software are given in Figure 1, where the 
distribution map a company is shown. The route starts from the distribution 
center and ends at the distribution center. In Figure 1, the red square 
represents the distribution center of the logistics company, and the other 
blue triangles represent the customers.

Figure 1. Optimum Distribution Planning System (Ertek & Aba, 2012) 

·	 Request Planning 
 The main purpose of these software is to reveal future demand forecasts 

based on past demand data. Data such as customer information, historical 
sales information, product information into these software systems, the 
system is used to predict the demand forecast, the difference between the 
forecast and the actual demand.

·	 Stock Optimization 
 This software helps in calculating the ideal stock amount that can be kept 

in the warehouse for each product. Having a high stock of products in the 
warehouse can increase the service quality while utilizing large financial 
resources. Therefore, it is critical for the logistics companies to stock the 
product demanded by the customer in the right amount by minimizing the 
cost-of-service quality.
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2.2.2.	Operational	Information	Systems	

·	 Procurement Management
 This type of software aims to deliver the products from the suppliers at the 

right time, at the right place, in the right way. In these software, instant and 
forward-looking plans are made by keeping data on past deliveries with 
suppliers.

·	 Inventory Management
 Inventory management software aims at the planning and management 

of product stocks at the operational level. This type of software uses the 
ideal stock levels determined by the stock planning software as input and 
ensures that the necessary actions are taken when a scenario outside of the 
planned occurs. With this software, activities such as instant tracking of 
stock quantities and displaying them with graphics are carried out. (Ertek 
& Aba, 2012)

·	 Sales/Distribution Management
 This software supports the realization of sales actions at the operational 

level and the realization of after-sales distribution with quality service. Sales 
distribution management software reads strategic decisions from optimum 
distribution planning software and manages the operational process in line 
with these decisions. The purpose of these software is to control which 
product is to be sent from where to where, to which customer, in how long 
and on what date.

·	 Warehouse Management
 This software aims to store all the information of a warehouse and to manage 

all warehouse processes with this information. Warehouse management 
systems integrate up-to-date stock, material handling equipment, computer 
systems and human resources, ensuring that these processes are managed 
accurately and with the highest possible efficiency. The main functions of 
warehouse management systems are stock accuracy, operational reporting, 
resource management, performance measurement, reduction of human 
dependency and management of added value service. (Subramanya & 
Rangaswamy, 2012)

·	 Transport Management
 These software focus on shipping operational level products. Transportation 

management systems take strategic decisions from optimum distribution 
planning and distribution plans from sales distribution management. The 
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most important purpose of these software is to determine by which vehicle 
and routes a product will be distributed. (Ertek & Aba, 2012)

·	 Cargo/Vehicle Planning
 These software plan how the product to be shipped will be positioned on 

which transport vehicle. Planning involves points such as the weights, 
dimensions, sensitivity levels of the products and the order in which they 
will be unloaded on the route. The planning of the product placed in the 
package is also extremely important, but since the installation to the vehicle 
affects the performance quite a lot, this software usually focus on loading 
the vehicle. Examples of freight vehicle planning software are Load Xpert, 
MaxLoad Pro, and CargoWiz.

·	 Common Software Systems
 It is possible to purchase and use the software systems mentioned above 

as separate packages. However, there is an approach that businesses prefer 
more, which is the use of integrated software that includes all or some of 
these software. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software is integrated 
software that includes these systems. Instead of purchasing these systems 
separately, most of the enterprises buy the ERP software together with the 
modules in it. SAP, Microsoft Dynamics and Oracle software can be given 
as examples of the most used software on ERP in the world. (Ertek & Aba, 
2012)

3. DETAILS of LOGISTICS INFORMATION SYSTEMS (LIS)

3.1.	 System	Elements	and	Relationships

LIS systems consist of a number of elements that are designed to work together. 
The desired output should be decided, and inputs should be selected accordingly.
• Input: Data obtained from many sources to be processed in the system.
• Process: It is the process of transforming the inputs into data, selecting and 

analyzing the needed data, and then converting this data into output.
• Output: The output of an information system is the user interface presented 

to the end user.
• Feedback: It is the data about whether the system is working at the desired 

performance or not.
• Control: It is the process of controlling and evaluating the feedback.
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Figure 2 Logistics System Model (Adigüzel, 2005)

Figure 2 highlights the data flow with the control’s other connections and the 
relationship between feedback and control. Feedback and control enable the 
conversion of inputs into output. Information systems components include other 
resources besides computers. Figure 3 shows how data, humans, computers and 
network interact within the LIS.

Figure 3. Logistics System Components (Akman, 2010)
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3.3.	 Resources	of	The	Logistic	Information	Systems

Information Systems consist of human, hardware, software, network, and data 
resources.

Human resource is one of the necessary resources for the use of 
information systems. Human resources consist of end users of the system 
and information systems experts. (Göksu, 2013) End users directly use both 
the information system and the outputs of the information system. Examples 
of end users are sales representatives, accountants, managers, or customers. 
End users produce, use, and share knowledge, always collaborating with their 
teams. Information system specialists are the ones who solve problems related 
to information systems, develop, and use the system. We can give examples 
of competent personnel working in the IT department for information system 
experts. Information system specialists are employees who have sufficient 
technical knowledge at every stage of the information systems of the enterprise. 
(Bourgeois & Bourgeois, 2014)

In the process of obtaining information from data, each of the input, output, 
process, and storage processes requires different types of hardware. In addition 
to the regular computer and data storage devices, there are different data entry 
tools such as barcode readers and optical scanners. After the data processing 
is completed, the outputs can be accessed by devices such as computer screen, 
audio media, printer. All the tools that enable this process to take place constitute 
the hardware. (Göksu, 2013)

At the beginning of the development period, computers were used only 
for information processing and information storage, but the development of 
technology and the complexity of social life and the emergence of the need 
for information exchange brought about the creation of networks and the 
transmission of data by computers. By connecting two or more computers 
with a network resource, it is ensured that they share hardware, software, and 
all kinds of information with each other. Networks are structures formed by 
connecting two or more computers to exchange data. There are many different 
communication networks. Examples of these are Local Networks, Wide Area 
Networks, Internet, Intranet and Extranet.
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Figure 4. Internet, Intranet and Extranet Relationship (Chaffey, 2003)

A good information system; provides the necessary information to its users 
in a timely and accurate manner. The data that make up the structure of the 
organization enter a structure as abstract and objects. On the other hand, data 
also includes events that occur within the organization. The important thing is 
to present these data in a way that supports the decision-making and operational 
activities of the organizations. Therefore, data access and storage time should be 
minimized. Errors and prolongation of the update period should be avoided. The 
integrity of all data to be stored must be always ensured. (Göksu, 2013)

Information Systems basically conducts the actions of data entry, generating 
information from data, system quality, storing data sources and controlling 
system performance.
·	 Data Entry
 Data entry consists of the processes of revealing, classifying, and writing 

data. The activities in the organization process create the data, and after 
these data are recorded, information is created by processing. If the data is 
entered into the system automatically, the margin of error is reduced.

·	 Generating Information from Data
 The steps of producing information from data in the Information System 

are listed as processing step, storage step and output step. The steps to 
generate information from data are detailed below.

Process time

• Sorting: It is the ordering of data under certain headings.
• Calculation: Performs all mathematical functions.
• Summary extraction: Condensing all data into a more efficient and smaller 

form.
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• Comparison: It is the process of examining two data in terms of equivalence, 
size and smallness.

• Fetch: transfer to CPU. (Göksu, 2013)

Storage Process

• Protection: Protection of stored data against unauthorized use, modification 
and deletion.

• Indexing: Establishing and maintaining the address of where some of the 
data will be physically stored.

• Update: Reflecting new events by applying modification, deletion and 
addition operations to the stored data.

Output Process

• Report: Output and printing of information for management.
• Display: Displaying the information on the screen instead of reporting and 

printing it.
One of the most essential elements of an information system is the process of 
storing data. Multiple users should be able to access and use data simultaneously 
and securely. Accurate and well-managed files make it easy to obtain information 
in business processes. However, incorrect, and poorly managed files lead to 
excessive costs, confusion and poor performance in business processes. There 
are two basic approaches for data storage in computer aided information 
systems. The data can be collected as different files without being dependent on 
the operations in the information systems, or it can be stored in a database on a 
server so that it can be used by all departments. Databases are information stores 
in which structured information or data is represented by computer-generated 
models. It is the place where data, which is the raw form of information, is 
stored. It stores the information by considering the relationship between them 
and presents it by combining it when it is desired to be accessed. (Göksu, 2013)

3.5.	 Types	of	Logistics	Information	Systems

Information systems are divided into two groups according to the level of 
organization and managerial groups.

3.5.1.	According	to	the	Executive	Groups

The executive groups served are divided into four groups: Strategic, Managerial, 
Informational and Operational. There is an information system for each group. 
Information system types according to the groups served are given below.
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Figure 5. Information Systems Based on The Roles (Adigüzel, 2005) 

·	 Transactional Level Information Systems
 Transactional level information systems support transactional managers 

by keeping a record of the basic transactions of companies. Transactional-
level systems should be fast and clear, as they answer common questions.

·	 Information Systems at Knowledge Level
 Information systems at the information level support the data employees of 

companies and enable the integration of new information into the system.
·	 Management Level Information Systems
 Information systems at the management level provide support to mid-level 

managers to monitor and control the workflow. These systems usually 
provide reports consisting of periodic information.

·	 Information Systems at the Strategic Level
 Information systems at the strategic level provide support to senior 

executives to determine internal and external strategic decisions. They 
support the work necessary for their senior managers to keep up with the 
changes developing outside the company.

3.5.2.	According	to	the	Provided	Service

There are six types of information systems according to the level of organization 
served. (Adigüzel, 2005)
·	 Transactional Information Systems (TPS)
 Transactional Information Systems: They are information systems 

where routine transactions such as sales tracking, invoice and inventory 
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arrangement take place. It also forms the basis by sending inputs to 
management information systems and decision support systems.

Figure 6. Operational Informatics System (Adigüzel, 2005)

·	 Knowledge Based Business Systems (KBBS)
 Information Based Business Systems; They are information systems that 

help experts in the field to gain new knowledge and integrate this new 
knowledge into their workflow activities. Examples of these information 
systems are computer aided design tools (CAD), and computer aided 
manufacturing (CAM).

·	 Office Automation Systems (OAS)
 Office Automation Systems: They are information systems that increase the 

productivity of employees by supporting coordination and communication 
in the office area. Graphic drawing, e-mail, fax, word processing, 
spreadsheet are examples of these systems.

·	 Management Information Systems (MIS)
 Management information systems are information systems that provide 

information suitable for business functions to managers with certain tools 
to carry out planning, control and decision-making activities. MIS, by 
accessing the instant performance and historical records of the company at 
the same time, provides these reports to middle level managers and provides 
support to the middle level management of the company. (Adigüzel, 2005)

·	 Decision Support Systems (DSS)
 Decision support systems provide support to managers in planned or 

unplanned decision-making tasks. These systems are information systems 
that receive information from internal and external sources to support 
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management decisions. These systems, which have much more analytical 
power than other information systems with their design structure, present 
large-scale data in the form of intensely informed reports.

Decision Support Systems consist of database, decision models and user 
components. The database is used to reach the required information. Decision 
models: It includes various mathematical decision models. Access and control 
of decision models are made with a complex software system. Apart from these, 
the user who processes these resources and presents the supporting reports to the 
manager must exist in the system. (Adigüzel, 2005)

Figure 7. Decision Support Systems Components (Adigüzel, 2005)

Also, Executive Information Systems the information systems that businesses 
use for the strategic level. These systems are created for managers who make 
strategic decisions that will affect the values of the business. A small mistake 
made by the managers who make decisions at the strategic level is a big risk 
factor for the business. For this reason, this information system should provide 
accurate and complete information within and outside the enterprise. In senior 
management information systems, data obtained from various sources are 
presented to the management with graphical representations. It provides support 
in a shorter time to the information desired to be accessed by using different 
methods.
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Figure 8. Data Interactions Between Informatics Systems (Adigüzel, 2005)

3.6. Impact of Internet on Logistics

The rapid spread of the Internet has increased the opportunity for businesses to 
communicate more quickly with their suppliers. Borders have disappeared, and 
international companies have had the opportunity to work faster and more effectively. 
Logistics companies do not remain indifferent to technological investments in the 
face of increasing customer expectations. In logistics sector, it is possible to consider 
customers in two categories. The first type of customers is those who prefer to receive 
information about product shipment by direct communications directly. The second 
type of customers is the customers who want to follow the information about the 
product shipment on the internet in a contactless way. (Khadka & Maharjan, 2017) 
No matter which type of customer you have, investment in information technology 
should always be at an elevated level for its impact on customer satisfaction and 
company growth. Today, companies that closely follow information technologies 
and invest in these technologies increase their growth volume compared to their 
competitors and continue their assets more strongly.

4. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN TRANSPORTATION AND 
LOGISTICS

4.1.	 Automatic	Identification	Systems	(AIS)

Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) is the name given to technologies that 
enable the recognition and tracking of marine vehicles in close proximity to 
each other. It provides the identification of vehicles by matching with AIS 
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data retention methods and transferring the information obtained about the 
recognized vehicles to the computer environment. The purpose of these systems 
is to minimize errors and increase productivity. The most preferred automatic 
identification systems in logistics business processes are RFID technology and 
barcode systems.

4.1.1.	 Barcode	Systems

Barcode systems are a data collection method that provides accurate, fast and 
easy data entry. In these systems, there are features such as fast data entry, 
effective observation, real-time data acquisition and transfer, which cannot be 
found in manual systems. It supports the decision-making process by accessing 
information in real time and in the most accurate way.

Barcoding is the encoding of data within the framework of a symbology. 
The encoded data consists of information such as batch, batch and supplier 
number and quantity. The symbology includes the messages carried by the 
barcodes. There are more than 100 accepted barcodes, but there are only a few 
generally preferred barcodes. Barcodes are either two-dimensional or linear. 
Linear barcode symbology consists of white areas and single black lines of 
varying heights and widths. (Ünlü, 2007)

Figure 9. Linear Barcode 

Two-dimensional barcode symbology can be arranged in a matrix structure, 
similar to linear barcode structure but more information can be stored in a 
smaller space.

Figure 10. Two-Dimensional barcode 
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A basic level barcode system has four basic components for automatic data 
collection. Barcode label, barcode printer, scanner and database make up these 
components.
·	 Barcode Printer: Creates labels used to track data about parts.
·	 Barcode Label: When the barcode label is attached to a part, the automatic 

identification phase is realized, thus ensuring traceability. This label can 
contain graphic, text or barcode information.

·	 Scanner: The data collection part is the correct reading of the information 
on the barcode label by the scanner. Scanners read information more 
reliably and faster than humans, so the error rate is reduced. The scanner’s 
ability to reliably read data depends on quality printing of barcode labels, 
misreading barcodes can cause major disruptions. (Ünlü, 2007)

·	 Database: Barcode applications are designed in such a way that information 
about the part can be obtained from the barcode effectively. The computer 
system collects and interprets the information sent by the scanner and 
sends the information of the barcode to the data file on the part. In these 
data files, information such as product descriptions, inventory amount and 
price are kept. Barcode applications are meaningless without a database.

Barcode applications provide significant advantages to the business when 
installed with the necessary hardware and software. The advantages of barcode 
technology are listed below:
• Increasing efficiency in business processes by reducing errors such as 

manual data entry and incorrect label reading,
• Effective realization of the data collection process when installed in the most 

suitable locations for the business with the right hardware and software,
• Universal detection and acceptance of barcode information with 

standardized barcodes,
• Making instant decisions based on this data by actively providing data 

with barcode technology,
• As a result of automating many manual actions with barcode applications, 

the human resources in the enterprise can be used in other business 
processes and productivity increases,

• Increasing the quality standards of the company by creating the opportunity 
to follow the manufacturing processes,

• Increase in efficiency, increase in customer satisfaction, decrease in error 
rates and increase in profitability in businesses with the development of 
workflow (Ünlü, 2007)
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4.1.2.	Radio	Frequency	Identification	Systems	(RFID)

Objects in the supply chain can be recognized in many ways, and the technologies 
used affect supply chain performance. Barcode systems make a great contribution 
to identify objects in today’s supply chain management, but barcode technology 
does not seem to be the best when compared to modern technologies.

To manage the distribution centers connecting production and delivery in 
the supply chain in an effective and efficient way and to increase the performance 
of the whole system, it was necessary to use more effective technologies in 
the distribution centers. RFID technology, which is more reliable than barcode 
systems, has started to be used. RFID technology is a system that uses radio 
frequency waves to recognize the information on the tags on the objects.

Smart tags and RFID applications have become widespread rapidly. 
Thanks to the smart tags on the products, it provides ease, flexibility, and 
speed in reading and perceiving data. Smart tags are placed in various areas for 
simulation purposes in pilot applications and play an important role in reducing 
the cost of the project. Smart tags provide an economical way of packaging 
RFID tags so that the distribution process works properly. They provide detailed 
data only for barcode or label applications only. By combining directly readable 
information and barcodes, they increase efficiency. A large number of printouts 
can be taken and coded upon request.

4.1.3.	Comparison	of	RFID	and	Barcode	Applications

RFID and Barcode technologies are different from each other, there are situations 
where both are more advantageous or incomplete. The most significant difference 
between RFID and barcode applications is that a label is read by an optical reader 
in barcode applications, while semiconductor labels are interrogated using radio 
frequency technologies in RFID applications.

The barcode reader must see the barcode to read it, and there is no such 
restriction in RFID applications. RFID tags can be read if they are within the 
limits of the reader. In barcode applications, the display is prevented in cases such 
as tearing, falling, or dirtying the label. In RFID applications, the probability of 
the tag being damaged and not being read is low. (Ünlü, 2007)

4.2.	 Tracking	and	Monitoring	Systems

Tracking and monitoring systems are one of the IT advances that received traction 
from the logistics companies. Thanks to these systems logistics companies, 
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intermediary companies, public enterprises reduce costs and increase customer 
satisfaction. It is important to ensure information integrity for these systems, 
which can be applied on the basis of vehicles, pallets and containers, to be 
successful. Tracking requests receive positioning information from tracking 
systems. And monitoring systems check whether the predetermined route is 
followed. While tracking systems approach positioning in a more technical 
way, monitoring systems focus on features such as direction, deviation from 
route, arrival time to the destination location of all vehicles in the transportation 
process and try to obtain functional information.

4.2.1.	 Intelligent	Transportation	Systems	(ITS)

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are systems that use information 
technologies, computers and communication for transportation services. Thanks 
to smart transportation systems, the structure of the classical transportation 
service has changed, and new services have emerged. With the widespread use 
of information technologies and wireless networks in today’s transportation 
processes, many important developments have been experienced. While 
changing their locations, users can access a lot of information thanks to the 
mobile platform.

The increasing traffic problem in the transportation process, which is an 
important issue for basic logistics activities, the cost of operation and the delays 
in the transportation process have led to the development of the information 
technologies part of the transportation systems. Intelligent transportation 
systems play an important role in identifying and analyzing existing information, 
increasing efficiency and reducing costs for transportation.

Intelligent transportation systems improve transportation and transportation 
systems by increasing efficiency, safety, efficiency, environmental quality and 
energy savings. Intelligent transportation systems develop new perspectives to 
reduce the number of vehicles required for a job and to minimize the needs. In 
addition, with the use of information technologies in transportation systems, 
people were supported to work more efficiently and make effective decisions.

The most important advantages of smart transportation systems are 
observed in undesired accident situations, reduction of costs, vehicle operations 
and delays. For example, intelligent transportation systems allow drivers to 
receive information about the traffic situation both before they set off and along 
the way. Drivers can make changes in route and planning as they are warned 
in advance to avoid delays and accidents. In addition, smart transportation 
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systems reduce accidents and reduce traffic density by providing quick response 
to accidents. It also increases the efficiency of commercial vehicles by using 
technologies such as GPS.

The advantages of tracking and monitoring systems can be listed as 
follows:
• Reduction in communication costs,
• Ensuring competitive advantage,
• Effective routing, fleet management and scheduling processes,
• Instant control of vehicle speed and route information,
• Increasing customer satisfaction along with timely communications with 

the customers,
• Providing flexibility by tracking the loads in the vehicles and directing the 

new loads to the nearest vehicle at the time of order,
• Increased security,
• and accurate estimations of delivery times
 (Ünlü, 2007)

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Companies in the logistics sector, need the support of information systems in 
order to exist in a competitive environment and increase their growth volume, 
just like other sectors. It is inevitable to use information systems in order to 
obtain maximum benefit from logistics activities in an intense and complex trade 
environment. In this intense competitive environment, the effective realization 
of information analysis and management in order for the enterprise to achieve 
competitive advantage is also realized thanks to information systems.

Information systems support efficient use of resources, shortening the time 
spent for each business process, establishing a balance between business and 
customer expectations, ensuring uninterrupted communication at the lowest 
cost, enabling each unit to interact with other units through communication 
coordination, and making strategic planning by providing information analysis. 
The most important reasons for the use of information systems have been to 
ensure the integrity of communication and coordination for the enterprise, 
to establish uninterrupted and active communication with customers and to 
facilitate the follow-up of business activities.

Logistics can defined as delivering the product, service and information 
flow from the production source to the end consumer at the right place, at 
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the right time and in the right way to meet customer needs. Considering the 
technologies used by businesses, it is seen that reaching the end consumer in 
the right place, at the right time and in the right way is not enough for the 
definition of logistics alone. In a period when technology grows rapidly, and 
communication power and speed are quite high, instant information exchange 
and rapid action when necessary are realized thanks to information systems. 
Thanks to these systems, customers can actively access up-to-date information 
about the product or service. In this way, customer satisfaction and loyalty are 
gained for the business. A positive increase in customer satisfaction has been 
observed with the information systems used by logistics enterprises. In other 
words, it is possible to say that the information systems used by the enterprises 
increase the service quality and meet the expectations of their customers better 
and faster. (Ali et al., 2021)

The relationship between many logistics activities and customer satisfaction 
has been strengthened by the fact that businesses can share private or general 
information simultaneously with their units and customers. In particular, the 
connection between internal and external information sharing and business and 
warehouse management has become evident. Since investments in information 
systems are quite costly, they create certain risks for the business. In order to 
eliminate these risks, the business needs to analyze the applications and software 
it needs in the best way and pay attention to which business processes it will 
adapt these applications to.

Businesses should analyze their business activities well and determine 
which information system they need and how much. Before the information 
systems go into operation, the business processes that need improvement should 
be determined and the adaptation should be made by taking these business 
processes into account. The workload in new business processes should be 
distributed evenly to the units. Adapting the information systems to the business 
without an effective analysis will cause both the high cost of the information 
system and the disruption of the current operation process. Therefore, analysis 
is a process that requires great attention and affects all other chains.

In summary, logistics businesses can improve business performance values   
by using information systems effectively, as well as support the transportation, 
warehousing and order management processes. It also provides an increase in 
customer satisfaction by performing above the expectations of the customer. 
This chapter contains information that can help logistics businesses that are 
considering investing in information systems. Moreover, it validates logistics 
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businesses that are considering investing in information systems and help them 
understand the benefits of information systems.
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1. Introduction

Mathematics of insurance is related with assumption of independence 
and premiums which are determined by the government laws. 
In modern world actuarial interests of insurance  and reinsurance 

products increased because of modelling dependent risks. There are certain 
variables for the correlation  of insurance mathematics. Over the years these 
variables have impacted and influenced the calculation of insurance formulations. 
Actuaries need to revised the mathematics of insurance  and this revision is 
adapted to calculation of their formulations. Insurance  variables mostly related 
with measure risk, compare risk, measure the strength of dependence, compare 
dependence structures, model the dependence structure (Denuit et. al. 2006).

Over the years these variables have impacted and influenced the calculation 
of insurance formulations.

Risk management is related with dependence which is a great factor for 
insurance calculations. Although we can determine independence with one 
way, we can determine dependence in an unlimited number of ways. One of the 
measures of dependence is Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern system (Denuit et. al. 
2006).

Let F(x, y) be the bivariate distribution function to explain the dependence 
between the random variables (X, Y). Morgenstern family, creates a bivariate 
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distribution using the correlation between variables and their marginal 
distributions (Morgenstern 1956). The Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM) 
distribution pattern, known as a generalization of the Morgenstern family, was 
proposed by Farlie (Farlie 1960). There are many studies on Morgenstern type 
distributions in the literature.  Especially Deste (1981) introduced a Morgenstern 
type bivariate Gamma distribution and considered  its moments and correlation 
structure. Gupta and Wong (1984) obtained the distribution of variates from 
Morgenstern type bivariate gamma distribution. Vaidyanathan and  Varghese 
(2016) derived  a bivariate Lindley distribution using Morgenstern approach is 
proposed which can be used for modeling bivariate life time data.  Deka, Das 
and Deka (2021) derived the Morgenstern type bivariate exponentiated inverted 
Weibull distribution (BEIWD) and discussed some of its properties.

The Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern form of bivariate distributions has joint 
cumulative distribution functions (c.d.f) of the form

,  (1)

where FX and FY denote the marjinal c.d.f’s. And a denote dependence 
parameter that indicate the degree of relationship between X and Y. For 

absolutely continuous marginal distributions, we need 1a £ . It can be seen 
that when 0a = , X and Y are independent. 

The corresponding probability density function (p.d.f) is given by Johnson 
and Kotz (1975)

,  (2)

where Xf  and Yf  are the marjinal p.d.f’s of X  and Y . 

The conditional distribution of Y given X x=  is 

,  (3)

In this paper, an attempt has been taken to the general expressions given the 
Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM) family of bivariate Gompertz distributions.

2. Morgenstern Type Bivariate Gompertz Distribution

The Gompertz distribution named after Benjamin Gompertz (1825) is a useful 
survival analysis, mortality, insurance, risk management  and , distribution for 
describing life spans characteristics in biology, survival analysis.
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Characteristics of some population connections between X and  Y
variables studied in numerous applied areas with Gombertz distribution. Too 
many applied science fields such as finance, actuarial sciences and system 
reliability used this application for measuring their losses because of frailties or 
ultimate defaults.

Especially for humans, life tables are created on the basis of distributions 
such as the Gompertz distribution. Specially it is an empirically accurate 
parametric probability model used to express age-specific life expectancy 
probabilities and mortality or hazard ratios for lives in human populations. The 
Gompertz distribution has been studied by many authors in this field, especially 
to give such important uses of the Gompertz distribution are given by Hougaard 
(1984), Carriere (1992) and Pollard and Valkovics (1992), Yörübulut and 
Gebizlioğlu (2013, 2014).

The random variable X have a Gompertz distribution  with l  and 1m
parameters. Density function, distribution function, survival and hazard 
functions of this distribution are given respectively. 

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Morgenstern approach produce a very general term of a bivariate distribution 
from which it can be obtained by replace any desired set of marginal distributions. 
Since both the bivariate distribution function and density are given with regard 
to it is easily done to produce a random sample from a Morgenstern distribution. 
Let Y be the life time of a very expensive component of a two component system 
and be an inexpensive variable (directly measurable or observable) which is 
correlated with Y.

We assume X ~ Gompertz ( 1l , 1m ) and Y ~ Gompertz( 2l , 2m ) where, 

1 10, 0, 0xm l> > >  and 2 2  > 0,m l .>0, y > 0
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Hence, using the expression of marginal cdf s in the expression (1) we get 
the cdf of the Morgenstern type bivariate Gompertz distribution, which is given 
by,

  (8)

The plots of cdf in (8) are displayed with Figure 1 for 1 2m = , 2 4m = , 1 1l = , 

2 2l =  for different values of dependence parameters.

1a = 1a = -

0.5a = 0a =
Figure 1. cdf of Morgenstern type bivariate Gompertz 

distribution for different values of   dependence parameters

The joint density corresponding to (8) is 
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   (9)

The plots of pdf in (9) are displayed with Figure 2 for 1 2m = , 2 4m = , 1 1l = , 

2 2l =  and different values of dependence parameters.

1a = 1a = -

0.5a =
0a =

Figure 2. pdf of Morgenstern type bivariate Gompertz 
distribution for different values of   dependence parameters

The conditional distribution function and conditional density  function  of    Y 
given X = x, respectively, are 
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 (10),

. (11) 

Survival function of Morgenstern family is of the form

 (12)    

From equation (12) the survival function of Morgenstern type bivariate 
Gompertz distribution is given by

  (13) 

The plots of the survival function of Morgenstern type bivariate Gompertz 
distribution are displayed below Figure 3. 1 2m = , 2 4m = , 1 1l = , 2 2l =  
with survival function for different values of dependence parameters.
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1a = 1a = -

0.5a = 0a =

Figure 3. Survival function of Morgenstern type bivariate Gompertz distribu-
tion for different values of   dependence parameters

The conditional survival function of Y given X = x is of the form 

. (14)

Hazard function of Morgenstern family is of the form
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 (15)

The conditional hazard  function of Y given X = x is of the form 

 (16)

3. Joint Life Insurance Policies

Joint life insurance policies can be issued to cover couples or partnerships  so 
that the insurance   payment is due at the time of the first death of a  partner  
(joint life state) or the  second  death of a partner  (last survivor state).  Recently, 
take an interest in actuarial science has been attracted to the last survivor state. 
In the actuarial calculations, it is assumed that the deaths of the couples are 
independent of each other in the joint life policies.  However, research over the 
past years suggests couple deaths are not independent. While the independence 
assumption tends to overestimate the mortality cost for joint first death insurance 
and joint annuity products, it underestimates the cost for joint last survivor 
policies.  For this reason, there are many studies in the literature for modelling 
dependence lifetimes.   The main ones are Hougaard (1984), Frees et al. (1996) 
and Youn et al. (1999), Dickson et al. (2013), Menge (1938).

Asume that, there exists a sample of observations, from an insurance 
portfolio of n policies which has (X, Y) pairs as lifetime X of the policy owner 
and lifetime Y of the jointly insured. 

The joint survival function of the couples is of the form,

where X  and Y  respectively are wife’s and husband’s ages at death,  
( ),X Y  being a dependent random vector. The premium computations for the 
joint-life status is of the form

,

.
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And for the last survivor status is of the form

 (17)

  Youn et al. (1999).

The expression are denoted by first death status denoted by k xyp  and last 

survivor status denoted by k xyp .

The mortality functions of the first death status and the last survivor status 
are demonstrade k xym  and k xym , respectively.

 (18)

where 

, .

Mortality laws are marked  
       
  and   

   .

In this paper, the moment of the benefit payment to the jointly insured is the 
present value of the benefit payment, say w , is t wq  where tq  is the discount 
factor for a given force of interest. The actuarial present value of this benefit 
payment is 

    (19) 

where t xyp  is as defined above in expression (17) and mortality rate function 

is as definitived  in equation ( 18). As the present value at the time of age the 
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jointly insured, xyA  is the basis of valuation for the cost that the insurer  is 
exposed  and it is a function of the survival and hazard functions (Dickson et al. 
2013, Menge 1938).

While building risk time modelling lifetimes and mortality are two 
important elements. There are well-known and mostly used law of mortality, 
Gompertz in the literature on lifetime. The lifetimes and death rates of people 
are the most fundamental in the finance and insurance areas  when doing risk 
modeling. There are well-known and mostly used law of mortality, Gompertz in 
the literature on lifetime. 

Risk modelling is mostly affected lifetimes and also mortality. In the 
finance and insurance areas, the lifetimes and mortality rates of human beings 
are the most basic elements in risk modeling. Loan borrowers death means there 
is a financial default and failure of dept payments. Outcome of this situatian 
is loss of planned cash flows.  If there is an unexpected time of death for a 
life insurance, there is loss for an insurer. The death of a life insurance owner, 
with a death benefit contract, before an actuarially expected time point is a 
cause of loss for an insurer. some tools are used such as risk preventing and 
hedging for reducing loss. The literature cited in Bedford and Cooke (2001) and 
Melnikov (2004), Yörübulut and Gebizlioglu  (2013, 2014), Gebizlioglu and 
Yörübulut(2016), Kara (2021).

4. Conclusion

In this research, we have establish bivariate Gompertz distribution using 
Morgenstern system. We obtained the distribution of survival and hazard 
functions and plotted for their different for values of dependence parameters. 
Applications of Actuarial present value formulations which are using survival and 
hazard functions of FGM Gompertz distribution with respect to force of interest 
and discount factor are calculated. The results are mostly used in the insurance 
field to calculate the actuarial present value of benefit payments.  
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1. Introduction

The concept of globalization has been one of the most frequently used
terms throughout many fields in the past two decades. Despite this, the 
concept of globalization does not have a generally accepted definition. 

Held et al. (2000:55) have defined globalization as “a process (or set of processes) 
which embodies a transformation in the spatial organization of social relations 
and transactions - in terms of their intensity, velocity, and impact - generating 
transcontinental or interregional flows and networks of activity, interaction 
and power,” (as cited in Raab et al., 2008: 596-597). Basically, globalization 
can be defined as the increase in the degree of communication and interaction 
between people, society, and states living in different parts of the world within 
the framework of the concept of “interdependence” (Bayar, 2008: 25).

As a result of the phenomenon of globalization, which includes the free 
transfer of international resources, and the intercontinental displacement of 
human resources, the interest in international human resource management has 
grown rapidly, especially in the last five years. While neglecting to give adequate 
attention to the core purpose of some international tasks, this interest has arisen 
from a wide range of perspectives, reflecting a partial approach to improving 
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specific aspects of the subject. In the international context, the need for a more 
strategic perspective on assignment agreements has emerged. 

In the international context, human resource management has become more 
complex due to the emergence of various circles and new issues. In addition, 
due to the significant increase in human resource management concepts in 
international businesses, international assignments and expatriate management 
have become the main topics in the field. However, many multinational 
businesses ignore the complexities of global assignments. In this sense, it is 
necessary to establish different HR policies and procedures that will consider 
these complexities, apart from the standard process in international assignments.

One of the most significant questions here is how the international 
workforce of the business is distributed by nationality. It is possible for the 
business to choose its employees to be employed in international markets from 
citizens of the host country, third-country citizens, or expatriate employees to be 
brought in from their home country. The fact of how expatriates will adapt to a 
foreign culture and how well they will perform is an important issue.

2. Definition of Expatriate

Expatriates are representatives of their home country and are more responsible 
for demonstrating cross-border organizational performance, establishing public 
relations, and transferring the values of top managers to local country employees 
and managers (Lin et al., 2012: 190).

Expatriates can be defined as people who transfer organizational 
knowledge, which includes many technological skills, organizational practices, 
and corporate culture, from top management to all geographically distributed 
subsidiaries (Hong & Kim, 2019:1).

Expatriates are often international managers appointed to a host country 
by multi-local, multi-national, or global businesses to perform a specific task 
in a given period. Assignment, selection, performance evaluation, rewarding, 
training, and adjustment issues are becoming critically important for global 
human resource management. Especially in times of crisis, qualified employees 
seek new career opportunities in different parts of the world.

Although expatriates are generally defined as individuals living and 
working in a foreign country, they can be classified into three groups in relation 
to the nationality of the business they are affiliated with. Accordingly, in the 
international context, three preferences for businesses may arise in the selection 
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of employees as a function of human resources management (Briscoe, 1995; 
Shaffer et al., 1999:563; Enderwick & Hodgson, 1993; 407):
• Home-country citizens: These are citizens of the home country where the 

business is headquartered and who can either work in their home country or 
in different countries around the world where there are various subsidiary 
businesses. When they work outside the home country, these employees 
are called expats or expatriates. 

• Host-country citizens: These are local employees employed as nationals of 
the country in other markets where multinational businesses operate. 

• Third-country citizens: These are third-country nationals who are not from 
the home country or host country regardless of nationality and whom 
global businesses employ due to the need for their expertise. 

Regarding which employees globally-competing businesses employ in different 
markets, it is necessary to examine factors such as changes in the exchange 
rate, market demographics, qualifications of the employees in the host 
country, technological knowledge level, etc. Businesses should first evaluate 
their managers, whom they can appoint, by looking at their internal global 
resources. Managers appointed for businesses that are inexperienced in the 
internationalization process provide invaluable experience and expertise. 

According to Oddou and Mendenhall (1991), businesses that aim to 
be global must be able to see beyond exchange rates, cost reduction, market 
demographics, and other factors. Businesses should focus on the executive 
expatriates they have brought from their own countries, which have globalization 
resources. Expatriate managers brought from the home country are very 
valuable sources of experience and expertise, especially for businesses that are 
inexperienced in the internationalization process.

Expatriates are qualified employees with unique expertise who are 
generally sent to the host country where the business operates on a short-term 
basis (Romero, 2002). The increase in internationalization causes global firms 
to increase the expatriate population. In a survey conducted in 2002, 35% of the 
participants stated that the expatriate working population was rapidly increasing 
and would reach 37% by 2003 (Ghafoor et al., 2011:336).

3. Reasons for Assigning Expatriates

International assignments are very important human resource practices that can 
determine the success or failure of international businesses operating beyond 
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borders. Sustainable human resource management focuses on global assignment 
practices (Lin et al., 2012:193).

One of the main reasons for the high failure rate among expatriates is the 
inadequate selection criteria used by most multinational companies (Forster & 
Johnsen, 1996:178). According to Yuksel (2004:256), the ineffective functioning 
of human resource selection and assignment processes is closely associated 
with expatriate failure. This problem arises from the additional characteristics 
that expatriates are expected to have due to the difference between the needs in 
the home country and the needs in different geographical areas. These features 
include age, foreign language knowledge, educational experience, health, family 
support, and personality traits such as adjustment to being abroad, cultural 
intelligence, extroversion, self-confidence, willingness, and leadership skills. 

The strategies used by international enterprises in the selection of 
employees within new markets are also related to the basic internationalization 
strategies they adopt. Three basic approaches are presented here (Ozalp & Celil, 
2014):

Ethnocentrism: This can be defined as the assignment of managers from the 
home country to international businesses, subsidiaries, and central enterprises. 
Providing human resource from each department from the home country, this 
is the first approach used by international businesses in their development. The 
home-country-centred (ethnocentric) approach is an appropriate form of staffing 
in the first years when businesses start their overseas operations.

Polycentrism: In this approach, an international business assigns a national 
(local) manager who is active in overseas activities (subsidiaries). 

Geocentrism: In this approach, an international business provides directors 
from a third country (which can be from anywhere in the world) other than the 
home or host country.

These three strategies affect the appointment decisions of international 
businesses regarding their subsidiaries. For businesses adopting an ethnocentric 
approach, staff for key positions is chosen from the citizens of the home country; 
however, in the polycentric approach, local staff of the host country are chosen. 
In the geocentric approach, there is a practice where nationality is not important, 
and the best employee overall is appointed (Lin et al., 2012:193).

International businesses choose employees from the host country, home 
country, or third country for many reasons. For example, home country citizens 
provide communication between the head office and the foreign subsidiary, 
while third-country nationals are very sensitive to cultural and political 
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problems. These differences also affect the harmony of expatriates (Shaffer et al., 
1999:563). According to Ghafoor et al. (2011:336), successful implementation 
of global strategies depends on the act of the right people with the right skills 
across borders and at the right time.

In their study, Lin et al. (2012:193) examined the approaches of international 
businesses in cross-border operations and grouped the reasons for choosing a 
host or home country citizen in their subsidiaries in different countries. The 
study showed that businesses employ expatriates due to the transfer of technical 
or managerial skills, to train subsidiary company managers, a lack of local 
employees with technical knowledge, to gain international experience, create 
global awareness, control, and coordinate subsidiary operations, and to increase 
communication channels between the head office and the subsidiary company. 
When it comes to benefiting from the knowledge of the local market and 
business practices of multinational enterprises, the high costs of expatriates in 
a foreign country, and the compatibility problems of expatriates, which may 
arise especially due to cultural differences, businesses prefer citizens of the host 
country. 
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Table 1.1. Factors Affecting The Selection Of 
Foreign Assignments In International Operations

Reasons for Assigning Home Country 
Citizens

The Conditions

Position Filling: Transfer of technical or 
managerial skills, training of subsidiary 
managers, lack of technical knowledge 
of local employees
Management Development: Gaining 
international experience, creating global 
awareness
Organization Development: Control and 
coordination of subsidiary operations
Development of the communication 
channels between the head office and the 
subsidiary

When the level of training in the host 
country is low.
When the R&D focus of the company is 
high.
When the internationalization level of the 
multinational enterprise is high.
When the subsidiary is large in terms of 
number of employees.
When the ownership rate of the 
subsidiary is high.
When the reporting chain of the 
subsidiary is long.
When the subsidiary is young.
When the performance of the subsidiary 
is lower than expected.
When the cultural distance between the 
home country and the host country is 
high.
When the political risk in the host 
country is high
When the subsidiary is young

Reasons for Assigning Host Country 
Citizens

The Conditions

Gaining benefit local market and 
business practices knowledge
High costs of expats
Adjustment problems of expats

When local knowledge of the manager’s 
core function is more important.
When the cost of living in the host 
country is higher than the home country.
When the cultural distance between the 
home country and the host country is 
high.

Source: Lin et al., 2012: 193.
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It was stated in some studies conducted in Taiwan that expatriates were 
recruited for key positions such as CEO and CFO who have high confidence 
from top management and ownership of the company (Huang et al. 2005; 
Huang, 2006; Tsou, Yu, & Seetoo, 2007; Cho et al, 2013;). 

Taiwanese businesses have reported that they hire expatriates for their 
key positions in markets where legal systems, political risks, and intellectual 
property rights are uncertain. However, in the USA, at the beginning of 1994, 
49% of multinational companies were employing foreign nationals as top 
managers, 88% at all managerial levels, and 98% in non-managerial positions 
(Kopp, 1994).

The most important explanation for this is the existence of well-functioning 
human resource practices in these companies and attracting highly qualified 
local employees with professional knowledge by offering high wages. 

Studies have reported that factors affecting the selection of assignments 
made in global operations are international strategy, cultural difference, 
internationalization stage, industry branch, size of international operations, 
reliability of the international market, view of top management of home-country 
human resource management systems, political, legal, economic, socio-cultural 
contextual conditions of the host country, and employee ethics and trust (Gong, 
2003a, 2003b; Harvey, Speier, & Novecevic, 2001; Tan & Mahoney, 2006; 
Tarique, Schuler, & Gong, 2006; Tharenou & Harvey, 2006). 

4. Expatriates’ Adjustment Process and Factors Affecting Adjustment

The fact that expatriate employees fail to adjust to the cultural, social, and 
business environment of the host country has costly consequences in terms of 
management’s cross-border operations, management performance, customer 
relations, and the effectiveness of operations. Mendenhall and Oddou (1985: 
39) found that between 1965 and 1985 failure of expatriates increased from 25% 
to 40% and that each failure differed depending on the international exchange 
rate and the place of assignment and cost the main business between $55,000 
and $85,000. For this reason, the adjustment of expatriates to the country is an 
important strategic issue that should be emphasized by international businesses.

Expatriate adjustment is defined by three dimensions in the studies of 
Black et al. (1991 as cited in Noman et al., 2020:2): 
• Adjustment to business requirements: The comfort level related to the work 

area where the expatriate works is called adjustment to the job.
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• Adjustment interaction with other people in the foreign country: The 
comfort level of the expatriate in social interaction with the citizens of the 
host country, adjustment of interaction (at work and outside of work).

• General adjustment to the foreign culture (living conditions abroad): The 
comfort level of the expatriate in the cultural environment in the host 
country is called general adjustment. 

The concept of adjustment of expatriates emerges as the most basic explanation 
for the success in the expatriate assignment process. According to many studies, 
an unsuccessful assignment occurs when expatriates cannot adapt to their new 
environment (Shaffer & Harrison, 1998; Caligiuri, 2000). Therefore, the relevant 
international literature emphasizes the need to reveal the factors that affect the 
successful completion of the assignment to ensure proper expatriate adjustment. 

Expatriate adjustment is a very important factor for international human 
resource managers in effective expatriate assignments. At this point, the most 
basic research topic encountered in the literature is the cultural adjustment of 
the expatriate (Shaffer et al., 1999:558). Expatriates who go to live and work 
in a foreign cultural setting may experience culture shock due to different job 
standards, loneliness, homesickness, different health and education systems, 
language and cultural diversity, differences in food, and other living conditions. 
If the problems that expatriates face in their work and social interactions are not 
resolved, they may become depressed, and, as a result, negative consequences 
emerge in their professional life and cross-border performance. At this point, 
cross-cultural adjustment is a method of changing the perspective and belief 
systems according to the needs of the foreign cultural environment (Noman et 
al., 2020: 2). 

The international literature on human resource management has reported 
many factors as the predictors of expatriate success. According to Lin et al. 
(2012: 192), these factors can be listed as various skills (technical, managerial, 
and leadership skills, past performance, and previous experience abroad), 
abilities (ability to communicate, ability to adjust, and respect orders), 
personality (cultural empathy, initiative, creativity, independence, emotional 
balance, maturity), cultural intelligence, spousal support, perception of country, 
information about the country, opportunities offered by the business and 
demographics, education, age, marital status, health status, family harmony, 
state of having children, education of children, and cultural proximity. 

Shaffer et al. (1999:558) have classified the determinants of adjustment in 
international assignments into five groups. According to their study, the work 
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factors affecting the adjustment of expatriates are role clarity, role discretion, 
role conflict, and role novelty; organizational factors are supervisor support, 
employee support, and logistics support; non-work factors are novelty of 
culture and spouse adjustment; individual factors are personality (individual 
effectiveness), previous experiences abroad, and foreign language skills; and 
finally, positional factors are hierarchical level, functional level, and the type of 
assignment (see Table 1.2)

Table 1.2. Determinants of Adjustment in International Assignments

Job Factors Organizational 
Factors

Nonwork 
Factors

Individual 
Factors

Positional 
Factors

Role Clarity
Role 
Discretion
Role Conflict
Role Novelty

Supervisor 
Support
Coworker 
Support
Logistical 
Support 

Culture 
Novelty
Spouse 
Adjustment

Achievement 
Self-Efficacy 
Social Self 
Efficacy
Previous 
Assignments
Language 
Fluency

Hierarchical 
Level
Functional 
Area
Assignment 
Vector

Source: Shaffer et al., 1999:558.

4.1.	 Demographic	and	Personal	Factors

Knowledge	 of	 Foreign	 Languages	 Expatriates’ knowledge of the language 
spoken in the host country where they work, and their fluency in the foreign 
language are very important for both business and social cohesion. If expatriates 
are not a fluent speaker of the foreign language, they have to act by relying on 
the information provided by their partners or managers who can speak the same 
language in the country they live in. 

Difficulties related to uncertainty at work, conflict, and new tasks in 
positions that require a lot of interaction with the citizens of the host country 
in the business environment are reduced with foreign language knowledge 
(Shaffer et al., 1999:562). Skill in the language of the host country increases the 
interaction with others through communication and perception, and it supports 
working as a team (Nicholson & Imaizumi, 1993).

Cultural	Intelligence	Cultural intelligence can be expressed as the ability of 
expatriates to adapt to different cultures (Lee & Sukaco, 2010:964). A review of 
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previous studies has shown that cognitive, motivational, and behavioral cultural 
intelligence dimensions of individuals with high cultural intelligence structure 
intelligent behavior in different cultures (Earley & Ang, 2003; Berry & Ward, 
2006; Sternberg & Grigorenko, 2006). The only study investigating the effect of 
cultural intelligence on cultural cohesion is the 2006 study by Templer, Tay, and 
Chandrasekar. Other studies (Earley & Ang, 2003; Earley & Mosakowski, 2004) 
have conceptually examined the effect of cultural intelligence on adjustment, 
which improves the performance of expatriates. 

Previous	 International	Work	 Experiences	 Previous international work 
experience facilitates the adjustment of expatriates and causes them to concentrate 
better on the country they are in (Russ & McNeilly, 1995). Experienced 
expatriates are adept in eliminating unsuccessful strategies and using only more 
effective ones. Previous international work experience appears as an important 
factor in facilitating adjustment, especially by improving personal and social 
skills and the ability to live away from their home country. 

Self-Efficacy	According to Bandura (1977), self-efficacy is a person’s 
belief and ability to perform a certain task. Researchers working in this field 
define personal effectiveness as “the general expectations of the individual 
regarding their success and failure in different situations in the past to lead the 
individual to new situations” (Sherer et al., 1982 in Shaffer et al., 1999:561). 
For this reason, it is foreseen that personal effectiveness will increase the 
performance of expatriates by increasing their adjustment to the country. 

4.2.	 Organizational	Factors

Cultural	Training	Practices	 of	Expatriates The training of expatriates is an 
important issue in international human resource systems and the cultural 
adjustment of expatriates. Expatriates can experience pressure and distrust 
in different cultural situations, languages, perceptions, and cross-border 
assignments. Therefore, cross-cultural training given to expatriates is an 
important factor in adjustment. To overcome these, the training opportunities 
offered to expatriates are as follows (Ghafoor et Khan, 2011:337-340):

Pre-Arrival Training: These training programs include topics about the 
country and destination, such as cultural elements, customs, clothing customs, 
important traditions, lifestyles, language training, etc., given to expatriates 
before they go to the host country (Avril & Magnini, 2007). 

Pre-Arrival Visit: It is a visit before the assignment, which provides 
important information about the host country and allows the expatriate to see 
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the culture of the host country (Sims & Schraeder, 2004). For this visit to be 
successful, the expatriate must have a realistic view of the host country so that 
they do not experience culture shock later on. 

Post-Arrival Training: These training programs include the cultural or 
work-related training that the expatriate needs to improve their adjustment and 
performance after their arrival in the host country. 

Planning	 to	 Return One of the important issues in international 
assignments is the “planning to return” offered by the business regarding the 
return of expatriates to the host country. The lack of this planning causes many 
expatriates not to accept assignments in different a country. Expatriates, who 
have been in the country and far from the company’s headquarters for a long 
time, become foreigners among the board of directors upon returning (Tung, 
1987:118).

Additional	 Financial	 Supports In addition to expatriates’ wages, 
according to the living conditions of the country they live in, extra payment 
packages that support multiple needs are also important for adaption and 
performance. House support, automobile support, visits within the host country, 
airline expenses, translator support, etc., are some of the supports offered by 
companies. In addition, financial support that includes family members’ needs 
also offered by international businesses. There is a positive effect of additional 
financial supports such as family packages supporting families, health expenses, 
and child education support on the adjustment and performance of expatriates 
(Hong et Kim, 2019: 4).

4.3.	 Non-Work	Factors

Perception	 of	 Cultural	 Distance Another important issue regarding the 
adjustment and performance of expatriates is the perception of cultural distance, 
which also constitutes the perception of the individual regarding the host 
country. In cases where cultural distance is very different, adjustment becomes 
difficult (Tung, 1987:118).

Spouse	Adjustment Sustainable human resource management approaches 
provide sustainable organizations with a long-term life span for the establishment 
of the employees’ work-life balance. Studies have revealed that many expatriates 
prefer to take their partners and children with them to the host country (Hong 
& Kim, 2019:4). However, providing family support is more important for 
countries with a low level of development than for expatriates living in more 
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developed countries. Successful family adjustment becomes more critical 
because the expatriate is living in unfamiliar conditions.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations

The increase in globalization of the 21st century economy has led companies 
to attach great importance to international management issues in order to better 
compete in the global market. As the career structure of the workforce is changing, 
employees’ interest in career mobility increases, while their commitment to 
local organizations decreases. Besides self-managed international recruitment 
processes by individuals without organizational support is an another key trend.  
International assignees perceive the value of being recruited as a valuable 
individual competence that can be transferred to the organization in the foreign 
employment market.  Employees are interested in alternatives that will increase 
their social capital values, marketability and employability in the broad labor 
market rather than alternatives that will restrict their development in the 
organizations they work for. Employees now value more social skills that can 
be more easily transferred to other organizations. Organizational commitment 
is decreasing. 

However, international assignments require international workers to adapt 
to new and complex business and non-business contexts. Due to such tough 
deals and accompanying labor costs, it is not surprising that a lot of research 
has focused on the pioneers of international human resource. International 
businesses can use many alternative forms of international assignment methods 
and need to decide about the assignment of the traditional expatriate approach 
that will best meet their needs. What is important in practice is the creation and 
implementation of effective international HR policies suitable for these different 
employment practices. It is important to measure the benefits of different 
recruitment approaches. 

International assignments are quite demanding and due to the diverse 
cultural context of overseas operations, expatriates are needed to quickly 
adapt and perform effectively. Therefore, expatriates’ motivation for cross-
cultural contexts can play an important role in adoption and performance of an 
international assignment.
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Introduction

Over the last few decades, out of the devastating effects of the Covid 19 
pandemic, global tourism had substantial and sustained growth in terms 
of the number of tourists and tourism receipts. Based on the statistics 

represented by UNWTO (2021b: 6) the number of tourists in 2019 surpassed 1.4 
billion people, and after the Covid-19 pandemic this number decreased to 400 
million people in 2020. Between 2009 and 2019, real growth in international 
tourism receipts, which was 54% exceeded the growth in world GDP, 44% 
(UNWTO, 2021a: 2).

One of the key products of today’s tourism market is culture. It benefits not 
only the visitors, but the resident population, by making them able to preserve 
their history and culture while improving their cultural opportunities as well 
(Timothy and Boyd, 2003). As reported by UNWTO (2016b), 40% of tourists 
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engage in cultural activities. Destinations seek to conform their products to the 
cultural interests of visitors (OECD, 2009). When the primary and secondary 
travel motivations of tourists visiting another country are examined together, 
approximately 47% of the total travels are made with cultural motivation 
(UNWTO, 2018). Richards (2018) emphasized that the growth in the cultural 
tourism market is driven by the growth of mass tourism rather than increasing 
cultural interest, and cultural tourism has changed from a niche market of 
educated and high-income visitors to a mass market rather. In the concept 
of cultural tourism, a lot of countries are now applying different sustainable 
approaches preventing the harmful nature of tourism it usually brings with itself. 
This shows cultural heritage-based tourism should gain a new identity

Given the continuous growth of global tourism and cultural tourism 
especially, and the new challenges after the Covid-19 pandemic, there is a need 
for developing long-term and comprehensive strategy at both national and 
international levels. The term Multi-Destination or Multi-Country has become 
important here. As mentioned above, borders between cultures do not obey the 
political borders we have today, namely, the overall culture in the countries in 
the Middle East, the Balkans, the Caucasus or the Latin America have a lot 
of similarities with each other. However, there are numerous borders in these 
regions which separates nations from each other. When we take a look at the 
ancient world, in the Middle East for instance where the civilization has begun, 
it can easily be seen that the borders had no meaning since they were changing 
too often. On the other hand, nations living in the region were connected and 
still are, by high cultural values. Abraham is a character who is the common 
father of all the nations in the Fertile Crescent. His culture and values are spread 
all around the region. The cultural treasure in the region is very much bounding, 
that it is sad to see the recent events and conflicts in the region. The route that 
Assyrians created and was developed by Persians later is another example that 
shows how fast and easy cultural values could move and make us all similar 
(Shalforoush Khelejani, 2021). As mentioned by Özdöl Kutlu and Türksoy 
(2021: 312), our identities today have not been created in near past, nor two 
or three thousand years ago. Human history and culture go back to Prehistoric 
times Human history and culture go back to prehistoric times, that is, millions 
of years ago. This fact makes the focused subject even more important. Cultural 
values we have today are not individual and most of them belong to a higher 
culture that belongs to a region. Therefore, a collaborative work to develop 
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cultural tourism can make us aware of the similarities to be highlighted in the 
strategies such Multi-Country Tourism.

Multi-Destination or Multi-Country tourism has been practiced by tourists 
since a very long time, although nobody has given it a name until recently. 
Therefore, collaborations, agreements, cultural programs and last but not the 
least routes are among means to apply and enhance multi-country cultural 
tourism strategy. This strategy will not only improve the overall tourism 
performance in a region, it will also improve cultural tourism of the countries 
individually, cultural and economic relations between countries. It may serve 
to reduce negative effects of seasonality, enhance the destination image of 
countries individually and the region as a whole, the preservation of cultural 
heritage. It gives a satisfying tour experience for those who are enthusiastic and 
interested where they can fully explore their dreams. This type of tourism may 
also be favored by especially by long-haul travelers, since it saves a lot of time, 
as well as money. Using the similarity and creating a new perspective in cultural 
tourism will give us the opportunity to improve tourism in any region, while 
giving the region and the whole world a new mentality and mindfulness about 
our common values and treasures.

1. Literature Review

1.1. Tourism and Internationality – Global Tourism

United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) defines international 
tourism as the activities of individuals travelling to and staying at places 
outside their usual permanent places of residence for a period not exceeding 
12 months for leisure, business and other purposes. Considering the broadness 
of this definition, it can be concluded that the tourism industry includes all 
socioeconomic activities that are directly and-or indirectly related to the 
provision of goods and services to tourists and travelers (UNWTO, 2003). Based 
on the fact that tourism industry includes almost all the socioeconomic activities 
and the infrastructure which is needed to support it, tourism seems to be one of 
the largest sectors for the global economy.

Starting from 2010, despite occasional shocks trembling the sector, tourism 
has seen continued expansion till 2019. The number of international arrivals 
grew 4% and total international tourism receipts expanded 3% compared to 
2018. Not very surprisingly, Europe enjoyed the highest number of arrivals 
and receipts (744 million arrivals and 576 billion USD dollars receipts), while 
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the Middle East, although being the leading region with a growth of 8% in the 
number of its arrivals and receipts compared to 2018, received the least amount 
of arrivals (65 million) and Africa received the least amount of receipts (38 
billion USD dollars) (UNWTO, 2021b: 3).

Tourism and globalization have been interconnected, since in nature, 
tourism is something global. Globalization is a vague word which largely 
used to describe a variety of economic, social, political, and cultural changes 
that have shaped the world over the last half of a century (Guttal, 2007: 523). 
Globalization can have different definitions from different point of views. 
Generally, globalization means not to be attached to time and space and to 
be dependent economically, socially, politically, and culturally (Cohen, 2012; 
Cornelissen, 2005; Dicken, 2011; Steger, 2005). The process of globalization 
entails a remarkable geographical spread of economic activities at local and 
regional levels (Dicken, 2011). Besides that, it also highlights the integration as 
well as the interdependence among economies (Fletcher and Westlake, 2006). 
Integration is the state of being connected and interdependence is when two 
components, in this case economies, are being dependent upon one another.

There are mainly four deeply interrelated categories when it comes 
to influential forces behind globalization; political, economic, social, and 
technological (Fahey and Narayanan, 1986). Since tourism is an integrated part 
of globalization, it is not a surprise to see the mentioned forces in the tourism 
sector. The concepts of globalization and tourism are two multidimensional and 
interconnected themes that have been gaining importance today. Nowadays 
tourism, which was a luxurious activity before, has evolved to be an activity that 
concerns the entire society. Acceleration of globalization, increases in individual 
incomes and free time, diversification of working opportunities and flexibility 
in communication are among the reasons for the mentioned change (Buluk and 
Özkök, 2016: 47; Şiriner and Aydın, 2021: 372).

Globalization is an active process in which, with the effect of technological 
and international developments, the interaction between nations and cultures is 
increasing day by day. Developments such as internationalizing of the production 
factors, the disappearance of geographical borders, global flow of information 
and capital, and changes in democracy and human rights have been effective in 
the so-called process (Çeken, Dalgın and Karadağ, 2009: 24).

Culture, which is an ever-changing phenomenon itself, is not an exception 
against the changes that globalization has brought. Culturally, globalization 
has disadvantages as well as benefits. According to the common opinion, 
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globalization seen in other areas of life stands by the will of different cultures to 
live together, and not cause any cultural assimilation. Thanks to globalization, 
cultures will get to know each other better and find ways to coexist more 
easily (Aydin, 2002: 27). Of course this is the ideal of only some researchers 
and policymakers. With the spread of internet and daily updated technological 
instruments, there is a global culture in the world, beside the local cultures. 

As an economic, yet also cultural activity, tourism and its internationality 
is another aspect of globalization that affects globalization and get affected by 
its other aspects. Tourism development supports economic, social, and political 
aspects. On the other hand, the tourism industry benefits from globalization 
(Şiriner and Aydın, 2021: 373). Through technological advances in the 
globalized world today international tourism and traveling around the globe 
have been much easier and much more available. These advances have also led 
to an awareness for different and unknown destinations to discover around the 
world.

For some researchers, the rapid growth in globalization and tourism, like 
the advances in technology and information, the disappearance of borders, 
effects on the environment, society and politics can sometimes be negative and 
harmful (Peric, 2005) and sometimes positive (Dwyer, 2015; Brelik, 2018). 
Globalization has made the world economies dependent on each other and 
strengthened the interdependence of economies, countries and individuals. The 
effect of globalization can clearly be seen in tourism, especially mass tourism 
and the related destinations. Javid and Katircioglu (2017) has also emphasized 
that any change in the globalization process can affect the growth of tourism.

1.2.	 Tourism	and	Internationality	–	Global	Tourism	and	Culture

There are many definitions for “culture”. We may take Tylor’s comprehensive 
definition as a base: “Culture, or civilization, is a complex whole that includes 
knowledge, art, customs and traditions and similar abilities, skills and habits 
learned (acquired) by human beings as a member of a society” (Tylor, 1871: 
1, as cited in Güvenç, 1979: 102). Tourism offers travelers knowledge about 
different cultures by its nature. Visiting historical sites and museums and 
attending cultural events have always been included in tourism experience. But 
cultural tourism is seen to have more elements (McKercher and Du Cros, 2002). 
Özdöl-Kutlu and Türksoy (2021) also emphasizes the different aspect of cultural 
tourism that feeds people›s own existential concerns and questions.
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In the late 1970s, cultural tourism began to be considered as an independent 
concept (Tighe, 1986, as cited in McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 1). At first, it was 
considered as a special activity for well-educated and wealthy people (Richards, 
1996a; Antolovic 1999, as cited in McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 1). Hereafter, 
cultural heritage management sector realized that culture and heritage aspects 
must be protected while they are being opened to tourism. Increasing number of 
visitors may cause inappropriate usage but on the other hand it may strengthen 
the protection of the cultural aspects (International Council on Monuments and 
Sites [ICOMOS], 1976, as cited in McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 2).

According to United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 
cultural tourism can be defined as “all movements of people to meet the human 
need for diversity, aimed at raising the cultural level of the individual, providing 
new knowledge, experiences and encounters” (https://www.unwto.org/archive/
americas/event/international-seminar-tourism-and-culture-0). It can also be 
defined as “movements of persons for essentially cultural motivations such as 
study tours, performing arts and other cultural tours, travel to festivals and 
other cultural events, visit to sites and monuments” (UNWTO, 2016a: 1).

There are many definitions of Cultural Tourism and they can be degraded 
into four categories as tourism derived, motivational, experiential and 
operational. (McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 3). Tourism derived definitions 
depend on tourism management (McIntosh and Goeldner, 1990; Zeppel, 
1992; Ap, 1999, as cited in McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 4). Motivational 
definitions depend on what motivates cultural tourists to travel (Richards, 
1996b’ as cited in McKercher and, Du Cros, 2002: 3). Experiential definitions 
focus on cultural tourists’ contact with cultural heritage and social fabric (TC, 
1991; Blackwell 1997; Schweitzer 1999, as cited in McKercher and Du Cros, 
2002: 4-5). Operational definition is the most common definition that deals with 
one specific point (McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 5).

Cultural Tourism management should achieve both cultural heritage 
management and tourism management. But this is a goal which is hard to achieve 
(Berry 1994; Boniface 1998; Jacobs and Gale 1994; Jansen-Verbeke 1998, as cited 
in McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 2). In many cases, tourism values or cultural 
heritage values are compromised for one another. Sustainability can be managed if 
both sectors work to reach common goals (McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 2). Host 
communities must benefit from the tourism and tourism must motivate them to protect 
and sustain their cultural aspects (ICOMOS, 1999: 2). Cultural tourism make people 
gain consciousness about protecting cultural and artistic aspects (Akgül, 2004: 210).
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The relationship between tourism and culture offers opportunities but 
at the same time brings some challenges. Tourism management and policies 
must respect to cultural heritage and consider future generations. The dialogue 
between tourism and culture management must be stronger, decision makers 
must have enough knowledge about this issue and good practices must be 
supported (https://www.unwto.org/tourism-and-culture).  Giving importance 
to presentation of a cultural product and making it attractive for the tourists 
affects the travel decision of the visitors and makes the destination preferable 
(UNWTO, 2016a: 1-2).

The economic development that tourism brings to a region sometimes 
makes people ignore possible negative impacts. Tourism may make both 
positive and negative impacts. Negative impacts are overuse by tourists, tourism 
dependency, unconscious behaviors of some tourists, unplanned development 
(infrastructure), limited users, loss of control over cultural assets, damage 
of assets. Positive impacts are, increased consciousness about protecting 
cultural assets, local entrepreneurship, economic benefit which can be used 
for infrastructure, reinvigoration of traditional culture, cultural exchange and 
increased tolerance, economic benefits which can be used for cultural heritage 
management (McKercher and Du Cros, 2002: 60-61). Economic benefits gained 
through cultural tourism give the financial support needed to protect the cultural 
heritage. Economic developments lead to socio-cultural development and this 
increases the investments for preserving cultural assets (Akgül, 2004: 218).

Today, culture, as well as cultural tourism has become a very complex 
and controversial field, since local cultures are mixed with the emerging global 
cultures (Sahabi, 2010: 20). Knowledge may be permanent through experience. 
Through cultural tourism, people can observe, experience and learn about 
different cultures. This leads cultural level of a society to increase. This increase 
encourages people to join more tourism activities. Therefore, it brings also 
respect for diversity and makes tourists to understand the progress of mankind 
(Akgül, 2004: 210). In determination of tourism policies, the balance between 
cultural heritage management and tourism must be well regarded (Akgül, 2004: 
219). As a result, and given the fact about the difference between cultural and 
political borders, a well-thought strategy is needed to enhance cultural tourism.

2. Multi Country Approach 

To simply define it, a multi-country trip is a single trip in which travelers visit 
more than one country. It should be noted too that multi-destination trip is close 
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to multi-country trip, with the difference that in multi-destination trips various 
destinations inside a country can be meant. However, in multi-country trips it 
is clear that there is a joint tourism product between two or more countries. 
Promoting this approach may be a cost-effective and profitable method of 
attracting visitors to destinations or routes that normally they wouldn’t visit 
or follow. It is especially true about long-haul travelers. These travelers would 
mostly like to see and experience as much as possible (Hawkins, Melenez, and 
Behzadnejad, 2015: 5).

When looked at the historical geography of the world, it can be understood 
that international boundaries are man-made separation lines (Prescott, 1978). 
Currently these lines divide more than 200 different countries and states across 
the globe (Biger, 1995). All of today’s boundaries and borders were created 
sometimes years, sometimes decades and in some cases one or two centuries 
ago (Biger, 2020: 69). Borders are far more important than we might imagine. 
They have their very own history, which is the history of a nation, a government 
and more specifically the people living around these borders.

Ethnicity, physical features in the landscape and politics are among the 
criteria for establishing a boundary line between countries (Biger, 2020). While 
in the past physical features were more effective in creating boundaries, Clarke 
(2002, 259-268) has emphasized the ethnic criteria as the most frequently 
applied in modern times. Governments used to draw lines between culturally 
homogenous people, in order to decrease the amount of stress between them to 
minimum (Waterman, 2002: 57-76). The world we live today however, is more 
of a heterogeneous one and it can be quite difficult to draw an exact line and 
create a precise border between two different kinds of people (Biger, 2020: 70). 
Therefore, there can be people from the same culture and background in two or 
more different countries.

As a result, it is quite often that the border between two countries are 
completely different than the actual borders between the cultures in the same 
countries. The border between cultures is not as precise as the border between 
countries. It is a prominent matter when discussing the development of cultural 
tourism in a region. For regions, like the Middle East or Europe in where the 
borders have changed their place numerous times throughout the history and the 
people living in the area have a lot of history, culture and values in common, 
an integrated regional development strategy for cultural tourism seems to be of 
high importance.
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It is needed to develop creative solutions for the future of cultural tourism. 
Richards emphasizes that creativity in general can be put into practice in four 
ways, namely through creative people, creative processes, creative products, and 
creative places (Richards, 2020: 10). Richards (2011) argues that all these four 
ways are applicable in tourism. Hence, they can be applied to Cultural Tourism. 
If checked, it can be observed that there are abundant resources available for 
developing creative ways to enhance and empower cultural tourism. One of 
these creative ways is the Multi-Country Tourism strategy.

2.1.	 Benefits

Applying multi-country strategy to promote cultural tourism, or as it is mentioned 
in the title, applying multi-country cultural tourism has benefits, both to host 
and guest communities. For the host community, it will save time, as well as 
money. Additionally, multi-country tours will help the receipts to be dispersed 
more evenly, which will help to create a more balanced society. Since cultural 
tourism is a niche sector, enhancing it will decrease the negative impacts of 
mass tourism; namely, seasonal economy, seasonal unemployment, increase 
in the cost of living of the host communities in high seasons, and increase in 
the environmental stresses on natural resources in high seasons, while these 
resources, as main ecotourism capitals should be protected. Hence, a more 
sustainable tourism can be expected.

When we look at the social effects of this strategy, we see that both locals 
and tourists experience the interaction of culture and history throughout the real 
journey. Another social impact that should be mentioned is that it provides an 
opportunity for a learning experience. Cultural Tourism and along with it, cultural 
routes create a learning opportunity for visitors. Tourists can learn about the past 
and present values, lifestyles and many different issues of the region they visit 
(Council of Europe, 2020: 26). In short, a cultural tourist cannot be a cultural 
tourist without consuming cultural materials; this leads to the preservation of 
the heritage.

As an ideal vision for this strategy, peace tourism can be mentioned. By 
utilizing this type of tourism, countries can strengthen their current relations, 
while countries with minor problems can improve their relationship by setting 
common goals and focus on their similarities and the common benefits which 
can be gained from such a strategy. More importantly, as ideal as it might be, 
cultural tourism can be a way to solve the political and social problems in some 
regions of the world; the Middle East and the Balkans for example. Common 
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benefits, cooperation, agreements and collaborations can pave the route for a 
better and mutual understanding between the nations and governments in such 
regions.

 For tourists traveling because of cultural motivations, it’s important to get 
connected with the locals and culture has a high level of potentiality to connect 
the guests and hosts through heritage and culture. When the cultural motivation 
is put next to a context via a route, it’s more likely that the number of people 
who would like to participate will rise.

2.2.	 Challenges

In the report prepared by Hawkins, Melenez and Behzadnejad for International 
Seminar on Multi-Destination Opportunities for Regional Integration for 
UNWTO (Hawkins, Melenez Behzadnejad, 2015: 5) five major challenges to 
care for when developing such a strategy to get maximum benefits for everyone 
involved, namely customers, tour operators and travel distribution channels 
were introduced. These challenges are as followed:

Travel Facilitation (Visas And Border Crossing): For a destination to be 
popular, it is really important to have easy access. Through travel collaboration, 
a serial of policies and mechanisms are settled to get to the destinations easy to 
visit. Establishing multi-country visas and simplifying the process for visitors 
are among these policies. Travel facilitation will have direct consequences on 
the tourist industry and the visitor experience as a whole (Hawkins, Melenez, 
and Behzadnejad, 2015: 6). Additionally, it has been estimated in numerous 
researches that improving visa processes will generate the receipts noticeably 
(UNWTO and WTTC, 2012; UNWTO and WTTC, 2013; Lawson and 
Roychoudhury, 2013)

Air, Ground and Water Transportation Connectivity: Connectivity is 
essential for a successful multi-country destination strategy. Usually, multi-
country tourism can be better applied in countries in a region in which there 
are ground borders. In such cases, connectivity and interconnectivity should 
be considered by creating advanced bilateral and multilateral agreements and 
cooperation. Different connectivity policies, can be done based on the location 
of the involved countries and the region.

Positioning and Branding to Reach Major Tourist Generating Markets: 
Tideswell and Faulkner (1999) claim that the visitors travel, the majority 
of them visit many destinations. The demand to visiting several countries 
in a region is increasing. Travelers consider visiting multiple neighboring 
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countries, especially when planning a long-haul trip. Place collecting has 
become a habit for travelers. They desire to compete with each other and 
not be held behind their fellow travelers (Timothy, 2002). It is clear that 
as human beings, we have a basic internal need for variation and novelty. 
When these tendencies are met, satisfaction is created. National borders 
have obvious effects on the natural environment, socio-cultural structure 
and economics, and travelers who want to diversify their experiences have 
more tendency to cross these borders. Another aspect that affects travelers’ 
decisions is economic concerns. Travelers, especially long-haul ones, are 
more willing to visit multiple countries in a trip, since they want to reduce 
the high costs, such as airfare costs (Hawkins, Melenez, and Behzadnejad, 
2015: 20). Individual consumer surplus is the net benefit to an individual 
buyer from the purchase of a good. It corresponds to the difference between 
the buyer’s willingness to pay and the price actually paid. (Mendelsohn et al., 
1992). Since in multi-country trips the costs are reduced and travelers pay 
less than they would usually for more than one destination, they consider the 
spatial characteristics as well and are willing to visit more than one country 
in one trip.

Tour Operators, Hotel Chains, and Travel Suppliers All have a Role to 
Play in the Development of Innovative Tourism Products: Different sections 
in tourism industry are linked to each other. There are formal and informal 
connections between customers and companies. Customers can be linked with 
direct distribution centers, like call centers and tourism information centers, 
core business and supply chains, like transportation, hotels and attractions, third 
party distribution channels, like international tour operators and online travel 
agencies, and regional integration and branding, like itineraries for different 
destinations through multi-country marketing strategy (Hawkins, Melenez, and 
Behzadnejad, 2015: 20).

Routes Development through Regional Cooperation: One of the main 
marketing strategies is routes. Routes were important long before tourism 
products or even tourism was defined. In the ancient times routes were established, 
most of the time unconsciously, for trading or religious purposes (Flognfeldt, 
2005). However, routes are becoming creative ways to develop cultural tourism 
inside a country or among a number of countries. They have found out that by 
establishing or reviving cultural routes the importance of museums, exhibitions, 
heritage sites, natural and historic parks, celebrations, etc. have highly increased 
which ended up in economic growth (Richards, 2011).
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Routes are developed to connect multiple destinations under one umbrella. 
Routes are one of the very essential tools in order to promote multi-country 
tours. Different destinations in different countries can be combined under a 
theme to create a route that would develop these destinations. Creating routes 
is especially beneficial for destinations that don’t have the potential to attract 
long-haul travelers. By using the cumulative attraction of several destinations, it 
would be possible to promote tourism in each of the destinations.

Tourism is often criticized for focusing more on one area or region and 
neglecting another one. However, there should be almost an equal distribution of 
benefits in order to keep the balance. Tourism and tourist need to be dispersed, so 
a larger number of people can enjoy the economic and other benefits of tourism. 
Establishing routes, as a development of product and marketing strategy, is 
one way to make the dispersal of tourists happen. With dispersing tourists, 
it is possible to reduce pressure from the core areas, where mass tourism is 
happening, disperse income to spread the benefit and increase attractiveness of 
a destination or in a larger scope a region (Meyer, 2004).

The initiation of Cultural Routes by the Council of Europe in 1987 shows 
how it leads to the share of cultural heritage by different countries in Europe 
and how it contributes to a living cultural heritage as well. 40 European Council 
Cultural Routes (Viking Route, European Mozart Ways, European Route of 
Ceramics, etc.) in 2020 with very different themes show how European history 
and heritage were created (Council of Europe). Middle East is also abundant 
with many cultural routes that connect almost all the countries in the Fertile 
Crescent. Abraham’s Path is a good example that compasses countries like Iraq, 
Syria, Turkey, Jordan, Palestine, Israel and Egypt. Abraham’s Path follows 
the footsteps of the patriarch Abraham (figure 1). His journey throughout the 
Fertile Crescent marks the beginning of the Biblical narrative, and the birth of a 
spiritual and cultural tradition that is shared by more than half the people in the 
world today (Culture Routes Society).
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Figure 1: Abraham Path

Source: https://cultureroutesinturkey.com/tr/ibrahim-yolu/harita-gps/

Another issue is the participation of locals in cultural tourism. Local people gain 
more importance, especially when it comes to cultural routes. For this reason, 
in order for any cultural tourism activity to take place, the needs of the local 
people should be taken into account at least as much as the tourists, sufficient 
resources should be provided for a long-term development, the tourists should 
benefit from these products in the most optimistic way, and the tourism products 
offered should be diversified to ensure a balanced distribution of the tourists. In 
addition, for the formation of a sustainable tourism movement, it is necessary 
to organize education and awareness programs to minimize the negative impact 
of tourism on natural and cultural values and to enable local communities to 
recognize their own heritage (Council of Europe, 2020: 28).

To carry out a successful multi-country strategy, these challenges must be 
studied carefully. A strong and advanced regional integration system needs the 
mentioned challenges to overcome and turn the threats into opportunities.

3. Practical Implications, and Threats

Based on what UNWTO (2014) has identified, there are five key areas for visa 
facilitation in tourism. The first one is to improve the delivery of information. 
Information is what a traveler/tourist seeks before organizing the trip. For multi-
country trips, the information about visa is of even greater importance, since 
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this information is fundamental for the planning. Providing information is as 
essential as it is easy to achieve. By only establishing a website with updated 
information about customs restrictions, security and bilateral agreements, the 
probability of a multi-country trip will rise.

Obtaining a visa is one of the first steps when planning a trip. This process 
involves preparing the needed documents, interviews, having an invitation 
letter if possible and some other steps depending on the country. Therefore, the 
second area to focus on is facilitating these processes. Information technology 
can be used to facilitate visa processes and ease the experience for travelers. 
The third area is to have different visa policies for different travelers. The level 
of income, travelers’ backgrounds, purpose of visit, means of transportation 
and similar factors can be applied to ease the visa process, if not for all, but at 
least a segment of travelers. Improving the criteria system would be helpful to 
accelerate the process.

Information technology is a great opportunity for all to improve the overall 
situation of tourism. E-visa, as the fourth area, is an effective way to accelerate 
the process and reduce the costs of governments as well. Smart travel is another 
model to be adopted by the governments to grow job creation in tourism. 
This model includes sharing data between governments to cross-checking of 
passenger data. Smart travel is an efficient model at security and border control 
too that requires a high level technology and integration. Bilateral agreements 
are of principle to apply such a model. 

Last but not least, regional agreements between different countries will 
be beneficial for both international travelers and the travelers dwelling in the 
region. For a multi-country tourism strategy to apply and be effective, multi-
country collaborations seem crucial. So-called agreements can include policies 
to expand the common visa areas that will allow passengers travel from one 
country to another without a visa or sometimes even without a passport. 

Establishing transportation hubs is a great opportunity for countries to have 
a systematic flow of transportation. As O’Kelly and Miller (1994: 31) explain, 
a hub is “a major sorting or switching center in a many-to-many distribution 
system; the key is that the flow between a set of origin–destination cities passes 
through one or more hubs in the route to the final destination”. If established 
strategically, hubs will be beneficial both for tourists and the host society. 
Tourists will have a set plan and a variety of options for transportation and the 
host society can follow the running flow easier, besides economic benefits for 
the hub area.
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Increase in airline routes will have a direct effect on tourism, if and only the 
needed requirements are met; bilateral, multilateral and international agreements, 
and the infrastructure of the destination. Enhancement in visa processes, as well 
as air liberalization, is a well-combined strategy to develop tourism.

Border-crossing procedures can be done faster for passengers traveling in 
different countries, namely multi-country travelers. Especially for passengers 
with multi-visas for the aimed countries can do the border-crossing in a more 
enhanced way.

Without the right infrastructure, tourism cannot be developed. Therefore, 
it is also important in transportation. Basically the means to access destinations, 
air, ground, and water transportation infrastructure must be provided. 

Cruise tourism is important especially for the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, 
and the alike regions. Establishing a multi-country tourism strategy seems only 
to be suitable for the cruise tourism in these regions. Therefore, providing the 
essential needs for these regions must be of high concern.

Combination of more than one destination in a single trip creates 
cumulative attraction and makes the power of the trip stronger than when they 
are visited individually. However, they are two ways in combining destination: 
the first one is to combine similar destinations and the second one is combining 
complimentary destinations. If and when destinations are logically combined, 
based on their similarity or complementarity, they will have the potential to 
create cumulative attraction.

Niche Tourism marketing is another way to enhance the popularity of 
combined destinations. When similar destinations are combined in a single trip, 
travelers looking for different destinations in a specific field will be attracted to 
these trips because of the aforementioned benefits.

Joint marketing can be applied to reduce the marketing costs. It is especially 
suitable for similar regions between countries. With a joint marketing strategy, 
travelers will stay longer and spend more in the region.

Social Media and E-Tourism are inevitable, since technology is everywhere 
today. Using new trends in technology and e-marketing, regions and countries 
can enhance and strengthen multi-country tourism. Tools that are created today 
have made it much easier than before for travelers to book their flights, hotel 
rooms, tours or rent their car. These systems can be used to design tailor-made 
and customized multi-country tours for travelers.

Bringing together destinations and attractions should consider creating 
an interesting itinerary. Consolidation of destinations can highlight possible 
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multi-destination synergies that can be used to establish collaborative plans. To 
product new itineraries, deep geographical analysis of tourism assets together 
with market demand may provide both parts perfect routes (Tideswell and 
Faulkner, 1999).

A typical case of multi-country tour packages are the ones that include 
the destinations in a borderland. Regions around borders between countries can 
usually be combined in multi-country travel packages. Cross-border cooperation 
can also reduce the barrier effect of borders and create a synergy that would 
benefit all the included countries.

As have mentioned before, the implications about enhancing visa 
processes are beneficial. However, there are risks and limitations too. Security 
seems to be of high concern in implementing visa facilitation programs in 
a region. Immigration control, especially in Europe and the USA, continue 
to be a risk. Customs screening at entry points need special requirements 
because of the tight relations the countries in the region have. Smuggling and 
illegal trafficking of cultural handcrafts. Taxation rules is another point to be 
looked at. Establishing a common visa framework needs a strong regional 
cooperation, which requires investments to implement travel facilitation 
initiatives.

For the countries in a region, connectivity is very important, as mentioned. 
However, unserved routes and the lack of connectivity or direct routes or the 
overall infrastructure is a handicap.

Building multilateral partnerships between countries is –although not 
everywhere- time-consuming and difficult. Misconceptions and mindsets of 
countries towards each other can make it harder to create a cooperation 
field.

As Timothy (2002) has mentioned, when destinations in various countries 
desire to work together, “each country must give up some degree of national 
interest in planning and marketing efforts for the good of the greater unit”. 
Therefore, vision of the countries and nations involved is crucial and must be 
well-studied beforehand.

Three challenges in cross-border cooperation are: underdevelopment 
of borderlands because of their geographic location, the requirement that 
all partner countries relinquish their sovereignty to some degree in order to 
facilitate cooperation, conflicts between partner countries due to the existence 
of disproportionate levels of development, knowledge, capacity strength, 
infrastructure or access to resources (Doppelfeld, 2012).
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There are no steady and custom-made solutions for the problems and 
limitations mentioned. This itself is another problem, since different policies 
should be applied for different countries.

Long-term destination planning and development, dedication to cross-
border tourism cooperation for marketable tourism products, professional 
management and marketing as well as efficient use of marketing –oriented 
financial funds within the entire destination are essential to facilitate cross-
border cooperation  (Hartmann, 2012).

Although one of the main goals in creating multi-country tours is to show 
the diversity, it is not possible to reflect it.

Conflicts between different destinations makes it really hard to create 
multi-country strategy. For different countries to apply such strategy, a state of 
peace is essential. On the other hand, this strategy can be a way to create peace 
between problematic countries. Common benefits that tourism attracts (some) 
countries to set aside their conflicts and cooperate with each other to enhance 
their tourism industries.

Collecting information is of high importance in the era we live in. However, 
collecting data for multi-country/destination trips can be more challenging than 
single-country trips. Almost all countries measure the number of their own 
international arrivals without getting information about the countries they have 
visited on the way to there or the countries they will / might visit later. That can 
be a reason why we know so little about multi-country trips so far.

4. Conclusion

Unexpected events are changing the world rapidly. All the sectors and people 
are affected by these changes, of course. Covid-19 was one of these events 
which changed the whole mentality of tourism. Although, when it comes to 
cultural tourism, even before these pandemic policymakers were offering 
strategies to turn it into a more sustainable movement. Improvements in tourism 
and numbers of arrivals show us that tourism has brought us much closer than 
before. However, as the number of receipts in different regions is checked, it can 
be observed that some regions are being highly neglected.

Borders in this globalized world are of high importance. Regions, like 
Europe, are trying to fade away these borders to facilitate commerce between 
different countries and grow as a whole. For some other regions, like East Africa 
or the Middle East, these borders are even more important than the lives of the 
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inhabitants. However, it should be noted that these borders, doesn’t matter where 
they are, have been drawn sometimes years, sometimes decades, and in some 
cases one or two centuries ago and their location had always been changing over 
wars, agreements, or similar events.

Culture, on the other hand, is vivid and vibrant. It can move from one 
region to another using different methods at different times. It doesn’t even 
need a visa to do that. Therefore, the borders between countries, namely the 
political borders, are not the same as the borders between cultures. Cultures 
don’t have precise lines between them. One culture doesn’t finish at a certain 
point and the other one doesn’t start so. Usually, one culture fades away, while 
the other one is getting stronger at the same time. So, they are all interconnected. 
The interconnectedness between cultures can be easily seen in their languages, 
religions, and traditions.

As a result, when promoting cultural tourism and preserving the world 
from the harms of mass tourism, the matter of borders should be taken into 
account. Multi-country tourism is a strategy to promote tourism in areas, using 
cumulative attraction or to promote the less-visited destinations using the popular 
ones. In the context of cultural tourism, Multi-Country Cultural Tourism can be 
a promotion strategy. Policy-makers should highlight the cultural borders when 
applying any strategies to enhance cultural tourism in a region.

This strategy will not only make less-visited destinations more visible, but 
it will also help to preserve the local cultures since they are part of the product. 
In addition, in a world with a lot of conflicts, this strategy can help to focus 
on the similarities more than the differences, set common goals and create a 
healthy competitive atmosphere. Locals living in the regions around the borders 
can benefit from multi-country cultural tourism to promote their economy, life 
quality and have a more sustainable nature by preventing the region from mass 
tourism.

Besides the benefits, this strategy needs careful research as it is a brand-
new strategy to be applied. The countries and the regions involved must be 
carefully studied. Implications that need to be done, next to the limitations that 
need to be overcome, should be noted to facilitate the application. Cross-border 
cooperation and agreements can facilitate the process. Besides the benefits 
countries can have in their economics, regions can enjoy such an opportunity 
more comprehensively. Regions like the Middle East and the Balkans can use 
this strategy to enhance their overall condition in the region, as well as the world 
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and bring more peace which is among the ideal goals of multi-country cultural 
tourism.

As it is seen in the Abraham’s Path, the cultural routes in the multi-country 
cultural tourism concern a lot of countries. On one hand, this route is located in 
one of the most distressed geographies in the world. The Middle East is where 
a lot of sad events have happened in the recent history. Organizing such tours 
with the mentioned route is difficult indeed, although not impossible, since all 
these countries involved have many ethnic, religious and national problems. 
However, Abraham is the key person connecting all these people and he is 
literally borderless. He is the connecting theme, event and the character that we 
need to make the inhabitants aware of what kind of treasure they have.

The Middle East and the Fertile Crescent is where the most innovations in 
the history of humanity have happened and it is literally where the civilization 
has begun.  Such a tour will excite the interested visitors and be a unique 
experience for them, with all the cultures, religions, geography and gastronomy. 
It is not only the Middle East, though. Different regions can unite under these 
cultural treasures and open their way to a more sustainable and less harmful 
future for their tourism, and more importantly, their lives. Such a philosophy, 
although it is ideal, if it can’t be a way to bring the lost peace to the world, it will 
make us closer to a better and more harmonious future. 

The most important thing that this research has tried to put forward, is to 
create a new philosophy for Cultural Tourism. Cultures, important events in 
history, important characters in history and cultural values don’t recognize the 
borders we have today. If the tourism world wants to enhance cultural tourism 
and use it as a tool to preserve the humanity, as well as the nature, the cultural 
treasures around the world can’t be captivated into borders and boundaries. 
Although there are a bunch of obstacles for such a theory to realize, creating 
such mentality is also of high importance and excitement.
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1. Introduction

The Meric system as named and defined here is an organization of the 
“virtues” (Lat. Meric)1 of ethics and diano-ethics, namely ethical and 
cognitive faculties of human beings just as the division in Aristotle’s 

system. Like the metric system, the Meric system too promises to give the exact 
“mereological” measures of the divisions and the relations of its components. 
Throughout the history of science, the greatest philosophers had developed 
well-defined philosophical and scientific systems to classify the sciences and 
organize their education system. Aristotle’s idea of prote philosophia is a 
prototype of such a system. A philosophical system is based on, and the guaranty 
of the idea of free use of reason and rationality. The idea of the “new World 
order”, which measures values with market interests is based in just the opposite 
way. Its scientific institutions read indeterminism in physics as the uncertainty 
of sciences and philosophy. In spite of this obscurity, correct measures of the 
classification of sciences and arts are important. Fragmental sciences give a 
meaningless world and vague values today. Meanings and values are achieved 
by logical reduction. Being able to reduce the sciences and arts to each other 
until nature and human beings as a part of nature is the only chance to have a 

1  In Ladin language, Meric is plural of Merit in Latin, and it is called Merits in English. It means 
“virtues, valuable skills appreciated”. Its etymologic origin is Latin meritum, means worth, value, 
and Greek Meros, means part, share. See, “merit” and “merit system” in Webster’s (1996). Its 
same sound and the meaning of part-whole relation are of early Indo-European origin, a Persian 
word of Sanskrit origin Murg means “flutter” and used for “bird” –as in the myth of    “Si-murg”, 
thirty-birds as one (Ing. Phoenix). This Persian origin is also available in the name of the river 
called Meric, which connects Greece and Turkey, in the sense of “turbulent” river.
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meaningful and honorable life. Otherwise, political interests will continue to 
humiliate human values with their confused ideas.

Even though philosophy has some common logical tools, processes, 
and methodology with sciences, it has some exclusive subjects, like ethics, 
epistemology, etc. Philosophy has a privilege over sciences and arts in 
determining and defining differences and classifications of them. However, 
philosophical divisions are very general and limited and must stop at their 
legitimate limits. Classification of sciences and arts amongst each other has 
no philosophical, logical criterion; it is complex, historical, and contingent. 
On the other hand, the philosophical criteria of classification are unique and 
legitimate in their own limits. Classification of sciences has a philosophical and 
methodological approach, not a scientific and logical one. Logic gives proof but 
methodology gives some reasons for scientific and philosophical acts without 
proof but no way to think otherwise rationally. There is no such scientific 
branch called “science”, which would classify sciences, it is called philosophy 
for millennia. Scientific activity is divided into two processes, discovery and 
proof. Discovery is not a very logical part of scientific methodology. It runs 
with analogy, induction, intuition, etc. but no deduction. Deduction is used 
for empirical proof of a scientific hypothesis. The process of discovery, on the 
contrary, requires philosophical systematization and inspiration to give provable 
theoretical form to the first-hand factual propositions of empirical data.

Meric system is necessarily needed (1) in learning the historical 
developments of scientific discoveries, so, namely, in educating new scientists 
and the other youngsters too; 2) in the institutionalization of education systems 
and academic organizations; 3) in discovery processes of any scientific activities; 
4) in imagining a meaningful world by a unified picture of sciences and arts. The 
necessary semantic classification criteria of the Meric system can be found in 
some results of noetic arts, and they are the needs for rational creativity and self-
realization; they are only for pragmatic usage, and the Meric system does not (!) 
promise or rule an ontological and political, universal, or simply a metaphysical 
system as had been produced in history. Because there cannot be such a realist 
metaphysical system, it produces illusion. This limitation of the Meric system 
comes from its metaphysical nihilist foundation. All of the scientific branches 
in the system will be the subjects of critical philosophy. Philosophy cannot 
organize and classify sciences between each other but does it necessarily until 
the final meta-divisions in principle, e.g. social - physical sciences, no further. 
Philosophy can offer meta-criteria for classification. Additionally, there is not 
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a division between science and metaphysics, unlike Kant, and not a unified 
scientific metaphysics, unlike Hegel. They all are illusions, and subjects of the 
critical perspective. And, this is also another reason why we need such a system. 
At least, we should have a system in principle to go on throughout a metaphysical 
criticism. The philosophy of Anthropogonia defines the rational principles of 
the architecture of our Meric system of sciences, arts, and education. There is 
a great history behind the classifications of sciences and academic tradition, 
which is needed to be remembered.2

Meric system is a meta-philosophical theory and a meta-theory for 
education too. There are very well-organized education models, e.g. Montessori, 
I. B. schools, learning styles, etc. Meric system is not one of them. It should 
be considered a meta-model of them. Any education model needs to be based 
on a meta-theory. They have some philosophical, and scientific premises but 
without proven criteria and a philosophical system. Meric system is based on 
a philosophical anthropological theory called Anthropogonia and organized 
according to the ethical and cognitive skills of human nature. Therefore, an 
education model can refer to it and constantly control itself according to this 
meta-system. If the aim of an education system is not to raise qualified slaves, 
it has to follow and develop the ethical and cognitive faculties of human nature. 
Then, the problem is based on the deepest philosophical question, “what is the 
human being”. An education model cannot answer this question. Meric system 
that is based on such a philosophical anthropological perspective of thousands 
of years offers a map and also draws the limits of meta-theoretical promises for 
any education model.

2. Archaic and Antique Greek Systems

In the archaic times, the main subject of civilization was only the well-being of 
family life in a society with natural harmony. This is supposed to be the basis of 
a civilization. Unfortunately, power and so theory, hard work, and war became 
more important than it. In the natural state, there was no definite division of 
labor. The shaman of society became a scientist or a wise person because of 
being born with some extraordinary skills. Her skills were diagnosed by the 
older shaman, and she was educated as an astronomer, physician, etc. They 
could look at you, and tell you the mental and medical history of your lifetime. 
After the division of labor, we see well-organized liberal scientists and teachers 
2 See a highly detailed work on this subject: Bilgic, Meric. (2016). Bilim, Felsefe ve Üniversite 
(Philosophy, Science and University). Kocaeli: Umuttepe Publishing. 
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in Sumerians. Kramer (1963) the famous specialist on Sumerians called their 
system “A pre-Greek system of education”. From mathematics to ballet, the 
Sumerian civilization had a great classification of the sciences and an academic 
ranking system. Just as in the Aristotelian system, the function of the sciences 
was to “define and classify” things and gods. Giving a definition is the basic and 
exclusive role of philosophy. In this context, the task of a definition is to give 
proof of that definition.

All of the scientific theories with the names of Greek philosophers, 
including Thales and Pythagoras theorems, were available at least a millennium 
ago in Mesopotamian civilizations. Making an experiment with hands was for 
slaves; the Greeks thought only and produced the methodology of scientific 
theory that we still use today. Plato in his gymnasium called “Academia” set the 
basic construction of the academic system of sciences. In his system, which can 
be seen in table 1, Plato settles the subject on a shamanic order of worlds between 
the Sky and the Earth as he borrows it from Heraclitus. Head and Logos belong 
to the Sun, the body belongs to the Earth. Philosophical creativity and positive 
sciences belong to rational Apollonic study. However, positive sciences are 
hypothetically applied on geometrical dimensions, and depend on teleological 
(teleute) and intentional (dianoia) thinking, philosophy, on the contrary, creates 
principles by pure reason beyond intentional dependency. 

For the Meric system, this is the basic distinction of cognitive faculties 
between intentionally thinking of an object in a transitive way and non-
intentionally sticking to the act of thinking itself in an abstract, reflective way. 
Latter is called Nous, pure reason, transcendental logic, theoretical intuition, and 
so on. Systematic thinking is based on some implicit or explicit constitutional 
rules, axioms, or a priories. If so, then how can we think beyond the system 
when we think of between systems or their constitutional axioms? It is the 
same with producing scientific theories, which depend on a paradigm: How 
can we scientifically compare paradigms or produce a new one in a scientific 
crisis where we are out of a theory? These are possible only by such a pure 
theoretical intuition. It is the source of intuitive, irrational rationality. Intuition 
is an evolutionary extension of the inner sense. Understanding or application of 
cognitive categories is used in intuitively creating a totality through the unity of 
some elements. It is the most general aim of intelligence to reach the aesthetical 
form of totality and conceptual universality! Therefore, there is an intuition 
behind understanding and intelligence. The products of pure reason cannot 
be obtained through experimentation, but, like scientific theories, they can be 
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hypothetically proven3. Like scientific knowledge, they include some implicit 
possibilities of error, but they are necessary, and we cannot think without them. 
Intuition helps to evaluate a whole system and overcome the computational 
halting problem in cognitive experiences. Intuition is a gift of the evolution of 
millions of years. Therefore, there is a non-intentional domain of thinking. It is 
called “art”, thinking aesthetically, and acting in life in a creative, rational way 
to participate in the flux of nature. Participating in the historical flux of nature 
through a rational way of thinking works in the same way for creating a virtuous 
way of behavior in daily life, in an aesthetic creation of an art piece, and in 
creating a philosophical idea. For Plato, not arts but philosophy is the creative 
mimesis (imitation) of ideas. However, today, we call them handicrafts, not arts; 
art needs philosophical depth and philosophy needs artistic creativity. Hence, 
we bring Eikasia (design and imagination) next to Noesis (pure reasoning) as 
two types of cognition under the principle or concept of art. Eikatic way of art 
is a transitive thought; it has an object that can be imagined. The Noetic style 
of art, on the contrary, is intransitive; it does not have any imaginable objects 
like numbers and other abstract objects, or ideas. They can become indirectly 
imaginable when applied to some imaginable objects.

There is also the fourth type of cognition in Plato, Pistis (believing). 
The domain of Pistis is true belief but its truth is personal. True belief cannot 
be necessarily true for others. It gives gnoseological inspiration but not in a 
third-person discourse. It is not only beyond intentionality but also beyond the 
application of non-intentional categories, it is out of thinking and conceivability, 
and related to the body. Its inspirations can only be expressed in a poetic way or 
a paradoxical logic, which is needed to be interpreted each time again.    

3 As an example, see, Bilgic, Meric. Critique of Rationality. Berlin: Peter Lang, (2022).
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Table 1. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Plato4

As we have been operating on, Aristotle also revised Plato’s system. 
He ignores the cosmological aspects of the system and reduces it to the mind 
(Psykhé) and cognition (Dianoia). First, Aristotle divides virtues or faculties 
into two, ethic and dianoetic. Though ethical virtues need experience and 
maturity, dianoetic virtues can be learned by inference and study for talented 
ones. Reducing mental faculties to cognitive faculties is the distinction of 
human beings for any philosophical theory. Kant also correctly joins Aristotle in 
this reduction. Even though philosophical anthropology was founded by being 
against Kant in this context, mental faculties are actually taken shape by the 
cognitive functions of intelligence. For example, we desire things via cognition, 
animals, on the contrary, instinctively desire. In the same way, Thymoeides 

4 Plato himself draws the distinctions between realms in his Politeia VIth Book (1997: p. 1130, 
para 509e). The parts of soul and the ethical virtues, in general, can be seen in its IVth Book (1997: 
p. 1055-1077, para. 423a-445e).
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(animal desire) in Plato was a bodily function, it is Aisthetike, a mental function 
in Aristotle; Epithymetikon, involuntary survival necessities also turns to 
Threptike as well. There are four cognitive faculties, Nous and Episteme are 
Sophia, they are necessarily true and their objects belong to nature; Phronesis 
and Techné are Proairesis, about a decision. Phronesis is the faculty that shows 
the ways of individual applications of universals, and general principles, so that 
rationally evaluates its objects and put them in order. Techné has no objects, 
it creates objects (Aristotle, 1998: p. 115, para. 1139a21-1139b5). However, 
now we know that logic, mathematics, and philosophy are not necessarily true, 
they depend on choice. Therefore, for us, they will be noetic arts under Techné. 
Episteme, Phronesis, and Techné will be three basic cognitive faculties of the 
mind as intelligence or understanding, desire, and will in Kant and contemporary 
philosophy of mind.

Table 2. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Aristotle

Education in Plato’s gymnasium was running under one title: the idea of Good. 
The system had a holistic perspective, analyses were always under a synthesis, 
and directed to Oneness. However, the unification of dialectical inferences 
under one concept is a personal experience. Hence, Plato in Academia had 
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focused on the personal training of the cognitive faculties and the skill of 
dialectic of students. At least, it was a gymnasium; all students had to be 
trained and practiced in Olympic sports as the basis of education. It was the 
same as Aristotle’s school called Lykeion. On the same basis, there were some 
differences. Specialized teachers in the fields, separate lessons on Physics, 
music, astronomy, etc. Additionally, there were a botanic garden and zoo. His 
pupil Alexandre the Great sent different animals, plants, and even books from 
his conquests. Aristotle founded logic and a methodology of science that we still 
use today. His methodology is based on a logical classification to build his total 
system of Prote Philosophia (Metaphysics). The totality of classification has 
also been based on a logical principle: A field with fewer principles has more 
certainty and priority, and it is the foundation of the next field; for example, 
the priority of arithmetic over geometry. Understanding and learning are to 
discover the “middle term”, which is the connection between a general principle 
or concept and a related object. Here is his system:

Logic > Ontology > Ethics > Politics > Arts, and so, Education.
The basic virtue is Justice is produced by individual applications of the 

other ethical virtues altogether. Politics is its institutionalization; it decides how 
to rank the fields of sciences and arts, and accordingly, organizes an education 
system. When we look at this picture, everything in it looks very fine and 
understandable; everyone who has specialized in Greek philosophy knows these 
ideas. However, they are blind to the other face of the picture because of their 
hermeneutic tradition. For Plato, the way to walk out of the cave is not analyzing 
the shadows; on the contrary, it is a matter of personal training, working on 
your body and soul. The school is a gym itself, a gymnasium. You have to 
train your body for having ethical virtues like courage and temperance. Our 
contemporary ethical habits and moral opinions are based on “values” as if they 
are exchangeable symbolic papers. Nevertheless, personal values are virtues, 
they can have value when one possesses them; they are actual powers, abilities, 
and faculties. One cannot be a good person in her imagination, must actually have 
the ability to realize it so as to be a good person. It needs one-to-one contact with 
your master to improve your faculties and integrate them into your personality. 
Just like in Lykeion, Aristotle’s gymnasium. Wrestling, learning how to fight 
and make war, and Olympic sports are basic for education. The other part of 
Aristotle’s personal training was the esoteric conversation (esôterikós, about 
the inside) as he named himself. All of his philosophy is exoteric (eksôterikós, 
about the outside). However, we can grasp the exoteric one according to our 
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personal maturity in esoteric, practical philosophy. His Lykeion is also called 
Peripathos. Aristotle was giving his esoteric doctrine in conversations when he 
walks with his pupils in the main street of Ancient Athens, called “Peripathos” 
(pace, walking around). A philosophy without its esoteric doctrine, an education 
without one-to-one contact with the master is meaningless, and can even be 
dangerous. 

Aristotle’s Meric system was followed throughout the Middle Age. 
Muhammed al-Farabi al-Turki was called “the second teacher” of humanity 
after Aristotle. He has recreated Aristotle’s system. He has written a specific 
book on the subject called Classification of Sciences (İhsau›l-Ulum). What is 
the remarkable difference of his book is the title of “linguistics” as a separate 
field before theoretical, practical, and poetic arts and sciences. Linguistics will 
gain such an active position after the 20th century. Farabi’s system interestingly 
predates Hegel’s Wissenschaft der Logik and philosophy of nature. Here is his 
classification: 
1. Linguistics, 
2. Logic, 
3. Educational sciences and arts (arithmetic, geometry, optic, astronomy, 

music, weights, mechanics), 
4. Natural sciences (mechanical physics, cosmology, physical chemistry, 

chemistry, mineralogy, botanic, zoology), and Metaphysics (natural 
theology), 

5. Civil sciences (laws and politics). (Farabi, 1986: p. 53)

The classical academic education in the Roman and Christian civilization was 
based on Ancient Greek philosophy too. Liberal arts were free of any practical 
purpose; practical arts were about having a job. The theoretical fields were 
called Septem Artes Liberales (seven liberal arts). It has two parts. Bachelor 
of Arts (BA) was called Trivium and has three fields: Grammatica, rethorica, 
and dialectica. Grammar was language education, rhetoric was about how to 
use the language in a performance, and dialectic was logic. It is a fundamental 
education for correct thinking and having a recognized personality with free will 
in society. Graduated and skillful students attend Quadrivium with four fields: 
Musica, arithmetica, geometria, and astronomia, and gather the title Master of 
Arts (MA). Music is based on feeling and counting rhythm and has priority 
over arithmetic. Geometry is the application of arithmetic to geography and 
astronomy. These arts are the basic philosophical (scientific) arts. After their 
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foundations, the universities had been divided into four faculties: Philosophy 
(means “science”), theology, medicine, and law. This education system ran until 
the Humboldt type research universities in Germany.

3. Modern German System of Science, Art, and Education

The German system of science and education was unique in the 18th and 19th 
centuries as the foundation of our contemporary academic systems and it was 
based on Kant’s philosophy. Alexander Baumgarten’s book Metaphysics (2013) 
was the main inspiration for Kant. According to Baumgarten, the universal 
metaphysics as a philosophia perennis had two main fields; Logica about 
truth given by reason, Ethica about good given by goodwill, and the third part 
missing here is Aesthetica about test and beauty given by senses. They gave the 
distinctive rational principles of fields in an Aristotelian metaphysical sense, 
but at the same time filled them with natural content in the name of God. It may 
be idealist, materialist, or dualist metaphysics, but all these realist metaphysics 
have a position to impose their universal validity on everyone.

Nihilist metaphysics, on the contrary, is a negative metaphysics, that lets 
people build their own original experience and only refers to the complexity of 
the problems. A master can exhibit her own system as a trial only. This is the 
crux of the question, one has to participate in a way or a systematization to find 
one’s own way. There is no right or wrong way, what is wrong for a system is 
simply that it imposes on others that it is right, other ways are wrong. Especially 
what we do here is to exhibit how a system, even the nature of the human mind 
itself, necessarily produces illusion, how can we draw a system so as to get 
out of it easily, and give a chance for self-realization. The fewer principles, the 
better system. However, a system, a way, a tradition, and an inspirational source 
are needed to go through for falsifying it and understanding the problematic 
point of the way. A system makes people produce greater things rationally 
and cumulatively and gives life to the individual agents in it.  Otherwise, wild 
powers replace the system, and individuals cannot do anything. A wrong system 
is better than not having one. An education system with fragmental sciences and 
arts does not make sense and cannot have any value to appreciate. Universalitas 
of a system gives this possibility and the possibility of improving virtues in it. 
The difference of our system would be warning its practitioners by saying the 
truth that this system is not the only true one, it does not promise truth, and 
there is no such a truth for everyone. It is only a pragmatic instrument among 
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the others. It should not be forgotten that those who do not admit this and offer 
you an idea are mistaken! Instrumentalism, which is a current approach in 
scientific methodology, does not necessarily require fragmental sciences, but 
unfortunately, the neo-liberal economy, which determines the market, demands 
fragmental sciences. Then, we cannot have an idea of totality and understanding. 
We can demand universalitas that do not exist, under a critical reflection just as 
Kant did.

Max Scheller was not fair enough about being against Kant’s reducing 
the mental faculties to cognition. Because all of the mental faculties are 
actually the results of the use of the intelligence of the brain, which is 
cognition. Kant organizes the three mental faculties, cognition, desire, and 
pleasure, according to Baumgarten’s three fields. 1. Logica: The cognitive 
faculty of cognition is understanding or intelligence. Its field is nature, and its 
a priori function is to recognize the things and the imperative laws of nature. 2. 
Ethica: The cognitive faculty of desire is the reason. Its field is freedom, and 
its a priori function is to put the things in relation, give them an order 
according to a final end, and discover the laws of freedom. 3. Aesthetica: The 
cognitive faculty of pleasure or test is the power of judgment. Its field is art, 
and its a priori function is to find a creative way or act to integrate the two 
previous cognitive functions according to the final end of reason.

Table 3. The Basic Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Kant5

Kant’s purpose of the reduction in the Meric system of the faculties and 
fields was to get behind some rational limits and let metaphysics determine 
and define the rational, transcendental, or meta principles of the faculties and 
their divisions, limits, and relations as it should be. There is not any scientific 
field that can do this job except philosophy as the basic and general science. 
Kant divides scientific fields with their rational principles and defines their 
5 See, Kant. (2001). Critique of the Power of Judgement. p. 85, para. 5.198
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basic concepts. They are so certain that if one needs to change it, one needs 
to explain why! So, philosophy (means science) is divided into two; the field 
of understanding is empirical philosophy, which is natural and social sciences, 
and the field of reason is pure philosophy, which has no natural content. Pure 
philosophy either works on critical philosophy, which is the inquiry of the 
rational a priori principles of all of the philosophical fields and metaphysics by 
pure reason or applies them through reason to the fields of metaphysics. Critical 
philosophy is the core of philosophy because it determines the whole system. 
Metaphysics is also divided into two: Metaphysics of nature and metaphysics 
of morals. Metaphysics of morals is the final end of critical philosophy and the 
system in general; it is about the probability of the relations between a priori 
principles of understanding and the laws of freedom. Metaphysics of nature 
also deals with the possibility of the relations between the a priori principles 
and the laws of necessity. It is also divided into two: Transcendental philosophy 
or ontology studies the relations of objects with reason and understanding; 
Physiology works on the objects of pure reason, which are God, Cosmos, and 
Soul. Rational physiology is about immanent applications of reason in physics 
(about Cosmos and freedom). Transcendent applications of reason are either 
on super-natural objects, which is called rational theology (about God) or on 
natural objects, which is called rational cosmology (about Soul and eternity). 
Kant rejects Baumgarten’s natural theology; we cannot have logos on the nature 
of God, Theos. All of the philosophical proof of the existence of God is false. We 
can only have a rational theology, go through some logical limits and determine 
some rational principles of the field (Kant, 2000: p. 695-699, para. A839-847/ 
B867-875).

Table 4. Meric of ethical and cognitive faculties in Kant
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The abstract map of moral and cognitive faculties that was a general subject in 
Kant becomes a concrete historical and evolutionary fact of a universal substance 
or Geist in Hegel. Apart from Hegel’s speculations, his system helps to see a 
map of inter-disciplinary relations so that we can apply this kind of map to an 
education system to organize the development of the students. There are mutual 
and circular relations and logic in his system. Subject-object, God-universe, and 
idea-nature are the aspects of the same processes of an organic totality. God is 
nature, logic is universal, etc. This evolutionary totality can be seen in natural 
and social sciences, and logic is at the core of the dialectical evolution of nature 
and the Idea. Matter acquires shape or idea according to logical forms. Each 
approach creates a new division, every moment of creation uses three steps and 
three faculties together: Thesis uses understanding, anti-thesis uses negative 
reason, and synthesis uses positive reason (like the power of judgment in Kant). 
For him, logic is the science of the Idea in and for itself; philosophy of nature is 
the science of the Idea in its otherness; philosophy of Geist is the science of the 
Idea that returns into itself from its otherness. Hence, the sciences are in some 
heterological and autological dialectical relations.

Table 5. The Basic Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Hegel

The logic of this dialectical relationship in the Hegelian system ensures the 
emergence of sciences from each other and the establishment of interdisciplinary 
relations between them, in short, allows the understanding and development of 
the sciences. If we look at Table 6 below, we can see the triangular applications 
of the cognitive faculties since the first division. Logic gives the logic for 
understanding the others: Heterology of nature is shaped by negative reason, 
and autology of Sprit is shaped by positive reason. At the first division of natural 
sciences, nature is “mechanically” shaped in an abstract space and a concrete 
time by “Mathematics”. Then, mathematical equations turn to the relations of 
“Mechanical Physics”. The synthesis of them appears as “Astronomy”. In the 
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second division, nature is taken shape as the basic elements, stars, lights, and 
planets by “Physics”.   The atmosphere of the Earth contains the basic elements, 
and determines the conditions on the Earth; so, physics turns to “Meteorology”. 
Elements, electrical charges, atomic weights, etc. become the subject of 
“Chemistry”. The third division of nature is organic, Biological: The source 
of life is “Geology”. Chemical reactions create a “Botanic” life, and then, an 
animal life, “Zoology” too!

After psychic animal life, autological, conceptual life becomes visible in 
the consciousness of the soul. The first division of the soul and human-social 
sciences starts with human beings, so, it will be about “Anthropology”, about 
the nature of Homo sapiens. The phenomena of human beings in history can 
be seen in “Phenomenology”. The return of the soul to himself is visible in 
“Psychology”. The second division of the soul is about the necessities of 
freedom shaped in social life, so it is about “Law”. Then, the autonomy of 
free will becomes a subject to “Moral”. Finally, social constitutions will be 
institutionalized in “Sociology” and “Politics”, like families, companies, civic 
organizations, and states. The third division of human-social sciences is about 
self-recognition and self-realization of the soul himself. Hence, it is about 
aesthetics and “Art”. Art is seeing things through a divine eye and needs to 
have a creative sight. The appearance of the whole creation creates an idea of a 
creator, and we witness the “Religions” in history. The dialectical evolution of 
the religions turns to “Philosophy” after Christianity. Philosophy gives the logic 
of the whole system. Subjective art and objective religion are combined and 
replaced by the universality of philosophy. This historical evolution is circular, 
and philosophy starts to create itself in nature again.6 (If we interpret the second 
turn as a post-graduate program in education, it can start with mathematical 
logic, linguistics, philosophy of science, relativistic and quantum physics, 
neurology, genetics, economy, etc.)

6 The details of Hegel’s classifications can be seen in Hegel’s Philosophy of Mind (2017: p.179-
331, para. 385- 573).
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Table 6. Meric of Ethical and Cognitive Faculties in Hegel

4. Anthropogonic7 System of Science, Art, and Education

The mind thinks with the non-intentional cognitive categories of intelligence, 
and the intentional categories of consciousness. In a natural way of thinking 
in personal experiences and experimental sciences, non-intentional cognitive 
categories are directed and applied to some culturally determined objects and 
fields. All of these directed intentional objects-fields can be classified according 
to the four intentional categories that constitute the nature of consciousness. They 
are Ego and super-Ego, where the Ego is autologically determined by some socio-

7 “Anthropogonia” is a neurology and mathematics-based theory that offers a model of the mind 
with its cognitive categories and a theory of consciousness with its intentional categories. See, 
Bilgic, Meric. (2022). Critique of Rationality. Berlin: Peter Lang.
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cultural super-Ego models; and micro-Cosmos and Cosmos, where Cosmos is 
heterologically determined by some theoretical, mental micro-Cosmos modals. 
Nevertheless, idealized super-Ego models and Cosmos, namely, the physical 
extension itself are defined as beyond conceivability, in other words, beyond the 
applicability of non-intentional categories. Under these conditions, individual 
physical entities are generalized according to some theoretical linguistic, and 
cognitive categorical forms; and mental entities are individualized according 
to some socio-cultural and cognitive categorical forms. An object becomes 
conceivable only by the application of cognitive categories even if it was defined 
as non-applicable. Application of a priori cognitive categories of intelligence to 
the classified four intentional fields determines the divisions of sciences.

Non-intentional categories may be applied to non-experimental, non-
intentional forms beyond reality too. It is a well-known possibility that pure 
forms, like numbers, logical principles, and metaphysical basis of thinking are 
conceivable so that even their paradoxicality can be diagnosed and formulated. 
Even if they can be some tools for scientific proof, they are not provable 
themselves. It is an art, the highest art because it is extremely difficult to think 
of its abstract objects, and requires creative intelligence. The other possibility 
of applying cognitive categories beyond intentionality is imaginary contents 
without intentional determination. In this case, cognitive categories and 
imaginary contents are in a free game. This is art too. There is also the third 
possibility that is beyond intentional and non-intentional categories, beyond 
thinking and conceivability. It is about bodily and mentally behavioral habits, 
and so, acts. It is also art and based on personal training. 
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The philosophers mentioned above are the greatest ones in the history of 
philosophy and have strong cultural motives behind their systems that push 
them in making mistakes. If we can say so, Aristotle’s divisions are clear and 
freer of culture than the others. Even though Kant’s system is framed by some 
platonic Christian ideas, he is a great master in seeing the correct approach. A 
system has an algorithm and some axiomatic categories. Therefore, a division 
according to the applicability of the categories will give clear and distinct, exact 
definitions of the divisions. After Kant, we have the same type of challenge: If 
any mereological rational principle of the divisions in the Meric system will be 
rejected, its reason has to be proven. Table 7 below exhibits the details of the 
Meric system under the principles of categorical applicability. Hence, we can go 
through the details of the divisions in sciences and arts.

4.1.	 The	Meric	System	of	Sciences	and	Arts

Noetic arts: Nous is theoretical pure reason and Noesis is pure reasoning in 
Greek. Plato distinguishes Noetic art from the intentional, scientific thinking 
called Dianoia. In non-intentional reasoning, one can contemplate and create 
principles of pure reason in itself. Its target is truth. It is a space where rather 
logical principles can be created than logical principles can be applied. The basic 
problem is to decide what the principle of Identity is. Otherwise, we cannot even 
say A is B, can say nothing. After the principle of identity, it will be possible 
to talk about mathematical objects. There are many logical and mathematical 
systems. Pure reason lets us be able to think out of one of them and to move 
between them. Hence, pure reason can think of its own logical foundation, a 
priori principles of cognition. Kant calls this field Critical philosophy. This act 
itself creates a paradoxical trap by defining itself. Its problem is the lack of 
the possibility of escaping from the paradoxicality. Even though metaphysics 
is distinguished from critical philosophy by not having this problem in Kant’s 
system, actually, metaphysics or systematization of a priories in and application 
of them to the fields cannot escape from the problem of categories. Therefore, 
metaphysics has to be critical metaphysics under the principle of critical 
philosophy. 

Physical sciences: Critical metaphysics of physical sciences gives the 
problematic principles of the constitution of the sciences. The problematic 
principle of Physical sciences is about the idea of Cosmos and “reality” of 
the ontological existence of the external world. We may find a logical way 
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to identify two concepts as A is B but there is no way to connect them with 
the existential reality of an individual physical object and we do not have an 
external, Archimedean truth point to compare the correspondence between 
these concepts and reality. Even a basic physical property is experienced as a 
concept connected to a theory (e.g. “the light wave has measured as 250 Hertz”). 
The mind is stuck in the conceptual world. What can be done is only looking 
for a theoretical coherence to converge a true (?) meaning of reality. This is 
the metaphysical truth problem, scientists face it within each theoretical stuck 
and have to turn back to the basic philosophical principle and approach. The 
question in scientific discovery must be as follows: “In what way do I need to 
change my current approach or strategy in the generalization of an experimental 
fact?” For example, Einstein could not go further without philosophical inquiry 
into Newton’s conceptualization of space and time. 

Cognitive sciences: It can be already seen that the counterpart of the problematic 
principle of physical “reality” is “truth” in perception and cognition. The 
problem of truth belongs to the critical metaphysics of cognitive sciences. Today, 
cognitive sciences need to be defined on a larger scale. The subject of Micro-
Cosmos or Mind should be a new independent field that gathers a related group 
of sciences under it. Language is a main field of sciences as Farabi had defined, 
but cognition comprehends language as a natural skill. Additionally, scientific 
developments in cognitive sciences show such priority and comprehension. 
The truth problem in epistemology and syntax, meaning problem in semantics 
constitutes the basic metaphysical problems of cognitive and linguistic sciences 
that need to be criticized. Cognition and language can only be defined in 
themselves and by themselves. They are constitutionally paradoxical, which 
creates a metaphysical depth behind their phenomena. The self-re-cognitional 
cognitive processes that are mostly dressed up with some linguistic forms must 
be skeptically asking this question: “What kind of cognitive habit or general 
concept makes me fall into the current illusion?”

Social sciences: Intelligence used in physical and cognitive sciences give the 
meanings of things without evaluating their values. Reason puts them in some 
relations and evaluates them according to some rational principles and ideas. 
Critical metaphysics of ideologies investigates and determines the truth dealer 
ideologies about how ideal they are according to the principle of “justice”. 
Physical and cognitive sciences have to have some far ideological connections, 
like lingual-cultural groups, scientific communities, etc. However, Social 
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sciences have direct and close relations with the ideologies and super-Ego 
models they live in. Therefore, it is their blind point. Take the idea of the Meric 
system itself as an example: American academic institutions have changed the 
general concept of “university” with “multiversity”. Then, they started to blame 
the lack of virtues in general and specifically the lack of integrity of students; but 
they cannot see that the reason is the system itself with the idea of the fragmental 
sciences. They cannot diagnose that they produce theoretical illusions according 
to the universities’ ideologies as a member of the market economy. They have 
also exported this disordered idea called “third-generation university” to the 
European Union under the Bologna Process. Social sciences have to focus on 
and search for their ideological blind points that produce theoretical errors and 
injustice. Justice is the highest ethical value to which other values depend, and 
the virtue of being just determines other virtues, even cognitive virtues such as 
universality. Even if there are no such ideal laws or lawmakers, we need to find 
out some things under a social contract. If all of the ethical, aesthetical, and 
scientific values of human history begin with Ancient Greeks, if the definition 
of human is “infinite consumer” in the science of economy, and so on, then, 
what a pity that all of the human species are stupefied in favor of the power. 
The legitimacy of ideologies can be falsified or justified by scientifically 
examining their historical formation processes with a reductio ad absurdum 
in a comparison with their antagonist part. If these ultimate justice dealers 
have some antagonistic approach, war, destructions, etc. they are false, if they 
really produce freedom for their enemies too, then, they are true. We have to 
admit that none of these ideologies can pass this examination. Their ethical 
foundations that appear as a necessity have some problems as a matter of choice. 
Social sciences have to reset themselves according to their roots in the critical 
metaphysics of ideologies. Otherwise, they have to stop calling themselves 
“science”. Additionally, political powers should not threaten the peace of any 
family life on earth. The current destructed position of the World is also a crime 
of the social scientists.

Human sciences: Ideas in human sciences cannot be true and legitimate in 
themselves. The principle of humanities is not “truth”, the ideas in this field 
can be legitimate if they can be individualized on an ethical basis. They are 
based on phenomenal and ethical interpretation, not justification. How can a 
phenomenon be deconstructed to converge its true meaning is based on having 
goodwill and sincerity. So, it needs a critical metaphysics of morals that will 
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give an account of the principle of good, and show a reasonable way to connect 
individual conscience to a social contract. Otherwise, individuals will have 
to submit to a social contract without voluntarily signing it; as we are today. 
Human sciences are an application area of social sciences. Individualization 
of general ideas, reducing them to a person, requires special reasoning and an 
interpretation skill; Aristotle gives also a distinguished name to it, “Phronesis”. 
Phronesis has an inner connection to esoteric arts and training the body too. One 
applies some necessarily true knowledge of Sophia onto accidental knowledge 
of singular practical facts by Phronesis. In this context, human sciences have to 
rest on such a Meric criterion. Humanities use the scientific method but they are 
different than the social sciences. Psychology is a special field in indicating this 
difference. The application fields of social sciences should produce freedom for 
individual Egos against the predominance of super-Ego. Human sciences can be 
defined by the charge of creating a public reason for individual freedom against 
social institutions and alienation. Ethics, applied ethics, gender studies, etc., all 
of them are based on the faculty of desire. If people do not want to be rational 
and good, others cannot say anything against them unless they have a universal 
principle to invite the irrational. However, interpretation of social sciences and 
individualization of them have no features of universality, their universality can 
be hope in an aesthetical act or behavior beyond intentionality. The aesthetic 
value of the ideas in human sciences can create a universal value to will it for 
others in the case of the beauty of the act of individualization. In this sense, 
the most important fields of humanities are educational sciences because the 
universal value of a new and innocent generation depends on them. Education 
indicates the level of legitimacy of a political system, and a justification of social 
sciences because it is the application area for all of them.
Poietic arts: For Aristotle, the field of poietike is driven by the cognitive faculty 
of techné. Techné or technique creates things from nothing by connecting 
subject and object or nature and human. In our own words, the technique of 
art connects, synthesizes conceivable and non-conceivable mental realms, and 
literally, connects the field of applying non-intentional cognitive categories to the 
four intentional categories and the field that there are no category applications. 
In this middle field, non-intentional categories are freely applied to imaginary 
contents without any intention. The only intention of the creative action is being 
beyond the intention to create the actor oneself. Our words perfectly match 
Kant’s definition of aesthetic judgment: It is a free game of understanding and 
imagination. It is an aesthetic type of cognition and its object is called Eikasia 
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(Design, image, guess) in Plato. The sensual sources of imagination are mainly 
either light waves or sound waves, or both. Therefore, the fields of poetic arts 
are Visual and Auditory arts, and their combinations are Performance and 
Literature. Bear in mind that, any act of creation cannot have a self-creative 
power. The self-creating power of an act contains some universalizable aesthetic 
dynamics that are likely to be affirmed by the limitations of others’ individual 
measures of taste. Otherwise, it will be a silly trial. So, this act is not only from 
inside to outside and to the others’ inside but also from back to the future. In 
conclusion, aesthetic creation and historical action are the same intuitive act, 
and have a combination of the same cognitive and ethical virtues. In this sense, 
performative arts, theatre, as Confucius says, music and dance, and Shamanic 
naturalist habits are the basis of culture and civilization, more important than 
hypothesizing, theorizing, ideologies, cognitive sciences, and the other arts.

Esoteric arts: It is the field in which there are no category applications, it is 
beyond conceivability. One merely uses her body and the mind habitually. 
Therefore, this is the area that which one trains her mental and somatic habits 
under the doctrine of a master. It is about gaining skills in personal experiences. 
If a doctrine or a master goes beyond being an inspiration to find your way 
and dictates some conceivable ideas, it would be harmful brainwashing and 
something that hinders development. The creator, the mediator agent has to find 
her own dialectical steps. In this sense, all of the ways, doctrines, and masters are 
wrong because they have to have some ready-made ideas at least in techniques. 
Nevertheless, wrong inspiration is better than having no inspiration as long as it 
does not prison the person with some “goodwill” traditional traps. Training the 
body with some gymnastics or yoga and training the mind with some focus and 
concentration techniques were common in Ancient Greek gymnasiums and the 
other ancient civilizations. The balance and unity of mind and body strengthen 
and liberate the will as an end. 

Finally, a rational one takes likely a beautiful decision with an irrational 
intuition between the truth of pure reason supported by cognitive and physical 
sciences and the freedom of will supported by social and humanistic sciences. 
There is a slight difference between will and decision; we believe that we have 
a will but the decision process is extremely complex than will. No one can 
understand, explain and dictate this dialectical, personal process of behavior 
but everybody can recognize the ethical – aesthetic - cognitive personal values, 
skills namely, virtues or Meric in it.
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4.2.	 The	Meric	System	of	Education

The basic axioms of the algorithms of the Meric education system are as follows: 
The type of thinking activity and discovery process is the same for scientists 
and students. The problematic point of a field can be seen through the critical 
perspective and conceptualization. Education not only needs knowledge but 
also inner motivation. However, education gives an external motivation, which 
belongs to the social system. Without internalization of motivation, education 
will be very weak and not applicable. Project-based teamwork can internalize 
motivations because it is fun and a model of interdisciplinary applications. 
Therefore, education should be organized as project-based interdisciplinary 
experiments. Memorizing and repeating concepts is not learning. Learning is 
seeing the meaning! It is seeing the constitutional reason of the definition of the 
key concept in functional relations within the other concepts, which is called the 
“middle term” in logic. The whole picture is the ultimate goal because thinking 
is an inference from the general to the specific. One cannot infer thoughts 
without being able to imagine the whole picture. The algorithm of the system is 
set as these functional relations of the braches. There is no temporal or logical 
priority of any arts or sciences. The web of Meric system works all together at 
any grade of education. Branches of a field should be able to be reduced to each 
other. Each general field should be experienced in relation to its counterpart. For 
example, cognitive – physical or social – humanistic sciences; then, the relations 
of sciences with arts, especially noetic arts; the same reduction process from 
arts to sciences as well. Ultimately, all of the fields should be unified one by 
one according to their Meric criterion, and their cognitive and ethical faculties. 
The target is for the students who are open to changing themselves with new 
knowledge, to have an integrated personality, namely, self-creative, auto-poietic 
function with deep learning. Integrated personality needs an integrated system. 
The exclusive mereological value of the Meric system comes from the exact 
definitions of the fields that are distinguished according to the categorical 
application.

ARTS

Art is beyond intentionality and cultural interests; its action has no rational 
target except itself. Therefore, the owner of artistic action can try self-realization 
within it. Especially esoteric arts that aim at mind-body unity have no chance 
to apply non-intentional categories, they are beyond imagination. Thinking in 
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noetic arts is purely formal and applies non-intentional categories to pure forms 
only. Nevertheless, their results are very decisive in the arts and sciences in a 
critical way. In poetic arts, one can apply non-intentional cognitive categories 
to imaginary contents. Cognitive categories help imagination but without 
intentional directions. Briefly, arts have no rational directions; they totally 
depend on creation. They are a subject of irrational intuitive rationality; so, they 
need training. The act of thinking in any art is characterized by universalization. 
Its reason is the fact that aesthetic experience is not universal; on the contrary, 
it is a completely individual, introspective experience. It is a fluxing act that 
even its owner has not much idea of what is happening in her consciousness. 
There is not any rational reason to take something as a reference. It is an empty 
dark space that can be enlightened by an inner power, which must be rational 
self-confidence, trusting your intuitions with some reliable reasons. It is about 
being experienced in life because a creative act is a sequential process strung 
in time. The only reference of the creative act is the act itself happening now. 
Its target is to move from individuality to intersubjective universality, from 
the immanence of consciousness to its transcendence. It is art only that can 
transcendence the consciousness rationally. The technique of its education is 
based on observing and participating to a master in introspective contemplation 
through a creative act. It is a technique, a personal virtue that needs to be 
developed by practicing endless time. It is a mind-blowing struggle that 
consisted of several reincarnations in one lifetime. The student initially thinks 
that it is amazing but impossible, and then he hates it, gives up but misses 
it in time, and comes back to the practice, by the end, he realizes that this 
desperate struggle was a great success in comparison with the others. He keeps 
working on the target virtue or faculty, starts to feel what it looks like a mastery, 
and ultimately realizes that he is at the early beginning level of the mastery. 
The student needs only some genetic tendency, a true master, patience, and a 
sustainable, steady education system. Mastery is an endless way, the Way to 
be. Namely, acting in a sequential string, in a historical flux is an endless story 
of mastery. The act of a master is to step into the emptiness, which transcends 
itself without any Archimedean standing point, but introspectively knows what 
he is doing. In addition, the result of his action is a universalizable aesthetic 
value filled with the dynamics of beauty. Finally, the universalizability of an 
artistic act and mastery cannot be individual, arts need a discipline, a theory, a 
technique. A student either participates in an art movement or interprets it in a 
new way at best. 
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Esoteric arts: From the critical point of view, there is no categorical application 
or thinking in this field. It begins with the body accompaniment in a kind of 
musical sequence to a simultaneous harmony that looks like a story or picture. For 
example, a goodnight song around a campfire and dancing together; or running 
in a championship against time. The fact of the field is feeling yourself, the 
heartbeats here and now in your body, and realistically sizing up your physical and 
mental powers among the others you are surrounded by. Mental powers too need 
to be trained like the body. Penetrating an inter-subjective mental complexity, 
and focusing on and living in such an abstract world, like a child game, develop 
the optic muscles of the mind. For the sake of universalizing freedom, using the 
mental power of one’s will by respecting the limits of others is a basic moral 
virtue that must always be earned and kept in mind. It is an esoteric discipline 
that the teaching is based on observation, and participation, and needs master 
and private lessons. The field has no cognition and intention, movement is only 
habitual, and so, it is about training the habits. Sizing up yourself and others and 
setting up a fair relationship in between is the basis of ethical habits, and virtues. 
The order of ethical virtues is similar to living tissue and can vary from culture 
to culture. Nevertheless, the principle of universalizability in this relationship 
requires firstly a universalizable love that starts from loving your existence until 
the totality of existential stories. Because there is no individual and free will in 
nature. Therefore, one has to learn how to develop a will to treat individuals so 
as to let them be free in the indivisible wholeness. 

Noetic arts: Teaching noetic arts contains the highest difficulty because there 
is no intention or motivation, it is free reasoning without any foundation, and 
also there is no object concrete that one can mentally connect. Its objects are 
pure forms, like numbers. Its cognitive faculty is pure reason that had evolved 
over millions of years. Pure reason can intuitively size theoretical totalities, 
universals, and concepts and judge the results of the totality of functions 
by using the pure cognitive forms of intelligence, namely, non-intentional 
categories. It starts by counting sequential numbers and comparing qualities to 
find some rational shortcuts in sequences, principles, and conjunctions. The root 
of calculus is logic, and its fruit is philosophy. Any kind of thinking, even the 
appreciation of not thinking is based on the noetic arts. Its education depends 
on discovering definitions, distinctive reasons for definitions, definitions of the 
limits of concepts, and proving the relationships between definitions. Having 
mastery in using pure reason requires deep meditative insight that people are 
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rarely rewarded with. Any sign of talent in theoretical intuition of pure reason 
to awake should be appreciated well by masters but exclusively for virtuous 
students only. Otherwise, these well-educated masterminds can create massive 
harm to human beings. Education of noetic arts does not depend on hard work, 
but only the best masters who can show the exact perspective. The faculty of 
Noesis is about true seeing (Greek, nous) but not knowledge; knowledge will be 
its product in sciences. The core of the Meric education system is noetic arts and 
needs special masters, philosopher mathematicians, and logicians. 

Poetic arts: Poetic arts are the aesthetical repetition or accompaniment of 
phenomena of ordinary life with some art pieces in extraordinary detail. Thus, 
art turns wildlife into cultural life. Phenomena that surround us appear in 
our senses. Scents are expressed in fragrance art and flavors are expressed in 
gastronomy, they can be a part of performative arts. Nevertheless, environmental 
phenomena are predominantly sounds and images consisting of sound and light 
waves extending in space. We can perceive a very small amount of them in 
nature. Perception is determined by habitual expectations. However, artistic 
sight observes them unexpectedly and experiences them as if it faced them for 
the first time. This special attitude takes them beyond cultural limits. Sound 
waves are real objects that one nearly holds them in the air. If one can keep 
them in memory, and analyze them, one can also synthesize them as well, can 
repeat and compose them. It needs hard work and long years to distinguish the 
notes of sound waves. Observing the shadows, tones, and edges of reflections 
of light waves that create an image also requires a creator, a divine sight. An 
artist has to penetrate and participate in the emergence of waves and flow 
through them. Literature is only depicting these experiences gathered from 
music, fragrance, art, and sculpture with words in imagination. The way to learn 
the poetic arts also requires real masters and a lot of guidance one-to-one. A 
student has to follow and copy his master, and most importantly, the master 
has not to break the student’s attempts to create his own way. Art integrates the 
ethical and cognitive virtues, and the education should be based on this personal 
integrity and authenticity. This philosophical perspective distinguishes arts from 
handcrafts. Participating in real-life experiences within the accompaniment of 
arts that focused on details creates a beautiful, virtuous life; because the beauty 
of action comes from a balanced game between will and reason, freedom and 
truth, and love and justice that reveals a universalizable power, which is the 
ultimate goal of arts. Will is not free actually, we can try to liberate the power 
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of will by creative rational decisions. Hence, one can settle in the center of life 
and time as a synthesis of real and ideal. Education has to create this feeling for 
students, especially for art students.

SCIENCES

Sciences is not a field of training as in arts but studying; their education is based 
on analysis and synthesis of both forms and contents, teaching, learning storing 
knowledge in memories. Non-intentional categories that the tools of thinking 
are rationally directed on intentional categories. Its purpose is to know external 
physical properties and internal mental properties. People are born into a culture. 
Culture readily gives the forms and contents of physical and mental domains. 
Language has evolved as an extension of physical forms, bodily expressions, 
and motor skills; it is a tool for understanding physical properties. Cognitive 
sciences aim at developing artificial languages from natural languages, and 
theories to understand cognition and language. From the critical point of view, 
we try to understand the possibilities and the limits of applying cognitive 
categories in thinking and theorizing. This critical perspective is the creative 
source of a physical or social scientist in the process of scientific discovery. 
We also find ourselves in a ready-made mental domain, in a social, historical, 
ideological structural model. Social sciences develop through critical thinking 
over this ideological structure. The application of non-intentional categories 
to the subjects of social sciences is a problem of critical reflection, and the 
goal of the critical perspective is the individualization of the general ideas of 
social sciences by the humanistic sciences for the sake of freedom in a real 
life. On the other hand, the goal of critical perspective in cognitive sciences is 
the generalization of individual physical properties. Therefore, the education 
should focus on the ways of producing meanings by generalization in physical 
and cognitive sciences and focus on the ways of producing ethical values by 
individualization in social and humanistic sciences. 

Cognitive sciences: Just as the noetic arts have a central role in the arts, the 
cognitive sciences have a similarly central role in the sciences and they are 
interconnected. Language, programming, and cognitive sciences are dependent 
on logic and mathematics. The main problem of the field from the critical 
perspective is as the following: Phenomena appear in an objective sensation but 
the fact is on the contrary of it; phenomena appear according to the subjective 
formal structure of the observer. Then, one may think that this subjective formal 
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structure is universal and necessary for understanding. This is the second 
mistake; on the contrary, there may be some other logical and mathematical 
systems, and different theoretical approaches; nothing is necessary, even the 
identity axiom. There is not any completed closed formal system. Therefore, 
critical reflection should always search for some other options, based on a clear 
and distinct definition of each step taken. The variables and the transformation 
rules of a system should be defined well. Making the student memorize the ready 
patterns will destroy the possibility to improve their skills. The student should 
experience and keep the distance between her mental processes and the study 
subject, and bear in mind that this relation depends on the creator, the active 
mind, which is herself; there is not an external authority in this relationship. It is 
the same with the relationship between universal and singular or theory and fact; 
the former determines the latter. Theory or concept generalizes the singular, and 
this is an act of generalization. So, the meaning and truth by the end is a result 
of an act, and this is not a rigid but open-ended process. Contemplation the 
tension between universal and singular helps to understand, reset, and recreate 
processes. 

Physical sciences: Physical phenomena consist of particulars, and scientific 
definitions of physical reality are a generalization, a theoretical construction. 
From the critical point of view, one should focus on the problem of hypostasizing 
a singular experimental object. An observer cannot experience the object itself 
but receives some physical properties of the object in some factual propositions 
and generalizations, like “250 Hertz”, which is already a part of a theory. 
Therefore, the observer is stuck in the theory. The decisive power of a theory 
threatens the scientist’s creative vision and exploration. The position of the 
theoretical act that determines the relationship between the tension of universal 
and singular, and determines the reason of scientific proof has to be seen clearly. 
Otherwise, neither a scientist nor a student cannot clearly think of the fact. In 
this sense discovery and learning is the same process. A student has to get in 
the logical position of the discoverer. So, the teacher has to know the history 
of the scientific discovery or definition. Only after such an education process, 
the student can become a scientist; and only after such a critical perspective, a 
scientist can create a new theoretical approach. For example, Einstein could not 
solve the problems of space and time in the Newtonian mechanical physics, if 
he had not gone back to the critical metaphysical tension between universal and 
singular and focused on the commonsensical misleading ways of applying the 
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cognitive categories to physical properties in the conventional position of the 
theory. This problem is more remarkable in medicine; the definition of health 
is the main threat to health. A critical diagnosis must go beyond conventional 
medicine.

Social sciences: Social phenomena, in contrast to singular physical properties, 
consist of universals, and scientific definitions of the mental properties of our 
social life-world are defined by inference from the culturally already given 
universals. The application of non-intentional cognitive categories to social 
sciences is determined by ideological intentions. Ideological intentions are 
invisible because they function like a natural atmosphere, one cannot feel 
them. All the scientific institutions and theoretical paradigms are set by the 
orthodox ideology that distributes justice. Civilization begins with them, their 
sociological concepts that had been delivered from their history can explain 
every social event all over the world, economics determine the definition of 
human beings instead of philosophy and anthropology, and only the member 
of their orthodox religion can have valid ethical and aesthetical values but 
not the others, and so on and so forth. Therefore, the critical metaphysical 
perspective should focus on the individualization ways of these general ideas 
used in social sciences. If they are not universalizable via individuals then they 
are not valid at all. The critical perspective needs historical deconstruction 
and serious historical criticism. Historical criticism has to be the basic 
perspective of education. Justice cannot be universalized on its theoretical 
construction because there is no such an external Archimedean standing point 
in the universe of history. Justice is universalized according to the desires for 
and the limits of ideological hegemony, which is not scientifically legitimate 
at all. The idea of justice can legitimately be universalized if it is conducted 
according to the desire for the universality of love for each member of human 
beings. The universal political law “peace at home, peace in the world” is the 
expression of its way. The universalizability of love, starting with self-love, 
is the highest Meric criterion that determines the high values of a scientist 
and scientific thought. Every ideology promises such a universality but they 
cannot by the nature of institutionalization. The scientist herself is the keeper 
of this value against institutions as her own personal virtue. Additionally, 
every student should be brought up as a subject of education with these Meric 
ideals. True justice can be recognized by giving freedom to all because the 
final end is freedom, not power. Education has to teach the new generation 
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critical thinking with complete freedom, otherwise, ideological education, 
brainwashing, and imposing the ideas of institutionalized theories is the 
greatest crime against human values and honor. In this sense, to be a social 
scientist is to be a hero. 

Humanistic sciences: The problematic point of humanistic sciences from 
the critical point of view is the interpretation of general ideas and the 
development of the skill of Phronesis, which enables the creative rational 
interpretation of general ideas on singular facts. The critical metaphysics of 
morals cannot be able to offer such a criterion, a universal law, but searching 
for its universality as a meta-ethical law (like Kant’s categorical imperative) 
in personal stories improves how to use reason. Education in developing 
individualized interpretation of general ideas in society requires personal 
experiences in taking some social responsibilities and working on some 
social projects as much as having some qualified genetic and memetic codes. 
Ideas have no meaning in themselves; meanings are temporarily created 
by interpretation in action. Therefore, the legitimacy of social sciences is 
based on allowing personal autonomy for the actual life of each member of 
their own domain. The justness of justice in social sciences depends on its 
individualized interpretation to create good as the ethical value and freedom 
for all. The critiques of the ideas in social sciences need to deconstruct the 
history of the construction of these ideas in the culture. Psychology shows 
us how we perceive our Ego under the deconstruction and individualization 
of social sciences. Ethics and applied ethics search for some rational criteria 
of individual conscience for or against the ideas of the political-religious 
ideologies. The discipline of human rights is the key to the universalizability 
of the individualization as a summary of the Meric system. The critical 
perspective of philosophy and the evaluation skills in the light of the discipline 
of human rights are the basis of education throughout the whole grades from 
kinder garden to university. For example, identity and gender studies should 
be a central subject for case studies of teenagers. Ultimately, the problem of 
rationality in gaining a historical existence is transferred from humanistic 
sciences to esoteric and poetic arts. Then, it will finally be the object of the 
problem of the universalizability of beauty in a decision. In return, the whole 
system can be created, starting again with the noetic arts. Working in this 
way, the Meric system is a live mental tissue with an open-ended critical 
nature.
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5. Inter-disciplinary Studies

Generalization problem of causality in cognitive and physical sciences: The 
techniques of inter-disciplinary studies require project-based inter-disciplinary 
team studies. The teaching of the materials in a scientific field should not be 
more than half of their total part in a curriculum. Students should learn the 
materials through their applications in a project. Reinforcement lessons of 
the materials are futile time losing, and so, harmful. Additionally, the projects 
should be taken from real life and the environment. For example, what happens 
if we change the number of stairs to go upstairs? Gravity, stride length, metric 
calculations, weight, step length, etc., all need to be worked out. Even though 
there is no way of reducing the mental properties of cognitive sciences to 
the physical properties of physical sciences, and there is no robust causation 
between them, mental properties practically supervene physical properties. 
It means that mental states are changed according to the physical states but 
physical states are formed by mental states. We know from quantum mechanics 
that there is no causality in nature and we live in a probabilistic physical world. 
However, human intelligence applies the causality category to understand the 
causes and effects of sequences. Therefore, mental activity should critically 
look closely at the possible relationship between the factual data of a physical 
experiment and their theoretical generalization and hypostatization ways. 
Hence, students have to see the cases with their own eyes. They need to see 
some geological layers, plants, and animals on a scientific trip, look at the space 
in an observatory, look through a microscope at some chemical formations, and 
biological cells in a laboratory, and so, should ask themselves how to understand 
them instead of using some ready-made scientific theories. Any theoretical clue 
pushes them down to the historical ruins, and they stop thinking. Such a critical 
perspective contains several connections with different scientific fields and arts. 
Students should be allowed to use any of them, mechanical physics, sculpture, 
mathematics, literature, etc. under supervision. The role of a supervisor is basic 
in such fieldwork.

Individualization problem of legitimacy in social and humanistic sciences: 
The very critical point of the relationship between social and humanistic sciences 
is that the generalized ideas of social sciences are historically set for the purpose 
of legitimizing the power by the authorities. They need to be individualized 
each time for their legitimizing application in humanistic sciences. Otherwise, 
they turn to be religious dogmas. The conceptual frame of reference of scientific 
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fields that we produce meanings in them historically moves and changes faster 
than their general scientific paradigm. Its theoretical framework determines the 
meaning of a sign or concept, and the framework of social sciences differs both 
in itself and between different societies. Recall the basic concepts: “Man” is 
not a man in a matriarchal society in the sense of a patriarchal one; “god” is 
not a god in polytheism in the sense of monotheism, and ideas on budged about 
eco-nomos can be radically different between different homes and countries. 
Therefore, a scientific study of them needs to be as independent as possible 
from their historical power relations so as to refresh and recreate the ideas. The 
theoretical legitimacy of an idea is radically different from political legitimacy. 
A rational political power has to accept the autonomy of scientific studies if 
it wishes to keep the public reason awake and to be ready for some realistic 
changes to survive forever. Therefore, education in these fields should not load 
the historical ruins to the new generations and should let them individualize the 
problem, and create and use their own commonsense for realizing themselves 
in freedom. There are innumerable such cases to study in society. It may 
start, for example from age and gender terror in schools and can be extended 
to international affairs. In such a case, the students will need to use morals, 
law, religion, sociology, psychology, economics, anthropology, etc. Teamwork 
is crucial for these fields because students will create common sense for their 
generation and the new world.
Universalization problem of autonomy in arts: The role of art is catching the 
temporality in the moment of passing through the time with the feeling of being 
modern or new, and announcing the universality of the personal presence of the 
actor and the existence of the new becoming. On the one hand, it is an individual 
act; on the other hand, it is also promising to be common and universal. Logically, 
this act looks for an aesthetical feeling of totality, generality, or universality of 
consciousness within a recursive function that sizes the unity of all the actions 
of the subject. It is the form of rationality that synthesizes and unifies all the 
ways of cognition, reasoning, and ideas. However, rationality should go beyond 
this unity, intentionality, and temporality because these are neither individual 
nor universalizable; these kinds of rational theoretical syntheses are subjective 
speculations over common ideas. One needs to create the universal value of 
beauty beyond temporality but meanwhile needs to do it in temporality. Intending 
to create a rational, true value in time for the beauty of its own act only, which 
goes beyond intentionality and time is a paradoxical act but the paradoxicality 
of the act is full of universal ideas melted in itself. 
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Arts have the critical perspective of noetic arts by nature. The subjects of 
arts can be borrowed from the humanistic sciences. Performative arts can be 
teamwork but the others cannot. Noetic and esoteric arts are individualistic and 
connected. Esoteric arts are better to be scientific because of the subjects they 
deal with, but not necessarily. Any cultural esoteric doctrine can work as long 
as it does not contradict the teleological virtues of the Meric system, especially 
universality. Esoteric arts give the enormous details of implicit know-how of 
life in a mind-body, nature, and society; they are vital and the basis of the family 
and community culture because of their naive nature. Practicing noetic arts, 
philosophy, mathematics, and logic need mental concentration and mind-body 
balance, and vice versa. In the same way, the objectives of esoteric and noetic 
arts, freedom, and truth produce each other, they are two sides of the same coin. 
Sharpening the reason with noetic arts and strengthening the will with esoteric 
mind-body arts feed each other. Such an education requires close relation to 
the student’s personal life as a whole. A part-time boarding school system or a 
wise family with an education tradition may be a solution for such an education. 
Finally, expressing himself in poetic art will create a lifestyle, an aesthetic 
character for the student. Especially music is necessary for arts as mathematics 
is necessary for sciences. Like numbers, music is everywhere, in sculpture, in 
drama, in gastronomy or olfactory, etc. The ways, wisdom, and techniques of the 
arts, in general, will give students the chance to find their own ways of creating 
their individual actions and existence as a universal value.

6. Teleological Virtues of the Meric system

Freedom cannot be personal; it is a common interest and production. No one can 
be free by oneself. Being free means being yourself among others. The motivation 
and the power of freedom come from loving oneself, and it is dialectical too, no 
one can love oneself without loving others. Therefore, the life chain goes with 
loving life, loving your life, loving others, willing to be free, and finally, fighting 
for the freedom of others. Love is a universal virtue, one loves as one loves to live 
in a way of self-actualization. Love is not an individual will to power. As Camus 
said, “I rebel therefore we exist”; in another word, I rebel therefore I am human! 
Love is the basic virtue to realize freedom as the basic value. If freedom is the 
main goal of life, the mimetic target of genetic coding, then, it needs a way, the 
way of truth. Truth is for freedom, and they cannot be separated from each other. 
The problem is distinguishing truth from charlatanry. The specific distinction 
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of truth is entailing freedom for everybody, and the motivation and the power 
of truth is justice. Justice universally distributes freedom to everybody, and not 
kindly but necessarily promises to give the rights to the owners. Justice is the 
virtue that realizes the truth value. Justice the universal virtue is universalized via 
the general, scientific truth value, and cannot be individualized back anymore. 
Therefore, justice requires fighting for the rights of others, not keeping quiet as 
a witness, and justice also requires protecting the weak from so-called justice 
that is in favor of the power. Because injustice obtains its possibility from these 
silent witnesses. Artificial intelligence and dead people are silent witnesses, we 
have to turn back to life and fight for universal human values in every square 
centimeter of our life. Life is a creation of love that human beings should learn 
since their babyhood. Love is not a cultural or religious issue to be reduced to 
procreation or elevated to divinity, it is imperative for every intelligent being. 
Love and justice are imaginary ideals not exist like phoenix and dragon, but 
fighting for creating them turns us to be humans.

The Meric system itself has some basic virtues as mentioned above, which 
are necessary for any esoteric doctrine. A normative ethical theory is produced 
rationally, and cannot become a doctrine. Virtues are more habitual rather than 
being rational, and so, habitual training requires an esoteric doctrine. If people 
cannot have a rational esoteric doctrine in their family or school, the Meric 
system offers basic meta-principles, within which the people can begin to try 
to develop their own way. The telos of the Meric system is to create a beautiful 
character, paradoxically naive maturity or purification. It is not an elitist target 
for special people or some private education systems or schools, everybody at 
any level can and should try to achieve it. As an example, we can try to exhibit 
some ideas below:

Learning how to learn requires learning how to forget too. Because 
knowledge can never be complete and has to be the subject of critical reflection 
forever. Therefore, refreshing the mind, namely, emptying the mind is the most 
important, the most difficult, and the basic skill to be developed. Mind and body, 
Phoenix and Dragon are inseparable. The mind is a result of the body, language 
is an extension of the motor system, so, the mind and body have to have balance 
in themselves and between each other. The basis of training the mind is training 
the body, thinking in the shortest logical way, and speaking straightforwardly. 
The basis of training a body is breathing right and to be straight, to sit, stand and 
walk straight. The basis of training the character is being honest and sincere. 
The basis of training a personality as the unity of the mind and body is to be 
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honorable as yourself without disturbing the harmony within a community, 
being the part of a whole, and being the whole of all parts, like Simurg. The way 
of training your phoenix is training your dragon!
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1. Introduction

The concept of well-being became popular in the field of behavioral 
sciences and psychology after the last half of the 20th century and 
attracted the attention of researchers (Kocayörük et al., 2018: 551). The 

lack of a precise definition of this difficult concept has led to its vague and 
overly broad definition (Forgeard et al., 2011: 81). Well-being is an individual’s 
subjective evaluation of his/her life in general as good or bad. Positive emotions 
consist of pleasant feelings or emotions such as happiness and joy while negative 
emotions refer to unpleasant feelings and emotions such as sadness and fear 
(Emmons and Diener, 1985: 89). In this context, individuals need to feel more 
positive emotions to have a high of subjective well-being (Diener, 2000). High 
life satisfaction and well-being positively affect health, job and income, social 
relationships, and provide social benefits (Lyubomirsky et al., 2005).

Self-evaluation measures are widely used to evaluate subjective well-
being. These metrics may differ depending on the time frame, response scale, and 
online status, but are often dependent on the respondent’s subjective perspective. 
There are numerous measures but the most cited are Self-Anchored Effort Scale 
(Cantril, 1965), Sixty-Second Happiness Scale (Fordyce, 1977), Positive and 
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Negative Emotion Scale (Watson et al. 1988) and the “Life Satisfaction Scale” 
(Diener et al. 1985) (Gencer, 2018: 2622). 

As an international organization, the OECD sets international standards 
together with governments, policymakers and citizens. In the OECD database, 
there are topics such as agriculture and fisheries, demographics and population, 
education and training, environment, globalization, health, information and 
communication technology, labor, social protection and well-being, transport. 
On the other hand, social protection and well-being are evaluated using various 
indicators under the headings such as “how’s life well-being”, “social protection”, 
“income distribution and poverty”, “wealth distribution”, “benefits”, “taxes and 
wages”, “better life index”, “gender”, “time use”, “family”, “child well-being”, 
“social protection and well-being”.

MCDM methods are a collection that enables the decision-maker to solve in 
the presence of multiple criteria and alternatives. It is sufficient to have at least two 
alternatives and more than one criterion for an MCDM problem to occur. Since 
there are multiple criteria and alternatives in the evaluation of well-being, MCDM 
methods can be used easily in this area. This study aimed to evaluate the well-being 
of OECD countries in the context of gender and education level differences by using 
the SECA, one of the MCDM methods. In this study, which includes 22 countries 
and seven indicators, the SECA method was used to determine the criterion weights 
and to determine the performance of the alternatives simultaneously.

2. The Concept of Well-Being

In the last two decades, the concept of well-being has been widely discussed in 
academic literature (Angner, 2010; Diener et al. 1998; Counted et al. 2022; Suh 
and Li, 2022). The concept of well-being has been expressed by researchers 
mostly as well-being (Yarcheski et al. 2001), happiness (Kim-Prieto et al. 
2005), emotional well-being (Dzokoto et al. 2006), psychological well-being 
(Oosterwegel and Oppenheimer, 2002), spiritual well-being (Kamya, 2000), 
subjective well-being (Lucas and Diener, 2004), personal well-being (Weston, 
1999) (Türkmen, 2012: 42).

In literature, the concept of well-being is explained by two general 
approaches as subjective well-being (SWB) and psychological well-being 
(PWB). Accordingly, SWB consists of the presence of positive emotions, life 
satisfaction and the lack or scarcity of negative emotions (Emmons and Diener, 
1985: 89). SWB consists of three elements such as pleasant affect, unpleasant 
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affect, and life satisfaction. If an individual’s positive feelings outweigh negative 
feelings in his/her life and cognitive judgment about quality of life is positive, 
his/her SWB is high (Dost, 2005: 104). 

The literature on SWB includes how and why people experience their lives 
in positive ways within the framework of cognitive judgments and emotional 
responses (Diener, 2009: 11). The area of SWB has three hallmarks. it is 
subjective, includes positive measures, and measurements typically include a 
global assessment of all aspects of a person’s life (Diener, 2009: 13). The concept 
of SWB expresses the subjective judgments and feelings of the individual about 
his/her life. The concept of well-being refers to a lifestyle and standard that will 
make the individual feel good (Dost, 2005: 105).

PWB, which focuses on a meaningful life and fulfillment of human 
potential, has six dimensions: environmental dominance, self-acceptance, 
positive relationships, personal growth, autonomy, and life purpose (Ryff & 
Keyes, 1995). The basis of PWB is a eudaimonic approach that signifies the 
fulfillment of human potential and a meaningful life. It focuses on human growth 
and development, the pursuit of meaningful goals and values, and coping with 
life’s challenges (Krok, 2015:135).

Figure 1. Basic dimensions and theoretical foundations of PWB

Source: Ryff and Singer, 2008: 20.

The six key dimensions of the PWB, each representing health, well-being, and 
full functioning, are at the center of the Figure1 (Ryff and Singer, 2008: 19). Self-
acceptance is long-term and is a type of self-evaluation that includes awareness 
and acceptance of personal strengths and weaknesses. Personal development 
is clearly about self-actualization. Autonomy emphasizes such qualities as 
autonomy, self-determination, regulation of behavior and independence (Ryff 
and Singer, 2008: 20-23). It is expressed as a feature of mental health that an 
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individual can choose or create environments suitable for his or her own mental 
conditions. Lifespan theories of development refer to a variety of changing 
goals in life, such as achieving productivity and creativity or emotional 
integration in later life. Most previous theories emphasize the importance of 
trusting interpersonal relationships. On the other hand, the ability to love is seen 
as a central component of mental health (Mohammed et al., 2010: 70-71). SWB 
and PWB refer to highly related but different aspects of positive psychological 
functioning (Chen et al., 2013: 1035).

3. Literature Review

In literature, there are many studies such as (Keyes, 1998; Diener, 2009; 
Angner, 2010; Huppert et al. 2005; Warr, 1978; Tov and Diener, 2009) which 
try to explain the well-being issue under different concepts. It is possible to 
come across studies in literature in which well-being is measured in various 
ways. D’Acci (2011) measured the well-being of 67 countries using the welfare 
progress index and GDP per capita (index) information from The Economist 
Intelligence, and indicators under the headings of health, happiness, economic 
prosperity, cultural scientific progress, human progress. Huppert et al. (2009) 
evaluated the success of European countries in improving their personal and 
social well-being by using a set of welfare indicators included in the European 
social survey. Goodman et al. (2017) compared Seligman’s PERMA welfare 
model and Diener’s subjective well-being model. The sample consisted of 517 
adults recruited at Amazon. Mazziotta and Pareto (2019) measured the well-
being of five countries using the Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The 
arithmetic mean and the first component score was determined as composite 
indices. Cheng and Chan (2005) used the psychological well-being scale (Ryff, 
1989) and applied it to an adult group between the ages of 18-86 in Hong Kong. 
Kern et al. (2015) tested the PERMA welfare model put forward by Seligman on 
516 Australian male students and used factor analysis. Boelhouwer and Stoop 
(1999) examined the correlation between happiness and living conditions using 
the living condition index developed by the Netherlands social and cultural 
planning office. In literature, only one study was found in which well-being was 
measured using MCDM methods. Ekizler and Bolelli (2020) measured the well-
being of 25 OECD countries in the context of gender differences and based on 
11 indicators using Entropy and MAUT methods. Data were obtained from the 
OECD database. At the end of the study, it was determined that Switzerland was 
the first in the men’s category and Finland was the first in the women’s category.
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Due to its structure, the SECA method is different from other MCDM 
methods. This method is used both to specify the criteria weights and to rank the 
alternatives according to their performance. Since the SECA is a new method, 
studies using this method are not frequently encountered in literature. Studies 
using this method are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Studies using the SECA method

Author(s) Aim Method(s) used
Assadi et al. (2022) Prioritizing renewable energy 

sources in Iran
SECA

Ecer (2021) Performance evaluation of 
battery electric vehicles

SECA, MARCOS, ARAS, 
COCOSO, MAIRCA, 
COPRAS

Keshavarz-
Ghorabaee et al. 
(2018)

To test the suitability of the 
SECA method

SD, CRITIC, Entropy, 
SAW, WASPAS, COPRAS, 
TOPSIS, VIKOR, EDAS, 
SECA, Copeland, Borda 
Count Method

Keshavarz-
Ghorabaee et al. 
(2019)

Evaluating Sustainable 
Production Strategies

Interval type-2 fuzzy sets, 
WASPAS, SECA

Bazrafshan et al. 
(2021)

“Comparison of sub-tour 
elimination methods for the 
asymmetric traveling salesman 
problem”

SECA

Fan et al. (2020) Analyzing ship operators’ 
compliance options against refueling

SECA

Bahrami and 
Rastegar (2022)

Identification of safety-based 
critical power distribution feeders

Fuzzy BWM, VIKOR, 
SECA

Azbari et al. (2021) Optimal sequencing of 
wastewater allocation alternatives

SECA

Baradari et al. 
(2021)

Ranking and selection of key 
performance indicators in 
information technology service 
management processes

SECA

Armagan et al. 
(2021)

Evaluation of the effect of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on bank 
performances

SECA
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As can be seen from the examples above, the SECA method was used in the 
sample studies both to specify the weights of the criteria and to evaluate the 
performances of the alternatives. In addition, in many studies, it is seen that the 
SECA method is compared with different MCDM methods.

4. Material and Method

4.1.	 Material

Well-being means the absence of a psycho-pathological diagnosis or behavioral 
disorder. It is also defined as realizing one’s abilities, coping with the stress of 
daily life, working efficiently, contributing to the development of the society and 
gaining strong attachment relationships (Ryan and Deci, 2001: 161). Increasing 
evidence shows that high well-being and life satisfaction positively affect health, 
social relations, social welfare and income (Lyubomirsky et al., 2005).

Since multiple criteria and alternatives are used in the evaluation of well-
being, MCDM methods are easily used in this field. In most MCDM problems, 
the first step is to create a decision matrix by determining alternatives and 
criteria. Accordingly, the identified alternatives and criteria are given in Table 2 
and Table 3, respectively. A total of 38 countries with well-being indicators of 
2018 are included in the OECD database. However, countries such as Belgium, 
Australia, Canada, Austria, Chile, Denmark, Israel, Japan, Costa Rica, Mexico, 
Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweeden, USA were not included in the 
study due to incomplete data.

Table 2: Alternatives

Country Code Country Code
Colombia A1 Italy A12
Czech republic A2 Korea A13
Estonia A3 Latvia A14
Finland A4 Lithuania A15
France A5 Luxembourg A16
Germany A6 New Zealand A17
Greece A7 Norway A18
United Kingdom A8 Portugal A19
Hungary A9 Slovak Republic A20
Iceland A10 Switzerland A21
Ireland A11 Turkey A22
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Table 3: Criteria

Criteria 
group

Criteria Description Source Opt.

Knowledge 
and Skills

Student skills 
(reading) (C1)

The cognitive abilities are 
measured using OECD “Program 
for International Student 
Assessment” (PISA) test scores. 
PISA assessments are conducted 
every three years, taking into 
account mathematics, reading 
and science. These tests do 
not include school leavers or 
homeschooled students.

OECD max

Student skills 
(maths) (C2)
Student skills 
(science) (C3)

Social 
connections

Social support 
(C4)

Social support is measured by 
the proportion of respondents 
who answered “yes” to a yes-no 
survey question. Data is from 
the Gallup World Survey. The 
sample includes the population 
aged 15 and over (including rural 
areas).

OECD max

Safety Feeling safe at 
night (C5)

This indicator reflects the share 
of all responders who answered 
“yes” to the survey question “Do 
you feel safe walking alone at 
night in the city or area you live 
in?”.

OECD max
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Subjective 
well-being

Life satisfaction 
(C6)

Life satisfaction is measured 
using a 0-10 scale with survey 
questions about overall life 
satisfaction. The question 
format typically used in OECD 
countries is: “In general, how 
satisfied are you with your 
life as a whole these days?” 
0 (“very dissatisfied”) and 10 
(“completely satisfied”).

OECD max

Negative affect 
balance (C7)

This indicator is measured 
by a series of items in which 
participants say “yes” or “no” 
to the emotion or situation 
they feel most. Negative items 
are about anger, sadness, and 
anxiety, while positive items 
are about enjoying, feeling 
rested, laughing or smiling. The 
indicator refers to participants 
who report more negativity than 
positive emotions or situations. 
Data are from the Gallup World 
Survey. The sample covers the 
population aged 15 and over 
(including rural areas).

OECD min 

4.2.	 Method

In this section, information about the method used in the study is given. The 
SECA method, in which both the criterion weights and the performances of the 
alternatives are evaluated, is explained in detail.

4.2.1.	 The	SECA	Method

The SECA method was proposed by Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al. (2018). This 
method simultaneously determines the performance scores of the alternatives 
and the weights of the criteria. To achieve this aim, a multi-purpose nonlinear 
mathematical model is formulated (Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al. 2018: 268). 
This method objectively weights the 
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evaluation criteria independently of subjective evaluations and it is 
advantageous as the objective weights of the evaluation criteria are determined 
in a way that enables the experts to make more realistic decisions (Ecer, 2021: 
6). The steps of the SECA method are as follows (Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al. 
2018: 268-271):
Step 1: Creating the decision matrix
As in other MCDM methods, a decision matrix is created as a first step.

n and m represents alternatives and criteria, respectively.
xij states the performance value of the alternative i in the criterion j.  xij > 0.

Step 2. Normalizing the decision matrix
The decision matrix is normalized using equation 2. The normalized 

decision matrix (equation 3) is obtained.

   (2)

xij
* represents the normalized value of alternative i in terms of criterion j.

 BC and NC denote useful and non-useful sets of criteria, respectively.

Step 3. Calculation of the degree of conflict
The degree of conflict is calculated using equation 4.

rlj shows the correlation of the standardized decision matrix l, and j columns.
pj indicates the degree of conflict of the j criterion.
l: criteria; j=1,2,3,…,n

Step 4. Calculation of standard deviation values
The standard deviation of each column is calculated using equation 5.
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sj represents the standard deviation value of the j criterion. 
Step 5. Normalizing standard deviation values and degrees of disagreement

Standard deviation values and correlation values are normalized using 
equations 6 and 7, respectively.

sj
N represents the normalized standard deviation of the j criterion.

pj
N represents the degree of normalized conflict of criterion j.

Step 6. Solving the multi-objective nonlinear model
The following nonlinear model is solved to calculate the objective criteria 

weight (wj) and the performance score of the alternatives (Si).

Si represents the performance value of alternative i.
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wj indicates the weight of the criterion j. 
e represents the criterion weight lower bound parameter. e = 0,001
Equation 8 maximizes the overall performance of alternatives, while 

equations 9 and 10 minimize the deviation of the criteria weights from the 
standard. Equation 11 shows that the sum of the weights equals 1. Equations 
12 and 13 allow the weights of the criteria to be set to some values in the 
range [ε, 1]. ε denotes a small positive parameter that is considered the 
lower bound for criterion weights (Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al., 2018: 270). 
This parameter was set as 0.001 in this study. To optimize the model in 
step 6, multi-objective optimization techniques are used and the model is 
transformed as follows.

According to the objective function above, the minimum of the total performance 
score (λa) of the alternatives is maximized. To minimize the deviations from the 
reference points, the coefficient β (β > 0) is removed from the objective function. 
This coefficient is decisive for the criterion weights to reach the reference points. 
The overall performance score of the alternatives (Si) and the objective weight 
of the criteria (wj) is determined using the above model (Keshavarz-Ghorabaee 
et al., 2018: 271).
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5. The research findings

In this section, the well-being of OECD countries is evaluated in the context 
of gender and education level differences using the SECA method. The three 
important elements of MCDM methods are alternatives (Table 1), criteria (Table 
2) and criterion weights. By using the SECA method, both criterion weights 
are determined and alternatives are ranked according to their performance. The 
first step of MCDM methods begins with the creation of the decision matrix. 
Accordingly, decision matrices with alternatives in rows and criteria in columns 
are presented in Appendix 1 and 2, respectively.

5.1.	 Application	of	the	SECA	method

In this section, well-being of OECD countries will be evaluated based on 
gender (female, male) and education level (primary, secondary, tertiary). 
Accordingly, many outputs will emerge from the analysis using five decision 
matrices. Therefore, only the analysis outputs of the decision matrix (female) 
will be included in this section to avoid complexity. To evaluate the well-being 
of OECD countries with the SECA method, in the first step, decision matrix 
was created and presented in Table 4. In the second step, the decision matrix 
elements were normalized using equation 2 and the results are presented in 
Table 5. In the third step, the Pearson correlation coefficient values   of the criteria 
were calculated (Table 6). The degree of conflict was calculated using equation 
4 and the results are given in Table 7. In the fourth step, standard deviation 
values   were calculated using equation 5. Standard deviation values   and degrees 
of conflict were normalized using equations 6 and 7, respectively, and the results 
are presented in Tables 8 and 9. In the fifth step, LINGO 11 program was used 
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to solve the multi-objective model and β=3 was chosen. The LINGO code of 
the model is presented in Table 10. The LINGO solution output is presented 
in Table 11. The objective criteria weights obtained from the solution report 
are presented in Table 12, and the performance scores of the companies are 
presented in Table 13.

Table 4: Decision Matrix (Female)

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
F F F F F F F

Colombia 417,36 381,37 407,29 0,89 41,45 8,3 15,77
Czech republic 507,18 497,67 497,62 0,9 55,67 7,4 15,14
Estonia 538,35 519,19 532,59 0,9 57,59 7,1 15,02
Finland 546,34 510,41 534,04 0,95 71,88 8,2 8,95
France 505,22 492,18 493,46 0,91 60,73 7,2 14,3
Germany 512,21 496,25 503,57 0,92 68,25 7,3 12,09
Greece 478,79 451,21 457,36 0,8 46,66 6,4 24,75
Hungary 489,11 476,72 477,88 0,88 46,06 6,5 21,7
Iceland 494,15 500,06 479,23 0,98 74,57 7,9 7,31
Ireland 529,62 496,68 496,85 0,96 65,13 8 10,31
Italy 489,08 478,55 466,33 0,9 50,78 7 22,14
 Korea 526,41 523,81 516,89 0,8 54,48 6,2 15,75
Latvia 494,84 492,79 491,38 0,85 49,85 6,7 19,19
Lithuania 495,63 482,45 485,18 0,85 45,03 6,3 23,26
Luxembourg 484,81 479,62 479,09 0,91 67,69 7,5 11,41
New Zealand 520,26 490,02 507,65 0,96 51,62 7,7 10,62
Norway 523,2 504,51 495,8 0,94 82,47 8 10,01
Portugal 504,1 487,91 489,1 0,85 58,45 6,6 23,31
Slovak Republic 475,08 483,9 466,84 0,9 50,51 7,1 17,65
Switzerland 500,04 511,6 495,45 0,94 78,44 8 9,91
Turkey 478,38 451,02 472,04 0,81 50,95 5,8 29,98
United Kingdom 513,7 495,86 503,47 0,95 66,01 7,6 10,56
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Table 5: Normalized Decision Matrix

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
A1 0,7639 0,728 0,763 0,927 0,5026 1 0,4635
A2 0,9283 0,95 0,932 0,938 0,675 0,892 0,4828
A3 0,9854 0,991 0,997 0,938 0,6983 0,855 0,4867
A4 1 0,974 1 0,99 0,8716 0,988 0,8168
A5 0,9247 0,94 0,924 0,948 0,7364 0,867 0,5112
A6 0,9375 0,947 0,943 0,958 0,8276 0,88 0,6046
A7 0,8764 0,861 0,856 0,833 0,5658 0,771 0,2954
A8 0,8952 0,91 0,895 0,917 0,5585 0,783 0,3369
A9 0,9045 0,955 0,897 1,021 0,9042 0,952 1

A10 0,9694 0,948 0,93 1 0,7897 0,964 0,709
A11 0,8952 0,914 0,873 0,938 0,6157 0,843 0,3302
A12 0,9635 1 0,968 0,833 0,6606 0,747 0,4641
A13 0,9057 0,941 0,92 0,885 0,6045 0,807 0,3809
A14 0,9072 0,921 0,909 0,885 0,546 0,759 0,3143
A15 0,8874 0,916 0,897 0,948 0,8208 0,904 0,6407
A16 0,9523 0,935 0,951 1 0,6259 0,928 0,6883
A17 0,9576 0,963 0,928 0,979 1 0,964 0,7303
A18 0,9227 0,931 0,916 0,885 0,7087 0,795 0,3136
A19 0,8696 0,924 0,874 0,938 0,6125 0,855 0,4142
A20 0,9153 0,977 0,928 0,979 0,9511 0,964 0,7376
A21 0,8756 0,861 0,884 0,844 0,6178 0,699 0,2438
A22 0,9403 0,947 0,943 0,99 0,8004 0,916 0,6922

Table 6: Pearson Correlation (rjl) Results

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
C1 1 0,89 0,96 0,31 0,52 0,1 0,4
C2 0,89 1 0,9 0,29 0,57 0,03 0,4
C3 0,96 0,9 1 0,26 0,48 0,04 0,363
C4 0,31 0,29 0,26 1 0,64 0,86 0,85
C5 0,52 0,57 0,48 0,64 1 0,58 0,8
C6 0,1 0,03 0,04 0,86 0,58 1 0,81
C7 0,4 0,4 0,363 0,85 0,8 0,81 1
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Table 7: (1-rjl) Results and Degree of Conflict

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 Degree of 
conflict

C1 0 0,114 0,038 0,687 0,481 0,901 0,598 2,819
C2 0,114 0 0,1 0,71 0,428 0,971 0,597 2,92
C3 0,038 0,1 0 0,745 0,525 0,965 0,637 3,01
C4 0,687 0,71 0,745 0 0,358 0,137 0,151 2,788
C5 0,481 0,428 0,525 0,358 0 0,418 0,197 2,407
C6 0,901 0,971 0,965 0,137 0,418 0 0,192 3,584
C7 0,598 0,597 0,637 0,151 0,197 0,192 0 2,372

Table 8:  Values

criteria degree of conflict
C1 2,819 0,14166
C2 2,92 0,14673
C3 3,01 0,15126
C4 2,788 0,1401
C5 2,407 0,12095
C6 3,584 0,1801
C7 2,372 0,1192

Table 9:   Values

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 ∑
sj

0,354 0,363 0,384 0,314 0,184 0,425 0,263 2,2867

sj
N 0,1548 0,1588 0,1679 0,1372 0,0807 0,1856 0,1149
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Table 10: LINGO Code Used in Solving the Problem

MODEL:
SETS:
AL/1..22/:S;
CR/1..7/:W,STD,COR;
LINK(AL,CR):X;
ENDSETS
DATA:
B=3;
X,STD,COR=@OLE('C:\MATRIX.XLSX’,’DECISION’,’SIG’,’PI');
ENDDATA
@FOR(AL(I):
 S(I)=@SUM(CR(J):W(J)*X(I,J));
 LA<=S(I);
@FOR(CR(J):
 W(J)<=1;
 W(J)>=0.001;
@SUM(CR(J):W(J))=1;
LB=@SUM(CR(J):((W(J)-STD(J))^2));
LC=@SUM(CR(J):((W(J)-COR(J))^2));
Z=LA-(B*(LB+LC));
@FREE(Z);
MAX=Z;
END
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Table 12: Criterion Weights

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
0,1614 0,16488 0,17345 0,14917 0,09222 0,18129 0,07759

According to the results in Table 11, the criterion with the highest degree of 
importance was C6 (Life satisfaction), while C7 (Negative affect balance) was 
determined as the criterion with the lowest degree of importance.

Table 13: Performance scores and rankings of countries (Female)

Value Rank Value Rank
A1 0,777521 20 A12 0,844932 13
A2 0,869295 12 A13 0,824613 16
A3 0,892529 9 A14 0,80028 19
A4 0,965983 1 A15 0,880414 10
A5 0,870681 11 A16 0,901301 7
A6 0,896709 8 A17 0,94408 3
A7 0,771205 21 A18 0,827281 15
A8 0,806114 18 A19 0,82783 14
A9 0,944841 2 A20 0,935421 4
A10 0,925921 5 A21 0,765041 22
A11 0,821717 17 A22 0,912501 6

According to the results in Table 12, countries are ranked as A4>A9>A17>A20
>A10>A22>A16>A6>A3>A15>A5>A2>A12>A19>A18>A13>A11>A8>A1
4>A1>A7>A21 according to their well-being. The criteria weights determined 
on the basis of all categories are given in Table 14.

Table 14: Criterion Weights for all Categories

Gender Education level 
Female Male Primary Secondary Tertiary 
Value Value Value Value Value

C1 0,1614 0,1627 0,1391 0,1522 0,1497
C2 0,1649 0,1654 0,1658 0,1665 0,1699
C3 0,1735 0,1712 0,1658 0,1666 0,1565
C4 0,1492 0,1502 0,1709 0,1548 0,1960
C5 0,0922 0,0810 0,1239 0,0869 0,0840
C6 0,1813 0,1735 0,1333 0,1741 0,1668
C7 0,0776 0,0961 0,1013 0,0988 0,0771
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According to the criteria weights determined by the SECA method, C6 (Life 
satisfaction) was determined as the highest criterion in the female, male and 
secondary groups, while C4 (Social support) was determined as the criterion 
with the highest importance in the primary and tertiary group. C5 (Feeling safe 
at night) and C7 (Negative affect balance) were determined as the criteria with 
the lowest importance. The performance scores of the countries on the basis of 
all categories are given in Table 15.

Table 15: Countries’ Performance Scores for all Categories

Gender Education level 
Female Male Primary Secondary Tertiary 
Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank

A1 0,7775 20 0.8140        19 0.7771            13 0.8084          19 0.8224            21
A2 0,8693 12 0.8722        12 0.8115          10 0.8737           14 0.9286            8
A3 0,8925 9 0.9029         9 0.7061       19 0.8918            11 0.9069            12
A4 0,9660 1 0.9497           2 0.8975           2 0.9632          1 0.9667           1
A5 0,8707 11 0.8824          11 0.7920          11 0.8779           12 0.9049            13
A6 0,8967 8 0.9283         8 0.8322        9 0.9319          8 0.9439           5
A7 0,7712 21 0.7717        21 0.7138        18 0.7840           20 0.8299           20
A8 0,8061 18 0.8204        18 0.6695        21 0.8109          18 0.8578            18
A9 0,9448 2 0.9406         3 0.8680          7 0.9400          4 0.9418            6
A10 0,9259 5 0.9388        4 0.8827        4 0.9382          5 0.9480            4
A11 0,8217 17 0.8398           15 0.7777        12 0.8774          13 0.8648            15
A12 0,8449 13 0.8439          14 0.7589        15 0.8380          15 0.8620            16
A13 0,8246 16 0.8286          17 0.7646        14 0.8220           17 0.8581            17
A14 0,8003 19 0.7976         20 0.7398          16 0.7729         21 0.8456           19
A15 0,8804 10 0.8900          10 0.8541           8 0.9015          9 0.9153           10
A16 0,9013 7 0.9380         5 0.8737         5 0.9326            7 0.9319           7
A17 0,9441 3 0.9573        1 0.8953           3 0.9573            3 0.9580           3
A18 0,8273 15 0.8567          13 0.6796          20 0.8929          10 0.9104            11
A19 0,8278 14 0.8300          16 0.6695          22 0.8282          16 0.8812           14
A20 0,9354 4 0.9374         6 0.9001            1 0.9591         2 0.9601            2
A21 0,7650 22 0.7585          22 0.7394          17 0.7508           22 0.7571           22
A22 0,9125 6 0.9286         7 0.8685          6 0.9337            6 0.9260 9

It has been determined that the performance scores of the countries determined 
by the SECA method vary according to different categories. A4 (Finland) came 
first in the Female, Secondary and Tertiary categories, while A17 (New Zealand) 
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came first in the Male category. In the Primary category, the A20 (Slovak 
Republic) came first. A21 (Switzerland) ranked last in all categories except 
primary. In the Primary category, A19 (Portugal) took last place.

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

This study aimed to evaluate the well-being of OECD countries in the context 
of gender and education level differences by using SECA, one of the MCDM 
methods. In the study, which included 22 countries and seven indicators, the 
OECD database was used to determine alternatives and criteria. The SECA 
method was used to specify the criterion weights and the performance of the 
alternatives.

Five different analysis outputs were obtained in the context of gender 
(female and male) and education level (primary, secondary, tertiary) differences. 
According to the criteria weights determined by the SECA method, C6 was 
determined as the highest criterion in the female, male and secondary groups, 
while C4 was determined as the criterion with the highest importance in the 
primary and tertiary groups. C5 and C7 were determined as the criteria with the 
lowest importance.

It was concluded that the performance scores of the countries determined 
by the SECA method vary according to different categories. Country A4 came 
first in the Female, Secondary and Tertiary categories, while A17 came first 
in the Male category. In the Primary category, the A20 came first. A21 ranked 
last in all categories except primary. In the Primary category, A19 took last 
place. Decision matrices were examined on the basis of each category in order 
to interpret the well-being rankings of the countries. It has been determined 
that the maximum oriented criteria of the countries in the first place are at the 
maximum level, while the minimum oriented criteria remain at the minimum 
level. For example, the maximum directional criteria (C1-C6) of country A4 is 
quite high compared to other countries, while the minimum directional criterion 
(C7) remains at a very low level.

With this study, it has been proven that the well-being of countries can 
be evaluated using MCDM methods. In this study, accessibility was taken into 
account in determining the data set and alternatives. In future studies, a larger set 
of data and alternatives can be used and the well-being of countries can be tested 
using different MCDM methods.
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1. Introduction

The Republic of Turkey was established in conditions where more than
90% of the people were illiterate and nearly 80% lived in villages. 
The manpower, infrastructure and capital accumulation trained in the 

country were almost non-existent.  The majority of the population that lived 
in the village used primitive agricultural technology, lived behind the times,2 
and in most of the arable land in the country, cultivation could not be done. 
Also, there wasn’t a functioning nor directive bureaucracy present within the 
country. The picture depicted a country that suffered financial losses during the 
long war, a country that was indebted to foreign countries, a country that did 
not have the capital and manpower to establish its industry, and a country with 
an underdeveloped private enterprise.  Although agricultural production was 
1  This research is the extended and rewritten version of the paper presented at the “6-8 May 2022, 
3rd International Modern Scientific Research Congress”. 
2 For example, “according to the report prepared by the Army Health Bureau”; Nearly 80% of 
the villages were established in unsanitary environments. Literacy rate of the Anatolian people 
was around 7%. Nearly 80% of the people lived in villages and 97% of the village houses did not 
have a sanitary toilet (Sarıkoyuncu & Kayıran, 1998:217).According to another report prepared 
by “the Army Health Bureau”; At the end of the First World War, people of Anatolia lacked all 
kinds of infrastructure and healthy living conditions; More than 50% of the country was in the grip 
of malaria. In families, tuberculosis, trachoma and syphilis were regional disasters. Typhus and 
typhoid were common epidemic diseases (Tüzün, 2020:42).
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the basis of the economy, agricultural productivity was low due to the fact that 
conscious agriculture could not be done. The society was tired and exhausted as 
a result of the conditions created by the wars that lasted for years3 (Kaya et al., 
2015:71; Altuncuoğlu, 2019:283;  Tokgöz, 2004: 48; Erkun, 1998:1187-1196).

While the country was in these conditions, Gazi Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk) 
stated that economic development is essential in order to become a fully 
independent and dignified nation among civilized nations. In light of this 
statement, he started a process in which agricultural policies in favor of reason 
and science were put into practice.4 The basis of Atatürk’s economic policies 
was built upon the practices that were created to prevent inflation, to direct the 
people to savings, to create a financial structure that could transform the savings 
of the people into investment, to ensure domestic consumption, and thus to 
prevent the economy from falling under foreign control by nationalizing the 
economy (Feyzioğlu, 1987: 88-92; Altuncuoğlu, 2019:283-284; Mango, 2000, 
452).

When we look at the years of the National Struggle in general, it is seen 
that some measures were taken by the Turkish Grand National Assembly 
(TBMM) Government to prevent a possible famine in a process where the 
villagers were mobilized for war. Consecutively, supports such as giving farm 
animals, loans and seeds were provided to those whose crops were damaged due 
to war conditions, natural disasters, and riots in Anatolia. For the same purpose, 
various arrangements were made on issues such as tax and customs exemption, 
supporting mechanized agriculture, and the destruction in the agricultural was 
tried to be reduced (Kayıran & Metintaş. 2021:118).

With the proclamation of the Republic, economic and social problems 
began to be put on the table. In this process, the aim was to improve the quality 
of life of the Turkish society, to solve the problems in the field of public works, 
and to improve the economy (İnan, 1933:121; Çalışır Hovardaoğlu, 2021:164).  
In this sense, it was accepted that the basis of the national economy was 
agriculture, and the decision of carrying out programmed and applied studies 

3  The period of the “Tripoli War (Turco-Italian War)”, the First and Second Balkan Wars, the First 
World War and the Turkish War of Independence, covering the years  1911-1922. 
4  Even though agriculture was a pioneering economical activity among the others and the amount 
of topsoil seemed abundant, agricultural productivity was fairly low, and there weren’t sufficient 
fertilization or irrigation.  For example, until the Ankara Çubuk Dam was built (1930-1936), the 
Republican administration did not inherit a dam or irrigation system from the Ottoman Empire. 
Since the private enterprise of the period did not have the knowledge and capital accumulation, the 
state had to lead the policies to be implemented in the field of agriculture and put it into practice 
during the 1930s (Erkun, 1998, 1188-1195). 
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extending to the villages in order to accomplish the aforementioned aim was 
made.  In addition, providing lives in healthy, clean, and modern conditions in 
all settlements of the country was among the desired accomplishments. (Tekeli, 
2001:26;Çalışır Hovardaoğlu, 2021:164). In the modernization plans of the 
republican administration, the spatial arrangement of the village, the equipping 
of the villagers with contemporary thought, and the economic relaxation were 
significant goals. Considering these goals, under the leadership of Atatürk, 
while trying to develop agriculture and provide economic development in the 
villages, various actions were taken for the realization of living in healthy, clean 
and good conditions (Çalışır Hovardaoğlu, 2021:164). This study discusses 
the arrangements made in the agricultural field in order to prevent a possible 
famine during the years of the National Struggle, and the efforts to increase 
agricultural production after the war, modernize the villages, relieve the villagers 
economically and equip them with modern information.

2. From the Years of the  War of Independence to the Atatürk Period,
Regulations on Agriculture, Villagers and Peasants

2.1.	 Agriculture	During	the	Years	of	the  War of Independence	

During the early 1920s, the majority of the people in Anatolia made their living 
from agriculture.  However, the majority of the male workforce to work in 
agriculture was recruited in the army. Most of the cities in Southeast Anatolia 
were under the control of the invaders, and the most fertile lands of Anatolia 
were under Greek occupation. The Greeks were burning down the cities, towns 
and villages they occupied. The people throughout the occupied regions left their 
homes and migrated to unoccupied places. The inability to cultivate fields and 
the loss of people’s homes could have led to famine and even starvation. Owing 
to this, urgent economical and social measures needed to be taken.  During the 
occupation years, two radical measures were taken against a possible famine and 
poverty. These two actions were “The Code of Agricultural Obligation (1921), 
(Tarım Yükümlülüğü Kanunu)”  and “The  Law on Assistance to the People of 
Places Liberated and to be Liberated from the Enemy (1921).  (Düşmandan 
Kurtarılan ve Kurtarılacak olan Yerlerin Halkına Yardım Hakkında Kanun)”  

The former (Meydan, 2020) was concerned with an agricultural 
mobilization in the aforementioned days of mobilization during time in which 
all the male population constituting the agricultural workforce was called up 
for military service after Sakarya Victory (September 13, 1921), initiated by 
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Atatürk.  In consideration of this, “Regulations on the Implementation “of the 
Code of Agricultural Obligations, (Tarım Yükümlülüğü Kanunu”nun uygulanma 
şekline ilişkin Tüzük)” was put into effect. The code that consisted of 21 articles 
had some crucial articles. For example,  In Articles 1 and 2, it was decided to 
establish an “Agricultural Obligation Institution  (Tarım Yükümlülüğü Kurumu)” 
in each province and district under the chairmanship of the governor and district 
governor, consisting of the head of the military service, agriculture, and science 
officer, gendarmerie commander, and two members dealing with agriculture. 
This institution would meet at least twice a week and fulfill the duties specified 
in the charter. According to Article 10, in order to prevent the lands belonging 
to the soldiers, widows, and orphans from being empty and to help the families 
in question, some duties would be assigned to the neighborhood and village 
elders’ committees: These committees would gather the people once a week, 
sowing, harvesting, and threshing the land belonging to the families of the 
soldiers, widows and orphans, by communal method, thus enabling them to 
work. According to the same article, branches of “Ziraat Bank” would allocate 
the agricultural tools and equipment in their warehouses in an orderly manner 
for the benefit of the farmers. All kinds of officially established privileged 
and unprivileged companies, institutions and associations with a capital of 5 
thousand liras would be obliged to sow or plant grain on 100 acres of land, those 
with a capital of 10 thousand liras on 200 acres, and those with more capital 
will be obliged to sow or have more acres of land in proportion to their capital 
(Meydan, 2020) . The 8th, 9th, 10th, and 11th articles of the aforementioned 
code were concerned with the postponement of the military service of those who 
are subject to agricultural obligations.  According to the same code, the military 
service of those who did not own land, but whose occupation was agriculture, 
would be postponed, and it would be ensured that two blacksmiths and two 
carpenters stayed in each district to make or repair agricultural tools. Moreover, 
it would be ensured that the military service of the machinists operating the 
threshing machines would be postponed during the harvest, and the guards who 
were to protect the vineyards and gardens would continue their work. However, 
as per the regulation, those who did not comply with the regulation would be 
severely punished (Meydan, 2020).

The latter of the two aforementioned actions, “Law on Assistance to the 
People of the Places Liberated from the Enemy and to be Liberated  (Düşmandan 
Kurtarılan ve Kurtarılacak olan Yerlerin Halkına Yardım Hakkında Kanun)”, 
was accepted in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey on the 31st of 
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October,1921, right after the Sakarya Victory.  This law was put forward with 
the purpose of helping families who had to leave due to the fact that the places 
where they lived were burned and destroyed by the enemy. All kinds of help, 
although difficult, were given to these families to improve their economy and 
re-cultivate their agricultural lands. With the said law, it was aimed to provide 
assistance to the people who lost their homes and jobs during the war, as well as 
the cultivation of the lands. “The Code of Agricultural Obligations” (1922) was 
then extended with the decrees issued later on (Meydan, 2020).

In this process, the decree on exemption of silkworm imports from an 
occupied region, Bursa, from customs duty in order to encourage the smuggling 
of silkworms was accepted with the date of March 8, 1922 and numbered 1455. 
With the decree numbered 1457 of the same date, it was ensured that no customs 
duty was collected from imported cotton seeds. With the decree of 21 June 1922, 
numbered 1131, it was decided to release the prisoners in the prisons, whose 
main occupation was agriculture and who had cultivated land, for three months 
during the harvest (Meydan, 2020).

Again, in this process, a law numbered 178 (January 5, 1922) was adopted 
for the cultivation of agricultural lands, and it was decided to give all unused 
animals and carts free of charge to all farmers. In addition to these, with the law 
numbered 195 (February 26, 1922), customs duties on wheat and corn imports 
were reduced in order to prevent a possible famine  (Meydan, 2020).

 All these decisions and laws were adopted and put into practice to prevent 
a possible famine during the war years. With the victory of the National Struggle, 
more emphasis was placed on economic issues and therefore on the development 
of the agricultural sector. In consideration of this, during the Lausanne peace 
negotiations, an economics congress was held in Izmir.

2.2.	 Agriculture	After	the  War of Independence

2.2.1.	Agriculture	at	the	İzmir	Economics	Congress

“Izmir Economics Congress (İzmir İktisat Kongresi)” (between 17 February and 
4 March) was held in Izmir, which was liberated from the occupation a short 
time ago, during a period when the problem of interruption of the Lausanne 
peace negotiations was experienced and political issues occupied the agenda. 
The congress convened for the purposes of determining the country’s resources, 
emphasizing the importance of the economy, discussing the government’s 
decisions on the economy, giving the message that there was no opposition 
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to foreign capital and that liberal policies would be taken as a basis in the 
economy. The idea of   supporting the private sector by the state was accepted 
at the Congress (Kayıran & Metintaş, 2021:47-53; Ökçün, 1968:390). In 
his speech, Atatürk said5: “…Those who made conquests with swords were 
obliged to defeat those who conquered with plows and left their places for a 
thousand reasons. As a matter of fact, that is what happened with the Ottoman 
Saltanete.  The arm that uses the sword gets tired, finally puts the sword in its 
sheath, and maybe the sworḑ will be doomed to mold and rust in that sheath. 
However, the arm that uses the plow becomes stronger and owns and owns more 
land… ” As seen, Atatürk gave a message emphasizing agricultural production 
(Kaştan 2007:1766; Müderrisoğlu, 1973: 67).  Due to the conditions of the 
period, the new Turkish State had to ensure its economic development through 
industrialization. Hwever, in a country where nearly four-fifths of the population 
earned their living from agriculture, agriculture was the only sector that would 
provide the capital, foreign exchange and labor necessary for the development 
of industry. For this reason, it seemed compulsory to support agriculture.  In the 
Izmir Economy Congress, which was gathered under these conditions, important 
decisions were taken on agriculture along with other economic issues.

In the congress, decisions were taken under the titles of legal regulations 
on agriculture, issues related to rural areas, and agricultural education. In this 
context, practical teaching of various branches of agriculture to farmers and 
villagers, and printing and distributing books and magazines for this purpose 
were requested. It was decided to open an agricultural school in each of the 
provinces in order to inform the villagers about their needs through cinema 
films containing sanitary, economic, agricultural, industrial and geographical 
information. In addition to these decisions, decisions were taken such as 
ensuring that the villagers benefit from forests free of charge within certain 
limits, protecting and developing the forests while doing so, encouraging and 
supporting the use of machinery in agricultural activities, animal breeding, and 
supporting the villagers by means of installments for the purchase of breeding 
animals (Kaya et al., 2015: 77; Eriş, 2018:2).  

5  “[Atatürk kongrede yaptığı konuşmada “…Kılıçla fütuhat yapanlar, sabanla fütuhat yapanlara 
mağlup olmaya ve bin netice yerlerini terk etmeye mecburdular. Nitekim Osmanlı Saltanatı da 
böyle olmuştur. Kılıç̧ kullanan kol yorulur, nihayet kılıcını kınına koyar ve belki kılıç̧ o kında 
küflenme, paslanmaya mahkûm olur. Lakin saban kullanan kol daha ziyade kuvvetlenir ve daha çok 
toprağa malik ve sahip olur...” ekonomik zaferlerin dolayısı ile de tarımsal üretimin kalıcılığına 
vurgu yaptığı görülmektedir” (Kaştan 2007: 1766; Müderrisoğlu, 1973: 67)].
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The crucial ones among the decisions taken in the congress directly related  
to agriculture (Kayıran & Metintaş 2021: 47-53):
	 Abolition of tithe tax,
	 Liberation of tobacco agriculture and trade and removal of tobacco duty 

from consumers,
	 Supporting agriculture, industry and trade with customs policies, 
	 Dissemination of agricultural education and training, 
	 Ensuring security,
	 Solving the transportation problem by speeding up the road construction,
	 Ending the implementation and management of the directorate
	 Mechanization in agriculture and speeding up the production of agricultural 

tools,
	 Reorganizing Ziraat Bank and increasing the loans given to farmers, 
	 Allowing the villagers to benefit from forests,
	 Improvement of animal husbandry and taking preventive measures against 

infectious diseases were taken. 

Some of the other decisions taken in the congress, including agriculture, were as 
follows (Kaya et al., 2015:77): 
	 Freedom of enterprise and work is essential, but monopoly is not allowed.
	 Domestic production should be encouraged and luxury imports should be 

avoided.
	 Foreign capital will be allowed, provided that it contributes to economic 

development and abides by the law.

Decisions concerning agriculture in the Izmir Economy Congress were largely 
guiding, in other words, a guide for the government in the studies carried out 
in the agricultural field during the 1923-1929 period However, with the 1929 
economic crisis affecting Turkey, this was abandoned, and statism policies 
began to be implemented in the field of agriculture, as in other economic issues.

2.2.2.	Other	Actions	in	the	Field	of	Agriculture

With the law numbered 552 and dated 17 February, 1925, the “Tithe Tax” (Aşar 
Vergisi) to which the villagers were obliged to pay as a tax in kind6 (aynî), was 
abolished, relieving the monetary burden on the farmers.  With this regulation, 
it was ensured that agricultural products were directed to the market in order 
6  A tax levied on goods and services directly owned, not in cash.
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to get out of the closed economic structure of the agricultural sector and to 
meet their cash needs. While this process was in effect, there were people who 
thought that the country’s economy would not be able to maintain this, as well 
as people who thought that it would be put into practice again in a year or two. 
Atatürk also talked about the abolition of the tithe while asking the villagers for 
their state in a country tour. He said7 “...There were people who said that the 
Tithe tax could not be abolished.  In fact, there were those who propagated that 
tithe is a sharia order, its abolition means the abolition of sharia. You see how 
false these words are, how liars those who say this are…” (Berkes, 1963, 152-
153; Altuncuoğlu2019:28-185). The Prime Minister of the period, İsmet Pasha 
(İnönü), also said; “When we abolished the tithe Tax, we saw sincere hesitation 
and objection from the villagers. The elders were concerned about how this state 
would be maintained if such a large tax was abandoned. Sometimes, for a year 
or two, they took into account the possibility of levying taxes again during the 
tithe tax season...” (Aydemir, 1999: 318; Kaştan, 2007: 1767). The abolition of 
the Tithe Tax, which had an important place in state revenues, is very important 
in terms of comforting the villagers.

Another law numbered 682 (December 2, 1925), which was enacted in 
the same year, on “Free Distribution of All Kinds of Saplings and Seeds for the 
Development of Agricultural Development, Establishment of Nursery Under 
the Management of the State, Training of the Farmer, and Providing Free Seeds 
for Increasing Efficiency8” is one of the important regulations made in the field 
of agriculture (Erkun 1998: 1190). 

“Eskişehir Seed Improvement Station” was founded with the name “Islahı 
Buzur (Buzr)” dated 13 December 1925 and Dry Farming “Dry Agriculture Trial 
Station (Kuru Ziraat Deneme İstasyonu)” which was founded in 1929 within 
this structure, started its work. Again, in this period, in some other provinces 
such as Adana, Samsun and Adapazarı, seed stations were founded in order to 
carry out studies according to regional conditions, and farmers were supported 
(Eriş, 2018:3). Additionally, another law with the name of “Law on Animal 
Health Protection (Hayvanların Sağlık Zabıtası Hakkında Kanun)” on 3rd of 

7 ( “…Biliyor musunuz, Aşar kalkamaz diyenler olmuştu. Hatta aşar şeriat buyruğudur, onun 
kalkması şeriatın kalkması demektir, diye propaganda yapanlar bulunmuştu, Görüyorsunuz bu 
sözlerin ne kadar yalan olduğunu, bunu söyleyenlerin ne kadar yalancı olduğunu…”).
8  (Ziraatın Gelişmesi İçin Her Çeşit Fidan ve Tohumların Bedelsiz Olarak Dağıtımı ve Devletin 
Yönetiminde Fidanlık Kurulması, Çiftçinin Eğitimi ve Verimin Artırılması, Yönünde Tohumlukların 
Bedelsiz Olarak Verilmesi)”.
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May 1928, which is an important step in the development of husbandry. (Erkun 
1998: 1192). 

In the aforementioned years, arrangements continued to be made so that 
the villagers could make a living. In this context, land distribution was made to 
the peasants with the laws adopted in 1927 and 1929. Thus, 711,000 hectares 
of land were distributed to those in need between 1923 and 1934 (Altuncuoğlu, 
2019:284).

Institutionalization and organization efforts were initiated in order to 
ensure that the practices and regulations made in these years are permanent and 
carried forward. For this purpose, “Law No. 1910 on the Organization of the 
Ministry of Agriculture  (Ziraat Vekâleti Teşkiline dair 1910 Sayılı Kanun)” 
adopted on 29 December 1931, “1 Law on the Organization with the Duty of 
the Ministry of Agriculture (1 Ziraat Vekâleti Vazife ile Teşkilat Kanunu)”, 
“Veterinary Organization Law (1935), (Veteriner Teşkilatı Kanunu)”, and 
“Forestry Law (1937) (Orman Kanunu), were adopted (Erkun, 1998:1191; Eriş, 
2018: 3). Revolving fund application in Turkey dated 26 January 1925 and 
numbered 549 “Law on the Implementation of Fixed Agricultural Institutions 
(Ziraat Müesseselerine Sabit Sermaye Vaz’ına Dair Kanun)” started for the first 
time with the “Law on Capital Vacation”. This law became the basic regulation 
on capital investment with state aid, showing the technical work results to the 
farmers and teaching the concepts of profitability (Eriş, 2018: 3). 

In the first census of the Republic in 1927, it was seen that the population 
was 13,648,000 and 47% of the general population was composed of farmers 
(4,368.061)9. These census results once again showed the importance of 
agriculture and the peasants’ place in the economy (Kaya et al., 2015:69).

During the Atatürk period, necessary steps were taken very quickly for 
sugar production, which was among the priorities in industrialization. In this 
context, on April 5, 1925, the law on the establishment and privileges of sugar 
factories was adopted. Within the scope of the law, Alpullu Sugar Factory and 
Uşak Sugar Factory were founded in 1926; Eskişehir Sugar Factory in 1933; 
and Turhal Sugar Factory in 1934. In addition, the Bünyan Weaving Factory and 
the Bursa Weaving Factory in 1927 are the other factories founded during the 
Atatürk period (Coşkun, 2003:72-77; Kaya et al., 2015: 77).

After the Republican administration determined that tea could be grown in 
Artvin and Rize regions, a law numbered 207 was adopted in 1924 in order to 
encourage tea production. Then, “Tea Research Institute” was founded in Rize. 
9  In the census, artisans are 3.7% (299.000) and merchants 2.8% (257,000). 
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In 1938, the first tea production (30 kilograms) was made by hand-processing in 
the workshop. This was followed by the processing of tea leaves by machines 
in 1939 and the first tea factory operating in 1947 (Tokgöz, 2004: 92; Kaya et 
al., 2015:77-78).

The year 1930 was a turning point in the economy of the Republic of 
Turkey.  Like other countries in the world, Turkey was adversely affected by the 
economic crisis of 1929. In order to overcome this, protectionist, interventionist 
and statist policies have been implemented. In this sense, liberal policies 
adopted in the economy between 1923-1929 were abandoned and statist policies 
were adopted in the aforementioned area. Within the scope of statism, statism 
was included in the Republican People’s Party program (1931) in the economy 
(Kaya et al., 2015:77-78).

With the 1929 crisis, Turkey’s economy was adversely affected as the 
prices of export products fell. In line with the statism policy that started in 
the mentioned period, the first industrial plan was prepared in 1934 for import 
substitution and production of consumer goods ourselves. With this, it was 
aimed to expand the existing textile and food industry facilities in the country 
and to establish new ones in line with the needs. Initiatives were made for the 
mechanization of agriculture, such as the state’s initiatives in this area and 
giving priority to industrial areas producing intermediate goods. In light of this, 
starting from 1932, the government started to raise the future prices and in 1938, 
the “Agricultural Products Office (Toprak Mahsulleri Ofisi)” was established 
(Eriş, 2018:3-4).

The “First 5-Year Industrial Plan, which was prepared in the year 1933, 
went into operation on 17th April, 1934.  With the regulation, the state was 
under strict control and started to operate. Thus, the planned industrialization 
process started throughout the country (Coşkun,72-77; Kaya et al., 2015:77-
78). Within the scope of the five-year plan, developments were achieved in 
areas such as textile, iron-steel, porcelain-tile, paper facilities, artificial silk, 
chlorine, cellulose, sugar, sponge production and rose industry. Within the scope 
of agriculture-based industry, Bakırköy Cloth Factory was established in 1934; 
Kayseri Cloth Factory a year later; Nazilli Cotton Printing Factory10 and Eregli 
Cloth Factory were established in 1937. These advancements followed by the 
opening of the Gemlik Artificial Silk Factory, which was established in 1938, 
and the Bursa Merinos Factory (Coşkun, 72-77; Kaya et al., 2015: 77-78). In the 
context of agricultural regulations (Eriş, 2018: 4):
10  (Nazilli Basma Fabrikası)
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	 Import of agricultural vehicles through “Ziraat Bank”” and their duty-free 
distribution to farmers (1923),

	 Establishment of “Turkish Republic Ziraat Bank” as a Joint Stock 
Company (1924),

	 Law on the establishment of the “Ministry of Agriculture”, which would 
deal only with the agricultural sector (1924),

	 Transition to private property with the adoption of the civil law (1926),
	 The establishment of the “Higher Agricultural School” in Ankara (1930),
	 Organizing the “Agriculture Congress” in Ankara (1931),
	 The adoption of “The Law on the Organization of the Ministry of 

Agriculture” (1931),
	 Establishment of the “Higher Agricultural Institute” (1933), 
	 Establishment of “Agricultural Sales Cooperatives” (1935),
	 “Agricultural Ministry of Duty and Organization Law” (1935),
	 “Veterinary Service Law” (1935),
	 “Law on Protection of Plants from Diseases and Harmful Insects” (1936),
	 “Cotton Improvement Law” (1936),
	 “The Law of Forestry” (1937),
	 Establishment of “Agricultural Combines Administration” (1937),
	 Establishment of “General Directorate of State Meteorology Affairs” 

(1937) occurred. 

2.3.	 Regulations	Concerning	the	Villages

2.3.1.	No.	442	Village	Law		

The Village Law numbered 442 was discussed in detail during the months of 
February and March, and then was concluded and established on 18th of March 
1924 as 10 chapters and 97 articles. It was reproduced in around 100 thousand 
copies and was sent to be applied to every village. The Law defined “village” 
in its first and second articles.  With the aforementioned village law, villages 
would be  considered as “legal entities” that own movable and immovable 
properties and perform the duties assigned to them by this law. Additionally, the 
law determined that those places with a population of less than 2 two thousand 
would be regarded as villages 11(Law no. 442 Village Law R.1340:258-273; 
Çetin, 1994: 33-34).
11  With the village law numbered 442, it was accepted that the settlements with a population 
of between one thousand and 20 thousand were called towns, and those settlements above 20 
thousand were called cities.
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The law included a wide range of regulations on various aspects such 
as 12the money owned in the name of the villages, the work to be done 
by the commune method, the village headman and the members of the 
council of elders, the members of the village association, the freedom of 
the villagers to participate in the elections freely and ensuring the security 
in the village, the fight against epidemic diseases, the vaccination of the 
villagers, the measures to be taken against the healers, the safety of the 
village. The tenth chapter of the Village Law was concerned with the 
implementation of the law.   In this section, those who were not citizens of 
the Republic of Turkey were prohibited from buying land from the village 
(Çetin, 1994:33- 39).

Village law numbered 442, which shows the importance given to the village 
and the villagers, is the first and most important regulation of the Republic of 
Turkey for the villages. The text of the law was written in a plain, fluent and 
instructive language that the villager could easily understand. As far as the 
articles of the law are concerned, it was observed that the new Republic was 
aiming to bring the Anatolian villager to the level of contemporary civilization. 
With this law, the state wanted to take its central authority to the peasants, who 
were seen to have been neglected for years. Headmen would be civil servants 
representing the state in the village. The articles of the law also included articles 
that would bring solutions to village problems on various issues such as health, 
agriculture, roads, zoning, administration and security. The law in question is 
a regulation that was prepared with great effort, had the content to solve the 
problems of the new state, and should be deemed great significance (Çetin, 
1994; 40-41).

As it was during the years of the National Struggle, villagers were included 
in the work to be done to solve the problems of the villages during the Young 
Republic period. In this sense, the villagers were assigned some duties that they 
were obliged to do, as well as other duties they could do in case they wanted to.  
To summarize the 19-article obligatory duty given to the villager: 

With the law numbered 442, it was decided that all the villagers would 
unite and do most of the village work by communal method (Village Law 
No. 442 R.1340:262). In the 13th chapter of the law, the obligatory duties 
that the villagers must do was included under 19 titles. In order to combat the 
12 According to the law, the imams who were to be assigned a duty in the villages had to be 
knowledgeable and instructive. For this reason, the imams to be assigned to villages were to be 
chosen among the ones who were knowledgeable in law, accounting, geography, health, Turk-
Islam history.
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risk of malaria, duties such as drying the puddles within the village borders, 
bringing water to the villages without water from closed roads, constructing 
fountains, and making the use of well water healthy were assigned to the 
villagers by the law. Additionally, it was among the tasks that the villagers 
had to do to build toilets with closed wells or sewers, to ensure that the waste 
waters flowed into wells, springs and tap waters without mixing, to keep the 
village streets clean, to keep the village garbage and manure in a suitable 
place away from the village. Likewise, in every village, the obligatory duties 
of the villagers were to open two roads and a village square diagonally from 
one end of the village to the other, to build a village room for the conduct 
of village affairs, a guest room and a prayer room for worship. Again, if 
there was no school in the village, building a school in the airiest place, 
planting the edges of village roads, squares, waterways and cemeteries were 
among duties that the villagers had to do as per the law. In addition, the 
villager would plant at least one tree per person each year and take care of 
the growth of the planted tree. Furthermore, the villagers were obliged to 
protect the existing village grove/forest and building bridges to the needed 
places on the part of the roads leading to the government headquarters and 
neighboring villages within the borders of their own village. Similar to the 
regulations made during the years of the National Struggle, with this law, 
it was among the duties of the villagers to cultivate and thresh the fields, 
vineyards and orchards of those who were in the military and the disabled 
veterans and orphans who could not cultivate their land (Village Law No. 
442 R.1340:260).

In line with this law, “Sample Villages” were established in order to 
set an example for the villagers. In this process, around 69 sample villages 
were built in cities such as İzmir, Antalya, Samsun, Bilecik, Cebelibereket 
(Osmaniye), Mersin and Ankara, by adhering to the budget allocated for the 
implementation of the village law. The houses, roads, the squares, and the 
schoold of the sample villages were built in accordance with the Village Law.  
These villages were to reflect the soul and vision of the new state.  To explain, 
it was aimed to have modern features such as smooth roads, scientific stables, 
sanitary houses, and economic organization in the villages built (Alptekin, 
1938:25; Çetin, 1994:41).

With the law numbered 194/29 (17 November 1931), which was accepted 
by the republican administration, what was done within the framework of the 
village law was investigated. According to this research, it has been determined 
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that in 21,305 villages13, the law can be applied and there are important 
developments in the villages where the law is applied (Mektupçu Hilmi, 
1934:9; Alptekin,1938:25; Çetin, 1994:42-43). Kadri Kemal wrote in the Ülkü 
Magazine what was done in accordance with the Law No. 442 in the ten years 
after the proclamation of the Republic. According to Kemal, fountains were 
built in 3640 villages; water installations and 211 square places in 2746 villages; 
mansions in 644 villages; marketplaces in 24 villages; village guest rooms, 61 
shops and 19 bathhouses in 6,961 villages. In many villages where the law was 
implemented, important actions were taken for the village, such as draining the 
swamps, providing agriculture and health services, establishing libraries, even 
if they were few, telephone systems, and reclamation of unproductive lands. 
What is more, within the scope of the law, 28 thousand kilometers of roads 
were built with the contribution of the villagers. 921 bridges were built and 121 
bridges were repaired. In addition, while 1,821,900 trees were planted within 
the borders of the villages in accordance with the law, in the process in question, 
the borders of 14,988 villages were drawn with the works carried out in 1933, 
and thus the problems arising in the villages due to unclear borders were solved 
(Kadri Kemal, 1933:340-342; Çetin, 1994: 42). . The works carried out in the 
villages within the scope of the village law were carried out with the budget 
that could be allocated in accordance with the law. The duties undertaken for 
the villages at that time were counted among the most valuable of the homeland 
duties (Mektupçu Hilmi, 1934: 4). 

2.4.	 The	Process	of	Modernization	of	the	Peasant

2.4.1.	Nation’s	Schools

During the Ottoman Empire period, villagers remained nonpolitical subjects, 
and remained apolitical. This attitude was maintained in the first years of the 
Republic.  However, the form of government of the new Turkish State was the 
Republic. In this regime, it was unthinkable that the peasants, who constitute 
the majority of the people, were not represented. The republican administrators 
aimed that the people in the countryside live in an informed, conscious, and 
prosperous way and that the revolutions were adopted. This was due to the 
fact that it was crucial for the villagers to adopt the new reforms so that the 
Republic was maintained. For this reason, in addition to the efforts to popularize 
13   According to this research, the total number of villages in Turkey at that time was 40.242. 
When this number is compared with the figures mentioned above, it is seen that the village law 
was implemented in more than half of the villages. 
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formal education in rural areas, public education (non-formal education) was 
also initiated for people who were over school age and those at school age who 
could not attend formal education for various reasons.

Before the foundation of Village Institutes, public education was 
brought to the villages with “Nation Schools (Millet Mektepleri)”, 
“Community Centers (Halkevleri)” and “People’s Rooms (Halkodaları)”. 
In addition to teaching the villagers how to read and write, efforts to equip 
them with modern knowledge and receive agricultural education were 
also managed (Örmecioğlu, 2019:732-733).  In this context, the issue of 
education of people who were beyond school age started to be discussed 
in the days of the National Struggle and in 1923, and experts were called 
from abroad to solve the education problem. With the invitation of the 
Ministry of National Education, pedagogue John Dewey came to Turkey 
in 1924 (BOA, HR.İM../8/10/No. 1-2; HR.İM../84/57/No. 1-5; HR.İM). 
../86/15/Number 1-3), Dewey, as a result of his investigations, suggested 
educating people who had passed the school age, especially the villagers. 
This shows that the foundation of Community Centers, Nation’s Schools, 
and Village Institutes was also  influenced by J. Dewey’s suggestions  
(Erkmen, 2020:3528).

Nation Schools were established with the aim of first making the people 
literate and then providing them with the knowledge that they can live and 
make a living (BCA, 490-1-0-0/1/3/12/number 9). Schools were established 
as fixed and mobile classrooms and were divided into (A)- (B) branches. 
Generally, (A) branches taught literacy, while (B) branches provided 
education to sustain the daily life of the villagers. While fixed classrooms 
were opened in cities, towns and villages with schools, mobile classrooms 
were opened by temporarily sending teachers to villages without school 
(Millet Schools Directive, 1929:4-6). In addition to teaching reading and 
writing in Millet Schools, “recitation and composition lessons”, “calculus and 
accounting lessons”, “health information lessons”, “homeland information 
lessons”, “citizenship information lessons” were also provided. (Erkmen, 
2020: 3532). In order to meet the teacher/expert needs of mobile classrooms 
providing education to remote villages, the “Mobile Teachers Organization” 
was founded. This organization carried out two semesters of education in 
the villages, in winter and summer. “Winter delegations” that went to the 
villages started their work every year at the beginning of November, as in the 
fixed Nation Schools in the cities, and continued their efforts until February. 
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In the villages where there was no school and where no teachers could be 
sent during the winter months, summer classrooms were opened and literacy 
studies continued for three months14 (Erkmen, 2020:3533;Şahin, 1992: 216-
217). In this period, “Village Overnight Classrooms” were also opened. With 
these private teaching institutions, the aim was to teach literacy to children 
aged 12-18 living in villages that did not have a school, and to equip them 
with contemporary knowledge. These private teaching institutions were 
opened in the city and district centers with the aim of raising the village 
children as intellectuals. While a hundred liras were collected from the village 
children who received education in the Village Overnight Private Schools in 
four installments a year, no fee was collected from the children of the poor 
villagers who attended these private private courses (Albayrak, 1994:477; 
Erkmen, 2020:3533). 

2.4.2.	Community	Centers’	Ruralism	Branch

Founded in 1932, Community Centers included the solution of village 
problems in its program. In this direction, one of the Community Centers’ 
branches carried out studies for the villages under the name of the Villagers 
Branch. This branch organized trips to villages to identify problems, to support 
the development of villages by following the implementation of the Village 
Law, to equip the villagers with national and modern knowledge, to learn 
how to develop physically and to live healthy, and to develop mutual love and 
respect between the villager and the city dweller (Erkmen 2021: 289; Çalışır 
Hovardaoğlu, 2021:166; Olgun, 2019:85). According to the research of Emgili, 
the program the Villagers Branch conducted in relation to villages is as follows 
(Emgili.2021:209).

14 In an archive document, it is stated that in one of the villages (Karaağaç village of Isparta), a 
shepherd who was illiterate before learned to read and write in new Turkish letters, got his driver’s 
license and was appointed as a teacher in his village. This document shows that on the one hand, 
the new state needed teachers, and on the other hand, the National Schools could reach as far as 
the shepherd. In addition, the inclusion of the shepherd in the training staff is important as it shows 
that the Republican Administration approaches the people without making any class distinction 
(BCA, 30-10-0-0/ 64-431-43; Erkmen, 2020: 3539).
Bir arşiv belgesinde, köylerden birinde (Isparta Karaağaç köyü), önceden hiç okuma yazma 
bilmeyen bir çobanın yeni Türk harfleriyle okuma yazma öğrendiği, ehliyetnamesini aldığı ve 
köyünde öğretmen olarak görevlendirildiği belirtilmiştir.  Bu belge, bir taraftan yeni devletin 
öğretmene ihtiyacı olduğunu, diğer taraftan Millet Mektepleri’nin çobana kadar ulaşabildiğini 
göstermektedir. Ayrıca çobanın eğitim kadrosuna alınması, Cumhuriyet Yönetimi’nin sınıf ayrımı 
yapmadan halka yaklaştığını göstermesi bakımından önemlidir.
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“Every 15 days, villagers will be interviewed to listen to their troubles; 
information will be given on afforestation of villages, growing fruit trees, 
producing vegetables and beekeeping; studies will be carried out to prevent 
diseases by treating sick animals and people; efforts will be made to build schools 
in unschooled villages; farmer’s nights will be organized in the community 
center. Efforts will be made to improve the farmer’s sanitary, physical and 
farming aspects, and cooperation of the branch with other branches will be 
facilitated by placing a truck at its disposal in order to ensure that the members 
of the branch travel to the villages comfortably.”

In this context, Community Centers and Ruralism branches sent experts 
from different fields to the villages. In accordance with their fields of expertise, 
these experts assisted in increasing the productivity in agriculture, marketing 
the products, and establishing producer cooperatives. Furthermore, doctors 
worked to eliminate the health problems of the villagers. The branches also 
helped the villagers with their work in the city. In this context, they guided the 
villagers in their official duties. By exposing the villagers to the propaganda 
of the new regime, it was tried to make the peasants interested in politics. The 
process was also tried to be supported with cinema and theater performances. 
On the other hand, during the village tours, folk music themes and folkloric 
and authentic data were collected from different regions and contributed to the 
development of national culture (Mizan, 2010:12-13; Tütengil, 1969:11-12; 
Emgili, 2021:201-202). Ruralism branches also participated in the celebrations 
of national holidays and “Land Feast” in the villages (Karaömerlioğlu, 2006: 
62). An example of what was done during village tours was included in the Ülkü 
Magazine as follows (Mizan, 2010:4:11-13):

 “ The flag was hoisted with a ceremony. As the flag was raised, the 
harmonica was playing the National Anthem. After the ceremony, the Governor 
and the Party Chairman and the Community Center groups joined the ranks of 
the peasants. Ulus Newspaper, children’s stories and fairy tales, and various 
children’s books and magazines were distributed to 500 people from the 
villagers and schoolchildren on behalf of the Community Center. Villagers and 
young men of the village sang local music and played games. The gazebo game 
was very popular. The young men were ringed on the arm and on the shoulder, 
they were in a form of balance. It was an aesthetic sports game, it was very 
entertaining.” 

During the Atatürk period, populism and ruralism were important issues. 
In order to carry out the desired regulations on these two subjects, the required 
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number of specialists was few. In order to close this gap, students were sent 
abroad to receive education on ruralism and populism. While determining 
the students who would go abroad, it is seen that these students were chosen 
from the villages. For example, in a decree dated 1933, villages and towns 
selected to participate in this course program were mentioned. With the said 
decree, it was decided that the allowance to be made to the students who would 
go to the United States to attend the course would be made in terms of “60 
gold dollars” starting from the fall semester of 1933 and that 10 people would 
participate  (BCA, 39-61-4/30-18-1-2). / Department of Decisions, File Annex, 
2-6685/04.09.1933).

2.5.	 Ruralism	in	the	Press	

It is seen that local and national newspapers supported the village and agriculture 
activities carried out under the leadership of Atatürk. Examples of these 
include national newspapers such as “Villager’s Newspaper”, “Ülkü Journal”, 
“Cumhuriyet Newspaper” and local newspapers such as “Baspınar Monthly 
Literature and Culture Journal”:

 “The Villager’s Newspaper” was started to be published by the 
“Turkish Airplane Society” in 1929. The newspaper was published twice 
a month with the aim of raising awareness of the villagers’ in all aspects, 
without having any political agenda.  After the establishment of community 
centers, Ankara Community Center  founded the “Ülkü Journal” . The 
intellectuals of the period contributed to the process by offering solutions to 
the problems of the backwardness of the villagers with their articles in this 
magazine. The newspaper published every fortnight to enlighten the villagers, 
and Community Centers Villagers’ Branch worked devotedly to bring this 
newspaper to the villagers (Emgili, 2021: 201-202). In this sense, one of the 
writers on Ülkü Journal, N.  K. Köymen wrote  articles on the subject under 
the titles such as “Towards the Village Mobilization”, “Administration and 
Ruralism”, “Introduction to the Peasant Programme”, “Ruralism in the Party 
Program”, [“Ülkü Jounal (Ülkü Halkevleri Dergisi)”, 1933: 5(1); 1934:21(4); 
1935:26(4); 1935: 5(29)]. 

Within the scope of ruralism developments, Cumhuriyet Newspaper also 
supported the regulations on the agriculture and ruralism.  As a result, the 
founder and lead author of the newspaper, Yunus Nadi (Abalıoğlu/1879-1945), 
supported the process with his columns on topics such as village education, 
village teachers, village schools and directing the attention of the administrators 
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of the period to the problems in the villages 15,16(Aydoğan, 2018: 448). Y. Nadi 
contributed with many of his works such as those named “Pay Attention to 
Villages and Peasants”, “School in the Village and Its Teacher”, “To Raise 
the Republic’s Villages”, “Raising the Living Standards of Our Villagers”, 
“Towards Working for Turkish Villages and Peasants”, “Cooperatives in 
Us” (Cumhuriyet Newspaper, September 13, 1932;1; November 13, 1933:1; 
November 20, 1933:1; November 24, 1933:1; August 20, 1934:1; April 2, 
1935:1; February 23, 1936:1). In addition, the local press of each region, such as 
“Başpınar Monthly Literature and Culture Magazine” published in Gaziantep, 
contributed to the process 17(Aydın, 2021). In this sense, projection machines 
were purchased from abroad for mobile cinemas that would go to the villages. 
With the spread of radio broadcasting, radio was started to be provided for 
village rooms (Örmecioğlu, 2019: 733). People’s Rooms were established with 
the idea of   being a reflection of th Comunity Centers opened in cities since 1939 
in the countryside (Mizan, 2010:4:11-13; Çağlar, 1938:558; Karaömerlioğlu, 
2006: 62).

The benefits of the National Schools, Community Centers’ Ruralism 
Branches, magazines and newspapers to the villagers cannot be denied. 
However, with the Village Institutes, the idea of which came into light in the 
era of Atatürk and opened in 1940, a more successful process was entered in the 
education of the villagers. This process continued successfully until the closure 
of the institute.

3. Conclusion

The Republic of Turkey inherited a social structure from the Ottoman 
Empire, where more than 90% of the population was illiterate, the majority 

15  According to Aydoğan,;  Nadi perceives the people bilaterally.  According to Nadi, “the people 
are “pure, clean, the root and heart of Turkish culture”. In this sense, Turkey would only flourish 
on its basis.  On the other hand, the “pure and clean” people are so ignorant that they can 
easily be deceived by “reactionary, malicious” people. Due to this, the people must be monitored, 
and their fate shouldn’t be left into their own hands... In Nadi’s point of view, the public is not 
considered a “concrete political subject”, but as “incomplete” in its current form, which requires 
a long period of time to “come of age and join the political arena”, and which is especially 
desired to be brought to the regime by being “educated”. It is seen as a “sough” that is not ready 
for political participation and needs to be processed” (Aydoğan, 2018: 448).
16  More information on this subject can be found in Aydoğan’s work named “Strong Lever of 
Rural Development: Cooperatives.  The Republic”. 
17  Further information on this subject is available in the study named “An Example of the Ideal 
Village Discourse in the Ideology of the Republican Period: The Image of Village and Peasant in 
the Journal of Başpınar Community Center” (Aydın, 2021).
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of the population lived in villages and engaged in agriculture and animal 
husbandry under primitive conditions. Due to the wars that lasted for years, 
the peasant was tired and exhausted. Infrastructure, capital accumulation and 
most importantly, trained manpower were almost non-existent in Anatolia. 
The country suffered financial losses during the long war and was in debt to 
foreign countries. Agricultural production was the basis of the economy, but 
agricultural productivity was very low due to the fact that conscious agriculture 
could not be achieved. Under these conditions, under the leadership of Mustafa 
Kemal Atatürk, as in every field, certain actions started to be taken with the 
aim of developing agriculture and modernizing the villagers. These studies were 
initiated in order to prevent a hunger/famine that would occur during the years 
of the National Struggle. With the proclamation of the Republic, the aim was 
to solve the problems of public works, develop the economy and contribute to 
the economic, social, health, etc. of the society, and increase the quality of life 
in such areas. In this sense, regulations on villages, peasants, and agriculture 
were deemed of great significance, considering the fact that the majority of the 
society lived in villages, and agricultural production had an important place 
in the economy. With this in mind, certain actions were performed to develop 
agriculture, to make the villages livable and to equip the villagers with the 
civilized knowledge they need.

The subject of agriculture began to be dealt with in the years of the 
National Struggle.  With the measures taken during this period, the aim was to 
prevent a possible famine. After the Sakarya Victory, the preparations for the 
Great Offensive began. In light of these preparations, The Code of National 
Obligations was published and the entire male population was called up for 
military service.  In parallel with these efforts, an agricultural mobilization was 
initiated. In light of the aforementioned agricultural mobilization, “Regulations 
on the Implementation of the Code of Agricultural Obligations” (1921) was put 
into effect, taking measures for the cultivation of uncultivated lands. On the other 
hand, the “Law on Assistance to the People of the Places Liberated and to be 
Liberated from the Enemy”, numbered 161 and 1921, was adopted in the Grand 
National Assembly of Turkey. With the law, necessary assistance was provided 
to those who had to leave their homes and lands due to the occupations, so that 
they could return to agriculture and animal husbandry activities and earn their 
livelihood. Again, in order to support this process, the law numbered 178 was 
adopted in January 1922, and all animals and oxcarts that were in the hands of 
the army but were not used were distributed free of charge to the farmers. Again, 
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in order to prevent a possible famine, customs duties on wheat and corn imports 
were reduced with the law numbered 195 (1922). These measures were important 
initiatives to prevent the shortage in the possibilities of the war environment 
during the years of the National Struggle. Taking measures to improve the living 
conditions of the people in a war environment had a special importance. 

After the war, the process of accelerating the studies on agriculture was 
started. For this purpose, the “İzmir Economics Congress” was convened in 1923 
in İzmir, which had recently been liberated from occupation. In the congress, 
which convened during a period when the Lausanne talks were suspended, 
issues in the field of economy were discussed. Agriculture and villages had an 
important place for the development of the economy in the conditions of Turkey 
of the period.  In this context, it was determined as the target to inform the 
farmers and villagers through books, magazines and movies that contain the 
sanitary, economic, agricultural, industrial and geographical information they 
needed. In the congress, guiding decisions were taken in agriculture and village 
studies, especially in the abolition of Tithe tax and mechanization in agriculture.

The “Village Law” numbered 442, consisting of 10 sections and 97 articles, 
was adopted in 1924 for the solution of all kinds of problems in the villages. The 
Village Law assigned certain duties to the villagers, distributing the work load 
between the villagers and the state. With he law numbered 622 “Tithe tax” was 
abolished in 1925.  With this, it was aimed to relieve the villagers economically. 
Again in 1925, “Eskişehir Seed Breeding Station” was founded, followed by 
the opening of stations in other cities. With the laws adopted in 1927 and 1929, 
land distribution was made to the peasants. During the Atatürk period, the 
necessary steps for sugar production were taken very quickly. After determining 
that tea can be grown in Artvin and Rize regions, tea production started to be 
encouraged. Sugar, tea and weaving factories were opened in various provinces. 
The world economic crisis of 1929 affected Turkey and the policy of statism in 
the economy was put into practice. The government of the period added statism 
to the Republican People’s Party program in 1931. As a requirement of statism, 
in 1933 “First  Five-Year Industry Plan” was prepared and put into practice in 
1934. 

In Atatürk’s period Turkey, on the one hand, the development of agriculture 
continued, on the other hand, the modernization process of the peasants was 
started. With this aim, efforts on subjects such as teaching the villagers to read 
and write, living healthy, physical development, equipping them with national 
and civil knowledge, and enabling them to adopt the Republican administration 
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and other revolutions were performed. These studies were carried out with the 
fixed and mobile classrooms opened by the Nation Schools in the villages and 
the Ruralism Branch opened by the Community Centers. Local and national 
press also contributed to the process with their publications. It cannot be said 
that the agricultural and village problems were completely resolved with all 
these efforts in the period in question. However, what had been done for villages 
that have been forgotten until that day is undeniably important. The Village 
Institutes, whose work started during the Atatürk period and opened in 1940, 
would contribute significantly to this process during the time in which they were 
still in effect.
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Introduction

The process of economical change, which has started in Europe since the 
16th century, forced the social structure, beliefs and values   to change. 
The transformation of the economy based on agriculture into an economy 

based on money and trade, the emergence of new types of occupations by means 
of trade, the emergence and rise of new classes in the society have turned social 
relations and values   upside down. Human as an individual, the place of human 
in society, the importance of human, the relations of the individual with the 
political power, the mutual rights and duties of the individual have begun to be 
questioned more and more. Another worldview that could explain the new social 
and political position that traditions and religious values   could no longer explain 
and that could draw the route for the future has been needed. As a result of all 
these, ideologies have emerged (Örs 2014, 8). The ideology has become the new 
guide for the individual to explain the new society, world, political structure in 
which the individual is included and to understand the world. The economical, 
cultural and political change that started in Europe spread to the whole world 
over time.

The term ideology was used for the first time to describe the science of 
thought. By careful analysis of ideas and senses, ideology would reorganize the 
social and political order to suit needs of people (Thompson 2013, 42-43). By 
guiding people and societies, ideologies tell people and societies what kind of 
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relations and institutions social and political reality is based on and the “best 
way” to follow and guide them (Örs 2014, 10).

The French Revolution in 1789 taught people that society and political 
structure can change as a result of people’s efforts. After this revolution, ideologies 
that are important for social and political life emerged, especially disintegration 
of empires by spread of nationalism ideology became a pioneer for the foundation 
of national states. The ideas that emerged after the revolution changed the fate 
of all societies and states. As a result of the movements of equality, freedom and 
nationalism, the understanding of constitutional administration has affected all 
societies instead of lineage-based absolute monarchies administration of states. 
At the time when ideologies first appeared on the stage of history, the Ottoman 
Empire was a large empire with extensive territories on three continents and 
holding many different nations and religions together. The concept of ideology 
that emerged after the French Revolution, especially movement of the nationalist 
ideology spread all over the world and found its supporters in almost every 
nation. The nationalism movement pioneered the collapse of multinational 
empires, the constitutional right of representation instead of monarchy and the 
self-determination of each nation and the foundation of its national state. In this 
period, one of the concepts used to prevent the collapse of empires, to suppress 
the rebellion of various nations to separate, and to keep the state together was 
ideology. The main aims of the ideologies emerged for the first time in the 
Ottoman Empire were to save the empire from disintegration and to keep it 
together. 

In this study, firstly, the social structure of the Ottoman Empire in the 18th 
century and later will be discussed. In particular, in order to understand the 
purpose of the emergence of ideologies, what kind of social structure the empire 
had will help us to understand the emergence of these ideologies.

The first emerging ideology of Ottomanism of which main purpose was to 
save the state from collapse as a result of the Serbian, Greek, Arab, Armenian 
rebellions and wars that lasted for many years in the Ottoman Empire, then 
the ideology of Islamism in order to keep the Muslim nations together and 
and later Nationalism, which caused the separation of other nations from 
the Ottoman Empire and the last emerging ideology of Turkish Nationalism 
in the Ottoman Empire, which grew up to save the Anatolian lands, will be 
discussed. In addition to these ideologies, the ideologies of socialism and 
liberalism, which are especially supported by different ethnic groups, will also 
be discussed. 
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1. Ottoman Social Structure

Ottoman society structure was classified as military (rulers--non-taxpayers) 
and raia (managed-taxpayers). Raia comprised all citizens regardless of their 
religion or ethnic origin (Baş 2019, 266). The term millet is used to describe 
religious communities in the Ottoman Empire. For example, Armenians are not 
a single nation, they are divided into three nations according to whether they 
are Gregorian, Catholic or Protestant. All non-Muslim communities called as 
millet. It was not used in the sense of today’s nation. Despite the absence of 
state intervention in their religious beliefs and cultures, non-Muslims gained 
citizenship on an equal basis with Muslims after the Reform Edict (Afyoncu 
2007, 160-161). Ottoman society structure has different religion, language, 
dialect, ethnic origin, culture and tradition. This social structure had a civilization 
that could show the world the “experience of living together” throughout history 
(Baş 2019, 266). The state did not interfere with the language, religion and 
culture of the people and allowed religious communities to organize their social 
lives according to their own religious rules. While the rulers of the state had the 
religion and thought of Islam, they did not interfere with the religious beliefs, 
customs and traditions of their citizens in different provinces.

 Before modernization in Western societies and other societies, societies 
were divided into ethnic, religious and regional groups. The Ottoman Empire 
was a large empire with a very wide geography on three continents and the 
society consisted of Muslim ethnic groups such as Laz, Circassian, Turkmen, 
Arab, Kurdish, Georgian, Pomak, Bosnian, Vlachs (Karpat 2017, 195) and 
non-Muslims such as Greeks, Armenians and Jews. In addition, Muslims were 
divided into religious groups such as Sunnite-Alawite and Bektashi (Mardin 
1999, 136). Groups like this were common in all traditional societies at that 
time. In these periods, state governments in the world were determined on 
the basis of lineage and inherited from father to son.  The Ottoman Empire 
was also a great state ruled by the sultan based on the lineage of the Ottoman 
dynasty. 

The Ottoman Empire, which contains many ethnic groups and nations, 
entered into the process of collapse in the last quarter of the 18th century. Sultans, 
grand viziers, Ottoman administrators and intellectuals who wanted to protect 
the state administration sought ways to stop the bad course in the Ottoman 
Empire. They have seen the West as an example as a way out to get out of 
this situation the state is in. Sultans, grand viziers, Ottoman administrators and 
intellectuals who wanted to protect the state administration sought ways to stop 
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the bad course in the Ottoman Empire. They have seen the West as an example 
as a way out to get out of this situation the state is in. With the innovation 
movements, they tried to cooperate with the West and seek allies in the West. 
The Westernization decision in the field of military and administration was one 
of the most important policy changes in the Ottoman history and affected the 
direction and decisions of the Ottoman state and society. Westernization has 
begun to be seen as the Western world, the future, contemporary civilization and 
progressiveness (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 10-11). In addition to the innovations taken 
from the West, those who defended the ideology that emerged for the first time 
and spread to the world saw it as a tool to save the empire from collapse.

With the Reform Edict (1856), one of the innovations of westernization, the 
fact that Muslims, who had the title of “ruling nation” for centuries, had to share 
equal rights with non-Muslims in every field caused deep shocks for the Muslim 
Ottomans. The Reform Edict caused to a split within the Muslim bureaucracy, 
the duality of tradition and modernization. In this period, it was aimed to create 
an Ottoman consciousness that would create a feeling of closeness and unity 
among different religious units and a culture with the practices of Mithat Pasha 
in the Danube provinces that Muslim and non-Muslim children were educated 
in the same school and together. In this practice, with the regulation enacted in 
1869, it was aimed that Muslim and non-Muslim children have secondary and 
higher education together. Despite the regulations in education, bureaucracy and 
other areas, it has not been possible to achieve full equality between Muslims 
and non-Muslims in the state (Somel 2002, 97-100). With this period, the 
conflict between Westernization and traditional structure in the state and society 
became a part of the social structure and this situation affected the society and 
the emerging world views.

The 1908 Revolution, inspired by the French Revolution, one of the rings 
of transformation, which emerged as a result of the liberal thought that started in 
France and spread first to European countries and then to the world, was a late 
liberal revolution in the Ottoman state in a sense. Freedom, equality, fraternity 
(liberty, equality, fraternity), the slogans of the French Revolution were the same 
even in the 1908 Revolution. In this period, although Ottomanism, Westernism, 
Islamism and Nationalism were at the forefront, other movements of thought 
also developed and found a place for themselves (Tunaya 1960, 76). The order 
of activity of these three ideologies in the Second Constitutional Period is 
Nationalism, Islamism and Ottomanism, and internal political conditions are 
as effective as external conditions on these ideologies. When the people in 
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the Ottoman society dissociated according to the Muslim-Christian belief, the 
ideological solution suggestions of the Ottoman intellectuals also changed. In 
solving the problems of the Ottoman Empire, the ideology that would save the 
state from collapse was the main focus. Positive evaluations have begun to be 
made on the potential power of Islamism and Nationalism policies (Kaçmazoğlu 
2012, 14). The ideologies were seen as a way to unite the peoples within the 
Ottoman Empire and to save the state from disintegration.

With the process of modernization and Westernization that continued 
throughout the Tanzimat Reform and Constitutional Monarchy periods from the 
end of the 18th century, innovations were conducted in many areas to save the 
state from collapse and to modernize it. According to the new principles of the 
Tanzimat Reform, Western thought and administration mentality were taken as 
an example. A distance has been covered in the way of Westernization, which 
started under the leadership of the state. The main reason for the westernization 
policies was to try to find the method of keeping the Ottoman Empire alive 
(Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 13). According to Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar, the first ideology 
of the Tanzimat Period was civilizationism. In the Tanzimat Period, civilization 
is a concept that is omnipotent and mentioned as a religion and turned into a 
religion. The book of this new religion is also the law. During the Tanzimat 
Period, many new concepts such as civilization and development, law and 
regulation and freedom entered our history of political thought. Civilization 
lays on the basis of movements of thought such as Ottomanism, Islamism, 
and Turkism that will emerge in the empire during the 19th century (Çetinsaya 
2002, 55-56). Imperial Edict of Gülhane changed the political, social, religious 
and economic structure of the Ottoman Empire. Some laws and institutional 
structures were taken from the West. A dichotomy has occurred in the courts, 
schools, and government offices. Differences and separation from each other 
began to occur between administrators and intellectuals with the public (Bolay 
2002, 515). The conflict and difference between modernization and tradition, 
which took the West as an example, continued in every field in the process of 
modernization that started with the Tanzimat Period in the Ottoman Empire and 
afterwards. This traditional-modernity in the Ottoman Empire and afterwards 
also formed the basis of the difference of thought on the axis of secularism-
religion. 

It is underlined that it is extremely difficult to encourage people who 
are satisfied with the administration of the country to revolt, and that the 
main reason for the rebellions that arose in the Ottoman Empire was financial 
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inequality, as well as the lack of security of life, property and honour (Somel 
2002, 94-95). Groups that are not satisfied with the situation in the country, 
aspire to power with the support of a Western state and look after the interests of 
the Western country, on the other hand, they have made conceptual explanations 
about how Westernization should be by directing criticism against the current 
administration. If the intellectual himself is pro-British, they put forward a 
pro-British Islamism, and if he is pro-German, they put forward a pro-German 
Islamism or nationalism (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 13). The Second Constitutional Era 
became a period in the Ottoman Empire in which all kinds of ideas originating 
from the East or the West, were put into writing and freely presented to the 
public (Ekinci 2002, 677). As in the whole world, with the spread of newspapers 
and magazines, it also made it possible for every thought to reach a wide range 
of people. 

It was an empire under the rule of peoples in very large lands on the 
continents of Asia, Europe and Africa. During the disintegration period of this 
great Empire, various nations started to revolt, the first nationalist uprising was 
carried out by the Serbs, and the first nation to leave was the Greeks, who founded 
their own state (Karpat 2017, 189-191). In this period of disintegration, one of 
the various ways to save the empire from collapse was ideologies. In order to 
save the state from disintegration in the last periods of the empire, ideologies 
were especially adopted and supported by the administrators and intellectuals.

2. Ottomanism

The traditional Ottoman understanding of state and politics consisted of an 
ideological synthesis originated from Iranian, Islamic, Byzantine, Central 
Asian, Turkish and Mongolian political traditions. The idea of Ottomanism that 
developed in the Ottoman Empire expresses a radical break with the traditional 
Ottoman state ideology. In a sense, Ottomanism enabled the understanding 
of modern identity based on citizenship and legal equality, which became 
widespread in Europe after the French Revolution, to enter the Ottoman Empire, 
which consisted of various nations, instead of the understanding of nation that 
divided the society into status compartments (Somel 2002, 88-89). 

The first ideology in the Ottoman Empire was Ottomanism, which aimed 
to create an Ottoman nation. Creating an Ottoman nation in the modern political 
sense was the main aim of Ottomanism. Ottomanism was founded on the 
concept of citizenship, which would create a common identity for everyone, 
regardless of language, religion, race and ethnic origin (Karpat 2014, 312). 
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According to the ideology of Ottomanism, all religious and ethnic communities 
that were the citizens of the state could show loyalty to the patriotism of the 
dynasty without giving of their own goals and aspirations (Ahmad 2008, 47). 
It is the understanding that within the framework of Ottomanism, the state and 
bureaucracy are at the service of all Ottoman citizens without distinction of 
religion and nationality (Somel 2002, 94-94). The idea of   Ottomanism, which 
came to the fore with the effort to create an Ottoman nation, was adopted by the 
majority of Ottoman bureaucrat intellectuals as an ideology aiming to preserve 
the integrity of the state (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 12). In the first half of the 19th 
century, the ideology of Ottomanism had an authoritarian and semi-religious 
understanding. Based on the equality of the servants of God in the sight of God; 
it is accepted that all Muslim and non-Muslim citizens are equal before the 
absolute and just authority of the sultan and the bureaucracy (Somel 2002, 115). 
It was tried to prevent the disintegration of the state by gathering all the nations 
and religious communities in the Ottoman Empire under the roof of the state.

The main aim of Ottomanism between 1839 and 1876 was the loyalty of 
all Ottoman citizens, Muslim and non-Muslim, to the empire and the sultan, and 
the development of a patriotism based on the common land on which they lived. 
For example, in the first parliamentary system trial in the Ottoman Empire, 50 
of the 130 deputies in the First Assembly were non-Muslims, and 40 of the 96 
deputies in the Second Assembly were non-Muslims (Somel 2002, 102-106). 
Although the existence of the assembly is not long, non-Muslim groups can be 
included.

The official and known ideology of the Ottoman state and the Committee 
of Union and Progress (Party) is Ottomanism. This is the common point where 
the administrators of the state unite; it has been the Ottoman state, dynasty, 
homeland, Ottoman unity, citizenship and interests. However, after the Second 
Constitutional Monarchy, for example, beside non-Muslim Greeks and 
Armenians opposed the Ottomanism ideology, Muslim Albanian and Arab 
nationalists established their societies by being organized and their deputies 
clearly expressed their thoughts against the Ottomanism ideology (Kodaman 
2002, 175). 

The Young Turk Movement is mainly unified on the basis of Ottoman 
unity. It is out of question to highlight any ethnic group or religious community 
among them. The salvation of the state and a common homeland is the main 
aim. Although the Ottoman lands were lost and its borders narrowed since 1821 
and the density of the Muslim or Turkish factors, which gradually became the 
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majority within the narrowing borders, increased, the Young Turks strongly 
opposed the unity movement carried out by Abdulhamid II in favour of Islamism 
(Aydın 2002, 122-123). The religion had a twofold function in this period. While 
religion had a unifying function in the construction of the nation, it also helped 
nationalism to hinder the modernization mission. It can be said that Turkish 
culture in this period was still not as strong as its religious base. The Turkist 
ideologist Yusuf Akçura with Tatar origin describes this as follows: “Still before 
saying I am a Muslim, Turkish or Iranian...each Muslim says Alhamdulillah 
I am a Muslim” (Ak 2015, 595). The view of Islam as the cornerstone of the 
Ottoman heritage was also adopted among the non-religious gentry (Mardin 
2006, 54).

The thought of Ottomanism also found its place in the intellectual platform. 
The first political suggestion to evoke this idea came from the non-Muslim Rhigas 
Velestinlis. Velestinlis had designed a republic in which Greek culture and elites 
would predominate by abolishing the Ottoman state. As in the Ottoman Empire, 
he envisaged an egalitarian order in which different ethnic and religious groups 
would live together in the constitution of the Greek republic. The understanding 
of Ottomanism included the nature of preventing the division of the state and as 
a precaution against separatist movements. Ottomanism declined as an idea after 
the Balkan Wars and the subsequent revolts of ethnic groups and the population 
exchange between Muslims and non-Muslims. Movements such as Islamism 
and Turkism have come to the fore more (Somel 2002, 92).

The ideologies of the Ottoman Unionists were Ottomanism, Islamism and 
Nationalism and they could not abandon them, but there were different opinions 
about which one should be emphasized more. The most emphasized of these 
ideologies was the Islamic ideology. Most Turks saw themselves as Muslims 
first and were strongly lied with the Ottoman dynasty. The dynasty was seen 
as important as both the ruling sultan and the religious caliph (Ahmad 2008, 
52-53).

Because of the increasing oppressive practices of the Committee of Union 
and Progress, suppressing liberal opposition, ing the liberal opposition practices 
of the Committee of Union and Progress in the Second Constitutional Period, 
most opposition parties against the centralist and Turkism tendencies united and 
formed the Freedom and Accord Party. This party, which included very different 
communities, such as those with liberal worldviews, ulama and non-Muslims, 
had an incompatible mosaic appearance in itself. Their common points were 
Ottomanist attitudes towards Turkism. They took refuge in the traditional line 
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of Ottomanism, as they thought that increasing Turkism would cause the end 
of the multinational empire. In addition, they used Ottomanism as a shield to 
defend their nationalism against the increasing Turkism in non-Turkish nations. 
Another common point they agreed on was the promotion of decentralization, 
individual entrepreneurship, and democratic and pluralist Constitutionalism 
(Somel 2002, 110-111).

The policy of Ottomanism became untenable when it was understood 
that the Tanzimat policies, which were based on gathering all ethnic groups 
in the Ottoman Empire under one roof and giving them equal rights, collapsed 
in all respects and the political solution did not work. Abdulhamid II and the 
statesmen around him adopted Islamism as a new policy after the July 1878 
Berlin Agreement. With this agreement, with the loss of important Christian 
provinces of the empire and Muslim immigration from outside to inside, the 
rate of non-Muslims in the total population decreased to around 20%. It was 
started to be accepted that the Tanzimat approach did not work in the prevention 
of Christian nationalism and the possibility of this 20% leaving the Ottoman 
Empire. Anymore, not the non-Muslims in the domestic policy of the state, 
but the Muslim factors that have always been neglected until that day will be 
discussed. It has been tried to create an identity through education among Turks, 
Arabs, Albanians, Kurds and Circassians, who have different characteristics but 
have a common Muslim identity (Çetinsaya 2002, 270). During these periods, 
the nationalist movement that spread all over the world and the understanding of 
each nation to found a constitutional nation-state showed itself in the Ottoman 
Empire as well. Different nations tried to leave the Ottoman Empire to found 
their own states. 

The understanding of Ottomanism included the nature of preventing 
the division of the state and as a precaution against separatist movements. 
Ottomanism declined as an idea after the Balkan Wars and the subsequent 
revolts of ethnic groups and the population exchange between Muslims and 
non-Muslims. Movements such as Islamism and Turkism have come to the fore 
more (Somel 2002, 92).

Like Ottomanism, Islamism and Nationalism were brought forward in 
connection with the Westernization policy of that period. Islamism emerged as 
a part of the new Ottoman thought from the 1860s and found a place for itself 
in various social views by the intellectuals of the period, with the majority of 
the society being Muslim and with external interactions. From the beginning 
of the 1910s, Islamism began to gradually give place to Nationalism after the 
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Balkan Wars. As a result of the Balkan Wars, the Ottoman Empire lost its last 
strongholds against the West. With the revolt of ethnic groups such as Serbian, 
Armenian and Greek in the Ottoman Empire to found their own nation-state 
and the Ottoman became dependent on the policies carried out by the Western 
states, the intellectuals who ruled the country began to feel close to Turkism. 
The emergence conditions of political change in the Ottoman Empire brought 
forward to new ideologies (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 12-13). The ideology of 
Ottomanism disappeared with the beginning of the disintegration of the state.

3. Islamism

Since the Ottoman society is a 600-year-old civilization, it has a strong religious 
culture and historical experience. The separation of religion and state, which 
was practised in the first 300 years in the Ottoman Empire, developed in the 
form of separating an autonomous area for both. This historical traditional 
religion-state separation has always taken root in the thought and culture of the 
society. Although the state’s domination of religion and the use of the ulama in 
its own service damaged this religion-state separation after the 17th century, this 
perception of separation continued to exist in folk culture. Even the Islamism 
of Sultan Abdulhamid II could not abolish this traditional dual religion-state 
understanding (Karpat 2014, 322). After the Egyptian campaign of Yavuz Sultan 
Selim, the caliphate passed from the Abbasids to the Ottomans (Gökdoğan 2002, 
183). The protector of the religion of Islam and the caliphate belonged to the 
Ottoman Sultans.

Strong Islamic feelings have always existed in social life, but in the second 
half of the 19th century, they became influential clearly in the public. With the 
increase in literacy around the world and the greater inclusion of the media 
into daily life, a relation and solidarity has emerged between different Muslim 
societies. However, the emergence of the Pan-Islamic ideology in the Ottoman 
Empire and its existence as an organized movement took place during the reign 
of Abdulhamid II (Landau 2002, 132). One of the solutions produced against 
the European imperialism and nationalism movement is the concept of “Union 
of Islam”. The idea of   Union of Islam, which followed a path according to the 
changes in the political and social conditions of the empire, was first followed 
for domestic and foreign policy between 1868-1873. It started to be implemented 
during the reign of Abdulhamid II by being turned into a policy based on 
different Muslim communities living in the empire. Although the policy of 
Ottomanism was returned in the Second Constitutional Period, the political and 
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social conditions in the Ottoman Empire changed with the loss of all the lands 
in the Balkans in 1911-1913 and the separation of all Arab lands in 1908. Until 
the end of this period and even the end of the War of Independence, the idea of   
Islamic Union (  Ittihadi Islam) was tried to be implemented (Çetinsaya 2002, 
272). Abdulhamid II bases his political discourse on the triangle of “religion, 
homeland, nation”. Ottoman intelligentsia sought answers in various fields 
where problems emerged in order to ensure the survival of the Ottoman state 
and the Islamic world against Western civilization and modernism (Çetinsaya 
2002, 272).

Although secularism is new, traces of the movement of opposition to 
the political population of the clergy are scarce in the early Ottoman history. 
The ancient chronicles reflect the resentment of the inhabitants of the Ottoman 
borders at being subject to the hierarchy and restrictions of Sunni Islam. Folk 
poetry, legends and anecdotes reflected the doubts that believers sometimes 
felt about the religious integrity of religious ulamas. In addition to these 
modernization trends, there was also a kind of religious revival in the Young 
Turks period, which was expressed in many influential magazines and books; 
both the intellectual and political life of the Second Constitutional Period was 
deeply affected by the debates and disagreements between different groups 
of modernizers and religious conservatives. The foremost among those who 
advised the separation of religion from the state was the Turkism ideologue Ziya 
Gökalp (Lewis 2000, 398-399).

Westernization has brought with it the problem of legitimation. If not the 
traditional Ottoman order, it is at least a legitimate order in terms of Islam. 
Taking the institutions of the Christian West instead of the traditional order, 
which found its legitimacy basis in Islam, was seen by large fractions of society 
under the influence of the ulama as a “gavurization” and alienation from one’s 
own self. The problem of ensuring the legitimacy of the regime in the eyes of the 
broad masses of the people remained unresolved (Ünder 2002, 150). 

The Union and Progress administration, which came to power with the 
Second Constitutional Monarchy in 1908, developed and used the state Islam 
they took over from Abdulhamid II. Although they did not like the use of 
religion, they benefited from the power of Islam to mobilize the society. The 
Union and Progress administration tried to get the support of all Muslims, 
Ottoman and non-Ottoman citizens and besides this, it legitimized for military 
purposes the concepts such as homeland, nation and state, which are the values 
of nationalism, with Islamic values such as jihad, martyrdom and veteranism. 
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In this way, by emphasizing the sanctity of military service, it was aimed to 
facilitate men to join the military, to obey the military command and to prevent 
escaping from the soldiers (Alkan 2002, 400). The religion of Islam was brought 
to the fore for the sanctity of military service, as the Ottomans constantly lost 
their lands and were in war.

There was a Muslim nation in the Ottoman Empire. There were no Turkish, 
Arab or Kurdish nations. There were Greek, Armenian and Jewish nations, they 
were called religious communities, not ethnic nations. In the Ottoman Empire, 
the idea of   national unity did not rise above religious distinctions until its last 
years (Lewis 2000, 333). Although there was no homogeneous Muslim factor, 
the Muslim citizens had to be made into a nation suitable for the state. The 
way to achieve this was the modern education in which religious and secular 
elements took place together. The Muslim nation had to be shaped around a 
common ideology and identity. It was Islam that would provide this. Islam 
was seen as a social cement to bring together Muslim nations. With this new 
ideology, the loyalty of Muslim citizens would be ensured by preventing the 
discontent that started to be felt among non-Turkish Muslim nations, especially 
Arabs and Albanians (Çetinsaya 2002, 270-271). This new Islamism, which 
emphasizes unity, solidarity and brotherhood, and tolerates linguistic and ethnic 
differences is a kind of nationalism that transforms religion into political culture 
and it can be called as Ottoman nationalism. In addition to addressing the Islamic 
identity and values   of the society, Islamism wanted to give Muslims pride and 
themselves respect and trust by mentioning the past greatness of the civilization 
of Islam and its religion. It aimed to unite the Muslim masses around a new type 
of national identity with a religious-political nature (Karpat 2014, 314).

Abdulhamid II gave importance to education and tried to use education as a 
tool for the absolute monarchy to reproduce itself. The main aim of Islamization, 
which became effective during the reign of Abdulhamid II, is to raise a generation 
loyal to the sultan as a political authority. The ideological dimension of this 
religiosity is the effort to create an Islam-Turkish synthesis. While Abdulhamid 
was trying to use Islam as an ideology, he also gave importance to science and 
development. The human type he tried to raise would be bound to the sultan by 
religious ties (Alkan 2002, 386). Abdulhamid II could not turn Islamism into an 
ideology implemented by the state (Karpat 2014, 318-319). With the revolts and 
separation of the Muslim Arabs and Albanians in the Ottoman Empire, it left its 
place to Turkish nationalism by being understood that this ideology did not have 
the power to save the state from disintegration.
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4.  Nationalism

With the nationalist movement that gained political importance after the 
French Revolution, particularly after 1830, ethnic origin and language became 
the determining factor in the idea of the right of every people who consider 
themselves a nation to found an independent state in their own lands.  In the 
Ottoman Empire, especially in the developments in the Balkans in the 19th 
century, this was faster as they gained their own national consciousness and 
kept their religion and language alive through their own churches and schools. 
In addition, after the second half of the 19th century, Cyprus, Egypt and Tunisia 
were taken from the Ottoman Empire as a result of the colonial policies of the 
great states and it was time for the lands in the Balkans (Saatçi 2002, 108). In the 
Ottoman Empire, with the state’s tolerance towards the language and religion of 
each nation and the the influence of the nationalist movement on the Ottoman, it 
paved the way for the separation of different nations.

Nationalism in the Ottoman Empire first emerged among Orthodox 
Christians in the Balkans in the second half of the 18th century. The first 
nationalist movement was among religious communities or different groups 
within the Ottoman Empire (Karpat 2017, 187-188). As a result of nationalism, 
which emerged as a social, political and cultural consciousness among the 
communities under the domination of the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century, 
the separation of nations such as Greek, Serbian, Bulgarian and Arab from the 
empire and founding their own independent states was one of the factors that 
caused to the disintegration of the empire at the beginning of the 20th century 
(Karpat 2017 187).

Towards the end of the 19th century, millions of Muslim people were forced 
to migrate to Anatolia by being driven from their homeland in the Caucasus, 
Crimea and the Balkans (Karpat 2017, 199). As a result, it caused an increase in 
the Muslim population in Anatolia.

The Ottoman sultan and his friends were against the nationalist ideology, 
which they saw as the cause of the disasters that befell the empire. Therefore, 
they were against any popular movement that could threaten the existing order 
as well as against the invaders (Lewis 2000, 245). Although nationalism was 
an important trend in the Second Constitutional Period, it kept the majority of 
intellectuals away from the understanding of racism due to the cultural codes of 
the Ottoman Empire. Nationalism was not effectively accepted by the Committee 
of Union and Progress until the foundation of the Republic (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 
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14). Turkish nationalism was the last to emerge within the Ottoman Empire, and 
Turkish nationalists, who were forbidden to disseminate ideas during the reign 
of Abdulhamid II, were relatively free to disseminate their ideas during the 1908 
Young Turks Period (Karpat 2017, 200-201). 

It can be said that the official ideology of Abdulhamid II period was an 
Islam-Turkish synthesis instead of Islamic ummahism (Alkan 2002, 392). After 
1908, debates began between religious nationalists, who argued that the nation 
would have no basis other than religion, and Turkish nationalists, who argued that 
the nation could be also founded on language and ethnicity (Karpat 2014, 316). 
During the 19th century, relatively independent Western Turcologists, Turkish 
nationalists in Tsarist Russia, and Ottoman literators led Turkish nationalism 
from three different branches. By the 20th century, Turkish nationalism has 
emerged by being matured as a political ideology (Ak 2015, 584-585). Ziya 
Gökalp summarized the official ideology of the Second Constitutional Period 
as “Turkification, Islamization, Modernization”. These slogans, which are the 
ideology of the Committee of Union and Progress, first started to take shape 
in Thessaloniki and later became clear with the Balkan Wars. The discourse 
of “Turkish-Islamic Synthesis” embodied a military nationalism and military 
service was glorified and legitimized by religious values. Texts and drawings 
that will activate the religious and national feelings of the students for retrieving 
the lost homeland have begun to enter the textbooks. These books emphasized 
loyalty to the homeland, nation, law and state, which have national and legal 
legitimacy, instead of loyalty to the sultan with a religious sanctity. Particularly 
religious and national heroines were included in the history lessons taught in 
girls’ primary schools. Just as there are women from the family of our Prophet, 
women who showed heroism in wars, national women such as Kara Fatma, 
one of the heroes of the Sevastopol campaign, Mebruke Hanım, who showed 
heroism in the Battle of Tripoli are mentioned. The Turkishness of Anatolia was 
always emphasized in the writings of the Second Constitutional Period (Alkan 
2002, 394-397).

Another period of National Struggle, in which we will clearly see the 
power and role of ideology, is our recent history. As a result of the occupation 
of the Ottoman Empire, which was on the losing side of World War I, by enemy 
countries, we cannot explain this initiative of the patriotic people who battled 
and struggled for the independence of the homeland without highlighting their 
ideological orientation, particularly their patriotism. For example, the aim 
of those who battled in Dumlupınar was not to become rich in the future by 
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defeating the enemy. The essence of the movement is not materialism, but the 
liberation of the homeland from enemy occupation (Kazancı 2002, 70-71). 
There are examples like these can be found in history.

Yusuf Akçura, who sought a solution to the question of how and on which 
ideological foundations the state could survive, first expressed this debate in his 
essay, Three Styles of Politics, in public and openly in 1904. He examines the 
possible path of Ottomanism, Islamism and Turkism ideologies aimed at social 
unity in the Ottoman Empire. The first is the idea of   Ottomanism, which is the 
establishment of a common Ottoman citizenship and affiliation regardless of 
religion or race. The second is Islam, which has been the traditional basis of 
the Ottoman Empire and the Muslim states before it since it was renewed in 
the Pan-Islamist policy of Abdulhamid II. He discusses both of these at length 
and considers them unsuccessful and rejects these ideologies. Ottomanism is a 
political loyalty that Ottoman citizens owed to the state; but there is no Ottoman 
nation and trying to create it is a futile effort. A Pan-Islamist policy aimed at 
the unity of the Islamic peoples will not meet with many internal obstacles. 
But Christian states do not accept this policy and cannot succeed. Thirdly, 
Akçura proposes Turkism, a Turkish national policy based on the Turkish race. 
A Turkist policy unites the loyalties of the dominant Turkish race within the 
Ottoman Empire, and the loyalty of millions of Turks in Russia and elsewhere 
outside the borders of the Ottoman Empire also strengthens it (Akçura 2019,17-
39). Akçura tried to explain that Turkish nationalism could be a solution on the 
way to liberation by negotiating the positive and negative aspects of ideological 
alternatives about the future of the Ottoman Empire (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 14). The 
main purpose of Ziya Gökalp as an ideologist was to form Turkish nationalism 
as a doctrine and to resolve the conflicts of opinion in the Second Constitutional 
Period (Toprak 2002, 317). The idea of   Turkism began to take its place as an 
ideology.

Turks were the last to bring their nation into being and to become a nation 
in the Ottoman Empire (Tunaya 2002, 132). The Tripoli War, particularly the 
Balkan Wars, created a suitable environment for the concepts of nation and 
national feeling to come to the fore in the Committee of Union and Progress 
(Alkan 2002, 397). The nationalist ideas of the group of military officers and 
civil servants would shape the Committee of Union and Progress. The ideology 
of the organization was Turkish nationalism, which gradually developed over 
time (Aydın 2002, 124-126). Leading names of the Committee of Union and 
Progress, particularly Ziya Gökalp, embraced the problems without denying 
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the applicability of the Ottoman state for the future, and evaluated the current 
situation in the context of Ottomanism, Islamism, Turkism or Turkification, 
Islamization and Modernization (Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 14).

The nationalists who founded the Republic of Turkey took over a society in 
which the people defined themselves according to their religious affiliations until 
the beginning of the 19th century and where there was almost no awareness of 
Turkish identity. With the embracement of nationalism into the multi-religious, 
multi-national Ottoman Empire, a national awakening and revival process of 
different communities, whose situation did not change, began to develop. Turks 
were the last people in the Ottoman Empire to adopt nationalism. They tried to 
develop a dynastic ideology, Ottomanism, as best they could (Ahmad 2008, 97). 
Turkish nationalism took its place as an ideology in Anatolia as a result of long 
wars and struggles as a result of the uprising of different nations in the Ottoman 
Empire and the occupation of the country’s lands in the last period.

5. Liberalism

Among the Ottoman rulers, those who wanted to limit the sultan’s powers, 
liberals and those who did not want, were formed as two conservative groups 
for the first time in the preparation of the First Constitutional Period. Liberals 
are more Westernist and democratic. This is how the ideological climate created 
by the Young Turks from the bottom up was established among the state 
administrators for the first time. (Danube 1960, 213).

One of the ideologies that found supporters in the Ottoman Empire was 
liberalism. One of the most important bases of liberalism since the 18th century is 
that social change is inevitable. According to Ahmet Şuayb, one of the defenders 
of liberalism in the Ottoman Empire, social change is an inevitable law of nature 
and it brings development. The improvement of civilizations has become by 
means of this change and science has a decisive role in this progress (Kansu 
2002, 290). The difference and inequality between the East and the West is due to 
their differences at the scientific level. According to Şuayb, the inevitable social 
change and development will only be possible by removing the obstacles in front 
of scientific thought. The way to overcome these obstacles is the establishment 
of a parliamentary liberal order instead of an absolutist government, which is 
not subject to any control, and the establishment of a secular order in which 
religion and state affairs are separated. He thinks that with the 1908 Revolution 
of the Ottoman Empire, the country is now included in the European civilization 
with a form of government based on parliamentary supremacy. He says that the 
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emergence of liberalism is facilitated by the fact that the church in the West is in 
a relatively autonomous position vis-a-vis the state and therefore it restricts the 
state’s pressure on society and its power area. In the West, the restriction of each 
other’s authority by the state and the church leaves a free space for individuals 
in terms of freedom of thought and conscience. Secularism allows the individual 
to be free in every field. At a period when liberalism was questioned by the 
conservative and radical right in Turkey and in the world at the beginning of 
the 19th and 20th centuries, Mehmet Cavit and his colleagues argued that is 
possible to create the free society they longed for with the implementation of 
liberal principles in all areas of life despite the strict censorship and control 
implemented by the absolutist administration since the 1870s (Kansu 2002, 291-
295). Although the Young Ottomans adopted liberalism as a kind of ideology in 
the name of freedom after the 1860s, this ideology was not very popular among 
the people (Karpat 2014, 313). Those who adopted liberalism more were the 
intellectuals. They believed that it was by means of this ideology that they could 
easily express their ideas and thoughts.

When look at the legislative activities of the Parliament, which was 
established after the 1908 Revolution, there are radical changes carried out to 
create a liberal order in the social, political and economical fields, and there 
are liberal views and debates in the public. Liberal thought, which supports the 
processes of Westernization, modernization and secularization in the Ottoman 
Empire, is fundamentally opposed to conservatism (Kansu 2002, 278). Although 
liberalism is a libertarian and human-based ideology, freedom was not accepted 
as a value in the political culture of the Ottoman Empire, and the tendencies of 
submission and obedience were the behaviours that were appreciated. Liberal 
ideology has always been economically based (Sitembölükbaşı 2007, 55). Ideas 
such as socialism and liberalism emerged as a result of the conditions in the 
historical development of Europe. Therefore, these ideas did not spread to the 
base in the Ottoman Empire.

6. Socıalısm

Socialism, which emerged to improve the working conditions of the working 
class in the capitalist system and to fight for their rights; adopts general values 
such as freedom, equality and justice. As a result of the lagging behind of 
the technological developments in Europe in the Ottoman Empire and other 
reasons, the industry was not developed and the working class was unorganized 
and weak. With this situation, intellectuals who learned and adopted socialism 
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and socialist ideology from Western sources were increasing. In the Ottoman 
Empire, supporters of socialist thought first emerged among non-Muslims. On 
the other hand, after the declaration of freedom in the Second Constitutional 
Monarchy by the Muslim citizens of the Ottoman Empire, the people who 
adopted the socialist thought became more evident (Bolay 2002, 549).

Socialist thought, which found its place in the last periods of the Ottoman 
Empire, first developed among Armenians, Macedonians, Bulgarians, Greeks 
and Thessaloniki Jews in the Ottoman Empire between 1876-1923. Although 
the idea of   socialism did not spread to the public, the groups that found a place 
in the Ottoman Empire and had this ideology were supported by highlighting 
their different characteristics in line with their own purposes. For example, 
groups advocating socialist thought in the last period of the Ottoman Empire 
are classified in four ways as leftism of non-Muslim ethnic and religious 
communities, Ottoman left, leftism in Anatolia during the National Struggle 
Period and Marxist left (Tuncay 2002, 296). Before the Republic, socialist 
thought generally started by imitating non-Muslim minorities to the West as a 
part of the modernization movement. The Ottoman state’s loss of the developed 
Balkan regions and the weakness of the working class, which is relied on for the 
realization of socialism in the rest, prevented the movement from taking root in 
the country. (Tuncay 2002, 309). 

After the declaration of the Second Constitutional Monarchy and freedom, 
the Ottoman Socialist Party was established in Istanbul in 1910 in an environment 
where all currents of thought emerged and were represented. However, there is 
no working class and conditions in the state to form the base of a socialist party. 
Although this party did not contribute to socialist thought in the Ottoman lands, 
it was the first party established in this ideology (Kodaman 2002, 187).

The beginning of modern social thought can be traced back to the Young 
Ottomans of the 1860s. Afterwards, although there were socialist organizations 
such as clubs in the Young Turk period, from the ideas of Prince Sabahattin to 
the socialist party, it was not during the Ottoman period that socialism came 
to the fore as a current of thought and found a certain audience of followers 
(Karpat 2014, 253).

The main problem of the Ottoman intellectuals in the 20th century is to 
reveal the political preferences that will ensure the liberation of the Ottoman 
Empire by evaluating as conjunctural and to find valid solutions by reaching a 
political synthesis. It is now more clearly seen by the intellectuals in Europe or 
who were educated there that the the empire comes to the end and the intellectuals 
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are discussing which ideologies should be adopted in order to save the Ottoman 
Empire. For example, Yusuf Akçura suggests making a single choice among these 
three ideologies of Ottomanism, Islamism and Nationalism (Akçura 2019, 17), 
while Ziya Gökalp proposes a synthesis of Turkism, Islamism and Westernism 
(Kaçmazoğlu 2012, 13). From 1908 to 1920, all movements of thought and 
ideologies from right to left emerged and spread freely in the Ottoman Empire. 
World War I necessarily suspended all the development of ideologies within 
the state (Karpat 2014, 319-320). Ottomanism and Islamism failed at the end of 
the First World War (Ünder 2002, 147). However, although Islamism failed in 
the last period of the Ottoman Empire, it has continued to exist as an ideology 
embraced by the Muslim people, since its main source is religion. The common 
aim of those who supported the ideologies that emerged in the Ottoman Empire 
was to save the state from collapse. With the collapse of the Ottoman state after 
the First World War, Ottomanism, one of the ideologies, ended.

Europe wanted some innovations and changes to be made on the 
Ottoman state by means of indoctrination and imposition since 1839. While 
these innovations were in favour of Europe and non-Muslims, they limited the 
Ottomans by tying their hands. Later on, it was seen that the Ottoman Empire 
was stuck between the European-Ottoman and European capitalism or liberalism 
could not modernize the Ottoman country and society (Kodaman 2002, 167). 
After the Tanzimat, the dilemma between modernization and staying traditional 
in the Ottoman Empire is always seen in the formation of ideologies such as 
secular-religious, traditional-modern in the following periods, as in almost 
every social and political field. Particularly the distinction of modern-traditional 
is still important for political ideologies today.

7. Conclusion

The ideologies that emerged after the French Revolution spread all over the 
world. The ideologies also took a place in the Ottoman Empire. The first aim of 
the newly emerging ideologies in the Ottoman Empire emerged for the first time 
as the ideas proposed by the intellectuals to save the state from disintegration 
and collapse. An ideology that came from the grassroots was not born and the 
intellectuals explained to the public what ideologies are. 

As a result of the occupation of Istanbul, which was the capital of the 
600-year-old Ottoman dynasty with deep roots in World War I and its aftermath, 
by the English-French (Entente) forces, the ideology of Ottomanism completely 
disappeared with the beginning of the War of Independence in Anatolia and 
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the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire. Nationalist ideology came to the 
fore particularly in the National Struggle Period, which was initiated against 
the invading forces, with the decrease of the Ottoman lands and the increase 
in the Turkish and Muslim population in the Anatolian geography. With the 
proclamation of the Republic in 1923, the importance of Turkish nationalism 
maintained its importance by being always emphasized its importance in the 
liberation of the homeland.

Immediately after the disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and the 
foundation of the new Republic, the institution of the caliphate, which was the 
spiritual leadership of world Islam, was abolished. The ideology of Islamism, 
which aimed to save the empire from collapse by keeping all Muslim societies 
together, failed but this ideology continued to exist by evolving.

Particularly Islamism and Turkish nationalism, among the ideologies 
that emerged in the last period of the Ottoman Empire, were inherited by the 
Republic of Turkey.
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1. Introduction

Today, every day world is facing large-scale disasters as well as small-
scale disasters, manmade disasters, terrorist attacks or accidents. In many 
of these incidents, injured people might require immediate professional 

medical attention. Emergency vehicle’s timely arrival to the scene has important 
economic and social implications. Considering these critical and vital features, 
emergency vehicles and center(s) need to be well planned to save more lives. 
The search for center(s) of emergency vehicles, as a sub-branch of transportation 
in health, is a research area which draws attention in the literature due to its vital 
importance on human life. 

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) is one of the critically important 
elements of modern health systems. Indeed, time is a vital element in providing 
emergency medical service. An ambulance service supplies immediate response 
to an emergency, and also is responsible for providing first aid to the injured and 
transferring the injured person to a hospital or private medical center. Whether 
transporting medical personnel to an emergency location or transferring the 
casualty to a medical facility, ambulances provide critical service and transfer 
abilities to save lives and reduce potential injury.

In such a situation, determining the ambulance location is an important 
problem in the design of an effective and efficient ambulance service. In the public 
sector, especially in health services, locating ambulances to create an emergency 
care network is one of the most interesting logistical problems. The location of a 
facility such as an ambulance is highly sensitive to the required degree of service, 
which is characterized by the response time of the service provided. As a matter 
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of fact, a weak coverage area can result in the death of the users of this service, 
namely the casualty. In order to avoid this negative situation, the locations of 
the ambulances are chosen to provide the shortest response times. The aim is to 
shorten the time amongst the arrival of an emergency call at the call center and 
the ambulance reaching the patient. However, saving lives and preventing the 
irreversible effects of injuries by applying some acute medical treatments are 
also among the most important objectives of ambulances. Therefore, due to this 
vital nature of EMS, strategic planning is inevitable in order to come through 
the challenge of not having an unlimited number of ambulances that will react 
to any event or patient with almost zero reaction time.

In this direction, the location problem of ambulances is an important issue 
in the EMS system, which is the determination of where the ambulances will be 
located so that the emergency calls to the service can be answered effectively. 
In the literature on this subject, the location decisions of the ambulance station 
have received special attention in the studies performed in the last decade.

In the light of this information, in this study, studies in the field of 
ambulance location selection in the literature between 2010 and 2020 were 
investigated. The rest of the study is constructed as indicated below: in the 
second section, the keywords used in the relevant literature review and the scope 
of the study are presented. The summary of the studies obtained via literature 
review is demonstrated in detail in third section and supported by tables and 
figures. The last section, in which the results are presented, is strengthened by 
recommendations for future studies.

2. Method

The scope of this study consists the studies in English language, which are 
indexed in the Web of Science Core Collection, Science Citation Index Expanded 
(SCIE), Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), Arts and Humanities Citation 
Index (AHCI) and Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) database. The scope 
is limited to articles in journals which are indexed in aforementioned databases, 
theses and conference proceedings. The keywords used in the research are 
“emergency medical services (EMS), ambulance, location, ambulance location 
problem, location models”. However, we excluded the studies on air ambulance 
in the scope of this study. 

As a result of the conducted literature review, we observed 79 paper in the 
referred context. These papers are analyzed in detail in subsequent sections. 
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3. Results

Of the 79 studies; 60 are articles, 17 are conference proceedings, and 2 are 
thesis. In Figure 1 below, the distribution of studies is shown together with their 
percentages.

Figure 1: Distribution of Studies by Their Types

When the distribution of the obtained studies is examined by years, it has been 
observed that the years with the most studies were 2016 and 2018, with 11 studies 
at each. This situation was followed by 2020 with 9 studies and 2019 with 8 
studies. In 2015 and 2017, 8 studies were found at each. Detailed information on 
the number of studies in the examined years is presented in Table 1 and Figure 2. 

Table 1: Distribution of the Studies by Year

Year Number of Papers
2010 6
2011 3
2012 5
2013 5
2014 5
2015 8
2016 11
2017 8
2018 11
2019 8
2020 9
Total 79
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Figure 2: Number of Studies by Year

The distribution of studies according to countries is also examined in this study. 
During this review, if a study includes authors from more than one country, 
the country information of the corresponding author is taken into account. It is 
observed that the highest number of studies are conducted in the United States 
of America (USA) with 10 studies between 2010 and 2020. USA is followed 
by China with 9 studies. 6 studies are conducted in Iran and 4 each in Canada, 
Korea, Mexico and United Kingdom. The graph showing the distribution of the 
number of studies by countries is presented in Figure 3 below. In addition, a more 
comprehensive review is given below at Table 2, and the author information in 
each country is included in the table.

Figure 3: Distribution of Studies by Country
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Table 2: Distribution of Studies by Country, Year and Author(s)

The Country of the Study’s 
Corresponding Author

Number of 
Studies in the 

Related Country

Author(s) Year

Australia 1 Dzator, M. and Dzator, J. 2013

Austria 3
Schmid and Doerner 2010
Schmid 2012
Schneeberger et al. 2016

Brazil 3
Andrade and Culha 2015
Coelho et al. 2017
Ferrari et al.  2018

Canada 4

Bélanger et al. 2016
Nicoletta et al. 2017
Bélanger et al. 2020
Tassone and Choudhury 2020

China 9

Zhen et al. 2014
Li et al. 2015
Liu et al.  2017
Jiang et al. 2018
Chu et al.   2018
Li et al. 2018
Liu et al. 2019
Wang et al. 2020
Yang et al.  2020

Colombia 2
Rojas-Trejos et al. 2017
Roa et al. 2020

Czech Republic 1 Cerna et al. 2014
France 1 El Itani et al. 2019

Germany 3
Wiesche 2014
Moeini et al. 2015
Nickel et al. 2016

Iran 6

Shariat-Mohaymany et al. 2012
Maleki et al. 2014
Lahijanian et al.  2016
Navazi et al. 2018
Kaveh and Mesgari 2019
Memari et al. 2020
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Italy 1 Lanzarone and Galluccio 2018

Japan 2 Inakawa et al. 2010
Morohosi and Furuta 2017

Korea 4

Sung and Lee 2016
Kim and Lee 2016
Sung and Lee 2018
Park and Lee 2019

Lebanon 1 Naoum-Swaya et al.  2013

Malaysia 3
Shuib and Zaharudin 2010
Shuib and Zaharudin 2011
Zaharudin et al.  2012

Mexico 4

Dibene et al.  2015
Pacheco et al. 2015
Dibene et al. 2017
de la Mota et al.  2017

New Zealand 2 Mason 2013
Jagtenberg and Mason 2020

Norway 1 Leknes et al. 2017
Pakistan 1 Zaffar et al. 2016
Portugal 1 Carvalho et al. 2020

Singapore 2
Ong et al. 2010
Lam et al. 2016

Sweden 1 Thi Nguyen 2015
Taiwan 1 Yuangyai et al.  2020
Thailand 1 Nilsang et al. 2019

The Netherlands 3
Jagtenberg et al.  2015
Barneveld et al. 2016
Berg et al.  2016

Tunisia 1 Boujeemaa et al. 2013

Turkey 3

Macit 2015
Akincılar, A. and 
Akincilar, E.

2019

Mullaoglu and Sariyer 2019

United Kingdom 4

Sasaki et al.  2010
Comber et al. 2011
Knight et al. 2012
Galpin 2016
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United States of America 10

Maxwell et al. 2010
Rajagopalan et al. 2011
Ni et al.  2012
Maxwell et al. 2013
Maxwell et al. 2014
Zhang and Zeng  2018
Enayati et al. 2018
Nasrollahzadeh et al. 2018
Enayati et al.  2018
Bertsimas and Ng 2019

In Table 3 below, the studies are presented in chronological order and the 
problem/study discussed in each study is summarized.

Table 3: Summary of the Studies

Author(s) Year Addressed Problem

Inakawa et al. 2010 Investigating the effect of ambulance station locations 
and introducing a queuing simulation model

Schmid and 
Doerner

Proposing a mixed integer program with time-
dependent travelling times for ambulance location and 
relocation problems

Maxwell et al. Approximate dynamic programming for ambulance 
redeployment decisions in an EMS

Shuib and 
Zaharudin

Time-based Ambulance Zoning Optimization Model 
(TAZ_OPT) framework for ambulance location-
allocation problem

Ong et al. Decreasing ambulance reaction times with geospatial-
time analysis of ambulance deployment

Sasaki et al.  Optimizing ambulance station locations by genetic 
algorithms

Shuib and 
Zaharudin 2011

Introducing a goal programming model  to maximize 
the accessibility and the availability of ambulances

Rajagopalan et al. Dynamic expected coverage model and integer 
programming model for ambulance deployment

Comber et al. Modified Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) for 
determining ambulance locations
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Schmid

2012

Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) to solve 
dynamic ambulance relocation and dispatching problem

Knight et al. Maximal expected survival location model for 
ambulance location with heterogeneous patients 

Shariat-
Mohaymany et al. 

Linear reliability-based model for locating ambulances 
and a case study for Tehran rural roads

Ni et al.  Investigating the performance and limitations on 
artificial models for ambulance deployment 

Zaharudin et al.  Maximum Expected Coverage Location Problem 
(MEXCLP) for mobile ambulance location

Dzator, M. and 
Dzator, J. 

2013

A new heuristic with an application to ambulance 
location

Maxwell et al. Approximate dynamic programming for ambulance 
redeployment

Mason
Review of simulation and real-time optimization 
relocation models for the development of ambulance 
operations

Boujeemaa et al. A two-stage stochastic programming model to the 
ambulance location-allocation problem

Naoum-Swaya 
et al.  

A two-stage stochastic optimization to the ambulance 
redeployment problem 

Cerna et al. 

2014

A greedy algorithm for locating ambulances with cost 
minimization

Maleki et al. Two novel methods to redeploying ambulances in 
Isfahan, Iran

Maxwell et al. Investigating performance measures with lower bound 
on ambulance redeployment policies 

Wiesche A mixed integer linear model for dynamic location-
relocation of ambulances

Zhen et al. 
A simulation optimization method to ambulance 
deployment and relocation
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Andrade and 
Culha

2015

A novel Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm for 
allocation and repositioning of ambulances

Li et al. Utilizing real traffic information for locating ambulance 
stations 

Jagtenberg et al.  A polynomial time heuristic model for real time 
ambulance deployment

Macit 
Gradual Maximum Expected Covering Location 
Problem (G-MEXCLP) model and a generic simulation 
model to the ambulance location problem

Moeini et al. A dynamic location model for the solution of location-
allocation problems 

Dibene et al.  

Various coverage models (Location Set Covering 
Model-LSCM, Maximal Covering Location Problem-
MCLP and Double Standard Model-DSM) to the 
ambulance location problem in Tijuana, Mexico  

Thi Nguyen An optimization model for ambulance location and 
allocation problem for Stockholm, Sweden

Pacheco et al. A continuous location problem to solve the ambulance 
location problem in Tijuana, Mexico

Lam et al. 

2016

A robust model for ambulance deployment with 
uncertain demands

Schneeberger et al. Introducing a model targeting to minimize the required 
time for vehicle relocation operations

Sung and Lee A stochastic programming approach to ambulance location 
problem with Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS)

Nickel et al. 
Mathematical programming model and a sampling 
approach with illustrative example to ambulance 
location problem

Galpin
Addressing ambulance deployment with quantitative 
modelling and Collective Adaptive Resource-sharing 
Markovian Agents (CARMA) 

Lahijanian et al.  Double Coverage Location Model (DCLM) with fuzzy 
travel times for ambulance location modeling

Bélanger et al. Assessing and comparing real time ambulance fleet 
management relocation strategies

Kim and Lee 
An iterative optimization algorithm and a hypercube 
simulation for ambulance location

Barneveld et al. Analyzing the effect of ambulance relocations on 
ambulance service providers’ performance

Berg et al.  Comparison of various ambulance location models for 
coverage and reaction time criteria

Zaffar et al. Comparison of three ambulance location model’s 
performance via simulation optimization framework
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Leknes et al. 

2017

A novel mixed integer programming model for 
ambulance locations with heterogeneous demand

Dibene et al. Adjusting Double Standard Model (DSM) and integer 
linear programming for ambulance location problem

Liu et al.  A joint location planning and ambulance allocation 
model based on DSM

Coelho et al. Maximum Availability Location Problem (MALP) for 
mobile emergency care service ambulance positioning 

de la Mota et al.  
Simulation and integer programming to reveal better 
ambulance locations and reduce ambulance reaction 
times

Morohosi and 
Furuta 

Two approximation methods for the determination of 
coverage probability in ambulance location problems

Nicoletta et al. 
A robust and cardinality robust formulation to 
ambulance location and dispatching problem

Rojas-Trejos et al. A linear optimization model for the location of 
prehospital care ambulances in Cali Colombia

Jiang et al. 

2018

An Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) to ambulance 
location problems with time-dependent demand and speed

Ferrari et al.  A mathematical model for rescue ambulance dispatch 
location analysis with real dataset

Sung and Lee
Two-stage stochastic programming model and logic-
based Benders decomposition algorithm for ambulance 
location problem 

Zhang and Zeng  Two-stage robust optimization models to ambulance 
deployment problems

Chu et al.   
Introducing a novel distribution free chance constrained 
model to ambulance location model and solving with 
approximated mixed integer programming (MIP) 
formulations

Enayati et al. A real-time ambulance redeployment approach and 
validation with discrete-event simulation

Nasrollahzadeh 
et al. 

A flexible optimization framework for real time 
ambulance dispatching problem

Navazi et al. 
Multi period location-allocation inventory problem 
and robust approach for ambulance and helicopter 
ambulance stations

Enayati et al.  
Two stage stochastic programming model to redeploy and 
dispatch ambulances maximizing the expected coverage

Lanzarone and 
Galluccio

Four recursive optimization simulation models to 
ambulance location and dispatching problem

Li et al. A double standard model to the location of ambulances 
in emergency medical service
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Bertsimas and Ng 

2019

Stochastic and robust MEXCLP and MALP 
formulations for ambulance deployment problem

El Itani et al.
Bi-objective MEXCLP approach for ambulance location 
in the Beirut area, Lebanon

Kaveh and 
Mesgari

Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO), Improved 
Biogeography-Based Optimization (IBBO), Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) models for ambulance location

Akincilar, A. and 
Akincilar, E.

A Robust Counterpart (RC) approach with two-
dimensional uncertainty for ambulance location problem

Mullaoglu and 
Sariyer

Double Standard Model with Lower Bounds (DSMLB), 
Minimum Average Demand per Ambulance Model 
(MADAM) and Minimum Ambulance Location 
Replacement Model (MALRM) for ambulance location

Liu et al. Distributionally robust optimization for the location and 
number of ambulances

Nilsang et al. MCLP and social media for locating ambulances in 
Bangkok

Park and Lee
Utilizing semi-Markov decision process with 
monotone-ADP for two-tiered ambulance dispatch and 
redeployment problem

Jagtenberg and 
Mason

2020

Mathematical optimization models to provide fairness 
in ambulance location problem and maximize Bernolli-
Nash social welfare

Carvalho et al. Integrating a mathematical model and a pilot heuristic 
method for ambulance dispatch and relocation problems

Roa et al. Proposing a real time optimization algorithm for 
dispatch and relocation of ambulances

Bélanger et al.

Recursive simulation optimization framework 
integrating Ambulance Location and Dispatching 
Problem’s (ALDP) mathematical formulation and 
discrete event simulation for ambulance location and 
dispatching problem

Memari et al. Novel bi-objective dynamic ambulance location model 
with multi medical servers

Tassone and 
Choudhury

A comprehensive literature review on ambulance 
routing problem (ARP) and ambulance location 
problem (ALP)

Wang et al. A multi-period mixed integer programming model and 
two hybrid heuristic algorithms for ambulance locations

Yang et al.  Gaussian mixture model clustering  for ambulance 
allocation

Yuangyai et al.  
Maximum Accessible Covering Location Problem with 
Traffic Congestion Probability (MACLP-TP) for robust 
ambulance allocation
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4. Results

Ambulances are public services that, when a medical emergency occurs, provide 
the necessary medical care at the scene and, if necessary, quickly transport 
the exposed patients to a suitable medical center/facility. The principle aim of 
this service is to arrive the emergency scene quickly, save lives and impede 
the irreversible effects of injuries utilizing some acute medical treatments. 
Ambulances and their crews are at the heart of the EMS system, as they are the 
primary assets of this system. When operating these assets, it is significant to take 
into consideration the interests of the entire population and make crucial plans as 
required. In line with this, EMS managers are often faced with the difficult task 
of finding a limited number of ambulances to best serve a particular population.

The problem might appear like a standard facility layout problem; 
notwithstanding, since one of the goals is to address the problems of human life, 
the issue of ambulance location should be treated with particular care. Therefore, 
it is not sufficient to simply use the “cost minimization” approach; the focus 
should be on reaching a greater percentage of the population with a high quality 
of service. In particular, minimizing the response time to an emergency call, in 
other words the time between receiving the call and reaching the call site, is of 
great importance.

For the reasons mentioned above, the subject of EMS has attracted many 
researchers and therefore there have been many studies trying to improve EMS 
systems.

In this direction and referring to the importance of the subject, in this 
study, a literature review of the studies on ambulance location selection between 
2010 and 2020 is presented. In the review, 79 studies were observed in English 
language; including articles, conference proceedings and theses in the Web of 
Science Core Collection indexes. In addition to the figures and tables of the 
distribution of these studies by years and countries, a detailed table in which a 
summary of the subject of all studies/the problem addressed is also included in 
this study.

The largest share in the work done belongs to the authors in the United 
States and China. In other developing countries, it can be stated that this issue 
has not been studied enough yet. In addition, however the peak of the pandemic 
is over, it is thought that the great need for health services at all stages caused 
by the Covid-19 pandemic will significantly trigger the increase in studies on 
this subject. In future studies; ambulance routing may be focused on, or studies 
using specific methods may be considered.
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1. Introduction

The information society is a new type of society that produces information 
and uses it in almost every field from economy to culture. Information 
itself, which is the main element in the information society, turns into 

a product with globalization and digital technologies. Data has an important 
place in the definition of information, which has become a product that can be 
bought and sold in the post-modern economy. In particular, digital art, in which 
data production and processing is an important part, also reveals new concepts 
discussed in this period in the context of knowledge production. Reliable storage, 
processing and transfer of data has become a critical issue for data-driven digital 
art production and connected platforms (Gilbert, T., 2021). 

Blockchain technology, which emerged as an alternative to the structure 
in the traditional art industry where ownership changes hands dependent on 
intermediaries and allows ownership to change hands without intermediaries, 
offers a new inclusive and global vision to the art industry. While blockchain 
technology democratizes access to art with a liberal approach, it also allows 
the originality of artworks to be recorded. Unique cryptocurrencies called 
NFT (Non-Fungible Token), which are products of blockchain technology that 
facilitates access to art and related products, have been used since 2017 (Cohen, 
B. Amorós, J.E. Lundyd, L. 2017). 

NFT, which has been very popular lately and frequently mentioned, 
is in the center of attention of the crypto world. NFT, which we can briefly 
define as a digital certificate, is the new favorite of those who are interested in 
crypto investments with its different features from the usual tokens and coins. 
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Immutable tokens (NFTs) are one of the hottest topics in the blockchain industry 
in 2021, with DeFi and the phenomenal Bitcoin rally. So what exactly are these 
NFTs? Why is it so important? 

In this article, the infrastructure technologies, applications and current 
preparations for the use of NFTs as a commercial value in social media platforms 
such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, which are widely used as of 2022, deals 
with the legal aspects in terms of economic, commercial and artistic copyrights.

2. Conceptually Immutable Tokens (NFT) and Blockchain Technology 

There is widespread debate about the breadth and depth of the potential impact of 
blockchain technology on the information society, which at its most fundamental 
level offers a new, decentralized infrastructure that can globally transform many 
existing processes in governance. (Tapscott, Tapscott, 2016; Iansiti, Lakhani, 
2017) 

Blockchain is a technology that provides a secure, transparent digital 
transaction ledger that allows data to be recorded and transferred over the 
internet as time-stamped, in a distributed structure, encrypted, and unalterable. 
The word blockchain was used for the first time in the discussions that started 
on the article “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” published by an 
author named Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 (Nakamoto, S.,2008). 

Bitcoin, which is transferred in the system described in the article, is designed 
as an alternative system and payment tool on the blockchain infrastructure as a 
crypto currency, independent of the traditional financial system and governments. 
Again, in the article, the infrastructure of the electronic money system that enables 
transfer between spouses is explained and the technology infrastructure that 
makes this system possible is described as blockchain. According to Nakamoto 
(2008), information about every transaction that takes place in the blockchain 
infrastructure is recorded and shared in a distributed data management system 
by participants called nodes that resolve, control and approve these transactions. 
Blockchain has been defined by many researchers as a reliable, transparent, and 
unchangeable data structure and data management tool, in which the reliability 
of transactions is verified by the participants in the network. (Zheng et al., 2017; 
Glase, 2017; Halpin, Piekarska, 2017) With this feature, blockchain forms the 
basis of security for users thanks to its decentralized distributed data structure 
(Narayanan, Clark, 2017).

Blockchain technology, on the other hand, is an innovative and liberal 
data management system that has started to be preferred rapidly as it provides 
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users with the opportunity to own their own data, identity and digital assets. 
Blockchain technology can offer an infrastructure that can provide direct 
transmission of data between individuals or different parties without the need for 
any intermediary. With this technology, which is the latest data transmission tool 
offered by technology, information and therefore data can be transmitted without 
changing. With many applications that use this technology as an infrastructure, 
products and services have started to be offered in many different sectors from 
finance to logistics and art. Blockchain-based products and services have started 
to create significant impacts by offering an innovative perspective in the sectors 
in which they are used (Narayanan, A. Clark, J.,2017).

Think of immutable tokens as digital collectibles like trading cards. NFTs 
are similar to cryptocurrencies in that they transact on a blockchain and have a 
monetary value attached to them.

The only difference between immutable tokens and cryptocurrencies is 
that NFTs have certain characteristics that make them different from other NFTs, 
even if the two NFTs look completely similar (Regner, F. Schweiser, A. &amp; 
Urbach, N.,2019).

Let’s move on to an example: If you trade Ethereum for another Ethereum, 
you are trading the same thing for another. Neither party involved in the 
transaction will lose anything because both will result in an Ethereum. However, 
if you trade the NFT for another NFT, the two can be significantly different 
regardless of whether they look similar or not. This is because immutable tokens 
contain deeper layers of properties that make tokens different from one another. 
These features may contain serial numbers, images, metadata, etc.. How these 
affect the value of NFT will depend on what buyers value most (ERC721, 
(2020). A Class of Unique Tokens).

As you may have noticed after the explanation above, immutable tokens 
offer exciting monetization opportunities for collectors and brands alike, as 
they are safe to trade, provably original, and can include branding and artwork 
opportunities of all kinds. Immutable tokens are also sometimes referred to as 
Crypto Collectibles or Niftys. Most importantly, these immutable tokens transact 
on a wide variety of different blockchains (Ethereum,2021). Introduction to 
Smart Contracts).

3. Productıon and use of NFTs

Creating your own NFTs on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) or Ethereum is a 
simple process offered by many platforms and NFT exchanges. All you need 
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is some crypto and something to convert to NFT to pay the issuance fee. You 
also need to choose whether to issue your NFT on Ethereum or Binance Smart 
Chain. In order to do NFT, you need to have some resources belonging to the 
crypto market. Whether you create a GIF or a more complex piece of art, at the 
very beginning of the process, you decide on the blockchain where you want to 
present your NFTs to the whole world (European Conference on Information 
Systems (ECIS), Istanbul, Turkey, 2016.).

Ethereum has traditionally been the home of NFTs and NFT development. 
It has a large user base and a developed NFT community, but transaction fees 
are very high. This makes small purchases, sales and transfers costly for users. 
Although BSC is still a new blockchain, NFT markets have grown considerably. 
Transactions are also much cheaper here. (Griffin, J.,2018). Software licences as 
non-fungible tokens).

Each blockchain’s coin unit, wallet services, and market places are 
different. That’s why it’s important to choose blockchains that are secure and 
supportive, with a wide usage network in the first place. Once you have these, 
you need to sign up for an NFT-based platform like OpenSea that allows you to 
connect your wallet and upload the image or file you want to convert to NFT. 
Then you can upload the works you want to convert to NFT on the platforms. 
(Halpin, H. Piekarska, M.,2017). Introduction to security and privacy on the 
blockchain.).

If you want to create your own NFTs, the Binance NFT Marketplace is a 
great place to start. You can also generate your NFTs directly on the Binance Smart 
Chain (BSC) using DeFi platforms such as Featured By Binance, BakerySwap 
or TreasureLand. Not only does BSC offer low fees and fast transaction times, it 
also has a growing NFT community. While there are many platforms to choose 
from, generally all you have to do is fill in the NFT information, upload your 
digital artwork or file, and pay for the extraction. And when you want to sell 
your NFT, you can quickly put it in several NFT markets (Holden, E. Linnerud, 
K. Banister, D.,2017). The imperatives of sustainable development.).

3.1.1. Uses

NFTs are a type of cryptocurrency developed on the blockchain. Cryptocurrencies 
can be classified in many different ways and according to their different 
characteristics. It is possible to classify cryptocurrencies by producing different 
conceptual approaches according to the blockchain infrastructure, which works 
on its own blockchain or is produced on any blockchain, according to service 
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purposes, proof-of-work or proof-of-stake method. NFTs, on the other hand, 
have a different feature from all these classifications. NFTs are unique. NFTs 
cannot be traded like other cryptocurrencies. Non-tradable is an economic term 
used to describe assets that have their own unique characteristics, such as a piece 
of furniture, a composition or your computer. Exchangeable assets are defined 
by their material value rather than their unique characteristics. 

One Turkish Lira can be exchanged for any other Turkish Lira or 1 Bitcoin 
can be exchanged for a Turkish Lira equivalent to its current monetary value. But 
an NFT cannot be traded for any other NFT. Similarly, the cryptocurrency of the 
Ethereum blockchain, which was mentioned in detail in the previous paragraph, 
is Ether, and you can exchange an Ether with any different crypto asset at the 
market price on the trading platform you use. So 1 Ether is not different from 
any other 1 Ether. But each NFT uniquely represents information about an entity 
or person and has unique characteristics. Unlike other cryptocurrencies, NFTs 
can represent a unique piece of art, ticket, asset, service or document rather 
than holding money. The content of NFTs may include a record of a unique 
collectible item, a digital unique asset, or a tokenized unique physical asset. The 
value of NFTs can vary and it depends on the value in their content.(Holden, E. 
Linnerud, K. Banister, D.,2017). The imperatives of sustainable development.).

Integration of physical world assets into the digital world while preserving 
their uniqueness can be achieved with NFTs. With NFTs, services belonging 
to the physical world can be tokenized and represented and managed in the 
digital world. (Regner et al.,2019) In this representation, the transparency 
dimension provided by the blockchain technology infrastructure, as it brings 
traceability, differs from similar applications in the physical world. In particular, 
while eliminating the dependency on intermediaries, NFTs provide the safe and 
efficient transfer or sale of physical assets integrated into the digital world at 
lower costs. Until today, studies on licenses, luxury goods and even automobiles 
have been carried out with NFT applications.(Griffin, 2018)

3.1.2.	 The	Emergence	of	NFTs

NFT, which started in 2017; means a digital certificate that transforms artwork, 
pictures, videos, websites, images, songs, stories created on social media and 
more into assets that can be registered and sold on behalf of their owners. It 
has become even more popular as assets registered as NFTs are very difficult 
to modify or imitate. There are different views on when and how NFTs first 
appeared. Colorful coins on the blockchain are shown as the first example of 
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NFTs. Crypto Punks, developed by software developers Matt Hall and John 
Watkinson and offered for sale on Ethereum in 2017, is among the first non-
exchangeable tokens.(Iansiti, M. Lakhani, R. K.,2017). The truth about 
blockchain).

NFTs; use Blockchain technology, which is the database used by 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum etc. The most important feature 
that distinguishes NFTs from cryptocurrencies is that unlike cryptocurrencies, 
they cannot be exchanged or traded. Immutable tokens are specially designed 
so that they can simply be separated from each other and verified. In general, 
digital assets created on Ethereum infrastructure are made in accordance with 
the standards of ERC-721 and ERC-1155 tokens. (Lemon, K. Verhoef, P. 
C.,2016).

3.1.3.	 Popularity	of	NFT	Use

NFT platforms, which have been released recently and supported by famous 
names, have brought interest in this field. The increase in demand for certain 
NFT collections, such as the Bored Ape Yacht Club, has attracted considerable 
attention. Because Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs have contributed to the 
volatility of the market by creating over $100 million in trade volume so far. 
Other collectibles also saw huge sales, with MoonPay buying CryptoPunk 
for $3 million earlier in the month. Although some NFTs have experienced 
price increases, the rest of the cryptocurrency market has not. Because most 
of the cryptocurrency market has experienced double-digit losses since the 
beginning of 2022. (https://www.theverge.com/22310188/nft-explainer-what-
is-blockchain-crypto-art-faq).

There are those who think that NFTs are a short-term fashion, and there 
are those who question their reliability. But the truth is that NFT’s popularity is 
increasing day by day with millions of dollars in sales. Its future is seen in direct 
proportion to the future of blockchain technology. In Turkey, blockchain-related 
laws are being prepared and legal foundations are being established. In other 
words, the future of NFT is also clear in Turkey and it looks like it will take 
more place in our lives. The popularity experienced by NFTs has resulted in an 
increase in trading volumes. Leading NFT marketplace OpenSea has had a good 
start to 2022. The platform has given the signal that it will surpass the previous 
record levels with the trade volume it has achieved so far in January. Among the 
biggest factors contributing to this situation, the approach of investors to NFTs 
is shown as the reason.
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3.1.4.	Use	of	NFTs

NFTs can be used by decentralized applications (DApps) to mine unique digital 
goods and crypto collectibles. These tokens can be collectibles, investment 
items or something else. (Regner, F. Schweiser, A. & Urbach, N.,2019).

Game economies are not new. And since many online games already have 
their own economy, using blockchain to tokenize gaming assets is only one step 
further. In fact, the use of NFTs can solve the inflation problem that is common 
in many games. As virtual worlds evolve, another exciting use case for NFTs 
is to tokenize real-world assets. These NFTs can represent a small fraction of 
real-world assets that can be stored and traded as tokens on the blockchain. 
Thus, it can provide the liquidity needed in low-liquidity markets such as 
fine arts, real estate, rare collectibles and the like. (Ryan W. McBride/Siles K. 
Alexander.,2021).

Another sector that can benefit from the features of NFTs is digital identity. 
Storing credentials and property data on the blockchain can improve privacy and 
data integrity for many people around the world. At the same time, transferring 
these assets easily and without relying on trust can prevent problems in the 
global economy. NFTs, which are mainly sold in marketplaces specially created 
for the trading of these works, can also change hands individually. In addition to 
this, some auction houses abroad have already started NFT sales to keep up with 
this transformation that the art world is facing. Many organizations such as the 
world’s leading auction houses Christie’s and Sotheby’s have now added NFTs 
to their collections. ( Kılıç.D, Dünya,2022).

As with most novice technology, the implementation or general adoption 
of NFT is currently not settled. However, the fact that these tokens have caused 
some turmoil in the crypto world is undeniable, and when you combine this with 
the unique opportunity to digitize the assets offered by NFTs, you will realize 
that the possible use cases for NFTs are quite limitless.

3.1.5.	Creating	NFTs	and	Setting	NFT	Standards

Creating your own NFTs on BSC or Ethereum is a simple process offered 
by many platforms and NFT exchanges. All you need is some crypto and 
something to convert to NFT to pay the issuance fee. You also need to choose 
whether to issue your NFT on Ethereum or Binance Smart Chain. Ethereum has 
traditionally been the home of NFTs and NFT development. It has a large user 
base and a developed NFT community, but transaction fees are very high. This 
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makes small purchases, sales and transfers costly for users. Although BSC is a 
newer blockchain, NFT markets have grown considerably. Transactions are also 
much cheaper here (Tapscott, D. Tapscott, A.,2021).

Choosing a platform to mine your NFTs depends on personal preference 
and the blockchain you want to use. Many of the BSC protocols will issue your 
NFT as the BEP-721 token. So no matter which BSC protocol you choose, from 
a technical standpoint the result will be the same. If you want to easily trade with 
your token afterwards, it is probably best to choose a platform with a market you 
are familiar with. This way you don’t have to transfer your NFT to a different 
location after extraction. (Tapscott, Tapscott, 2016; Iansiti, Lakhani, 2017 The 
New York Times,2018).

We recommend using BakerySwap and Treasureland for ease of use. Both 
of these BSC projects offer simple interfaces and low fees to mine your NFT. 
As the owner of the largest NFT market, BakerySwap is a very good choice for 
anyone who wants to sell their NFT after it is released. Treasureland, on the other 
hand, lets you mine your NFTs for free. If you are considering using Ethereum, 
you can check out the two most popular platforms, OpenSea or Rarible.

3.1.6.	Key	Characteristics	and	Distinguishing	Features	of	NFTs

Standardization
The standardization of NFT token data means, for example, if you integrate 

an ERC721 token from one project into your app or game, no additional effort 
will be required to integrate tokens from other ERC721 projects. This allows 
projects to create high-volume NFTs that can offer advantages across a wide 
variety of platforms.(Ethereum.2021). Non-fungible tokens (NFT).

Interoperability
Due to the standardization of NFTs as mentioned above, higher 

interoperability is allowed in the NFTs domain, meaning you can transfer unique 
digital assets between applications with relative ease. This paves the way for 
additional NFT use cases (Decentraland.2021).

Tradability
The ability to trade freely in open markets is probably the most compelling 

feature of NFTs. For the first time in history, we are able to move items outside of 
our original environments and into marketplaces where we can take advantage of 
refined trading capabilities such as eBay-style packaging, bidding, auctions, and 
the ability to sell items in any form with different currencies, including app-specific 
currencies and stablecoins. (Cuban, M.2021) Mintable - Mark Cuban Companies).
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Liquidity
NFTs offer investors additional liquidity from their holdings when they 

need it. Here is a great example. Let’s say a virtual landlord chooses to lease his 
virtual property to users or advertisers for a fee, but still retains ownership of 
the land. In this case, the virtual land still belongs to the original owner, even if 
some of it has been leased. (Cryptokitties.2021). Cryptokitties.co.).

Stability
NFTs not only create value for tokenized digital assets, they also ensure 

immutability. NFTs create environments where physical objects such as artworks 
can be symbolized, making such artworks unique to the artist, eliminating the 
possibility of duplication. This is something that ultimately creates value for art. 
(Chow, J.2017).

Programmability
Like every traditional digital token and asset based on smart contract 

blockchains, NFTs are fully programmable. Axie Infinity and CryptoKitties 
have created breeding mechanics that are hard-coded directly into their tokens, 
which provides even more functionality (Chohan, U.2017).

3.2.1.	 Purchasing	Channels	and	Methods	of	NFTs

As we mentioned earlier, NFT marketplaces are the first place to look if you want 
to buy unique tokens. But all the information you need is not limited to these. 
It is not possible to purchase NFTs with a credit card or PayPal. You need to 
have a crypto wallet and some crypto for the process. Prices for Binance Smart 
Chain NFTs will almost always be in BNB. Ethereum NFTs also typically use 
ether (ETH). It is possible to buy both of these cryptocurrencies on the Binance 
exchange. After purchasing your preferred crypto, you need to move your funds 
to a wallet that can interact with NFT marketplaces. (Ethernity Chain, 2021).

Binance Chain Wallet and MetaMask are good browser extension wallet 
options. Both can be linked to an NFT marketplace. All you have to do is transfer 
your cryptos from Binance to your wallet, go to the marketplace website and 
link your wallet. (the connect button is usually located in the upper right corner). 
You should be careful about fake and suspicious websites. Double check the 
URL and choose to bookmark if you use the site frequently (Foundation.2021).

Owning and buying NFTs is not like a regular cryptocurrency trading. 
To acquire digital tokenized or collectible assets, you will first need a digital 
currency such as Ether(Note, however, that some vendors may accept barter 
or cash. You will also need a second party to do business. However, since each 
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immutable token is unique, you won’t find exchanges for NFTs like you find for 
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. Instead, NFTs have marketplaces 
that connect individual sellers with individual buyers. (Hernandez, S. (2019) 
Crypto art: A decentralized view (Trans.).

After logging into one of these markets, you will need to negotiate a price 
with the person selling the token, after which you can buy directly from them. 
Here are some of these marketplaces you can join to buy and sell NFTs:
• Rarible
• Terra Virtua
• Enjin
• Mintbase
• Opensea
• MarkersPlace
• Known Origin
• Async Art
• Nifty Gateway
• Superrare
• Cryptograph
• Crypto Kitties
• Handshake Domains

If you buy an ERC 721 or ERC 1155 token, it will go directly to your Ethereum 
wallet address(just like when you buy an ERC 20 token). the network will not 
tell you anything about the value of the coin- it will only let you know that you 
are the current owner(Github, 2021,Ethereum).

The value of the token you receive will be determined by the system of 
which the irreplaceable token is a part. For example, CryptoKitty NFTs are linked 
to kitty drawings with certain characteristics, and if you own one of them and 
want to know its value, you must publish it on one of the above mentioned open 
markets and choose to sell it (Github,2021). Where the world builds software.).

Digital collectibles take blockchain technology beyond standard 
financial applications into entirely new areas. NFTs can also be an important 
part of the blockchain ecosystem and the wider economy, as they represent 
physical assets in the digital world. The uses are vast and many developers are 
likely to make new and exciting innovations for this promising technology. 
(Gombrich, E. H.1986). The Story of Art (Trans., 3). Ankara: Remzi Bookstore 
Publications).
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3.2.2.	Excellent	Compatibility	of	NFTs	with	Digital	Platforms

Considering the multiple NFT applications mentioned above, it’s natural to think 
of them as a great match for regulating identity and property rights in virtual 
worlds. Sensorium Galaxy, a next generation social virtual reality platform, 
consists of multiple worlds that act as content hubs where professional artists 
and users can share their love for music, dance, fashion and many other art 
forms. However, it is crucial to understand what mechanisms will be in place to 
regulate the digital identity of users, artists, and even AI-driven NPCs. Moreover, 
NFTs can equally secure the copyrights of both professional and user-generated 
content in these virtual worlds. (Goodwin, J.,2021). What is an NFT?).

3.2.3.	 Possible	Economic	Impacts	of	the	NFT	Ecosystem

How NFTs are evolving into a $40 billion market in 2021; The NFT market, 
which had a market of less than $ 1 billion in 2020 and which only a limited 
number of investors were aware of, has turned into a giant industry of over $ 
40 billion by the end of 2021. The NFT sector had a very active period in 2021. 
Although the market experienced a decline for several months, the popularity 
experienced in the last months of the year reactivated the market. By the end of 
the year, $41 billion was invested in NFTs at the beginning of 2021, of which 
only a limited audience of crypto enthusiasts was aware. (Influencer, M. H. 2021 
Top NFT Marketplaces for Creators to Sell NFT).

“Over the past year, the NFT market has changed from a sub-$1 billion 
market to one with tens of billions of dollars spent,” said Mason Nystrom, 
Research Analyst at crypto data company Messari, noting that buyers are 
scrambling to find profiles that fit their “digital identities.” The NFT frenzy hit 
the mainstream media agenda in March when a collectible painting by artist 
Beeple was sold at Christie’s for $69.3 million, making history as the first sale 
ever made at an auction house. Not long after this event, corporate gamers from 
the worlds of arts, sports and music looking for new ways to interact with fans 
and profiting from this NFT craze began issuing NFTs with their digital property 
certificates registered on the blockchain (Licknittle 2021. Nick Little).

NFT platforms, which have been released recently and supported by 
famous names, have brought interest in this field. The increase in demand 
for certain NFT collections, such as the Bored Ape Yacht Club, has attracted 
considerable attention. Because Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs have contributed 
to the volatility of the market by creating over $100 million in trade volume so 
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far. According to cryptocurrency analytics group Chainalysis, a total of $40.9 
billion was spent on Ethereum blockchain contracts, typically used to create 
NFTs, by December 15 this year and If NFTs printed on other blockchains like 
Solana and Solana are also taken into account, it seems likely that this figure will 
be much higher. In comparison, last year the global art market was estimated to 
have a net worth of $50.1 billion. (Onlineonly Christies 2021. Everydays: The 
First 5000 Days).

3.3.1.	Most	Common	NFT	Uses	Fields

The intense interest in unique tokens has led to an explosion in crypto 
collectibles and NFT art. While these are two of the most common uses in the 
DeFi ecosystem, current applications are not limited to them. The rarity and 
uniqueness make unique tokens suitable for real-world assets, logistics, music 
copyrights, and the like. As NFTs mature, we may witness greater adoption of 
experimental use cases. (Decentraland 2021). Decentraland).

Before unique tokens, creating digital rarity for assets was extremely 
difficult. While there are copyright protections, digital artworks are easy for 
consumers to copy or use illegally. Crypto art and digital collectibles have 
emerged thanks to the development of NFTs, but the developments are not 
limited to these. You can also use NFTs to prove the authenticity of many unique 
and collectible items, from real estate to logistics.Cryptokitties.co.). While the 
NFT ecosystem is still young, there are many interesting projects to explore, 
some of which are already creating great value for creators and consumers. 
(Cryptokitties 2021).

3.3.2.	Art	NFTs

The unique tokens helped solve long-standing rarity issues in digital art. How can 
you keep virtual artworks rare when they can be digitally copied? Although it is 
possible to come across counterfeit artworks in the real world, it is often possible 
to determine whether these works are original or not. Crypto artworks derive a 
large part of their value from the ability to digitally verify their authenticity and 
ownership. While anyone can view a CryptoPunk on the Ethereum blockchain 
and download and save the image, they cannot prove they own the original 
work. (Hernandez, S.2019. Crypto art: A decentralized view Trans.).

Anonymous digital artist Pak, for example, has created a series of NFTs 
that are identical except for their names. Pak; With names like The Cheap, The 
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Expensive, and The Unsold, he assigned a different value to each piece based on 
its name. This collection makes us think about where the value of a work of art 
comes from. When it comes to NFTs, value isn’t just tied to the artwork itself. 
Sometimes it is more important to prove the ownership of this work. It is this 
feature that makes crypto art one of the most popular NFT uses. (Hahn, J.2021).

3.3.3.	Collectible	NFTs

There is huge demand for digital collectibles, whether it’s a PancakeSwap Bunny 
or a Binance Anniversary NFT. This use case has even gone mainstream with 
the NBA NFT collectible cards, the NBA Top Shot. Alongside digital artworks, 
these unique tokens also make up the bulk of sales on NFT Marketplaces such 
as Opensea, BakerySwap and Treasureland. There is a great intersection with 
crypto art and sometimes an NFT can be both a collectible and a work of art. 
These two are among the most advanced usage areas today. Jack Dorsey’s 
first tweet is a great example of an NFT collectible. While a CryptoPunk is a 
collectible item and a visual work of art, the value of Dorsey’s NFT is purely 
because it is collectible.(Influencer, M. H.2021).

Dorsey sold NFT through Valuables, a platform that tokenizes tweets. Here 
you can give a bid for any tweet. Anyone can also offer a higher price than you 
by making a counter-bid. The author of the tweet can accept or decline an offer 
at this point. If the bid is accepted, the tweet is extracted on the blockchain,so an 
exact NFT of the tweet’s signed image is created. All NFTs are signed with the 
verified author’s Twitter username. This means that only the author themselves 
can output tweets as NFTs. This process creates a digital and rare collectible 
that can be traded or kept. The concept of selling a tweet can be a little difficult 
to understand, but it’s a great example of how NFTs create collectibles. These 
NFTs are basically a digital version of a signed handwriting (Iyengar, R. 2021).

3.3.4.	Finance	NFTs

It is important to remember that not all NFTs derive their value from a song, 
painting or collectible. In decentralized finance (DeFi), NFTs also offer unique 
financial advantages. Many of these NFTs may be partially works of art, but 
their value comes from the services they provide. For example, JustLiquidity 
offers an NFT staking model. The user stakes a pair of tokens in the pool for a 
certain period of time and receives an NFT to access the next pool. The NFT 
functions as an entry ticket and is destroyed when you join the new pool. This 
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model creates a secondary market for these NFTs based on the reach they offer. 
(Kay, G. 2021).

Another example is NFT food combinations that offer higher staking 
rewards to BakerySwap holders. When you participate with BAKE, you get 
NFT combinations that offer different amounts of staking power. Users can 
speculate on these combinations, sell the combinations on the secondary market 
and use them for staking. Gamification of NFTs and merging with DeFi in this 
way is another interesting usage area for unique tokens. (Kharif, O. 2017).

3.3.5.	Gaming	NFTs

There is a huge demand for unique tradable and purchasable items in games. 
Rarity directly affects the price of these items, and players are already familiar 
with the idea of   valuable, digital items. Micro-transactions and in-game 
purchases have created a billion-dollar gaming industry that can benefit from 
NFTs and blockchain technology. This is also an exciting field in terms of what 
an NFT represents. Tokens for video games combine art, collection and usage 
opportunities for gamers. But NFTs have a long way to go when it comes to big-
budget video games (Licknittle, 2021).

Meanwhile, some other projects have actively integrated blockchain 
technology into their games. Both Axie Infinity and Battle Pets are Pokémon-
style games with tradable animals and items. You can also buy and sell these 
tokens on outside marketplaces (peer-to-peer selling). Game NFTs may be 
focused on visuals, but may also contain usable elements. All Axie animals have 
a number of features that can be used in battles. These characteristics also affect 
the value of the animal at the trading stage. A CryptoKittie can also be extremely 
valuable solely for its sought-after breeding characteristics. The value of each 
animal is based on a combination of its rarity, characteristics and usability. In 
the example below, several desirable and rare features are present at once.(Long, 
M, 2021).

3.3.6.	Music	NFTs

Just like an image file or video, you can add sound to an NFT to create a collectible 
piece of music. You can think of it as the digital first edition of a recording. 
Adding a song to NFT is similar to our art example, but it has other usage fields 
as well. Getting a fair share of royalties is a big deal for musicians. But there 
are at least two possible ways to achieve a balanced result: blockchain-based 
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publishing platforms and copyright tracking with blockchain. Competing with 
Amazon Music or Youtube for streaming services is tough for small blockchain 
projects. Even when a giant like Spotify bought a blockchain royalty solution 
called MediaChain in 2017, it didn’t really benefit artists. (Lotti, L.2019).

Meanwhile, smaller projects had to work mainly with independent artists. 
Rocki on Binance Smart Chain gives these independent artists a platform to 
publish their music and sell their royalties. In the first royalty NFT sale on the 
platform, 40 ETH was collected for 50% of the royalty using the ERC721 token 
standard. Whether this model will become more popular depends on its adoption 
by larger streaming services. Combining music with NFTs is a great idea for its 
scope, but without the support of big names in the music world it can be difficult 
to achieve success (Shot, N. T. 2021, NBA Top Shot, Officially Licensed Digital 
Collectibles).

3.4.1.	Uses	of	NFT	in	Artworks	and	Usage	and	Application	Areas	in	Social	
Media	Platforms

Meta is preparing to join the NFT stream with Facebook and Instagram 
platforms. According to the news, citing sources close to the subject, Facebook 
and Instagram teams are working on a prototype that will enable the creation 
and trading of NFTs, as well as a feature where users can display their NFTs on 
their profiles. (Tellinga, 2021).

According to sources close to the subject, Meta is currently considering 
launching a marketplace that will allow NFT trading. On the Instagram side, 
trials are underway on a feature that will allow users to display NFT. It is stated 
that Facebook’s digital wallet Novi can play a critical role in NFT. (The Graphic 
Artists, G.2021).

3.4.2. Instagram Apps

According to a recent post by artist Sean Williams, Instagram has taken action 
to establish its own NFT platform. However, the social media giant seeks help 
from artists to develop this platform. Instagram, one of the leading giants of 
social media, recently announced a new event called ‘Manufacturer Week’, 
which will be held between 8 and 10 June and will be a first in history. It has been 
announced that only invited users will be able to attend this event, and several 
virtual broadcasts will be made at the event. Sharing on Twitter about this issue, 
Sean Williams claims that Instagram will announce its own NFT platform to the 
participants as part of the event. (Trautman, L. J. 2021).
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The post by Sean Williams may prove that the reason Instagram organized 
this event was actually for another purpose. Sean Williams is also a well-known 
name for selling her works in the form of NFT. A work of the artist was purchased 
for 10 ETH. It is said that Instagram also seeks help from artists to develop the 
aforementioned NFT platform, but there are different plans behind the work. 
The fact that Instagram wants to keep this situation private is another matter 
of discussion. According to rumors, artists are offered a fee of $ 1,000 and a 
confidentiality agreement is signed in return for the fee. Artists participating in 
this meeting discuss and share their ideas about ‘crypto art’ (Walker, C. 2021. 
Best Platforms to Create Your NFT On).

3.4.3.	Facebook	Apps

Social media giant Facebook, on the other hand, wants to take advantage of 
the increasing popularity of NFTs. David Marcus, who leads the development 
of Facebook’s digital wallet called Novi, also plans to integrate NFTs into the 
wallet. Facebook plans to launch Diem and its digital wallet Novi at the same 
time. The combination of these two will make the money transfer more cost and 
time efficient.

In an interview on Tuesday, Facebook executive David Marcus made 
the following statement about NFT: “We’re definitely looking at ways to get 
involved in this space because we think we’re in a really good position to do 
that.” Additionally, Marcus said that the company’s Novi digital wallet can 
be used to hold NFTs: “Once you have a good crypto wallet like Novi, you 
should also consider how you can help consumers support NFTs.” Many other 
companies such as Facebook are likely to do further work with NFTs in the near 
future. We can say that the entry of giant international companies such as VISA, 
Alibaba and Facebook into this field will significantly increase the general 
acceptance of NFT. (SeconLife, 2021. Blog - Community.Secondlife.com).

3.4.4.	 Twitter	Apps

The NFT collection created by Twitter has reached a transaction volume of $ 5.3 
million on the NFT platform OpenSea. According to OpenSea, the base price 
of an NFT published by Twitter is currently priced at 90 ETH, or $281,000. 
The NFT lottery named “The 140 Collection”, created and published by Twitter 
on June 30, reached 1,700 ETH ($5.3 million) in total transaction volume on 
OpenSea. While this seems much lower than NFT projects such as Axie Infinity 
and CryptoPunks, it’s worth noting that there is a notable trading volume as there 
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are only 140 NFTs involved. Twitter carefully selected 140 users who responded 
to the tweet in which this draw was announced. Shortly after, the winners were 
brought together to form an organization with the goal of extracting maximum 
value from their new digital assets.(Shot, N. T. 2021, NBA Top Shot, Officially 
Licensed DigitalCollectibles).

The founder of the 140 Collection organization was also one of the 
140 winners. The 140 Collection organization currently has 70 members and 
continues to grow: “We’ve seen the number of owners of Twitter NFTs drop 
with people completing full sets (purchasing one of the seven designs). The 
fewer people holding NFTs, the better, and if there are only 140, it’s easier to 
shake up weak hands. “Since the organization started its operations, the base 
price of these NFTs has risen up to 90 ETH ($281,000) per unit on OpenSea 
(Tellinga. 2021. 12 Best NFT Art Marketplaces | What Is Non-Fungible Token 
Artwork?).

3.4.5.	NFT	Applications	Combining	Art	and	Technology

NFTs have entered our lexicon as unique digital artworks. Although it is seen as 
a different extension of cryptocurrencies, its popularity is increasing day by day 
as the digitalization of art. In this new market, the valuation of digital artworks 
reaches millions of dollars.

With the incredible speed of technology, the digital transformation seen in 
every field seems to have spread to the art world as well. In today’s digital world, 
where cryptocurrencies are just beginning to be understood and widespread, 
we are now faced with a new digital asset: NFTs. These new assets, known as 
non-fungible tokens and referred to as crypto art, mean that various data such 
as pictures, audio, video are written to the blockchain in a digital environment 
and these data are digitally certified. In other words, NFTs are digital artworks 
whose authenticity is verified with blockchain on the internet and put up for sale 
in digital marketplaces… This new asset group, which finds buyers for millions 
of dollars, is facing criticism from various groups, but this does not reduce the 
popularity of NFTs. NFTs, whose name we have heard frequently in the world, 
including Turkey, can represent a new dimension of art.(Willing, N. 2021, Best 
NFT projects: 10 names everyone should know in 2021).

In Turkey, sales increased in the NFT market, which includes football 
clubs, chefs, journalists and writers as well as various artists. Kentçizer Tarık 
Tolunay’s sale of The Pandemic as NFT is the first turning point in the history 
of NFT in Turkey. With this move of Tolunay, it was the first time that a work of 
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art from Turkey was sold digitally. After Tolunay, a Twitter post that journalist 
Cüneyt Özdemir put up for sale as NFT found a buyer for 10 thousand dollars. 
Özdemir donated the proceeds from this sale to the Darüşşafaka Society. Murat 
Pak, known as a crypto artist, is the second best selling artist as NFT. Pak is 
defined as the most expensive artist in the crypto world, with a total of 268 
different artworks sold in the NFT world for a total of $1 million. In addition to 
this, Zeynep Bugay is one of those who entered NFT from the world of literature. 
The story “Anne”, which is the origin story of the book The Mystery of the Proti 
Island, written by Bugay in a fantastic style and was not included in the book, 
found a buyer for 12 thousand 400 dollars in the NFT world. Thus, Bugay broke 
new ground in the world of Turkish literature. But the development of NFT in 
Turkey does not end here. Recently, football club Galatasaray announced that 
it will launch a collection highlighting important events in the club’s history 
throughout the season, starting with its founder Ali Sami Yen. One of the most 
interesting events of NFT in Turkey came from the world of gastronomy. 
Neolokal founding chef Maksut Aşkar started selling her own recipes as NFT. 
(Yue, X. 2011, The music industry in the social networking era).

4. CONCLUSION AND EVALUATIONS

As money changed hands in democratic environments as of the 21st century, art 
also kept up with this new economic order. In modern societies, where art has 
become independent and is very important, works of art have begun to make 
their power felt with money. With the discourse of “Code is new art & code is 
new money”, crypto art, the new face of art, emerged. Like cryptocurrencies that 
maintain their existence in the digital environment, works of art also meet with 
art-loving buyers who want to invest in the digital environment. The idea of   NFT 
also emerged in art due to the slowdown in the sales of works in art galleries that 
were closed and restricted with the pandemic. A new art marketing environment 
where contactless trades can be made and easily accessible to everyone has 
attracted everyone’s attention. Since the usage area is very wide, the values   of 
the works of art are also very variable. Prices are traded on the bids determined 
by the individuals and agreed upon. There is a value that can be determined by 
the price of a work given by famous names and entrepreneurs. It is possible 
to say that the NFT environment as an art is a very suitable environment for 
developing, entrepreneurial,and  making new and exciting innovations. What 
benefit and advantage can a work of art have that we cannot hold, feel, hang 
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on our wall or put somewhere, or see it all the time?(Patrick, M., Subarna, S., 
&amp; Zadeh, A. 2010).

In NFT environments, it is easier to see who made the artwork first. 
It is a medium that perfectly shows whether the work of art is fake and by 
whom it was first made. When digital art emerged, the original owners of the 
artworks were difficult to find (as opposed to traditional works). Thanks to the 
NFT environment, artists will now be able to protect themselves and be free 
from fakes. Mike Winkelmann, nicknamed Beeple, owns the most important 
and highest-selling NFT artwork in the world. Beeple’s digital artwork found a 
buyer for $69.4 million at Christie’s Auction House in London (Trautman, L. J, 
2021. Virtual Art and Non-fungible Tokens.).

Winkelmann’s collage “Everydays: The First 5,000 Days” includes 
many different drawings from political leaders like Donald Trump to cartoon 
characters like Mickey Mouse. This work, in jpg format, made history as the first 
digital work to be sold in an auction house. In a live video of Banksy, one of the 
legendary names of street art, his original work was destroyed by burning. The 
NFT artifact representing the work was sold for $380,000. As the use of crypto 
becomes more widespread, news that will excite the arts and economics world 
continues to come. One of them is that Sothebys Auction House in New York 
announced that for the first time it will accept payments in cryptocurrencies for 
a physical work of art. The famous British street artist nicknamed Banksy has 
announced that he will accept payments in Bitcoin and Ethereum for the sale 
of his work called ‘Love is in the Air’. It will be the first time that a physical 
artifact will be paid in crypto, and its sale is said to be between $3 and $5 
million. For this, Sothebys cryptocurrency exchange bureau has agreed with 
Coinbase Global Inc (COIN.O). With such an important step, it is understood 
that the cryptocurrency continues to expand its prevalence and scope day by day. 
(Trottier, 2013, Original-Bitcoin).
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Introduction

Throughout the history of art, we witness the reflections of the visual 
expressions of literary works in plastic arts as form and form. The aim 
in this is to spread the beliefs and make the society aware of the values 

of its culture, as well as to provide aesthetic awareness by strengthening the 
meaning of the literary language. We see the interaction of writing and image 
in two branches of art, poetry and painting, which have different forms of 
expression. We understand that this relationship has been going on for many 
years from Leonardo da Vinci’s statement “Painting is a dumb poem, poetry is 
a blind painting”. This relationship and interaction between different fields of 
art used the analogy between painting and poetry to explain the representation 
problem in art in Plato’s “State” and Aristotle’s “Poetics” in the ancient Greek 
period.

More than a century after the Art of Poetry, which was first written by 
Plutarch, is the phrase “Poema pictura loquens, pictura poema silens” recorded 
in the work “De gloria Atheniensium”, that is, “poetry is painting that speaks, 
painting is poetry that is silent” (Kahraman, 2005: 96). In his Ars Poetica, 
Horatius discussed the relationship between literature and visual arts. He 
summarizes the relationship between painting and poetry in the text of Horatius, 
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with the concept of “Ut Pictura Poesis”, which corresponds to our language as 
“what is the art of painting, so is the art of poetry”.

Throughout the history of civilization, poets and painters have produced 
works bearing traces of nature, life and imagination; the poet’s lines came to life 
in the painter’s brush, the painter’s picture came to life in the poet’s lines.

There have been many studies investigating the relationship between poetry 
and painting. In the light of these studies, a new research was needed. In order to 
examine the interaction of Turkish poetry and Turkish painting, the reflections 
of the Republic period Turkish poetry on the printmaking were revealed. This 
study with project number 21951 was supported by Ege University Scientific 
Research Projects Coordination Unit.

1. Illustration

The word illustration, which comes from the Latin illustra’tio, illustra’stro word 
roots, corresponds to illustration in Turkish. Arıkan (2009) states that all visual 
and pictorial elements that visually emphasize, support or interpret the verbal 
elements and content used in design and that have remarkable features are 
generally defined as illustration. “All elements that visually describe or interpret 
verbal elements such as a title, slogan or text are generally called illustrations” 
(Becer, 2018: 210). In the light of these definitions, it is possible to say that 
illustration has a purpose and function such as explaining verbal or literary 
expression in an aesthetic and universal language, strengthening the meaning, 
conveying a message, and attracting the attention of the recipient.

The tradition of painting, which started on the ceiling and walls of the 
Lascaux caves in France with the existence of civilization, has continued to 
spread an idea, especially religion, to the illiterate public through pictorial 
depictions in the historical process. Books that were written and illustrated by 
hand until the 10th century, and later, with the arrival of woodcut technique from 
the east to Europe, the books were reproduced and reached more masses.

The roots of Turkish book illustration art goes back to the Uyghur Turks. 
Uyghurs, under the influence of Manichaean religion and Buddhism, illustrated 
and reproduced books on Manichaean religion and Buddhism. We can say that 
the miniature books that have survived from these periods are the oldest and 
most beautiful examples of Turkish illustration art. The establishment of the 
paper factory in the Ottoman period in the 15th century and the first printing 
house by the minorities in 1493 is a very important step in the field of printing 
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and broadcasting. The first Turkish printing house was opened by Said Çelebi 
and İbrahim Müteferrika in 1727, and the first illustrated book of Turkish 
press history, Târîh-i Hindi Garbî, was published in 1730. The book, which 
includes a celestial map showing the world as the center of the universe and 
13 pictures, has a very important place in the history of Turkish illustration. 
With the establishment of the first Turkish lithography printing house by Henry 
Cayol and his cousin Jacques Cayol in 1831, more books were distributed to 
the public. In the same year, the first Turkish newspaper, Calendar-Vakay, and 
the first Turkish illustrated magazine, Vakayi-i Tıbbiye, were published in 1849. 
These developments, which are of great importance in the history of Turkish 
illustration, have placed today’s illustration art on solid foundations.

Figure 1. Vakayi-i Tıbbiye Magazine
(https://tr.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dosya:Osmanl% 

C4%B1ca_resimli_dergi-3.JPG)
Today, we observe that the meaning of the text is strengthened by using 
illustrations of books published in different disciplines and genres like science, 
literature, art, etc. In this context, there are different types of book illustrations 
according to their subjects. Although it is seen that various and different 
classifications are made, illustration can be considered in four groups in terms 
of usage areas: 
1- Scientific and Technical Illustrations: Medicine, mechanics, zoology, 

botany, geology, engineering etc. They are detailed illustrations made for 
instructive, explanatory and descriptive purposes for areas of expertise such 
as Especially this type of illustration requires much more field knowledge 
and expertise than other types of illustration.
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2- Publication Illustrations: It is a type of illustration designed to enrich 
the meaning of the text in digital or printed publications such as books, 
magazines, newspapers, to attract attention and to provide information. 
We see publication illustrations most commonly in children’s books and 
poetry books.

3- Advertising Illustrations: Also known as commercial illustrations, they 
are the artworks made to promote products or services such as brands, 
campaigns, packaging, labels, to influence the consumer, and to encourage 
them to buy. Today, fashion illustrations are also considered in advertising 
illustration.

4- Cultural Illustrations: etc. The artworks designed with the aim of 
announcing social and cultural events like as cinema, theatre, exhibition, 
festival to the public.

1.1.	 Relation	between	Poetry	and	Painting

For centuries, we see that plastic arts and poetry interact, complement and 
describe each other in the resulting works. Tanpınar (1977) states that poetry 
has an importance in itself due to its unique structure among fine arts. “While 
the other arts are dependent only on their own and unique materials, it takes its 
material directly from the language that belongs to the public and arises from 
its needs. (...) Although marble, granite, line and sound come in pure form in an 
art arrangement, on the contrary, the word brings the meaning on the poem, the 
hidden and obvious realm it denotes, that is, a living living value” (Tanpınar, 
1977: 14). While words create the formal expression of the poem, in plastic 
arts form, line, color, stone, mud etc. emerges from the materials. The poet 
expresses his feelings, philosophy, life, rebellion and perception with poetry, 
and the painter with painting and sculpture. This expression also spreads in the 
social environment in an aesthetic form.

When we look at the history of art, we often saw that these two branches 
of art were influenced by each other, that poets created their poetry by being 
influenced by a painting, or that a poem was reflected on the painter’s canvas. It 
is known that Melih Cevdet Anday’s poem “In the Sun”, which was influenced 
by Dutch artist Pieter Brueghel’s poetry, was particularly influenced by the 
artist’s Children’s Games. French poet Rene Char’s poems are written by his 
contemporary, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, Joan Miro, Georges Braque, 
Vassily Kandinsky etc. It has become a pictorial language by famous painters 
and sculptors. We find Friedrich Schiller’s poem “Ode to Joy” in the last 
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part of the famous composer Ludwig van Beethoven’s 9th symphony and in 
Gustav Klimt’s “Beethoven Frieze” mural of the Secession building in Vienna. 
Ferit Edgü, who was influenced by two major exhibitions held on the 100th 
anniversary of the death of Dutch artist Vincent Willem Van Gogh, expressed 
the artist’s life and paintings in a poetic language in his book “Van Gogh One 
Hundred Years Later” (1990). We find Nazim Hikmet’s lines on Abidin Dino’s 
paintings, and Dino’s lines in the poet’s poems. This state of being intertwined 
between the arts has been going on for centuries and will come.

2. Method

In this study, qualitative research method was used. It is possible to define 
qualitative research as research in which qualitative information collection 
methods such as document analysis are used, and a qualitative process is 
followed to reveal perceptions and events in a natural environment in a realistic 
and holistic way (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2006: 39). In qualitative research, 
no questionnaire or any other measurement tool is used to collect data. The 
researcher himself is the key tool in data collection (Harvard University, 2014: 
6; Uzuner, 1999: 178).

After the literature review, a pool of 70 poems belonging to the Republican 
period was created by the researchers. 40 artists who participated in the project 
voluntarily and who were experts in their fields chose 1 poem that inspired them 
from the list of poems on the google document page and worked devotedly using 
different printmaking techniques. Six of the 40 studies that emerged within the 
scope of the research were included in the article.

2.1.	 Universe	and	Sampling

The universe of the research consists of printmaking artists who work in the 
field of original printmaking, which is considered in the old and new Turkish 
Plastic Arts. Of the 40 artists who voluntarily agreed to participate in this study 
and were included in the project, 19 (47.5%) were women and 21 (52.5%) were 
men.

3. Findings

3.1. The table showing the distribution of the poems of the poets included in 
the research and the artists who illustrated these poems with printing techniques 
is given below.
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Table 1: Poets, Poems and IllustratorArtists 

Şair Şiir Sanatçı
1 Ahmed Arif Anadolu /Anatolia Deniz Gökduman
2 Ahmet Oktay Kuş Mitingi /Bird Meeting Vedat Çolak
3 Aziz Nesin Gülüp Ağlayan Meşe 

Ağacı/ Laughing Weeping Oak Tree
Hülya Yalçın

4 Aziz Nesin Arkadaşım Badem Ağacı /My Friend 
Almond Tree

Selvihan Kılıç 
Ateş

5 Bedri Rahmi 
Eyüboğlu

Çakıl Pebble Hasan Kıran

6 Bedri Rahmi 
Eyüboğlu 

Bir Çift Renk /A Couple of Color Gülbin Koçak

7 Bedri Rahmi 
Eyüboğlu

İstanbul Nurten Erdoğan

8 Behçet Aysan Kuşlar da Gitti /The Birds Are Gone 
Too

Gülperi Çelik 
Yıldız

9 Behçet Necatigil Dönme Dolap/ Ferris Wheel Enis Malik Duran
10 Can Yücel Başka Türlü Bir Şey/ Something 

Else
Erhun Şengül

11 Cemal Süreya Balzamin/ Balsamine Mehmet Aslan
12 Cemal Süreya Az Yaşadıksa da/ Even Though We 

Had Love
Samet Uğur

13 Edip Cansever Hoşlandığım Kadınlar/ Women I 
Like

Süleyman Saim 
Tekcan

14 Edip Cansever Kesin/ Certain Gökhan Okur
15 Edip Cansever Gözleri Her/His Eyes Nükhet Atar
16 Edip Cansever Ölü Bir Deniz Yıldızı/ A Dead 

Starfish
Mahmut Durmuş

17 Edip Cansever Adsız Bir Çiçek/ A Nameless Flower Gözde Eda 
Tekcan

18 Edip Cansever Yerçekimli Karanfil/ Gravity Clove Deniz Bayav
19 Fazıl Hüsnü 

Dağlarca 
Deniz Feneri/ Lighthouse Erkin Keskin

20 Gülten Akın Gecekuşu/ Night Bird Saime Dönmezer
21 İlhan Berk Deniz Kitabı/ Sea Book Melihat Tüzün
22 Melih Cevdet 

Anday
Şinanay/ Sinanay Ahmet Şinasi 

İşler
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23 Metin Altıok Evde Yoklar/ They Are Not At Home Sezin Türk Kaya
24 Nazım Hikmet Ran Bir Yolculuk Üstüne/ On a Trip Mualla Gürle
25 Nazım Hikmet Ran Masalların Masalı/ Tale of Tales Burçak Balamber
26 Nazım Hikmet Ran Kadın/ Woman Mustafa Haykır
27 Necip Fazıl 

Kısakürek
Dağlarda Şarkı Söyle/ Sing in the 
Mountains

Gültekin Yıldız

28 Orhan Veli Kanık Deniz Kızı/ Mermaid Ayşen Erte
29 Orhan Veli Kanık Gün Olur/ There Will Be a Day Perihan Duran
30 Özdemir Asaf Tablo/ Painting Tezcan Bahar
31 Refik Durbaş Majüskül Bir Kadın 

Yüzüne/ Majestic Woman Face
Umut Germeç

32 Rıfat Ilgaz Uçurtma/ Kite Gökçe Aysun 
Kaya

33 Sabahattin Ali Dağlar/ Mountains Sema Boyancı
34 Turgut Uyar Tomris/ Tomris Kerem İşcanoğlu
35 Turgut Uyar Göğe Bakma Durağı/ Sky View Station Atilla Atar
36 Turgut Uyar Senfoni/ Symphony Hatice Bengisu
37 Ümit Yaşar 

Oğuzcan 
Bana Bir Şarkı Söyle/ Sing Me a 
Song

Güler Yıldız

38 Yahya Kemal 
Beyatlı

Bir Başka Tepeden/ From Another 
Hill

Ümit Doğan

39 Yahya Kemal 
Beyatlı

Sessiz Gemi/ Silent Ship Musa Köksal

40 Ziya Osman Saba Beyaz Ev/ White Home Ayşegül Kalkan 
Ak

3.2.	 Illustration	of	Poems	with	Different	Printmaking	Techniques

The artists took part in the “Reflections from Poetry to Printmaking” project, 
created printmaking works by utilizing the rich materials and possibilities of 
printmaking, based on poems that triggered their imaginations. The reflection of 
the poems on the printmaking is in 14 metal (zinc) engravings, 6 linoleum prints, 
5 woodcuts, 4 silkscreens, 4 digital, 2 lithography, 2 mono, 2 mixed media and 
1 collography.

3.3.	 Illustration	of	Poems	with	Printmaking	Techniques

In this section, the illustrations of six of the forty poems included in the study, 
made by the artists, and brief information about the poets and poems are given.
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3.3.1.	 “Tale	of	Tales”,	Nazım	Hikmet	Ran	(1902-1963)

The poems of Nazım Hikmet Ran, one of the most important representatives 
of Turkish poetry in the Republican era, have been translated into more than 
fifty languages. Nazım Hikmet, who started to write his first poems in syllabic 
meter, later produced works by adopting the free meter that creates harmony 
with the vocal features of Turkish. UNESCO declared 2002 as the “Year of 
Nazım Hikmet” for the poet, who is the first practitioner of free verse in Turkey 
and has a worldwide reputation.

In his poem, which consists of seven sections, Nazım Hikmet centers 
“water and sun”, which is the source of life for all living things, with a child’s 
sensibility. The presence or absence of water and sun, which are vital resources, 
affects the existence and absence of humanity. The poet is aware of this, he is 
a witness to this and he is the main actor of this tale. Burçak Balamber, who 
illustrated the poem, depicted the poet in this life cycle, sitting leaning against a 
tree, while writing this tale into the lines of poetry in the notebook in his hand, 
in his screen-printing work.

Figure 2. Burçak Balamber, Tale of Tales, Screen Printing 50x35 cm
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 37)
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3.3.2.	 “Lighthouse”,	Fazıl	Hüsnü	Dağlarca	(1914-2008)

Emphasizing the importance of Turkish with the phrase “My Turkish is my 
voice flag”, Fazıl Hüsnü Dağlarca was also a member of the Board of Directors 
of the Turkish Language Association. The poet, who wrote his poems without 
being influenced by any literary movement and poet, is one of the important 
representatives of Turkish poetry in the Republican Period. He is a poet who 
turned his face to Anatolia, wrote epics by considering the place together with 
the people, and also included social issues.

Lighthouse; It can be defined as a tower built in dangerous places of 
the seas, on rocks and islets, and with the strong light source flashing on the 
top at night and in foggy weather, which has the function of guiding ships in 
difficult conditions. In literary works, the lighthouse is often used to symbolize 
isolation, loneliness, overcoming difficulties, overcoming adversity, and a path 
forward. Within the framework of these symbolic meanings, Dağlarca used the 
lighthouse, which symbolizes salvation and security, especially in the face of 
adversity, as an object in her poem “Lighthouse”.

Figure 3. Erkin Keskin, Fenerola, CGD, 35 x 25 cm.
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 47)
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Artist Erkin Keskin illustrated the poem “Lighthouse” with computer design 
(CGD) technique. In Fenerola’s work, the background is separated with blue and 
beige, and a lighthouse is placed on the right side of the dark spot in the center. The 
vague presence of the lines of the poem on the second dark spot extending from 
the left to the right of the painting adds textural richness. The emphasis on the 
red color on the top of the lighthouse focuses the viewer on the composition. We 
see that the work, which is one of the best examples of digital printing technical 
features, is composed with solid plastic values, adhering to the theme of the poem.

3.3.3.	 “They	Aren’t	At	Home”,	Metin	Altiok	(1941-1993)

His poems, which he wrote in the last thirty years of his artistic life, that started 
with painting, have been his most effective products. With the effects of his 
lyrical, melancholic and romantic personality, Metin Altıok generally chose to 
describe the theme of loneliness in a plain language. He expresses his longing 
for a friend and his loneliness in his poem “They Aren’t at Home”.

Artist Sezin Türk Kaya illustrated Altınok’s poem with the collography 
printing technique with the pattern she prepared using fabrics and papers in different 
textural structures. In the work titled “Separate Floors”, we see the melancholic 
reflection of Altiok’s loneliness. In the study, the square and rectangular floors, 
windows and balconies of the four-storey building, which was shaped by avoiding 
the choice of color, are given in a geometric composition in a rhythmic order.

Figure 4. Sezin Türk Kaya, Separate Floors, Collography, 60x37 cm.

Figure 4. Sezin Türk Kaya, Separate Floors, Collography, 60x37 cm.
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 97)
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3.3.4.	 “The	Silent	Ship”,	Yahya	Kemal	Beyatlı	(1884-1958)

The poems of Yahya Kemal Beyatlı, one of the four prosody players, served as 
a bridge between Divan literature and modern poetry. We see that he undertook 
the mission of bringing the past to the present from his poems written in classical 
and neoclassical styles. His poems written in Ottoman Turkish and old verse 
form and his poems in contemporary Turkish are equally successful.

The poem “Silent Ship”, which consists of six couplets, tells about the 
eternal journey and death. Yahya Kemal describes the silent ship and its departure 
from the port using analogies. “Anchor” symbolizes death, “unknown ship” 
symbolizes coffin, “port” symbolizes grave, “passenger” symbolizes the dead, 
“travel” symbolizes death voyage. Depicted with the Silent Ship, the departure 
of this ship from the port and the survivors and their mourning wait for days 
are told. In a way, it has been tried to express the hopeless expectation of the 
removal of the funeral and the relatives behind it. It has been explained that death 
is always present in our lives and that separation and sadness are a part of life.

Musa Köksal in his work that bears the same title as the poem used the 
etching technique, An almost abandoned ship can be seen in the foreground of 
the work, which is designed with a golden section ratio. In the composition, a 
lone figure is depicted sitting on a piece of land just above the ship. Köksal’s self-
portrait is located in the upper right part of this piece of land that has taken shape 
as the other world. The artist depicts that the people he loved and lost are waiting.

Figure 5. Musa Köksal, Silent Ship, Gravure, 49x39,5 cm.
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 79)
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3.3.5.	 “A	Pair	of	Colors”,	Bedri	Rahmi	Eyüboğlu	(1911-1975)

Poet and painter Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu has produced works in many fields. 
Eyüboğlu, who is also a poet, wrote about folk literature’s tales, poems, myths, 
folk songs, etc. utilizing the resources that make up the culture, it reflected social 
problems, passion for nature, love of people and joy of life.

Bedri Rahmi, one of our masters who has valuable works in the field of 
visual art expressed the following issue that constantly confronted him as he dealt 
with colors and made new friendships with colors for many years: “To be able 
to adjust two diametrically opposite colors” (Eyüboğlu, 1986: 416). Eyüboğlu, 
who has used the contradictions of colors many times in his paintings, started 
off with the phrase “a pair of colors is the head of every painting” when he wrote 
this poem, talked about how difficult it is to equate two foreign colors in nature, 
and put pink on his arm and stated that every color is an equivalent.

In her work “A Pair of Colors”, Gülbin Koçak interpreted the poem 
pictorially with the mixed printmaking technique. Lizards are depicted in 
two different colors, green and red, on the tissue taken from the fabric. The 
understanding of dualism seen in colors tries to explain the contrasts in nature, 
and the unity in form tries to explain the similarities or harmony. The face-to-
face stance of the figures shows that they are facing each other and that they are 
in communication.

Figure 6. Gülbin Koçak, A Pair of Colors, Mixed Printmaking, 45 x 28 cm.
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 55)
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3.3.6.	 “Painting”,	Özdemir	Asaf	(1923-1981)

Özdemir Asaf is one of the important names of Turkish literature in the 
Republican period. Asaf, who produces works by blending the Garip and Second 
New literary understanding, has been at the forefront with his poems as well as 
the genres of memoirs, essays, articles and stories. Love, affection, longing, 
loneliness, death, memories and social problems in society are the main themes 
of his poems. In his poems, which are short in volume but dense in meaning, 
he reflected a different understanding of form by using a unique language and 
frequently used satire, irony, you-me dichotomy in his poems.

In the poet’s poem “Painting”, which the cat, rose and woman are depicted 
as aesthetic objects. With the poet’s ironic and humorous expression, the darkness 
of the night made the rose in the woman’s hand black and the cat in her lap red.

Artist Tezcan Bahar has imaginatively depicted the poet’s poem named 
“Painting” with digital printing technique. In the foreground, a beautiful young 
woman in profile embraces a red cat looking at the viewer. At the bottom of 
the picture, black roses darkened by the night… on the left of the picture, a 
single black rose placed on a red spot flush with the woman’s head… In the 
background, the moon and the stars are interspersed on the plane descending 
from dark blue to yellow. In order to bring textural richness in the background 
and to refer to the poem, the lines of the poem are placed in different fonts, 
different sizes and directions.

Figure 7. Tezcan Bahar, Painting, Digital Printmaking, 27 x 20 cm
(Ercivan Zencirci, D., Kabakçı, E. & Köseoğlu, K., 2022: 103)
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Conclusion

Language, which is the most important tool and indicator of human and 
civilization, reflects the culture of a nation. Culture is the existence of a nation 
and the source of culture is the traditions, literature and art of the society. 
When considered within the framework of sociology, culture is historical, 
social, continuous, learned, integrative, and social, geographical and economic 
conditions determine the cultural level of the society. In this study, the interaction 
of poetry and painting, two disciplines of literature and plastic arts, which 
enriches Turkish culture, is discussed. The aim in this is to raise awareness about 
both cultural values, to keep these values alive and to provide international 
recognition of Turkish culture to the next generations.

Turkish Literature in the Republican Period was a period in which many 
valuable poets and writers grew up with its free art environment. Our artists, 
who made an effort to keep our nation, which was going through difficult times, 
together, to remember and keep our national and spiritual values alive, produced 
very successful works during this period. With the free thought environment, 
many literary societies have emerged in different artistic understandings. Apart 
from these literary groups, we have also had artists who produced works in their 
individual lines.

In the study, in the extension of the interaction of poetry and painting, 
which are two forms of communication, the poetry book titled “Reflections from 
Poetry to Printmaking “, which was illustrated by Turkish printmaking artists as 
an original work, was put forward by the researchers in order to keep the picture 
book tradition alive in our country. With this book, it is aimed to give works by 
interpreting with visual language as a result of its effect on the artistic creation 
process and to enrich the Turkish visual and literary arts fields in this way.
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1. Introduction

Although there are different definitions for second homes, there is no 
single accepted definition (Hall, 2014). In general, second homes 
represent the type of housing that develops in areas with high tourism 

potential during specific periods of the year and is used for accommodation 
(Emekli, 2014). With the urbanization phenomenon, which gained momentum 
from the first half of the 20th century, leisure time per capita is gradually 
increasing (Oğan & Yasak, 2020). Due to the increase in leisure time and the 
developments in the transportation-communication sectors, the usage practices 
of second homes are changing. The interest in rural areas is growing due to 
urbanization issues that have arisen in tandem with the growth in population 
density in cities as a reflection of globalization. Second homes have started to 
develop in rural settlements located near big cities since the 1950s. Their use for 
touristic purposes, on the other hand, started to become widespread after the last 

* This chapter was produced from the master thesis called “Local people's perspective on the
physical and socio-economic environment of second homes in Foça” prepared by Okan OĞAN
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quarter of the 20th century. Second home tourism has started to develop with the 
changes in the concept of vacation since this period and the motivation to buy a 
house in a place other than the place of residence (Özgüç, 1977). 

Second homes have started to develop in coastal settlements and rural 
areas since the 1970’s. With the recognition of the economic contributions of 
tourism after the last quarter of the 205h century, second home tourism has been 
seen as a driving force that provides economic development. Since this date, 
most of the coastal settlements have been covered with second homes. Second 
homes have various impacts on the physical and socio-economic structure of the 
place where they are located. Considering the social and economic impacts of 
second homes, while they have mostly positive effects such as providing income 
and foreign currency input, increasing employment opportunities, and providing 
cultural interaction, their effects on the natural environment are generally 
negative. The unfavorable impacts of second homes on the natural environment 
have been neglected over the years due to their contribution to the economic 
structure of the place where they are located. With the increase in the density of 
second homes on the coastline, the negative effects on biodiversity, vegetation, 
environmental pollution, and the coastline are becoming more evident (Hall & 
Müller, 2004). In Foça, which is the research area, the number of studies that 
reveal the evaluations of the resident on the positive and negative impacts of 
second homes is quite limited (Öztoprak, 1995). In this context, the study is 
valuable in terms of addressing the perceptions and evaloations of the resident 
about the effects of the second homes in Foça on the natural environment. 

This study aims to determine local people’s perceptions of the good and 
negative consequences of second homes in Foça on the natural environment. 
In the research, an answer is sought to the question of how the people who are 
permanently residing in Foça evaluate the positive and negative impacts of second 
homes on the natural environment. The quantitative research method was used in 
the study. The research data were collected from the local people by the survey 
technique. In the research, the people residing in Foça were asked to evaluate 
‘second homes’ favorable and unfavorable impacts on the natural environment. 
Kuvan and Akan (2005), stressed to the fact that the tourism perception of the 
local people should be shaped positively for a successful tourism phenomenon 
to occur. In this context, it is vital to create the perceptions and evaluations of 
the local people regarding the effects of second homes, which are considered as 
a type of tourism accommodation, on the physical environment, to prevent their 
possible negative effects and to develop the local structure.
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The research area is located in the Coastal Aegean Section of the Aegean 
Region. The study area is located within the scope of the province of İzmir, 
where it is located within its administrative borders (Figure 1). Foça is a coastal 
settlement with high tourism potential. However, it has tourism advantages and 
disadvantages within its own dynamics. The natural beauties and historical-
cultural architecture of the city of Foça can be shown among its advantageous 
features.

Figure 1. Location Map of the Research Area

Hypotheses are assumptions and predictions developed for the possible results 
of the research (Büyüköztürk et all., 2018). In this context, hypotheses regarding 
the attitudes of the residents towards the environmental effects of second homes 
in Foça were formed in the research. These hypotheses are as follows:

H1: Local people assessment on the unfavorable environmental impacts of 
second homes vary according to the their gender.

H2: As the age of the resident increases, the level of their attitudes about 
the impact of second homes on recreation areas increases.

H3: Local people’s assessment on the positive environmental effects of 
second homes vary according to their ages.

H4: As the education level of the residents increases, the level of their 
attitudes towards the negative environmental effects increases.
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H5: the level of local people’s awareness about the positive environmental 
effects of second homes increases according to their education level.

H6: Local people’s assessment on the unfavorable environmental impacts 
of second homes changes according to their profession.

H7: Local people’s assessment on the impacts of second homes on 
recreation areas changes according to local’s proffession.

H8: As the income level of residents increases, awareness of negative 
environmental effects of second homes increases.

H9: Local people’s assessments on the positive environmental effects of 
second homes changes according to their income level.

H10: Local people’s assessments on the impacts of second homes on 
recreation areas changes according to their income level.

2. Literature Review

2.1.	 Effects	of	Second	Homes	on	the	Natural	Environment

Coastal settlements and rural areas are among the prominent places in the 
selection of second homes (Ceylan & Somuncu, 2020). Although tourism’s 
social and economic effects can be positive or negative, its environmental 
effects are generally negative (Özdemir & Kervankıran, 2011; Baltacı, 2011). 
Despite this, it cannot be said that the effects of second homes on the natural 
environment are only negative.

Second homes also have some positive effects on the physical environment. 
Positive environmental effects that may occur in settlements where second 
homes are concentrated can be listed as the protection and quality of the 
natural and archaeological environment, the improvement of infrastructure and 
superstructure systems, the increase in the environmental awareness level of 
the local people, etc. The unfavorable impacts of second homes on the natural 
environment can be cited as the acceleration of touristic construction on the 
coasts, environmental problems such as noise, air, and water pollution, damage 
to ecological life and biodiversity, increased pressure on agricultural areas, and 
damage to archaeological sites (Inskeep, 1991). 

In the tendency of individuals to own a second home, desires such as 
using marine tourism resources, favorable climatic conditions, and getting away 
from the chaotic urban environment come to the fore. The increasing housing 
demand of individuals has led to the rapid construction of coastal destinations 
with different tourism resources. Coastal settlements are faced with tremendous 
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pressure of second homes because this settlement is concentrated in and around 
the coastline (Kurt, 2015). In this context, individuals generally prefer rural 
settlements located on the coastline in their second home location preferences 
(Erkoç, 2017). As a result of this preference, the population accumulation 
process in coastal settlements increases significantly with the arrival of tourists 
and second homes. A visible home development happens in coastal settlements 
due to the desire to be close to the sea in the location selection of second homes. 

Second-home construction is also an essential threat in terms of the natural 
resources of the place where it is located. It is known that with the population 
development, the population in coastal settlements exceeds the carrying 
capacity, especially in summer. Jerling and Nordin (2007), reveal that second 
home owners in Stockholm mostly prefer the coasts such as streans, lakes, and 
rivers. Due to this situation, a serious decrease in seawater quality is observed 
in many places. The increase in the use of seawater per capita seriously affects 
the hygienic conditions of the seas (Taner, 1997). In parallel with the increasing 
crowd in the area where second homes are developed, increasing noise pollution 
is also a significant problem regarding urban life.  

Second-home development has a unfavorable effects on the wetland 
ecosystem, especially as it puts serious pressure on the coastal area (Bayezit, 
2003). The pressure on flora and fauna also increases with the concentration 
of second homes on and around the coastline. Moreover, the forced movement 
of local people towards inland due to the development of second homes 
along the coast also damages rural biodiversity. Accordingly, controlling the 
development of second homes on the coastline and agricultural areas is vital for 
the sustainability of biodiversity (Cottyn, 2011). 

Another impact of second homes on the natural environment is on 
infrastructure and superstructure systems. It is known that second home owners, 
who move from permanent homes to second homes, especially in the summer 
season, significantly increase the population in the destinations. The excessively 
increasing population in the summer months causes the carrying capacity of the 
settlements to be exceeded frequently (Hoogendoorn & Visser, 2010; Gündüz, 
2003; Rye, 2011; Velvin et all., 2013). As a result of this situation, mainly in 
the summer months, the infrastructure systems are insufficient, and there are 
frequent power and water cuts (Toprak, 1990). With the evaluation of second 
homes in summer months, seasonal inequality arises in the settlement population. 
This inequality causes the infrastructure systems to become inadequate due to 
overcrowding in the summer season, and then the second homes become almost 
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idle as summer residents return to their permanent residences during the autumn 
and winter. In this context, it is a critical problem whether the local governments 
will organize their infrastructure systems according to the overcrowded summer 
seasons or the autumn-winter season where the local people primarily reside.  

3. Data and Method

3.1.	 Determination	of	the	Sample

The population of the research is include to the of Foça district. According to 
the obtained data of the TUIK, the research population includes 31,061 people 
residing in Foça. The reason for choosing Foça as the research population is 
that the natural impacts of the second homes in the city are felt. In order to best 
represent the research population, the sample should be determined. Since the 
research aims to determine the second home perceptions of the local people, the 
sample includes the local people permanently residing in Foça. Therefore, the 
sample did not include the secondhome owners who only stay in the city for 
certain periods. In order to best represent the research population, the number 
of samples was determined by reaching the total population, home, and second 
home numbers of 16 neighborhoods in Foça. A minimum of 379 people from 
the people residing in Foça was determined as the sample. Participants in the 
sample were determined randomly.

Considering the possibility of missing and incorrectly filled questionnaires 
during the data collection process, a total of 446 questionnaires were administered. 
Among them, 14 were found to be defective, and the data of 432 questionnaires 
were analyzed. The evaluations and assessments on the consequences of 
second homes on the natural environment were attempted to be determined by 
administering the questionnaire to the population selected as the sample.

3.2.	 	Collection	and	Analysis	of	Data

Field studies were conducted in the research area for four months each, 
between May and October 2018 and 2019. A total of 446 people were surveyed, 
considering the defective surveys that could be removed from the study, along 
with 432 people who were previously determined as the sample number during 
the field studies. Out of 446 applied questionnaires, 14 were deemed defective 
and extreme values were removed, and 432 were subjected to quantitative data 
analysis. In order to represent the population in the best way, 16 neighborhoods 
in Foça were visited one by one, and a one-to-one questionnaire was applied to 
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the local people. Despite reaching the total number of target surveys in October 
2018, in-depth interviews with the local people were conducted by organizing 
field studies at various intervals in 2019.  

The data collected during the field studies were recorded into the “IBM 
SPSS Statistics 25” package program. Next, the meaning of the data entered 
into the program is introduced on the software. The first of the analyses made in 
the research is the descriptive statistics applied to reveal the socio-demographic 
characteristics of the surveyed participants. In this context, the “Descriptive 
Analysis” test was applied to the statements in the first part of the survey. For 
the purpose of apply parametric tests to the expressions in the research scale, 
the data should show a normal distribution. There are different thoughts in the 
international literature about acceptable lower values for a data set to show the 
normal distribution. Tabachnick and Fidell (2007), argue that if the kurtosis and 
skewness coefficients are within the range of -1.5 to +1.5, the data is sufficient 
for the assumption of normality. On the other hand, George and Mallery (2010), 
state that if the kurtosis and skewness coefficients are between -2 and +2, the data 
show the normal distribution, and parametric tests can be applied. According to 
the normality test results, the kurtosis and skewness values of all the factors of 
the research scale were found to be within the range of -2 to +2, as accepted by 
George and Mallery (2010) (Table 1). Therefore, it is concluded that the data 
set is normally distributed and suitable for parametric tests. As a result of the 
normality analysis, the exploratory factor analysis test was performed on the 
data that were concluded to be suitable for parametric analysis.

Table 1. Skewness and Kurtosis Values of the Factors of the Study

Factor Name Skewness Value Kurtosis Value
Negative Environmental Impacts -1,117 1,727
Positive Environmental Impacts 0,276 -1,084
Effect on Recreation Areas -0, 826 -0, 124

This allowed researchers to determine how the local people interpreted the 
scale’s expressions and which dimensions the scale prepared the ground for. 
Finally, the “reliability test” was applied to reveal whether the factors that 
emerged after exploratory factor analysis were statistically reliable. 

Fort he purpose of examine whether there is a significant difference 
between the answers given by the participants with different qualifications to the 
statements in both scales, difference tests were applied. While t-test is applied 
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to statements containing two variables, ANOVA test should be applied to scales 
with more than two variables (Sonmez & Alacapinar, 2017). Therefore, the 
ttest was applied to the “Gender” variable with two variables, while the one-
way test of variance (ANOVA) was applied to the remaining eight variables. 
In the applied difference tests, it was accepted that the variables satisfying the 
p<0.05 condition at the 95% confidence interval and 5% margin of error were 
statistically significant. The tables created with the statistical analyzes were 
interpreted and discussed in detail in the findings section. 

The homogeneity of variance test was used on five elements in the study 
scale to determine the status of group differentiation based on socio-demographic 
characteristics of the local population. In the homogeneity of variance test, the 
LSD Post-hoc test was applied considering the ANOVA table for the expressions 
satisfying the p>0.05 condition at 95% confidence interval and 5% margin of 
error. According to the variance homogeneity test result, Welch and Brown-
Forsythe tests were taken into account in the difference tests satisfying the p<0.05 
condition. Tamhane test, which is one of the common Post-hoc tests, was used 
to explain the differentiation between groups due to Welch and Brown-Forsythe 
tests. The arithmetic mean (X̄ ) of the statistical values of each variable, together 
with the F and P values obtained based on the results of the difference test, are 
presented in the form of a table.

4. Findings and Results

4.1.	 	Socio-Demographical	Profiles	of	Participants

Of the 432 participants participating in the study, 53.5% were men, and 
46.5% were women. A significant part of the participants comprises the adult 
population in the 41-50 (33.8%) and 5160 (21.3%) age groups. More than 75% 
of the participants are highschool or higher education graduates. While 63% of 
the participants are married, 24.1% are single. It is understood that a prominent 
part of the participants consists of civil servants (25.2%), tradesmen-craftsmen 
(20.4%), and peddlers (23.1%). It is seen that the participants generally consist 
of families with few children. The fact that more than 65% of the participants 
consists of families with only one child or without children is an indicator of 
this situation. Furthermore, it is striking that more than 70% of the participants 
reside in households of two or three persons. Therefore, it can be said that a 
considerable part of the participants resides in unpopulated households. 
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The majority of the participants consist of local people in the middle-
income group with a monthly income of 1,500-4,000 TL. On the other hand, 
16.5% of the participants have a income in the range of 4,000-6,000 TL. It is 
understood that more than half of the participants (50.9%) are homeowners, 
while 41.2% are tenants. It is noteworthy that the participants generally reside 
in detached houses (32.6%) and low-rise apartments (47.2%). Moreover, it has 
been established that a considerable number of participants (13.9%) live in 
residential type housing estates, which are becoming increasingly common in 
the study area (Table 2).

Table 2. Socio-Demographical Profiles of Participants

Demographic and Socio-
Economic Variables

Groups Amaount (N) Percent (%)

Sex Male 231 53,5

Female 201 46,5

Age Groups
20-30 Age 64 14,8

31-40 Age 69 16,0

41-50 Age 146 33,8

51-60 Age 92 21,3

61-70 Age 43 10,0

71 and Above 18 4,2

Level of Education
Non-Graduated 6 1,4

Graduated from a 
Primary School

45 10,4

Graduated from a 
Secondary School

46 10,6

Graduated from 
Highschool

190 44,0

Graduated from a 
Universty

135 31,3

Have a Master or 
Doctoral Degree

10 2,3
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Jobs
Artisan or Tradesman 88 20,4
Peddler 100 23,1
Civil Servant 109 25,2
Working in Industry 4 0,9
Retired 63 14,6
Worker 39 9,0
Working in Tourism 17 3,9
Others 12 2,8

Marital Status
Single 104 24,1
Married 272 63,0
Divorced 39 9,0
Wife or Husband 
Passed Away

17 3,9

Number of children
0 131 30,3
1 151 35,0
2 117 27,1
3 23 5,3
4 9 2,1
5 and Above 1 0,2

Size of Household
Only one People 87 20,2
Two People 116 27,0
Three People 147 34,2
Four People 62 14,4
Five People 16 3,7
Six People and 
Above

2 0,5
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Monthly Income 
of Household

1500 TRY and below 19 4,4
1501-2500 TRY 138 32,1
2501-4000 TRY 153 35,6
4001-6000 TRY 71 16,5
6001-8000 TRY 19 4,4
8000 and Above 30 7,0

Ownership Status
Home Owner 220 50,9
Tenant 178 41,2
Relative or Friend 
house

27 6,3

Others 7 1,6

Type of House
Detached House 141 32,6
Apartment 204 47,2
Villa 23 5,3
Timeshare House 4 0,9
Complex Site 60 13,9
Total 432 100

4.2.	 	Factor	Analysis	Results

Before applying exploratory factor analysis to the research scale, it 
is necessary to know the compatibility of the dataset for expoloratory factor 
analysis. In order to test the compatibility of the dataset for expoloratory 
factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) coefficient of the relevant 
expressions should be known. While the KMO value takes a value between 0 
and 1, as the coefficient approaches 1, the scale’s suitability for factor analysis 
increases. There are different expressions in the academic literature regarding 
the acceptable lower value of the KMO coefficient. Ay (2014) and Tabachnick 
& Fidell (2007), claim that the acceptable lower limit of the KMO value is 
0.60. Özyurt (2013) argues that the KMO value should be at least in the range 
of 0.70-0.80. As a result of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test applied to the research 
scale, KMO coefficient of the scale is 0.833. In addition, the result of the Barlett 
Sphericity test was significant (p=0.000). Therefore, it is understood that the 
research scale is eligible for factor analysis. 
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Table 3. Exploratory Factor Analysis Results

Components Factor 
Value

Eigen 
Value

Explained 
Variance 
(%)

Cronbach’s 
Alpha

F1: Negative Environmental 
Impacts

5,152 36,799 ,863

Causes marine pollution. ,778
Harms animals on land and sea. ,715
Causes noise pollution. ,693
Causes damage to historical and 
cultural values.

,676

Reduces agricultural land ,676
Causes heavy vehicle traffic in the 
neighborhood

,654

Damages archaeological sites ,653

Harms the natural environment. ,641
F2: Positive Environmental 
Impacts

2,313 16,521 ,869

More attention is paid to the 
maintenance of archaeological 
sites

,849

More attention is paid to the 
maintenance and preservation of 
historical buildings and artifacts.

,836

More attention is paid to the 
maintenance of natural areas.

,808

Thanks to the development of 
tourism, Foça has become more 
well-kept.

,750

F3: Effects on Recreation Areas 1,420 10,146 ,819
The quality of recreation areas has 
increased

,897

The number of recreational areas 
increased

,890

TOTAL
KMO: 0,833

63,466 0,602
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Factor analysis was applied to 17 statements in the research scale. Expressions 
subjected to factor analysis were rotated 40 times using the varimax technique. 
Based on the results of Principal Components Analysis, which is one of the well 
known factor analyses, it is observed that the statements in the research scale are 
grouped under three factors. These factors were named “Negative Environmental 
Effects”, “Positive Environmental Effects”, and “Recreation Areas” according to 
their semantic proximity. It is an important criterion that the factors revealed 
as a result of factor analysis have a high level of explanatory power. The total 
variance explanatory ratio of the factors for the relevant scale is expected to be at 
least above 50%. It is seen that the total variance rates explained by the factors in 
the scale of effects on the physical environment are 63.466% (Table 3). This ratio 
shows that all three factors are appropriate in terms of the explanatory power of 
the scale. Reliability tests are applied to determine whether the factors revealed 
after factor analysis are statistically reliable. There are different expressions in 
the academic literature for accepting research factors as reliable.

Zengin et all. (2018), state that the alpha coefficient should be at least 
0.60 according to reliability analysis. If the alpha (α) value is 0.80 and above, 
the research scale is considered to be highly reliable (Zengin et all., 2018). 
Kalaycı (2009), on the other hand, interprets the values above α=0.60 obtained 
consequently the reliability analysis as reliable. According to the reliability 
analysis results applied to the research scale, it is understood that the research is 
quite reliable (α=0.602). Moreover, all of the research factors were found to be 
statistically reliable. 

3.3.	 The	Differences	in	Assessments	on	the	Effects	of	Second	Homes	on	the	
Natural	Environment	Based	on	the	Socio-Demographic	Profiles	of	the	
Participants

The attitudes and evaluations of the local people who live permanently in a 
destination towards the effects of tourism is a research topic that has become 
more popular in recent years (Okuyucu & Somuncu, 2012; Bulut, 2015; Çıkrık, 
2018; Kızıloğlu & Karakaya, 2019; Bildin, 2019; Büyükkuru, 2019). Second 
homes, which can be considered a product of tourism movements, have some 
favorable and unfavorable impacts on the natural environment. Difference 
tests were applied to the statements in the scale to define whether there is a 
considerable difference between the socio-demographic profiles of the local 
people residing in Foça and their assessments on the impacts of second homes 
on the natural environment. 
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The evaluations of the men and women participating in the research on the 
impacts of second homes on the physical environment and recreation areas are 
similar to each other. 

Table 4. T-Test Results Applied In Relation to the Gender of the Participants

Gender Male 
(X̄)

Female 
(X̄)

df t value p value

Factors
Negative Environmental 
Impacts

3,85 3,81
430

0,632 0,528

Positive Environmental 
Impacts

2,72 2,78 -0,815 0,476

Effects on Recreation 
Areas

3,14 3,30 -1,728 0,085

It was defined that the participants’ assessments on the unfavorable effects of 
second homes on the physical environment (p=0.528; p>0.05), their positive 
environmental effects (p=0.476; p>0.05), and the effects on the number and 
quality of recreation areas (p=0.085; p>0.05) were similar, and the difference 
was not statistically significant (Table 4). 

King, Pizam, and Milman (1991), reveal that as the average age of 
the local people increases, their assessment on second homes is shaped in a 
positive way. According to the age variable of the people living in the research 
area, there is a considerable difference between the “Positive Environmental 
Impacts” and “Influences on Recreation Areas” factors, while it is observed that 
the assessment on the “Negative Environmental Impacts” factor are close to 
each other. In relation to the results of the ANOVA test conducted for the factor 
“Affects on Recreation Areas,” it is understood that the highest average belongs 
to the participants aged 71 and above (X̄ =3.16). Whereas, it is seen that the 
age group with the lowest value consists of the participants in the 20-30 age 
range (X̄ =2.19). When the differentiation between age groups was analyzed, a 
statistically significant difference was found between the 51-60 age group and 
the 20-30 (p=0.017), 31-40 (p=0.027), 41-50 (p=0.008), 61-70 (p=0.028), and 
over 71 (p=0.013) age groups (F(5-426)=2.39) (p=0.037; p<0.05). Based upon this 
findings, the average age of the local people in the study area increases, the level 
of sensitivity towards the quality and quantity of recreation areas increases. 
When the results of the ANOVA test applied to the “Positive Environmental 
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Effects” factor are perused, it is seen that the participants in the 20-30 (X̄ =3.83), 
31-40 (X̄ =3.45), 41-50 (X̄ =3.27), 51-60 (X̄ = 3.88), 61-70 (X̄ =2.69), and 
71 and over (X̄ =2.50) age ranges have different averages. It is seen that the 
lowest average among age groups belongs to the participants aged 71 and over 
(X̄ =2.50), while the participants with the highest average are between the ages 
of 20-30 (X̄ =3.83). A statistically significant difference was obtained between 
the assessment of the participants in different age groups on the positive effects 
on the natural environment. When the differences between the groups regarding 
the positive environmental effects factor in relation to the age variable were 
analyzed, the difference between the 31-40 age group and the 41-50 (p=0.005) 
and 51-60 age group (p=0.004) was found to be statistically significant. In 
addition, there is a significant difference between the 41-50 age group and the 
61-70 (p=0.016) age group, and between the 51-60 age group and the 61-70 
(p=0.013) and over 71 age group (p=0.041) (F(5-426)=3.41) (p=0.005; p<0.05). 

According to the age variable of the local people participating in the study, 
the difference between the assessment of the unfavorable effects of second 
homes on the physical environment is not statistically significant (F(5-426)=2.44) 
(p=0.091, p>0.05). When the mean of the answers obtained by the participants 
to the relevant factor is examined, it is understood that the group with the 
lowest average includes the participants between the ages of 20-30 (X̄ =3.43).  
The group with the highest average for the positive environmental impacts of 
second homes is the participants over the age of 71. When the answers given 
by the participants are examined, it is understood that their assessment towards 
negative environmental effects are shaped in a negative way. In this scope, the 
elderly population is more sensitive to the unfavorable impacts of second homes 
on the natural environment compared to young people. According to the age 
variable, there is no statistically significant difference between the local people’s 
assessment on the negative effects of second homes on the physical environment 
(Table 5). 

It is understood that as the local people’s education level changes, there are 
some differences in their assessment on the physical environment. Among the 
factors in the research scale, the difference between the negative environmental 
effects and the effects on recreation areas according to the education level 
of the participants was found to be statistically significant (p<0.05). It was 
determined that the responses to positive environmental effects were close to 
each other, and the difference was not significant (p>0.05). Moreover, as the 
participants’s education level increases, it is seen that their awareness level 
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about the negative environmental effects of second homes increases. In relation 
to the findings of the one-way test of variance, it is understood that the group 
with the lowest average is illiterate (X̄ =3.31), and the group with the highest 
average is university graduates (X̄ =4.02). When the differences between the 
groups regarding education levels and negative environmental factors are 
analyzed, it is seen that the difference between university graduates and illiterate 
(p=0.008), primary school graduates (p=0.008), and secondary school graduates 
(p=0.008) is statistically significant (F(5-426)=2.59) (p=0.01; p<0.05). Based 
upon this findings, participants with higher education levels are more sensitive 
to the negative environmental impacts of second homes than those with lower 
education levels (Table 5). 

Table 5. ANOVA Test Results Applied According to the Socio-Demographic 
Profiles of the Participants

Demographic Variables F1: Negative 
Environmental 
Impacts

F2: Positive 
Environmental 
Impacts

F3: Effects on 
Recreation 
Areas

Age F= - *
p= 0,091 

F=3,41
p= 0,005 **

F=2,40
p= 0,037 **

20-30 3,43 3,83 2,19
31-40 3,56 3,45 2,43
41-50 3,79 3,27 2,56
51-60 3,81 3,88 2,99
61-70 3,90 2,69 3,11
71 and Above 3,96 2,50 3,16
Education F= -*

p= 0,018**
F= 1,343
p= 0,245

F= -
p= 0,000**

İlliterate 3,31 3,00 3,08
Graduated from a Primary 
School 

3,77 2,53 3,43

Graduated from a 
Secondary School

3,79 2,81 3,47

Graduated from Highschool 3,93 2,73 3,36

Graduated from a Universty 4,02 2,77 2,83

Have a Master or Doctoral 
Degree

3,92 3,30 3,55
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Jobs F= 1,293
p= 0,252

F= 1,339
p= 0,250

F= -*
p= 0,000 **

Artisan or Tradesman 3,85 2,80 3,12
Peddler 3,83 2,82 3,51
Civil Servant 3,86 2,63 3,05
Working in Industry 4,06 2,50 3,25
Retired 3,85 2,60 2,85
Worker 3,59 2,85 3,05
Working in Tourism 2,77 3,19 3,68
Others 4,06 2,56 3,41

Income F= -*
p= 0,004 **

F= -*
p=0,016 **

F= -*
p= 0,007 **

1500 TRY and below 3,58 2,63 3,14
1501-2500 TRY 3,66 2,72 3,17
2501-4000 TRY 3,74 2,97 3,11
4001-6000 TRY 3,81 2,66 3,19
6001-8000 TRY 3,89 3,09 3,27
8000 and Above 3,92 3,22 3,44

*= = Since the Levenne test results were p<0.05, Welch and Brown-Forsythe 
Tests were applied.

**= p<0,05

When the participants’ assessment on the favorable impacts of second homes 
about natural environment are analyzed, it has been defined that they are similar 
to each other. When the arithmetic averages of the answers obtained by the 
participants to the statements related to the relevant factor are examined, it is 
seen that the group with the lowest average belongs to primary school graduates 
(X̄ =2.53), while the group with the highest average is postgraduate graduates (X̄ 
=3.30). The difference in the favorable environmental impacts of second homes in 
relation to education level is not statistically significant (F(5-426)=1.34) (p=0.245; 
p>0.05). There is a statistical difference between the views on the impacts of 
second homes on recreation areas depending on the local resident’s education 
level. The effect size of the one-way variance test applied for the factor of effects 
on recreation areas is 0.075. It is possible to state that the difference between 
the groups in terms of the participants’ assessment on recreation areas according 
to their education level is mainly shaped on the axis of university graduates. 
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It was determined that university graduates differed significantly from primary 
school graduates (p=0.001), secondary school graduates (p=0.001), high school 
graduates (p=0.000), and graduate graduates (p=0.006) (F(5-426)=6.96) (p=0.000 
; p<0.05). 

When the views of the local people on their occupations and the impacts of 
second homes about physical environment are analyzed, it is understood that the 
answers to the negative environmental effects (p=0.252; p>0.05) and positive 
environmental effects (p=0.230; p>0.05) scale are similar to each other, while a 
significant difference has been determined between the assessments on the effects 
on recreation areas (p=0.000; p<0.05). When the averages of the responses given 
to the factor of impacts on recreation places are analyzed, it is seen that the group 
with the highest average is those who work in the tourism sector (X̄ =3.68), while 
the group with the lowest average is the retirees (X̄ =2.85). When the differences 
between the groups regarding the assessments of the participants on the effects 
of their occupations and the impacts of second homes on recreation areas are 
analyzed, it is found that peddlers differ significantly from tradesmen-craftsmen 
(p=0.000), civil servants (p=0.000), retirees (p=0.000) and workers (p=0.023). 
Furthermore, there is also a statistically significant difference between those 
working in the industrial sector and retirees (p=0.033) (F(7-424)=6.25) (p=0.000; 
p<0.05). 

Depending upon the the local people’s income level, their assessments on 
the impacts of second homes on the physical environment change. It is observed 
that as the participants’s income increases, their sensitivity to the unfavorable 
impact of second homes about the physical environment increases. The group 
with the lowest average of the negative environmental effects factor belongs 
to the participants with an income of 1,500 TL and below (X̄ =3.58), while 
the group with the highest average consists of the participants with an income 
of 8,000 TL and above (X̄ =3.92). When the differences between the groups 
according to the income level are examined, it has been determined that those 
who earn 8,000 TL and more differ significantly from the participants with an 
income of less than 1,500 TL (p=0.001), 1.5012,500 TL (p=0.008), and 2,501-
4,000 TL (p=0.015) (F(5-424)=5.25) (p=0.002; p<0.05).  

It was established that the participants assessment on the favorable impacts 
of second homes about physical environment differ according to their monthly 
income levels. The lowest average of the positive environmental effects factor 
belongs to the participants with a salary below 1,500 TL (X̄ =2.63), while the 
participant with the highest average belongs to the participants in the income 
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group above 8,000 TL  (X̄ =3.22). The difference between participant groups 
between the income level and the assessment on the positive environmental 
effects of second homes changes on the axis of the participants with a salary of 
more than 8,000 TL. The difference between the groups with an income of 8,000 
TL or more and those with a salary of 1501-200 TL (p=0.014), between 2501-4000 
TL (p=0.001), 4001-6000 TL (p=0.002) was found to be statistically significant. 
The difference between the local residents assessmenst on the favorable impacts 
of second homes on the physical environment, depending upon their income 
level, is statistically significant (F(5-424)=2.87) (p=0.001; p<0.05). Local people’s 
assessments on the effects of second homes on recreational areas vary according 
to their income levels. The participants with the lowest average for the impact 
factor on recreation areas have an income level of 2,501-4,000 TL (X̄ =3.11), 
while the participants with the highest average have an income level of over 
8,000 TL (X̄ =3.44). When the difference between the groups in the assessments 
of recreation areas according to income level is examined, there is a statistical 
difference between the participants with an income of 8000 TL and above and the 
participants with an income level of 1500 TL and below (p=0.044), 1501-2500 
TL (p=0.004), and 2501-4000 TL (p=0.023) (p<0.05). Moreover, a statistical 
difference was also determined between the participants with an income 
between 6,000-8,000 TL and those between 1,500 TL and below (p=0.048) and 
between 1,5012,500 TL (p=0.033). There is a significant difference between the 
participants whose income level is 2,501-4,000 TL and those with an income 
level of 1,501 TL and below (F(5-424)=3.47) (p=0.007; p<0.05). 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Although the impacts of second homes about natural environment are generally 
negative, they also have some positive effects, such as increasing environmental 
awareness and improving nature awareness (Hiltunen, 2007). The majority 
of the participants in the research include adults between the ages of 30-60. 
More than 2/3 of the participants are educated people who are highschool and 
higher education (bachelor, master and PhD) graduates. Tradesmen-craftsmen, 
peddlers, and civil servants come to the fore among the professions actively 
performed by the participants. It is also found that a considerable part of the 
participants is married. It is noteworthy that most of the people living in the 
research area are families with few children. The majority of the participants 
are individuals who have few children and prefer to reside in lowpopulation 
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households. It is understood that more than 2/3 of the participants do not have 
children or have only one child. The fact that a majority part of the participants 
lives in households with a maximum of three people shows that most of the 
local population consists of families with few children. It is striking that the 
majority of the participants have a monthly income of 1,500,000 TL. Therefore, 
a considerable part of the resident consists of individuals belonging to the 
middle-income group.  

It is known that the popularity of researches on the impact of second 
homes on the physical environment has increased in the literature since the 
1990s. It is observed that studies on the effects of second homes on the physical 
environment generally focus on the effects on rural areas and coastal settlements 
(Hiltunen, 2007; Mizan, 1994; Bakırcı, 2007; Bertan, 2009; Zoğal and Emekli, 
2020; Zoğal, Domenech and Emekli, 2020). It is understood that the studies in 
the literature mostly concentrate on the unfavorable impacts of second homes on 
the physical environment (Overvåg & Berg, 2011).

There are some differences between the participants’ assessments 
regarding impacts of second homes on the physical environment, depending 
on their sociodemographic characteristics. The assessments of women and men 
participating in the research on the effects of second homes on the physical 
environment were found to be parallel to each other. Muller (2004), reveals 
that as the arithmetic average age of the population increases, the level of 
sensitivity towards second homes increases. For this reason,  awareness level 
about the unfavorable impacts of second homes is higher in societies where the 
phenomenon of ageing is observed (Muller, 2004). Zoğal has found that the 
local people’s assessments on the negative effects of second homes are similar 
according to their age characteristics (Zoğal, 2016). The fact that the awareness 
of the favorable and unfavorable impacts of second homes on recreation areas 
increases as the participants’ age increases in the study area supports other studies 
in the literature. Similarly, as the age characteristics of the local people change, 
their assessments on the favorable impacts of second homes about physical 
environment also change. The difference between the participants’ assessments 
on the favorable impacts of second homes on the physical environment, 
depending on their age characteristics, was found to be statistically significant 
(p<0,05). In this context, the H2 and H3 hypotheses were accepted.

As the participants education level increased, it was observed that the 
awareness level of the unfavorable impacts of second homes about natural 
environment increased, while the differences of opinion regarding the positive 
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environmental effects were not significant (p>0.05). In this context, while the 
H4 hypothesis was accepted, the H5 hypothesis was rejected. In general terms, 
as the local people’s education level increases, their environmental sensitivity 
increases. 

There are some differences between the professions of the participants 
and their assessments on the unfavorable impacts of second homes on the 
natural environment. While the participants’ assessments on the unfavorable 
environmental effects of second homes depending on their active occupations are 
parallel, it has been determined that the difference between their assessments on 
the effects on recreation areas is significant. While it is seen that the participants 
working in the tourism sector are less sensitive to negative environmental 
impacts (X̄ = 2.77), it is remarkable that the environmental sensitivity of the 
retirees, which consists of the elderly population, is higher (X̄ =3.85). On the 
other hand, it is understood that the favorable impacts of second homes on the 
physical environment are seen more positively by tourism professionals (X̄ 
=3.19), while retirees have a negative perception (X̄ =2.60). These findings can 
be interpreted as the economic concerns of tourism professionals shape their 
second homes perceptions. In this context, while the H6 hypothesis was rejected, 
the H7 hypothesis was accepted.

Ceylan (2019) reveals that as the local residents income increases, their 
assessments towards the destination are shaped in a positive manner. In the study 
area, the participants’ environmental sensitivity increases as their income levels 
increase. It has been found that the environmental sensitivities of the population, 
notably those with a monthly income of 4,000 TL and above, are higher than 
the participants in the low-income group. It is understood that as the economic 
income level of the participants increases, their awareness of the unfavorable 
impacts of second homes on the physical environment also increases. Similarly, 
as the participants income level differs, it is striking that their assessments on 
the positive effects on the physical environment and the effects on recreation 
areas differ, too. The difference between the assessments of the participants on 
the factors mentioned depending on the income level variable is statistically 
significant (p<0.05). In this context, hypotheses H8, H9 and H10 were accepted.

It is understood that the participants are generally dissatisfied with the 
unfavorable impacts of second homes on the natural environment. It was 
found that the significant part of the participants in the study had a unfavorable 
attitude due to the effects of second homes on issues such as water resources, 
biodiversity, and environmental problems. Therefore, it cannot be expressed that 
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the perceptions and attitudes towards the favorable impacts of second homes on 
the natural environment (raising awareness, creating environmental awareness, 
etc.) are positive enough. This can be interpreted by the fact that the unfavorable 
impacts of second homes have become more pronounced, and the perceptions 
towards their positive effects have changed in the negative direction. Although 
the people residing in Foça have a positive perception regarding the increase 
in the number of recreational areas in the city with the development of second 
housing, it has been found that they complain since the quality of the mentioned 
areas has not changed. Therefore, it is crucial to improve the quality of recreation 
areas rather than their quantity.  

The research area, a significant part of which consists of protected areas 
within the scope of archaeological sites, has been experiencing an urbanization 
model on the axis of tourism since the 1970s. The pressure of the second homes 
concentrated in and around the coastline on the natural environment increases 
with the development of tourism. Apart from its natural and archaeological 
values, the research area is considered a sensitive place in terms of being a 
habitat for rare creatures such as the Mediterranean Monk Seal. For this reason, 
it is imperative to manage the second home development in the research area 
with a sustainable tourism approach. It is thought that the management of the 
second home development in the research area with a sustainable tourism 
approach will not only reduce the pressure on the natural environment but also 
positively affect the perceptions of the people towards the second-home owners. 
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1. Introduction

Young adult literature, as the name suggests, is a type of literature 
that includes topics related to young adults. The protagonists in such 
works are young adults. Youth is physical, psychological and social 

development and maturation process that covers the ages of 12-22. (Alisinanoğlu, 
2002). The terms, “young adult”, “youth” and “adolescence”, can be used for 
this term and they are used in a similar sense. Since this period covers a long 
period, it is divided into different periods as early adolescence, which covers 
the period from about age 11 through age 14, middle adolescence, from about 
age 15 through age 18, and late adolescence from about age 18 through age 21 
(Steinberg, 2007).

Literary works dealing with this period are included in young adult literature. 
Young adult literature is “anything that readers between the approximate ages of 
12 and 20 choose to read”. (Donelson and Nilsen, 1997: 6)

Garland (1998: 6) states that “in the earlier times, there was a more defined 
line between children’s literature and adult literature, just as there was a more 
defined line between children and adults”. Young adult books bridge childhood 
and adulthood (Garland, 1998).

1 This study was presented at the 2nd World Youth Conference held in Ankara, Turkey on 18-20 
May 2022.
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Helmut Metzler defined “Young Adult Literature” as three types:
1) Literature which is written for young adults
2) Literature which is written by young adults
3) Some works are read by both young adults and adults (Neydim, undated).

Literary scholar G. Klinberg, on the other hand, deals with young adult literature 
in five types:
1) All works that cover subjects that are primarily and especially enjoyed by 

the young adults
2) Literature which is written only for young adults
3) Literature which is written by young adults
4) Literature which is composed by young adults with selected texts from 

adult literature
5) The type of literature that includes various texts read by the younger 

generation (Neydim, undated).

Nihat Ziyalan’s novel, Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) written in 
2010, is the first young adult novel written by the author. The author, who was 
born in 1936, acted in many Turkish movies, and later immigrated to Sydney. 
The author, who has produced literary works in different genres and won many 
literary awards, describes Sydney, where he lives, as the city in which the novel 
takes place, in his novel, Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come). The 
protagonist of the novel, which won the 2010 Memet Fuat Publishing Award, is 
a nineteen-year-old young man, Altan.

The protagonist of the story, Altan Nalbantzade, is a handsome 19-year-
old young man. He took the university entrance exam and is waiting for the 
result. She wants to be a dentist. His father, Selim, has a restaurant for 30 people 
in Asmalımescit. They open the restaurant, which is closed during the day, in 
the evening, and his mother Şifaser, his brother Şerma and Altan work in the 
restaurant with his father. His mother works as a cashier at the notary public 
during the day. Altan has been in love with Yasemin, who has been his girlfriend 
since childhood. Like Altan, Yasemin works with her father at her father’s 
workplace. Yasemin’s father is a baker. Although he has a girlfriend, he is angry 
that his sister Şerma has a boyfriend. He also constantly argues with Şerma 
and cannot get along with his sister at all. Altan’s exam result is much lower 
than he expected. Therefore, Altan wants to prepare for the exam for one more 
year and wants to spend this year abroad to learn a foreign language. Sadık, his 
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father’s army friend, lives in Sydney. His father sends his son to Sydney so that 
he will not be alone abroad. Sadık’s wife does not want Altan to stay in their 
house because they have a 19-year-old daughter. Altan finds a job at a kebab 
shop. He will work in the kebab shop and will stay in the room above the kebab 
shop. Sadık’s daughter Elif has a German boyfriend. Her German boyfriend’s 
name is Hermes. Hermes’ family resides in Sydney’s elite neighbourhood, while 
Elif’s family resides in the Turkish neighbourhood of Auburn. Although Elif’s 
family lives in Sydney, they put a lot of pressure on their daughters. Elif leaves 
the house by lying to her father and meets her boyfriend, Hermes. One day, 
her father, who realizes that Elif is lying, beats Elif. Thereupon, Elif leaves the 
house and starts living with Hermes. After a while, Hermes leaves Elif. Elif 
makes peace with her family again. After staying in Sydney for 9 months, Altan 
leaves Sydney after the death of his girlfriend Yasemin’s father and returns to 
Istanbul.

The novel consists of two main parts. The novel tells about Altan’s life in 
Istanbul in the first part and Altan’s experiences in Sydney in the second part.

As you can see, Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) is not only 
a young adult novel but also a migration novel. 

“Migration literature refers to all literary works that are written in an age of 
migration – or at least to those works that can be said to reflect upon migration.” 
(Frank, 2008: 2) Migration literature is a type of literature that deals with the 
experiences and problems of migrants related to migration.

People have different reasons for migration. Therefore, the types of 
migrants differ according to the reason for the migration:

[...] 1. Legally admitted immigrants who are expected to settle in the host 
country. [...] 
2. Legally admitted temporary migrants encompasses seasonal migrants, 
non-seasonal contract workers who must return home before their 
contracts are renewed, and temporary migrants whose contracts are 
renewed in the host countries (such as the ‘guest workers’ in western 
Europe) 
3. Intracompany transfers, student migrants and similar categories  
4.  Illegal (clandestine, undocumented) migrants
 5. Asylum seekers are persons who have requested refugee status in 
foreign countries
6. Refugees. (Roger 1992: 34-35)
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In this book, the story of Altan, who migrated to Australia to learn a foreign 
language, is told. As can be understood from the above categories, Altan is a 
student migrant.

In this study, the young adult problems described in Nihat Ziyalan’s novel 
Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) will be examined and conflicts 
between young people and their families will be discussed. The content analysis 
method will be used for the analysis of the novel. The content analysis method 
is a detailed and systematic examination and interpretation of data to identify 
themes and meanings.

2. Young Adults’ Problems in the Novel

As stated in the introduction part, Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) 
is a young adult novel. For this reason, the problems experienced by young 
people are mentioned throughout the novel. In this section, these problems 
mentioned in the novel will be discussed.

2.1.	 Parent-Young	Adult	Relationships

The most important reasons for conflicts between parents and young adults 
are that parents are authoritarian and parents want to direct the young adults’ 
decisions in line with their own wishes (Kaya, 1997). Conflicts between parents 
and young adults are usually caused by the oppressive attitude of the father 
and the lack of communication within the family. In addition, these conflicts 
can be caused by problems such as jealousy, studying, going home, not being 
perceived as an adult, choosing friends, making use of free time, dressing, and 
disorganization (Yazıcı & Ertem, 2006). 

Young people complain that their families are conservative, restricting their 
freedom, being treated as children, being far from understanding and tolerance, 
and not being given the right to speak (Yavuzer, 1998).

A similar situation is expressed by Altan throughout the novel. His father is 
an angry father who beats his son when he is wrong (Ziyalan, 2010: 34). When 
Altan gets a low score on the university exam, Altan does not want to face his 
father because he is afraid of his father’s anger. Altan’s thoughts about his father 
are as follows:

Do I have to love my father? For as long as I can remember, he is very 
interested in me. He did his best to make me successful. But the things he 
always wanted me to be successful at were the things he wanted to do but failed 
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to do. He wanted me to be a football star. I had become the star of the Beşiktaş 
Youth Team, and I was waiting to join the main team. When my football career 
ended because of my ankle problem, he beat me as if it was my fault. How can I 
forget that when he’s bored, he scolds and relaxes in front of customers? He was 
beaten both verbally and with a slap! Why would I love my father?  (Ziyalan, 
2010: 29)

As it can be understood from here, his father wants Altan to be 
perfect all the time and directs Altan in line with his own wishes. Altan has 
no chance to make a mistake. When he makes a mistake, his father beats 
Altan.

With the help of his girlfriend Yasemin, Altan convinces his father to learn 
a foreign language abroad. While Altan dreams of going to London or New 
York, his father’s authoritarianism is seen again here. Altan’s father sends Altan 
to Sydney so that his son will not be alone because Sadık, his army friend, lives 
there (Ziyalan, 2010: 81).

When Altan says he wants to go abroad, his father shows his authoritarianism. 
He tells Altan what he did for him:

You started taking private lessons when you started middle school. Middle 
school is over; your private lessons are not over. High school, a university exam. 
I spent a lot of money on you. Now it’s time to learn a language abroad. I will 
spend a lot of money on you again. (Ziyalan, 2010: 80)

Before Altan flies to Sydney, his father advises Altan, as always, 
authoritatively:

Don’t show anyone your money. Open a bank account as soon as you 
arrive. I’m not saying stay away from women, but don’t get sick. One glass of 
drink is enough, maybe two. Don’t get drunk. (Ziyalan, 2010: 88)

As a result, it can be seen that Altan has an authoritarian father. Altan’s 
father wants Altan to be perfect and not make any mistakes. Therefore, it 
does not respect Altan as an individual. Moreover, he beats Altan when he 
makes a mistake. Altan’s father says that he did all this for the sake of his 
son. However, Altan does not love his father because of the actions of his 
father.

The conflict between Altan and his father takes place in Turkey. However, 
it is seen that there are similar conflicts between Sadık and his daughter Elif, 
who live in Australia. In addition to parent-young adult conflict, cultural conflict 
is also seen here. In the next section, the cultural conflicts between Elif and her 
parents will be examined.
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2.2.	 Cultural	Conflicts	Between	Parents	and	Young	Adults

The traditional value judgments of those living in rural areas continue even if 
they move to modern cities. The term, “traditional value judgments” is used 
to express that attitudes are determined according to traditions, not according 
to the requirements of socio-economic conditions. Attitudes formed under the 
influence of traditional values show resistance to change (Eserpek, 1981). It is 
seen that this situation is valid for Turks who have come to Australia and live 
in modern society. Throughout the novel, conflicts between Elif and her family 
are described.

When Altan comes to Sydney, Sadık asks his daughter to show him his 
room. As the girl moves to show Altan’s room, her mother says to Sadık that 
Sadık must show the room to Altan (Ziyalan, 2010: 105-106). After that, Elif’s 
mother says to her father that “We have an adult daughter. Did you see how she 
was looking at the boy? I just don’t want this boy in my house.” (Ziyalan, 2010: 
107)

As it can be seen, Sadık and his wife cannot tolerate even showing her 
room to a young male guest at home, since their daughter is young. Elif thinks 
about a family that puts pressure on her daughters in this way:

Come on girl, this behaviour is not good. Don’t dress like that. What kind 
of walk is this? Don’t befriend them. Okay mom, okay dad. I’ll be napping at 
home; my friends will have fun. They don’t understand me. This is Australia. I 
was born here. The problem is that they try to perpetuate the culture they grew 
up in. There is such a thing as adapting. They’re actually very good people. Even 
if someone leaves home at the age of fifteen, the government helps him or her. 
Freedom of the individual begins with birth here. I said to my family that I was 
going to the hospital to visit my friend. I have no choice but to lie to them. They 
put a lot of pressure on me. (Ziyalan, 2010: 132)

It can be said that Elif’s father, Sadık, is also an oppressive and authoritarian 
father, like Altan’s father. He wants to raise her daughter in line with his own 
thoughts. He does not respect his daughter’s decisions. He wants to experience 
the traditional value judgments of Turkey in Australia. But the value judgments 
of Elif, who was born and raised in modern society, conflict with her father’s 
value judgments. Therefore, Elif lies and deceives her father.

However, Elif’s father, Sadık, asks where she was when Elif was late for 
home. Then she beats Elif because she was late (Ziyalan, 2010, p.171). Similar 
to Altan’s father, Sadık also beats his daughter. Thereupon, Elif leaves the house. 
The father wonders about his daughter and goes to the police. The commissioner 
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asks Elif’s age. When he learns that she is 19 years old, he says that it does not 
concern them because she is a young adult (Ziyalan, 2010: 174) 

As it can be seen in another example, Elif comes to Altan with a backpack. 
She wears jeans, walking shoes, and a long-sleeved t-shirt (Ziyalan, 2010: 132). 
Later at the station, Elif goes to the toilet. She changes her outfit in the toilet and 
wears shorts and a bikini. Even Altan is surprised by this change and “What kind 
of outfit is that?” he asks. She replies to Altan that “You are talking like my mum 
and my dad.” (Ziyalan, 2010: 135)

Although Altan is a young man, he was born and raised in Turkey. 
Therefore, his value judgments differ from Elif’s. He reacts to Elif’s outfit. He 
continues this reaction with the following example:

Elif hugs her German boyfriend, Hermes and they kiss. Altan gets angry. 
He is uncomfortable with a Turkish girl doing these things with a German. He 
thinks that if he reacts, he will become like Elif’s parents. He is aware that 
there is not Turkey, it is Australia (Ziyalan, 2010: 137). Altan thinks that if Elif 
marries Hermes, her family will be unhappy (Ziyalan, 2010: 177).

As a result, in this section, both the authoritarianism of Altan’s father, who 
lives in Turkey, towards Altan and the authoritarianism of Sadık, who lives in 
Australia, towards his daughter Elif are examined. As can be seen, although 
countries and cultures are different, families exert similar pressures on young 
adults. 

Although countries and cultures are different, families exert similar 
pressures on young people. One of the reasons for this is that although Sadık 
lives in Australia, the eastern culture is active. So, the pressure is similar on 
young adults. It can be seen that Altan has the eastern culture because he was 
raised in Turkish culture. According to Altan, Elif’s behaviours are strange 
because of Australian culture. So, he reacts to her from time to time. 

2.3.	 Conflicts	Between	Sisters	and	Older	Brothers

If people experience positional incompatibility with each other, if utterances are 
misunderstood or misinterpreted, or if the person has attacked the other person 
or persons, the other person may counterattack or defend. So the conflict begins 
(Gloning, 2005).  During the conflict; people give reactions such as attacking, 
damaging dignity, contradicting, attributing personal motives, activating conflict, 
expressing feelings and personal evaluations, and getting stuck in feelings and 
personal evaluations (Gloning, 2005). In this context, conflicts, contradictions, 
polemics, and arguments can be considered as events that show conflict and 
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incompatibility between people (Karahan, 2009). The conflicts between sisters 
and older brothers are examples of this context.

Altan is an older brother who tries to establish authority over his sister 
Şerma, as his father did to him. While he has been in love with Yasemin since 
childhood, he cannot tolerate that Şerma has a boyfriend. 

Altan thinks that “What is my sister doing? If the boy took her hand, I will 
break his hand. They’re just sitting there.” When Şerma’s boyfriend sees Altan, 
the boy runs away. Şerma cries because Altan says to her boyfriend that he will 
beat him (Ziyalan, 2010: 47).

It can be said that Altan wants to put pressure on his sister. Therefore, he 
wants to prevent her sister Şerma from meeting with her boyfriend.

At this point, it should be noted the influence of the eastern culture 
mentioned in the “Parent-Young Adult Relationships” section. Altan does the 
same to his sister as Sadık did to his daughter and says that he will beat her 
sister’s boyfriend. In this sense, the traditionalist side of Altan is seen. 

Altan, who witnessed Sadık’s pressure on Elif in Sydney, regrets the 
pressure he put on his sister Şerma. When she returns to Istanbul, she brings a 
gift for Şerma›s boyfriend. Altan decides to be more respectful to his sister and 
her boyfriend (Ziyalan, 2010: 202).

As a result, Altan, who was able to make cultural comparisons between the 
east and west, realized that he was putting pressure on his sister and realized that 
what he did was a mistake. 

In this novel, both the problems that the young adults experience with their 
parents and the problems arising from the east-west culture are mentioned. The 
problems stemming from the culture of the siblings were also mentioned. It can 
be said that Elif’s problems are more and heavier than Altan’s problems because 
while Altan has problems only because of his father’s authoritarianism, Elif also 
experiences the east-west culture conflict with her parents.

3. Conclusion

Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) written by Nihat Ziyalan in 2010 
is a young adult youth novel. In the novel, 19-year-old Altan’s conflicts with his 
father and sister are described. In this study, these conflicts were examined.

In the novel, Altan’s father is depicted as an authoritarian father. At the same 
time, Altan also plays the role of an authoritarian brother to his sister. Although 
he and his girlfriend have been dating since childhood, he cannot respect that 
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her sister, Şerma has a boyfriend, and he threatens to beat her boyfriend if she 
meets with him.

Elif’s father is portrayed as an authoritarian father like Altan’s father. 
There are cultural conflicts between Elif, who grew up with a western lifestyle 
in Sydney, and Elif’s father, Sadık, who wants to continue the value judgments 
of the east in Sydney. Sadık tries to put pressure on Elif to raise her daughter 
within the framework of her own values. Although Elif seems to comply with 
her father’s values, she actually deceives her father and lives like her western 
friends when she is away from home. As a result of these conflicts, the father 
beats Elif and Elif leaves the house.

In this novel, the problems of young adults are tried to be explained from 
the perspective of young adults. The main reason for the conflict is that the young 
adults and their parents do not want to understand each other. The novel tries to 
show that these problems should be solved by listening and understanding each 
other. The conflicts between authoritarian fathers living within the framework of 
value judgments and young adults who want to create their own identity harm 
both sides, and neither side can profit from this conflict. In this context, the 
relationship between young adults and their families deteriorates and young 
adults move away from home.

In this study, Attım Kapağı Yurtdışına (Sydney, Here I Come) is considered 
as a young adult novel and the problems of the young adults in the novel are 
examined. This novel is also a migration novel. The issues related to migration 
are also included in the novel. Examination of the problems related to migration 
may be the subject of another study. Therefore, only young adults’ issues were 
included in this study.
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